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Abstract 

This thesis examines the establishment of distinctive Australian environs in the fairy 

tales, philosophical essays and children’s songs of Olga Ernst (1888–1972). The main 

argument is that Ernst, influenced by her German-Australian heritage and her vocation 

of teaching, actively promoted Australian identity through scientifically accurate, and 

poetically descriptive portrayals of the Australian environment in Australian children’s 

literature.  

 

Applying a new historicist methodology to deconstruct the sociological and historical 

orientation of Ernst’s texts I demonstrate the interplay between social, political and 

cultural forces and her construct of national identity through landscape in her stories.  

 

While this thesis is not a biography I examine the relationship between Ernst’s 

childhood experiences within the Melbourne-German Community, her teaching career, 

church life and community service in order to acknowledge, and examine their 

influence on her writing. The close analysis of Ernst’s works allows a focus on the 

fashioning of her stories to reflect the German cultural context of her early life, and a 

later shaping through education to create an Australian identity grounded in the 

environment. I explore the relationship between the life and work of Ernst. 

 

Ernst’s influence on Australian children’s literature is examined in terms of the 

response to her work in contemporary newspaper reviews and personal correspondence 

and contrasted with dismissive appraisals by literature critics in the late 20th century. 

 

The outcome of this scholarship is that Ernst’s concept of Australian national identity is 

coloured by her personal experiences, her perspective as a woman, a teacher, and a 

staunch Christian, who was of German, and Australian heritage. Ernst constructed an 

Australian fantasy world in her fairy tales while her later works reflected the developing 

concept of her particular perception of Australian nationhood by presenting the bush as 

an authentic backdrop to her philosophical essays and her songs. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 

Personal Voice 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Front cover, Olga Ernst’s personal copy. Reprinted from Fairy tales from the land of the wattle, 

O. Ernst, 1904, Melbourne: McCarron Bird & Co. Reprinted with permission. 

 
The seeds from which this thesis has germinated were planted over twenty years ago. My childhood 

inclination was to read novels with an Australian setting: Seven Little Australians; The Fortunes of Poppy 

Treloar, Bottersnikes and Gumbles, Playing Beatie Bow and The Adventures of Snugglepot and 

Cuddlepie. This interest resulted in my later enrolment in a Bachelor of Education subject: Australian 

Children’s Literature. Challenged to look beyond the works of Ethel Pedley and May Gibbs, authors who 

are well known, and foremost in discussions about Australian fairy tales and fantasy, I became interested 

in the small group of early fairy tale writers who had contributed to the growth of a “home-grown” blend of 

Australian fantasy in the 19th century. 

 

It could be claimed that Olga Dorothea Agnes Ernst discovered me. One autumn day in 1994, as the 

leaves changed colour in the crisp mountain air, I sat in the staffroom at Mount Dandenong Primary 

School discussing my research into early Australian writers. I needed to focus on one of a list of fifteen. I 

had two small children and minimising the time they spent drawing at desks in a University library while I 

researched was important. Helen Dixon, one of our elderly Christian Religious Education teachers, leaned 

over and peered at my list of early Australian authors. She tapped the page and said proudly, “Mother 

wrote a little fairy tale book. That one.” Helen later showed me her copy of the book Fairy tales from the 

land of the wattle, and I read with delight fairy tales written at the turn of the century by a sixteen-year old 

pupil teacher.  
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Olga Dorothea Agnes Ernst, a Victorian schoolteacher born in 1888, wrote three books 

between 1904 and 1939, infusing them with an Australian identity that contributed to 

the development of an authentic Australian voice in children’s literature. Ernst’s works 

mirror her own sense of place and identity: an affinity with the bush, an interest in 

botany and geology and a strong nationalistic feeling. There is an obvious relationship 

between the themes and motifs of her fairy tales, philosophical essays and songs and her 

experiences as part of the Melbourne-German community, her later teaching career and 

life in country Victoria. 

 

Ernst was the first child of Johanna Olga Straubel,1 a first generation Victorian 

schoolteacher of German parentage, and Julius Theodor Ernst,2 a German chemist, who 

had arrived in the Colony of Victoria to be a “respected juror for the Pharmaceutical 

Section of the German Pharmacy stand at the Melbourne Exhibition” (H. Dixon, 

interview, April 29, 2009). One of Ernst’s earliest memories were of large bottles of 

coloured liquid in her father’s chemist shop and of “seeing the sky touch the ground” 

when the family visited Royal Park.3 She was five years old and her daughter Helen 

Dixon said, “She had grown up surrounded by buildings and city streets. It was the first 

time she had seen a horizon”. Dixon believed that this was when Ernst became “drawn 

to the bush and open spaces” (H. Dixon, interview, 1994).  

Placing of Australian fairy tales within the body of Australian literature 

Of the children’s books written in Australia before 1910, Maurice Saxby’s 

chronological list (1998, pp. 465–473) indicated that only 10% were fairy tale books. 

Most of the books written for children in this list were of the adventure genre. They 

were set in the bush rather than the urban environment, with evocative descriptions of 

domestic life, bush adventures and encounters with the strange Australian animals. 

These adventure tales depicted the bush as a challenging place and appealed to children 

as they both intrigued and terrified (Finnis, 1995, p. 71). Although bush-inspired reality 

stories were published more frequently, the fairy tale writers’ response to the Australian 

landscape was to make it friendlier by permeating it with familiar European fairy folk. 
                                                
1 Johanna Olga Ernst (nee Heyne) was called by her second name Olga by friends and family. She was 
known by her second name following German custom. Within the family she was called “Big Olga” (H. 
Dixon, interview, April 29, 2009). In this thesis I have used her first name as shown on legal documents 
to prevent confusion with her daughter Olga Dorothea Agnes Ernst. 
2 Julius Theodor Ernst was known to family as Theodor and in official documents as Julius. I have used 
Theodor as his common name.	
3 A reservation of 6.25 km2 of parkland and open space north of Melbourne. 
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Before May Gibbs (1918) created her gumnut babies, considered by Niall to be the 

“first notable creatures for the Australian bush” (1984, p. 198), these writers offered the 

Australian child an opportunity to develop an Australian identity through their own 

fairy tales. One member of this small group of writers was a young Victorian pupil 

teacher,4 Olga Dorothea Agnes Ernst, who, drawing on her scientific and educational 

knowledge, created a fairyland in the Australian bush. 

Divergent perspectives on early Australian fairy tales 
The contributions of Ernst, and this small group of fairy tale writers, to the beginnings 

of Australian fantasy are acknowledged briefly in Australian children’s literature 

references and scholarly papers (Muir, 1970; Miller, Broomfield & Quick, 1975; Lees 

& Macintyre, 1993; Kociumbas, 1997; Saxby, 2002). The critical discourse about 

Australian fairy tales in the last two decades of the twentieth century (1980s and 1990s), 

however, was less than positive. Niall (1984) found the early Australian fantasies 

clumsy, and suggested that old world fairies frolicked unnaturally in the new world 

environment. She coined a potent description arguing that some attempts were simply 

“imported literary machinery with local labels” (p. 190). Butterss (1995) maintained 

that settling the emigrant fairies into an Australian way of life resulted in tales that were 

“uncomfortably alien” (p. 5). These viewpoints were at odds with contemporary 

newspaper reviews at the end of the 19th century and the first decade of the 20th century 

that indicated that the public was delighted with representations of fairies and elves in 

Australian settings. I considered the possibility that rather than “trite routine stories” 

(Butterss, 1995, p. 5) with the whiff of an Australian scent, these earlier fairy tales were 

a necessary step in the evolution of later fantasies.  

 

These Australian fantasies include not only May Gibbs’ gumnut babies but other classic 

characters from Australian children’s literature like the anthropomorphic koala Blinky 

Bill in The complete adventures of Blinky Bill (Wall, 1933) or those environmental 

rivals; the lazy Bottersnikes and good-natured Gumbles who offer contrasting attitudes 

to care of the bush (Wakefield, 1967). I argue that the affinity of these imaginary 

creatures with the Australian bush was due to the ability of their creators to adapt the 

earlier fantasies and fairy tales to encapsulate an Australian identity with strong ties to 

place. 

                                                
4 A pupil teacher was a senior pupil who performed teaching duties under the guidance of the teacher.  
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Olga Ernst: An early Australian fairy tale writer  
While studying early Australian children’s literature at Monash University in 1994 the 

diversity of the early fairy tale writers, as a group, intrigued me. Between 1870 and 

1900 these writers included a pastor, a boy of eleven, seasoned journalists, explorers, 

teachers and some women who chose to write under pseudonyms. The strong 

commonality of their desire to give Australian children their own fairy world was a 

clear feature of their works. Sarah Anne Charlotte Rowland, who published the first 

Australian fairy tale book, Rosalie’s reward; or, the fairy treasure in 1870 under the 

pseudonym of Gumsucker, wrote:  

Should this story be favourably received by the little folks for whom it is written 
it is the Author’s intention to publish a series of Tales, so that the merry children 
of the fair South may revel in dreams of their own Fairy Lore. (Gumsucker, 
1870, Title page) 
 

Carneil (1896) opposed the view of those who suggested that Australian fairies did not 

exist. He stated at the beginning of his fairy tale that, “Some children assert that there 

are no fairies in Australia. Wait until you read this story, and then you shall judge for 

yourself” (“The Storyteller”, p. 27).  

 
Atha Westbury also challenged his child readership (and their parents, perhaps) to find 

the magic in Australia with his heart-felt plea: 

AUSTRALIA! Hast thou no enchanted castles within thy vast domain?’ Is there 
not one gallant youth, ready armed to do battle for the fair ones, sleeping 'neath 
the spell of wicked genii? (Westbury, 1897, p. 16)  

 
The intent of these authors to give Australian children their own Australian fairyland 

was clear. Although I initially contemplated a broader study of this pioneering group, I 

confined my scholarship to Ernst and her use of geographic and botanical settings in 

imaginative literature to inculcate in her readers a heightened awareness of the 

Australian bush. Ernst mirrored the desire of her fairytale peers to create a magical 

fairyland set in Australia and informed the readers of Fairy tales from the land of the 

wattle that:  

These are written in the hope that they will...win approval of those to whom a 
loving study of tree and flower, bird and insect, and the association of familiar 
elements of old world fairy-lore with Australian surroundings, commend 
themselves. (Ernst, 1904, Publisher’s Note)  
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Present-day perspectives of early Australian fairy tales  
Ernst’s placing of traditional fairy folk in the Australian environment challenged my 

concept of what constituted a “real” fairy tale. What I had always considered authentic 

fairy tales I realised were referenced in terms of my childhood reading of stories that 

were placed in European settings. These comprised the collections of the Grimms’, and 

Hartland, literary fairy tales such as those by Hans Christian Andersen and 

modifications and retellings in other formats including Disney-style adaptations, which, 

while less violent than the original versions and more saccharin, kept their characters in 

European settings. Consequently, the images of Ernst’s mermaids gliding down the 

Yarra River, her giants stomping through the Australian Alps and across the Black 

Spur,5 a water-nixie in a “Sleeping Beauty” type slumber in a dense ferny glade rather 

than behind ivy covered battlements seemed, on my first reading of the stories, 

completely out of place in the bush. Critiques of Australian fairy tales by respected 

Australian children’s literature critics including Niall (1984), Butterss (1995), and 

Saxby (1998) written in the last part of the 20th century reflected my first impression of 

Ernst’s works. 

Appreciation of early Australian fairy tales at the time of publication 
Ernst’s book, Fairy tales from the land of the wattle (1904) was applauded at the time 

of publication, gaining favourable reviews: “Fairytales from the Land of the Wattle”, 

1904; “From Messers”, 1904; “Literature”, 1904. The book sold in four states between 

1904 and 1907 and was quoted as being one of the books that inspired later fairy tale 

writers such as Sister Agnes, whose book Fairy Tales told in the bush was published in 

1911 (Dever & Vickery, 2007 p. 4; Sussex, 2013, p. 247). I reread Ernst’s stories and 

became intrigued at the disparity between critical appraisal of her writing at the time of 

publication and more recent mixed reviews. I completed my Australian children’s 

literature paper on Ernst’s fairy tales, and my Bachelor of Education degree, but the 

sense that Ernst had been excluded from a rightful place on the Australian children’s 

literature timeline (as have many of our early women writers) lingered. 

 

 

                                                
5 The Black Spur is a 28 kilometre winding road through spectacularly tall forests in the Great Dividing 
Range, Victoria, with the sharp bends and gentle gradients designed in the 19th century for use by horse 
drawn vehicles.  
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Forgotten or overlooked Australian women writers 
Ernst is a little-known Australian woman writer. Spender (1988a) suggested that 

collectively Australian women writers wrote about common themes creating a distinct 

female literary tradition. As the content often reflected feminine, rather than the more 

mainstream masculine, patterns Spender argued that this contributed to their lack of 

recognition (p. xiii). Like many early women authors who wrote just one or two novels, 

Ernst has been largely overlooked. Spender, (1988a, p. xxiv) when selecting which 

writers to include in the Penguin anthology of Australian women’s writing, chose to 

omit writers who had produced only a small body of work in order to allow appraisal of 

those who had contributed considerably in terms of output to Australian literature.  

 

Ernst’s small output and her choice to write mainly for children, in short stories, songs 

and philosophical essays at a time when the reading public perceived authors of these 

genres as minor writers has not been conducive to academic scrutiny (McClave 1980,  

p. 1). Another factor that may have precluded Ernst from later recognition was her use 

of different writing styles in each of her books. This may have been due to the different 

target audiences for each of her books: fairy tales for young children, campfire and 

educational songs for school age children, and philosophical essays using allegory and 

fable for adults. This versatility meant that she did not benefit from a consistent 

audience eager for more of the same type and style of book.  

Personal Papers 
The unexpected discovery of an old shoebox that contained personal papers relating to 

Ernst’s second and third books, unearthed during renovations of Ernst’s  

son-in-law’s office, led to the broadening of my focus. The papers revealed aspects and 

themes of her writing: the value of education, a German-essence, creativity, Christian 

values and community service. These artefacts provided the evidence for her placement 

in a broader context. Ernst becomes no longer just “a child writing for children” (“Not 

Half Bad”, 1904, p. iv) but a writer whose strong desire to contribute to national identity 

in children’s literature was shaped by events in her life. 

 

If the boundaries between history, anthropology, art, politics, economics, and literature 

are removed then the pairing of text and context, literary and non-literary is possible. By 

applying New Historicism as a framework for the analysis of Ernst’s contribution to 
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Australian children’s literature a critical discourse about cultural and social forces, 

including the mechanisms of power, authority and repression that create and are created 

by these texts can be analysed. 

Sources 
Interviews conducted with family members and family mementos comprised “non-

literary” texts and “extra-literary” texts as defined by Vallone (1996, p. 102). Sources 

also included documents obtained from the archives of The University of Melbourne, 

The Immigration Museum of Victoria, the Lutheran Church of Australia, the Yooralla 

Society, the Brighton Red Cross, and The Public Record Offices of South Australia and 

Victoria. The personal papers of Elsa Ernst, Olga’s sister were acquired from the 

Schlesinger Library, Harvard University while reviews of Ernst’s books were accessed 

from the microfiche newspaper collection of The State Library of Victoria and digitised 

newspapers from the National Library of Australia.  

 

Ernst’s daughter Helen Dixon loaned Ernst’s personal papers to me recovered after I 

began my research. The shoebox of papers contained drafts of Ernst’s writing, teaching 

notes, some photos and pamphlets as well as correspondence from readers of her books, 

letters to potential reviewers and booksellers, and some publishing ephemera. Familien 

plauderei [Family chit-chat] (Waller, n.d), a handwritten family history written by 

Ernst, was given to me by a relative and contains Ernst’s comments on her books. I 

suggest that as Ernst had distributed copies of this memoir amongst a number of 

relatives, it indicates that she wished the family history to be known, and remembered. 

Introduction to the critical framework 
In searching for a critical framework, I needed to find a way of examining the 

interrelationship between the ideologies in Ernst’s texts (literary and non-literary) and 

the socio-cultural context that existed during each of the time spans in which she was 

writing. Situating Ernst as an author shaped by the ideologies of her time but also as an 

agent who quietly recorded, shaped and challenged ideologies (Stephens & McCallum, 

1998, p. x) prompted the search for a critical perspective that would allow analysis from 

a socio-cultural, historical context.  

 

New Historicism, a term first use by Stephen Greenblatt in 1982 (p. 5) to indicate the 

importance of deconstructing the sociological and historical orientation of a text, had 
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given literature critics a new perspective on interpretation. Greenblatt argued that if the 

boundaries between history, anthropology, art, politics, economics, and literature are 

removed then the pairing of text and context, literary and non-literary was possible. The 

result was the illumination of the socio-cultural influences that informed and 

constructed the literature (Vallone, 1996, p. 102). Applying New Historicism enabled a 

reading of text and context within the circumstances of Ernst’s life and writing.  

Influence of socio-cultural life experiences on text 
The genres Ernst chose: fairy tales, philosophical essays, nursery songs are texts that 

were not only amplified by her but also manipulated by powerful influences inside and 

outside her environment including, but not limited to, her German heritage, her gender, 

her academic life and pedagogical practices. The range of artefacts, non-literary texts 

and secondary resources that were available to me necessitated a multi-textual approach 

to interpretation. By applying New Historicism as a framework for the analysis of 

Ernst’s contribution to Australian children’s literature a critical discourse about cultural 

and social forces, including the mechanisms of power, authority and repression that 

create and are created by these texts can be investigated. 

 

Ernst’s work was read to appreciate the multilayered construct of meaning. This thesis 

will argue that Ernst’s tales mirror her own sense of place and identity, an affinity with 

the bush, an interest in botany and geology, a strong nationalistic feeling and her 

cultural heritage that challenges the then dominant Anglo-identity in Australian 

children’s literature. As the Australian-born daughter of a nationalised German 

immigrant, a bilingual writer cocooned during her early life within the richly cultured 

German-Lutheran Melbourne community, Ernst’s texts are peppered with German 

references and images: nixies; windstorms; the inclusion of places such as Strasburg 

and her absorption of fairy tale literary models from her childhood reading of Grimm 

(H. Dixon, interview, April 29, 2009). Her cultural heritage and the daily German “text” 

she was immersed in resulted in what Jacobsen (1993) labelled “kleptomania” 

suggesting that literary forms can be unconsciously stolen and recycled to be re-

presented in socio-culturally appropriate and appealing ways (p. 72). Ernst’s conscious 

or unconscious inclusion of German motifs added a distinctly “German-essence” or 

“Grimm flavour” to her stories. Thus, the examination of Ernst’s German heritage will 
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demonstrate that it is central to her writing and will illuminate a little explored aspect of 

writing for Australian children. 

 

A post-graduate of The University of Melbourne, Ernst was awarded a Bachelor of Arts 

in 1912, gained her Master of Arts in 1922 in the School of History and her Master of 

Education in 1926. Ernst was one of the first primary-trained teachers chosen to 

continue her studies and become qualified to teach in the newly established Victorian 

Higher Elementary schools. Her writing is clearly informed and defined by her studies 

in natural sciences at The University of Melbourne and her life as an educator. Ernst’s 

writings are educative, providing subtle lessons in natural science and geology for the 

reader. Encouragement by “family members with academic and scientific backgrounds” 

(H. Dixon, interview, February 23, 2009) at a time when there also was strong 

encouragement for women to undertake botanical studies (Standish, 2008, p. 74) is 

documented in family papers and apparent in her output. Pedagogy as well as “German-

essence” defines topic and form within the traditional literary structures Ernst chose. 

Structure of chapters  
Each chapter begins with a self-contained review of existing literature relevant to the 

particular chapter focus in order to contextualise the significance and relevance of 

Ernst’s contribution to Australian children’s literature and the construction of Australian 

identity within the dominant themes of this research, influences of culture, education, 

gender, social justice and service.  

Chapter Two: Methodology 
In Chapter Two I discuss the methodology applied, demonstrating how the application 

of New Historicism supports a contextual investigation of Ernst’s writing in reference to 

the absorption of existing attitudes and beliefs. The influence of context on content in 

Ernst’s books will be demonstrated by an examination of the recurrent themes of 

Christian morality, educational instruction, female heroism and nationalistic pride for an 

Australian identity that are crystallized in her writing. 

Chapter Three: Positioning Ernst 
The third chapter of the dissertation offers a brief introduction to Ernst by positioning 

her within the three stages of her life that relate to her books: childhood, teaching and 

motherhood. The shaping events and influences during these periods will be explored 
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and analysed. Locating Ernst will illustrate how her writing reconfigured the social 

construct of her world, encouraging the child reader, and later authors, to read Australia 

into their imagination. 

 

This thesis is not a biography, but an examination of the relationship between the life 

and work of Ernst, offering critical commentary on the impact of her contribution to the 

development of an authentic Australian “voice” in her chosen genres. Understanding the 

context of Ernst’s life is, however, a necessary aid to interpretation of her storytelling 

and its clear autobiographical connections. There are elements of a recognisable self: 

social conscience linked to her Lutheran upbringing and economic circumstances; the 

influence of German literature, most notably the Grimm fairy tales; a lack of masculine 

characters of significance in her fairy tales; an appraisal of religious beliefs and 

mythologies in her philosophical essays, and an expression of her attitude towards 

Aboriginal peoples and Indigenous spirituality in her songs.  

 

Reading across three genre and miscellaneous writings is a task that defies linear 

progression. Forsmann-Hill (2004, p. 147) suggested that over a life, writers are capable 

of using multiple voices. Developing from a child to young teacher to mother, Ernst’s 

narrative voice changed as she experimented with style and form. However there is 

consistency in her themes. In my discussion of the three distinct periods in her life, I 

contextualise common themes that emerge in her books, the value of education, faith, 

gendered expectations and a strong sense of social justice. 

Chapter Four: Locating Ernst within Australian children’s literature 
This chapter begins with the consideration of socio-politico-cultural patterns in early 

Australian literature and their influence on Australian children’s literature. I review the 

influence of Britain on Australian children’s literature, and the challenges faced by the 

early Australian publishers of Australian content, in order to establish the contexts in 

which Ernst wrote. 

Chapter Five: More grim than Grimm: A German influence on Australian magic 

Arguing that Ernst created her Australian fairy world to include the influence of her 

childhood reading of Grimm fairy tales, this chapter reviews the impact of Germanic 

influences. I examine the broader influence of German children’s literature and 
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educational beliefs in order to present the subtlety of Ernst’s positioning of readers to 

view fairy tales from a perspective other than British. By comparing her writing to the 

fairy tales of Beatrice Wilcken, a German national, who also wrote and self-published a 

book of Australian fairy tales in 1890,6 I examine representations of socio-generic roots 

and the conjunction of German and Australian identities in their stories.  

Chapter Six: Teaching in the blood 
Focusing on the didactic elements of Ernst’s work emanating from the emphasis on the 

German community’s desire to make a scientific contribution to early Melbourne, the 

value placed on education by her family and as a pedagogue, this chapter will argue that 

there are significant themes that correlate with these influences: achievement, successful 

female role models and the importance of popular science, especially botany, geology 

and astronomy. Consciously didactic in intention and tone, the three published books 

are analysed to assess how Ernst overlayed her narratives with Australian bush imagery.  

Chapter Seven: Not born to be chained to the kitchen sink 
The impact of socio-cultural constructs of gender on Ernst’s writing and the reception of 

her work is examined comprising analysis of the use of gendered language in the way 

Ernst represents herself, and how newspaper and book reviewers present her as a female 

writer to the reading public. I closely examine how Ernst’s life experiences, like those 

for many academic women of her era, were enabling as well as limiting, and how she 

reacted to those challenges.  

 

By analysing Ernst’s work in reference to New Historicist perspectives I explore 

notions of gender in her narratives that challenge gender expectations within Australian 

children’s literature. There is, however, ambivalence in Ernst’s writings that indicates 

that the subversion of gender expectations is more a shaping of alternatives through a 

subtle reinterpretation of roles and actions. This suggests more about her personal 

beliefs about gender than a categorisation of masculine and feminine traits and 

behaviours. 

 

 

                                                
6	This book was republished in 1891 by printers Calder and Bowen. Passages quoted in this thesis are 
taken from the second edition.	
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Chapter Eight: Imagery of Indigenous Australians 
Featured in Ernst’s writing and life are her social awareness, strong Christian faith, the 

questioning of belief and power, and growing understanding of the spirituality of 

Indigenous Australians and their way of life. From a New Historicist perspective, 

Ernst’s subtlety in negotiating her own beliefs beyond widespread attitudes towards 

Aboriginal peoples can be teased out of her personal papers. The shift in Ernst’s 

portrayal of Indigenous Australians is complex, reflecting both contemporary beliefs 

and her evolving attitude to Indigenous Australians. I analyse the influence of her 

relationship with sculptor William Ricketts on her beliefs, as well as the buffeting effect 

of legislation and the distorted imagery of Aboriginal peoples in early Australian 

children’s literature that background her writing. 

Chapter Nine: A German past: An Australian future 
Evolving from a conscious pride in her German heritage to a strong sense of Australian 

identity, Ernst’s work vocalises her representation of Australia. I consider the influence 

of the communities to which she belonged and their impact on her choice of the broad 

category of Landscape Fantasy genre, and her changing and maturing “voice”. 

Memories and significant events are utilised in the rich observational details of Ernst’s 

works, while indications of autobiographical aspects give life to her distinctive 

presentation of Australia through bush landscapes. 

Chapter Ten: Reviews, readership and reception 
The reception of Ernst’s works through contemporaneous reviews in state and country 

newspapers and as revealed in her personal papers are examined in Chapter Ten. The 

state of the publishing industry at the time Ernst was seeking to publish and the 

influence of distance on publication are considered. I contrast the comments of late 

twentieth century literature critics with the appraisal of her contribution by reviewers 

and readers at the time her books were published.  

Chapter Eleven: Conclusion 
In my conclusion, I contest the suggestion that Ernst’s fairy tales have “no sense of 

place” (Niall, 1984, p. 191) and that her nursery songs had little appeal beyond that of 

the local Melbourne residents (Allan & Co letter, 28 February, 1940). I argue that 

within Australian children’s literature her contribution was not only valid in its own 
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right, but was a factor that encouraged later writers to imagine magical beings who 

inhabited a unique Australian fairyland that appeared to be at home in the bush.  

 

The complexities that make Ernst’s writing unique—her German-Australian 

background, her gender, her inclusion of known place, setting and incorporation of 

natural sciences into her writing—deserve to be recognised. Consequently, the 

interrogation of social and political factors such as the book market and manuscript 

circulation, literary contacts, the growth of nationalism, state parochialism and gender 

have enabled a clearer picture of her vision, her creativity and the challenges she 

encountered when attempting to create a distinctive Australian identity. 

A synopsis of each of Ernst’s works. 
While the full text of Ernst’s books can be accessed online I offer a brief summary of 

each tale, essay and song in Appendices B, D and F. The concise version is useful as it 

highlights the important elements of the work and encapsulates the various themes that 

are covered in the body of this thesis. Although Ernst’s work can be accessed from 

online databases7 I have selected one tale, essay, and song from each of her books to 

illustrate the features and themes of her writings.8 These are found in Appendices C, E, 

and G. 

Explanation of terms used in Chapter Five. 
In Chapter Five evidence of German-essence in Ernst’s writing, with an emphasis on 

her fairy tales and their construction based on Lutheran/Prussian virtues (a sense of 

duty, honesty, diligence, ambition and obligation) and written from the German-

Australian perspective of her childhood and a pupil teacher, is analysed. I define the 

characteristics that make her writing unique, acknowledging and defining the German 

motifs and Grimm narratology that emerge. Appraisal of these characteristics will 

demonstrate that Ernst’s writing offered, particularly in her fairy tales, a German-

essence that challenged British identity in Australian children’s literature.  

 

 

                                                
7 Fairy tales from the land of the wattle, http://nla.gov.au/nla.aus-vn5151484, The magic shadow show, 
https://archive.org/details/magicshadowshow00ernsiala, Songs from the Dandenongs, 
http://nla.gov.au/nla.mus-vn166241 
8 Permission from Dixon family, 2015. 
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Definitions of the key concept of German-essence 
The Oxford Dictionary defines “essence” as “the intrinsic nature or indispensable 

quality of something, especially something abstract, which determines its character” 

(“Essence”, 2015). The use of the term “German-essence” is used to define the 

distinctly German characteristics found in Ernst’s writing that emanated from her 

childhood reading of Grimm and fairy tales written in the German language. Linguistic 

structure, use of pragmatic language, content and reverence for German culture by Ernst 

may be seen as an abstract concept that may be labelled as “German-essence”.9 Bodi & 

Jeffries (1985) used the term “Germanness” (p. 5) to describe the German immigrants’ 

tussle with identity and their decision about whether to align with Britain or Australia. 

Referring to Aboriginal peoples in historical documents. 
The Australian Human Rights Commission website states: 

'Aboriginal people' is a collective name for the original people of Australia and 
their descendants. The diversity of languages, cultural practices and spiritual 
beliefs is acknowledged by adding an 's' to 'people' ('Aboriginal peoples'). The 'I' 
in 'Indigenous' is capitalised when referring specifically to Australian Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander peoples (Question 1, para. 4.).  

 

According to the State Records Authority, New South Wales (2008) most Aboriginal 

peoples prefer to be identified as an Aboriginal person or peoples. The terms “blacks” 

or “blackfellow” are offensive, racist and unacceptable. Many of the words and 

expressions in use at the time Ernst was writing are now deemed inappropriate and 

offensive, such as “blackfella,” “black”, “noble savage,” and “aborigine”. These are a 

legacy of the colonisation of Indigenous Australians and are only used in this thesis in 

quotes from contemporary narratives and newspaper articles10 in order to clarify within 

this scholarship and are not intended to be offensive or derogatory.  

                                                
9 Originally I used the term “German-ness” but after consulting with Professor. Dr. Aschim Barsh, 
Linguistics, University Kassel, Germany, the term essence has a positive connotation while 
“Germanness” [Deutschtum] has a negative tone. 
10 1900—1940 
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Chapter Two: Methodology 

Personal Voice 
 

 

 

Figure 2. Draft of the synopsis of “The tragedy of little natures”. Personal papers, Ernst. Reprinted with 

permission. 
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The initial collection of data that was the impetus for this thesis began in 1994. I interviewed Helen Dixon 

about her mother, who had written an early Australian fairy tale book, for a Bachelor of Education paper. 

After I resumed my research in 2008, I interviewed Helen, in person, five times and we continued to 

correspond by letter and phone until her death in 2011. Helen Dixon loaned Ernst’s personal papers to me 

for an indefinite period during my research. 

 

Helen was delighted to talk about her mother and each time I visited had found something new to show 

me, or an event to discuss. She encouraged me to photograph artefacts that she considered important to 

her mother’s life story. I also aimed to verify dates she gave me from public records during this time and 

sought other sources of information such as contemporaneous reviews, ephemera and other primary 

resources that would allow me to reclaim Ernst’s writing from semi-anonymity.  

 

Interviews (face-to-face and via email) with relatives from the Waller,11 Ernst,12 and Heyne13 branches of 

the family followed, as I was contacted after they accessed my blog, Early Australian fairy tales and Olga 

Ernst. I acknowledge that this type of association can be problematic for the researcher and I have striven 

to maintain a critical distance while appreciating their generosity in sharing family documentation. 

 

I began to learn German in 2012 with a private tutor in order to read original documents and visited 

historical and culturally connected sites in Germany, also in 2012, with the aim of immersing myself in the 

Ernst heritage despite being firmly physically, and attitudinally, fixed in the twenty-first century.  

  

                                                
11 Olga Ernst married William Waller, communication with descendants of Olga’s son, Campbell Waller.  
12 The Ernst-Mattiske families are descendants from Julius Theodor Ernst’s (Olga’s father) brother C. M. 
Ernst. 
13 Members of the Heyne branch in Adelaide were descended from Olga Ernst’s great-uncle E. B. Heyne.  
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In searching for a critical framework, I examined the interrelationship between the 

ideologies in Ernst’s texts (literary and non-literary) and the socio-cultural-historic 

context that existed during each of the time spans in which she was writing. Canvassing 

different approaches to literary criticism for a framework that placed Ernst’s individual 

works beyond a descriptive and analytical framework or that did not focus solely on 

historical era or linguistic analysis was necessary.  While some critics have positioned 

themselves to read texts from a single perspective such as feminist theory, gender 

studies or critical racial theory the extensive range of artefacts, non-literary texts and 

secondary resources that frame Ernst’s works historically and culturally demanded a 

multi-textual approach to interpretation. New Historicism, with its considered approach 

to dissolving the boundaries between history, anthropology, art, politics, economics and 

literature encompasses all, rather than delineating the linguistic and social into two 

separate parts (Watkins, 1992, p. 181). Veeser (1989) described the impact of New 

Historicism on academic scholarship as giving “scholars new opportunities to cross the 

boundaries separating history, anthropology, art, politics, literature, and economics” 

 (p. ix). 

 

This methodology challenges the placement of Ernst’s work as positioned by ahistorical 

critiques of the past thirty to forty years. These critical appraisals merely examined 

Ernst’s narratives in terms of the relationship between ideas and form.  Building on 

Watkins’ assertion that New Historicism can be instrumental in recovering forgotten 

texts considered less worthy of academic scholarship (2005, p. 54), I suggest that by 

applying a New Historicist methodology allows Ernst’s small body of work to be 

reclaimed through the perspicacious lens of cultural and social geography. 

 

New historicism  

Stephen Greenblatt coined the term “New Historicism” and applied it to English 

Renaissance scholarship in the 1980s (Hart, 1991, p. 93). Two major influences on the 

development of New Historicism were the ideas of Foucault and Marxist thought. 

Foucault was influential in shaping the understandings of power as pervasive in all areas 

of life and considering it both negative and productive (McLaren, 2002, p. 64). Marxist 

criticism aimed to explain “the literary work more fully…grasping forms, styles and 

meanings as a product of a particular history” (Eagleton, 2002, p. 2).  
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The New Historicist links with Marxism are clear when texts are analysed from the 

context of the author, the text itself and historical and social influences of the era 

informing on specific groups of people marginalized in the literature. Marxism placed 

importance on class struggle in the analysis of literature however Gallagher (1989) 

stated that the difference between New Historicism and Marxism was that “power 

cannot be equated with economic or state power, that its sites of resistance, are also in 

the micro-politics of daily life” (p. 43).  

 

Gallagher and Greenblatt (2000) admitted in the introduction to Practising New 

Historicism that there was “no set of theoretical propositions” that enabled a New 

Historicist reading of any literary text. In fact they suggested that there had been a 

deliberate resistance to “systemisation” (p. 1). Hart (1991) concurred, labelling New 

Historicism a “loose confederacy” (p. 93) while Wayne (1991) emphasised the 

opportunity for broadening of the approach within literary and cultural studies, 

indicating that New Historicism allowed a wide-ranging interpretation that encouraged 

literary criticism.  

  

This inclusive interpretation allowed New Historicists to explore the reciprocal 

relationship between social, political and cultural histories and text. Kaes (1992) 

proposed that texts be read with an awareness of their “cultural field” defined as the 

social, cultural and political practices and strategies from which the texts were shaped 

(pp. 150–152). Investigating the body of text created by Ernst to include all written, 

anecdotal narratives and family artefacts parallel to her published works enable the 

relationship between content and context to be identified and investigated.  

 

Within the New Historicist methodology literary and non-literary texts of the same 

socio-historical period are viewed as having equal status. Barry (2002) explained that 

text and co-text were perceived as “expressions of the same historical moment” 

(p. 173).  For example the Brighton printer’s invoice slips can assist with the 

interpretation of the success of Ernst’s self-publication of Songs from the Dandenongs 

and can be correlated with challenges faced by the publishing industry at the time. 

 

New Historicism methodology has been criticised by Kimball (2008) who suggested 

that it substituted a form of sociology for literary criticism and that an analysis of social 
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and political context was not necessary in the understanding of any text. Petković 

(2004) also expressed concern that New Historicism confined texts to a “specific 

historical moment and the specific culture” and that by treating great works of art in 

terms of the historical or sociological the appreciation of the aesthetic dimension was 

undermined (p. 140).  Using the works of Shakespeare as an example of great literature 

Di Pietro and Grady (2013) argued that although the works were constantly being re-

interpreted to meet the needs of each era they remain fixed in their socio-cultural place 

of origin. All works they claimed “arise from a specific historical moments and are 

imprinted with a ‘timelessness’ of their originating era” (p. 9, 25).  

 

Tyson (1999) refuted the claim that historical analysis will be flawed by the inevitable 

subjectivity of the New Historicist arguing that: 

Rather, the inevitability of personal bias makes it imperative that new 
historicists be aware of and as forthright as possible about their own 
psychological and ideological positions relative to the material they analyze so 
that their readers can have some idea of the human ‘lens’ through which they are 
viewing the historical issues at hand. (p. 289) 

Applying New Historicism to children’s literature criticism 

Children’s literature criticism is a relatively new field of study that owes its 

development to the increase in the body of literary works written for children over the 

past forty years (Walt, Fairer-Wessels & Inggs, 2004; Hunt, 2005; Lerer, 2008; Shavit, 

2010; Cadden, 2011). This area of research has challenged scholars and placed 

children’s literature at the “crossroads of a wide variety of critical discourses” 

(Chapleau, 2004, p. 1). Hunt (1991, p. 86) expressed his view that children’s literature 

did not require traditional approaches due to its peripheral nature and argued that it 

existed outside the larger body of literary scholarship. Bottigheimer (1998) claimed, 

“New Historicists, for their part, have enriched literary criticism with the inclusion of 

dramatically telling, closely described examples of historical fact” (p. 203). 

 

Myers (1988) reviewed children’s literature in, “Missed Opportunities and Critical 

Malpractice: New Historicism and Children’s Literature” and argued that by using a 

New Historicist approach to analyse children’s literature opened up opportunities to 

explain and challenge traditional interpretations. The advantage of applying New 

Historicism to the critiquing of children’s literature was that: 
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A New Historicism of children’s literature would integrate text and socio-
historic context, demonstrating on the one hand how extra literary cultural 
formations shape literary discourse and on the other how literary practices are 
actions that make things happen – by shaping the psychic and moral 
consciousness of young readers but also by performing many more diverse kinds 
of cultural work, from satisfying authorial fantasies to legitimating or subverting 
dominant class and gender ideologies, from meditating social inequalities to 
propagandizing for causes, from popularizing new knowledge’s and discoveries 
to addressing live issues like slavery and the condition of the working class. It 
would want to know how and why a tale or poem came to say what it does, what 
the environing circumstances were (including the uses a particular sort of 
children’s literature served for its author, its child and adult readers, and its 
culture), and what kinds of cultural statements and questions the work was 
responding to. (Myers 1988, p. 42) 
 

Myers explained how the complexity of texts could mould and influence the reader. 

Each book read by a child reader has multiple, competing and complimentary roles that 

may be directed by conscious or unconscious authorial intentions. The book may also 

illustrate the author’s environment (psychic, moral or physical) or reflect the child 

reader’s own situation. The content and context may validate or reject cultural, gender 

or social ideologies. More specifically, Myers championed a thorough exploration of the 

conceptual and symbolic: place, gender, class, ideological mechanisms, book 

production, publishing history, audiences and reading practices and the initial reception 

of a book by its intended audience. The application of New Historicism to the 

interpretation of Ernst’s texts, oral or tangible, recognises their interconnections, and 

establishes how the construct of her world shaped her stories.  

 

Data Collection Method 

In gathering data, Maxwell (2008, p. 203) listed four components necessary for 

successful qualitative research design and implementation: development of a 

relationship with interviewees, choice of sources of information, collection methods and 

analysis of the data. To construct process, product and context for this dissertation, rich 

data was drawn from interviews, unpublished works, personal correspondence and 

ephemera, contemporaneous newspaper reviews, historical documents, public records, 

photographs and family artefacts which offered different perspectives. I adopt the 

position that the quest for meaning, implicit and explicit (Shank, 2002, p. 5) and is 

revealed by the composite image created from the evidence from rich primary and 

secondary sources.  
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To interpret Ernst’s works, relevant background information, such as locale, events, 

customs and artefacts were collected, collated and described in terms of their 

intentionality and significance to literary content. I used the approach labelled by Geertz 

(1973) as “thick description” (p. 6), an idea Geertz appropriated from Gilbert Ryle 

(1971). Hens-Piazza (1996) applied this term to the social world within narrative and 

claimed, “social referents in a tale can reveal the dynamics of a social exchange, the 

significance of a behaviour, or the importance of a custom narrated in a tale” (p. 28). I 

have applied “thick description” to the construct of literary and non-literary sources to 

evidence the multiplicity of Ernst’s life experiences: culturally German and Australian, 

her country and city lives and the importance to her of education and social justice.  

 

Framework for the data 

New Historicism treats literary and non-literary material as equal and inseparably 

related. It places literary and non-literary texts from the same historical period and reads 

them together to illuminate their mutual relationship. In order to understand how Ernst’s 

works reflect and comment on her social and historical context I used, as a starting 

point, the historical events that were mentioned in her works, and expanded these to 

include specific local events that impacted on her life and to pursue a broader 

exploration of more universal themes. An example of this chronology would be the 

financial crash of 1893, the impact of her father’s death (possibly caused by the 

financial crash) and stories of sacrifice. Another would be her desire to become a 

teacher, to the broader implications of the contemporary attitude to girls’ education in 

the 1900s compared with the actions of her female characters. This structured 

chronology allowed me to frame the literary text beside non-literary texts. 

 

Although Ernst’s published tales, memoir passages and the anecdotes supplied by 

relatives are essentially all stories there are subtle differences between them that ensures 

that they complement each other and amplify the context. Anecdotes relate something 

that has happened while the story has a structure based on the narrative form it takes. 

The memoir places the author as the protagonist who recounts selected events that relate 

to a theme about their life. The strength of the different narratives is that they contribute 

to the composite reflection of ideas and attitudes of the time period.  
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Data gathering: Using new technologies 

New technologies have significantly impacted on the approach to data collection, 

document search and retrieval methods since I began in 2008. Digitisation of some 

major and minor newspapers has eliminated some of the long and arduous task of 

perusing microfiche reels. Articles retrieved from microfiche during my initial research 

can now be found through online databases such as Trove, the National Library of 

Australia database14 or via Search engines. While collecting documents I have focused 

on the ethical implications of working with personal papers, making decisions about 

interviewing techniques and considering how to best access archives and data storage 

repositories to unearth and discover rich and useful information. 

 

Inherent values in collections  

Gerson (2001, p. 10) warned that archival collections tend to have their own values and 

focus, and often institutions chose to collect documents with a strong historical or 

literary value. These are often biased towards, as Spender argued when discussing the 

role of women in literature, the achievement and ideologies of men (1988b, p. xvi). 

Spender highlighted this imbalance by suggesting that a comparison between works by 

men and those by women writers demonstrated that the latter are under-represented in 

Australian literary history as a result of the domination of leadership roles in publishing 

houses and universities by men. Many papers, including letters, survive because they 

are catalogued under the name of more important persons, usually men (Gerson, 2001, 

p. 15).  

 

Although my search in these collections has yielded documents that allow further 

insights into Ernst’s life, the reality is that this information, like that of other women 

writers, is incomplete and fragmentary (Kadar, 2001, p. 115). Others have decided the 

fate of Ernst’s documents: newspaper editors have chosen whether to mention social 

events she participated in or to advertise or review her books; anthology and literature 

bibliography editors have decided whether Ernst’s books had literary merit based on 

current attitudes to literature, while the administrators of educational institutions have 

classified and noted career information, but little else.  

 

                                                
14 The National Library of Australia, in collaboration with Australian State and Territory libraries offers a 
free online service that enables full-text searching of newspaper articles.  
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Data gathering: Use of personal papers 

Spender (1988a) argued that many unknown women writers offer an intriguing and 

fascinating literary treasure trove that is unappreciated and unknown (p. xiii). Ernst was 

descended from a family of teachers and writers (“Teaching in the Blood”, 1930) who 

instilled the virtues of recording and re-telling family histories to their children  

(H. Dixon, interview, May 22, 2009). While Ernst’s descendants preserved some of her 

books, the correspondence relating to her second and third books and other materials 

was archived by Ernst. Ernst’s preservation of papers that were of importance to her 

aids the contextualization of her stories. 

 

Highly literate communities, such as the German-Melbourne Lutheran community of 

the 1890s, produce more documentation than less literate societies (Cohen, Manion, 

Morrison & Morrison, 2007, p. 201). Ernst’s texts are illuminated by her personal 

correspondence, and significantly, through the lens of public review due to records and 

documents conserved by her spiritual, educational and local communities including the 

Lutheran Archives in Melbourne and Adelaide, The University of Melbourne, Victorian 

Department of Education, the Brighton Red Cross and the Brighton Historical Society. 

As an example, Ernst’s university record from The University of Melbourne Archives 

when cross-referenced with stories in The magic shadow show and undated drafts in her 

personal papers, indicate a strong correlation between writing themes and the University 

subjects of English literature, German language, ancient history and geology.  

 

Awareness of inaccuracies and misprints 

Confirmation that primary sources may contain erroneous data (McDowell, 2013,  

p. 56) was highlighted by the discovery that Ernst’s married surname of Waller was 

misspelled in the original series of poems that became her book Songs from the 

Dandenongs. The poems were published in The Age Literary Section in 1938 under the 

article title, “Mountain Personalities: nursery rhymes in the Dandenongs” by O. D. A. 

Weller (1938). Scott (2014, p. 143) warned that when using microfiche or digitised 

records mistakes could also result. One of many examples of text being translated 

inaccurately using the process of optical character recognition (OCR) due to the poor 

quality of old newspapers was the misspelling of Ernst’s name as “Mise Olga D. A. 

Enist” ("Fairy Tales”, 1904, November 11). Others examples testify to carelessness in 

newspaper copy. The magic shadow show was mistitled as “The magic shadow play” in 
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The Geelong Advertiser (1913, p. 9). In these instances I rectified the mistakes by using 

online text correction tools.  

 

I checked whether words written in German were correct. Ernst’s Family Chit-Chat was 

typed from the original handwritten script by an unknown typist. When transcribing 

Ernst’s scrawly script, the ‘n’ was replaced by ‘r’ and the ‘u’ by ‘n’ so that the German 

title given to Ernst’s family history Familien plauderei was incorrectly typed as 

“Familier Planderei”. Another example of use of an incorrect term was when Dixon 

referred to her mother Johanna and father Theodor as calling her father Bernhard 

Straubel, who acted as chaperone during their courting, as an “Anstandswauwau”. This 

is a derogatory term used by courting couples to imply that the chaperone was ‘like a 

barking dog’ (Timm, translation, 2011). The correct word for chaperone is 

Anstandsdame. It is likely that Johanna and Theodor knew that this was a disparaging 

term but it is doubtful that their descendants would have known this. Dixon translated it 

to me as chaperone. 

 

Data gathering: interviews 

Over twenty years, beginning in 1994 when I first interviewed Ernst’s daughter, Helen 

Dixon, we met regularly, first at Mount Dandenong Primary School, once at my home 

and later at her home. The interviews specifically used for this dissertation began in 

2008 and occurred during school holiday periods. We continued to correspond by letter 

and phone to confirm facts until she died in 2011. All facts were verified, where 

possible, from a secondary source. Olden-Jørgensen (1998) and Thuren (1997) 

formulated a number of core principles to reinforce the reliability of information 

through a process called “source criticism”, and argued that credibility of meaning is 

enhanced if other independent sources can verify the message. Microfiche and digitized 

newspapers enabled verification of book publication dates, and country teaching 

appointments through advertisements and publication of academic results, though 

verification of anecdotes was more problematic.  

 

Ethics of interviewing 

As Dixon shared personal information about her mother and family members we 

discussed how I would use the data to inform my dissertation. I provided Dixon with 
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copies of any articles I had written.15 Family members were invited to presentations and 

conferences at which I spoke. Dixon agreed to be quoted but was emphatic that 

information should be reported correctly, and she would write lists of dates, or find 

other artefacts that may be useful to my research, between visits. Dixon was happy to 

repeat anecdotes or clarify points. She was concerned that one journalist had incorrectly 

spelled a name despite my providing it correctly via email (“Fairy Tale Pioneer”, 2009). 

Dixon also encouraged me to photograph artefacts, many of which were fragile, such as 

her mother and grandmother’s needlework and her grandparents’ wedding invitation. 

Though photographed at a low resolution these images allowed me to analyse the 

objects in tandem with oral and print texts. Dixon shared the background of these much-

loved artefacts as I photographed each of them.  

 

Limerick, Burgess-Limerick and Grace (1996) argued that it is critical when collecting 

interview data to establish the relationship between interviewer and interviewee. Within 

the interview process, the quality of the data collected is contingent upon this 

relationship. In their research Limerick et al. (1996) conceptualised the interview 

process as a “gift of time, of text, and of understanding” given to the interviewer by the 

interviewee, evolving into a power relationship as the interviewee chooses what is given 

to the interviewer (p. 459). Equally, they argued, the researcher must remain objective 

and sensitive (p. 458). Dixon’s presentation of her mother led to my consideration of 

whether I was being positioned to take a particular view of Ernst, although I suggest 

unconsciously. I acknowledge the politics of the interviewer/interviewee relationship, 

and that I have been drawn into a large family who have generously shared their 

knowledge. Consequently, after the data collection was completed, (and in order to be 

objective and analytical) I spent considerable time in discussion with my supervisors 

formulating strategies to ensure my objectivity. 

 

Interviewing Helen Dixon was a crucial part of the data gathering. I chose to use open-

ended interviewing techniques and prepared predetermined questions for each 

interview. In deference to Dixon’s age, memory and preference for a discussion over a 

“cuppa” our interviews were conversational in format. After the first interview in 1994 

                                                
15 Orbost & District Historical Society, 2010; Paper, AARE International Conference, Melbourne, 2010; 
Australian Fairy Tale pioneer, Women’s History Journal, UK (64) 2010; Paper, University Kassel, 
Germany, 2011. 
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Dixon gave me two pages of handwritten notes. Dixon had drawn a timeline of Ernst’s 

career remarking that she was keen for me to have the dates recorded correctly  

(H. Dixon, interview, October 12, 1994). Dixon was patient when I asked, sometimes a 

number of times, for clarification about an aspect of an event already discussed. Every 

date and event that Dixon referred to was checked with other primary and secondary 

sources to ensure accuracy.  

 

Copious notes were taken during the later interviews. All interviews were transcribed 

and typed at a later stage. Dixon was pleased to pause and repeat any comments that I 

did not immediately understand or had not been able to note down quickly enough. This 

approach had the disadvantage of data overload as some of our conversation lines were 

not directly relevant and my interview transcriptions feature every topic we discussed 

from comments on literature she was fond of, to reminiscences about grandchildren and 

the local hard rubbish collection. 

 

However, the discussions built our relationship and allowed me to appreciate Dixon’s 

values, beliefs and sense of humour. The challenge that remained was the maintenance 

of a detached stance to data as a researcher. Gradually, as trust was built, I was privy to 

other artefacts (books, letters and photos) stored in the pult.16 In later interviews I used a 

semi-structured approach to question events, detailed in Appendix A, to validate dates 

and to explore issues or themes that I believed Ernst raised in her books or during 

previous interviews. Using this type of interview enabled me to change my questioning 

techniques as necessary, and explore Dixon’s understanding of the impact of certain 

events on her mother’s writing.  

 

Data gathering: use of anecdotes 

Dixon’s recall consisted mainly of anecdotes and memory snippets, often finished with 

a dry and pithy comment expressing her opinion on a circumstance. The anecdotes were 

episodic in type rather than fragmentary memories without a context. Dixon related 

personal events or narratives she had been told or experienced as a child. She often 

retold the same anecdote in subsequent interviews with no noticeable differences in 

each re-telling. Bruce, Phillips-Grant, Wilcox-O'Hearn, Robinson and Francis (2007,  

                                                
16 Family heirloom, a paneled cabinet handed down to the eldest daughter in each generation. 
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p. 321) concluded in their study of adult memories that isolated memory moments 

possess validity, and are most likely to occur in an immature childhood memory system. 

Anecdotes were also offered by other family members and enriched the data collected. I 

detected no discrepancies between any anecdote, and the secondary evidence that 

confirmed the information except for the explanation of her father’s death. 

 

Data analysis: use of artefacts 

There were several family items bequeathed to Dixon by her mother. Though quite an 

eclectic collection, they add contextual colour to Ernst’s family history and elicit strong 

connections to her German heritage. There were two books sent from Germany by her 

father’s two sisters between 1890 and 1900 that deliver strong Christian sentiments and 

admonishment to their readers to appreciate nature. Ernst’s handwriting exercise book 

in English and German, dated 1890 is in excellent condition and evidence of her 

mother’s desire to ensure she was bilingual (Dixon, interview, October 18, 2010). There 

is also a book signed by Baron Von Müller, Director of the Melbourne Botanical 

Gardens, a German scientist and family friend. Olden-Jørgensen (1998) suggested that 

relics such as letters, scribbled sentiments in books or personal documents are more 

reliable as evidence of history than narratives. One of the difficulties, however, with this 

physical data, in my position as qualitative researcher, was to develop a word-based 

interpretation of what Suzuki, Ahluwalia, Arora and Mattis (2007) termed “mute 

evidence” (p. 314). The strong links of these objects to Ernst’s Germanic heritage 

permitted an interpretation of the “complexity of emotions, feelings and beliefs” 

generated by the object (p. 317). The positioning of these artefacts within the context of 

the discourse was initially problematic, as I was catapulted into the political, social and 

cultural daily life of the Melbourne-German community, of which I knew very little. 

 

Data analysis: limitations 

In deference to this limitation and the notion that print-based research is not the only 

way to develop an understanding of the Melbourne-German culture and to gain a sense 

of Ernst’s life, I visited places of significance to Ernst in Fitzroy, Richmond, Mount 

Dandenong, Orbost and Brighton, (places where she lived), and Wandiligong, Scoresby 

and Croydon Primary Schools (where she taught). I travelled to the Adelaide Lutheran 

Archives to look at original church documents, rather than the facsimiles held at the 

East Melbourne Lutheran Archives. The feel of paper and age is conducive to a sense of 
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being present and visual interpretation. Having no understanding of the 19th century 

German culture that spawned the Melbourne-German community, I travelled to 

Germany in January 2011 visiting sites that allowed me to research this era in German 

history.  

 

Watson (2004, p. 59) advocated that learning a language for research encouraged the 

blending of practice and theory by developing a cultural and linguistic understanding 

and awareness of the political implications of language, as well as a relationship 

between the researcher and the researched. This type of experiential data was suggested 

by Strauss (1987) to be essential, and rather than demeaning the data, allowed the 

researcher to compare, verify, challenge and analyse in reference to personal experience 

(p. 11).  

 

Although the Grimms’ fairy tales and some of the Heyne historical papers have been 

translated into English, my desire to read some documents in the original German, 

stemmed from my belief that in doing so I would better understand the nuances of 

culture, and by understanding the exact choice of words the author used ascertain the 

desired meaning. Throughout the process of translation I have depended on my tutor of 

two years, native speaker Daniela Timm, to correct and support me in understanding the 

significance of phrasing and word choice. Unable to find an English translation of Til 

kilderne [To the sources!] (Olden-Jørgensen, 1998) I translated the book using web-

based tools to clarify my understanding of the principles of source criticism. 

 

I have accepted the anecdotes related to me as truth, although I am aware that bias and 

retellings may change any narrative or family story. Time and memory also change 

stories and these may vary depending to whom the story is told. Olden-Jørgensen (1998, 

p. 74) suggested that the closer a source is to an event the more it can be trusted to be 

accurate, although he cautions that the researcher needs to be aware that the reality 

presented may not be completely valid.  

 

Ernst’s daughter, Helen Dixon, was close to “the source” and participated in some of 

the events. One example was Dixon’s account of how her mother wrote the last song for 

Songs from the Dandenongs. Dixon remembered her mother sitting at the top of the 

stairs writing in the glow of the last autumn sunlight. “I looked over her shoulder and 
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saw what she was writing” (H. Dixon, interview, February 23, 2009). 

 

Dixon presented her mother as a positive and influential person. She was proud of 

Ernst, so as a researcher I need to consider whether there is inherent bias in her  

re-telling of events: perfect teacher, mother and writer. The data collected is presented 

from Dixon’s viewpoint and is useful to make meaning of Ernst’s experiences, 

understanding what Ernst considered worthy of expressing to her children. 

 

Deliberate and unconscious selection of value by Ernst 

It seems simple enough to incorporate Ernst’s private papers into the body of text to be 

studied but the possibility that Ernst has self-selected the papers suggests it is not a 

neutral collection. Howell and Prevenier (2001) labelled diaries and memoirs “ego” 

documents and considered that they recorded the author’s “perception rather than 

process” (p. 21). Ernst is under no illusion as to the importance of her papers, 

acknowledged by the words scribbled on the shoe box in which they were stored: “Very 

Important Papers (V.I.P.)”. She consigned them for posterity, and perhaps public view, 

in her son-in-law’s solicitor’s office, perhaps hoping, or expecting, they would be 

discovered at some later time or at least kept safe. Dixon had not known, or had 

forgotten where Ernst’s papers were stored.  

 

What is not there tells us as much as what is there, and I have assumed that there are 

strong reasons for her choice. This raises questions about purpose, agenda and audience. 

Using Ernst’s personal papers to “elucidate the fiction” (Verduyn, 2001, p. 201) the 

opportunity to link context with content enables a firm grounding of the New Historicist 

approach. Amongst Ernst’s drafts of stories is a quote about the ideal man, teaching 

notes, lists of stories (for a new book never published, perhaps) and letters that give 

hints of her tenacity in attempting to convince booksellers to sell her books and 

educators to use them as a teaching tool. Ernst’s papers also give us a glimpse of her as 

a teacher and a mother, which enables consideration of these aspects of her life when 

investigating the reflections of these lives in her writing. 

 

Deliberate and unconscious selection of value by the researcher 

No collection is value-neutral, and even as I gather data, my own context, beliefs and 

prior knowledge impact on how I choose data to include and my interpretation of that 
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data. Suzuki et al. (2007) highlighted this difficulty and opened a discussion on choice 

of sources and tools by stating that:  

Meanings shift in accordance with the contexts in which the objects of our 
interest exist; meanings also shift in accordance with our motivations, with our 
histories, and with an array of situational conditions. (p. 233)  

 

Denzen and Lincoln (2011) stated that within the qualitative research process “stands 

the personal biography of the gendered researcher who speaks from a particular class, 

racial, cultural, and ethnic community perspective” (p. 11). New Historicism 

methodology allows that my investigation of Ernst’s contribution to Australian 

children’s literature can be coloured by my own bias. I find nuances in Ernst’s life that 

resonate with mine as a writer, teacher and mother. We connect through our German 

ancestry (mine recently re-discovered), my sporadic publication of books, her love of 

academia and my teaching career in both primary and secondary schools. 

 

I acknowledge that my own values and beliefs influence what I read, what I absorb, and 

consequently impacts on my analysis and interpretation of Ernst’s works. I am 

conscious of my twenty-first century attitude to past treatment of Indigenous 

Australians and find Ernst’s representation of Aboriginal peoples, at times, 

inappropriate and uncomfortable. I have considered whether my desire initially was to 

advance Ernst’s work rather than contextualise it. Rajendran (2001) argued that it was 

important that biases and hypotheses were discussed openly so that there is opportunity 

to interrogate them. I have aimed to minimise the impact of bias and preconceptions by 

taking detailed notes and questioning their subjectivity through a process of personal 

reflection after each interview with peer researchers as well as actively seeking 

opportunities to discuss my interpretations with my supervisors and colleagues. I have 

presented my analyses at conferences in Victoria, a workshop in Kassel, Germany and 

at Historical Societies inviting challenge and discussion. 

 

Where possible I triangulated the data so that I was able to “cross-check data from 

multiple sources to search for regularities in the research data” (O’Donoghue & Punch, 

2003, p. 78). I ensured that all data taken from primary sources was verified. Using data 

from only one source of information to formulate conclusions may lead to bias arising 

either from the source or the researcher interpreting it. Anecdotes and family stories and 

insights were often verified during discussions with other family members, but there 
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were some discrepancies. One example was the difficulty in authenticating the claim 

that her father Theodor Ernst was a judge during the 1888 Melbourne International 

Exhibition in the Pharmacy section, an example of his prominence in the scientific 

community. Examination of the documentation of this event in newspapers and 

archived relics in the Public Records Office proved fruitless until a relative 

unexpectedly provided me with a photograph of Theodor Ernst’s judge’s badge and 

documentation three years after I began researching.17 

 

The inclusion of personal voice 

Through my interactions with Ernst’s extended family and its various branches over the 

past five years, I have inadvertently become a part of the Ernst narrative. In general 

terms, Carvalho (2006) suggested that objectivity is difficult to achieve as the researcher 

or historian is always biased by their culture (p. 197). Watkins (2009, p. 8) highlighted 

this issue and argued that the selection and interpretation of experiences and 

observations during her own qualitative study were influenced by the values and beliefs 

developed through her intersecting lives of teacher, mother and unique individual. 

Mirroring Watkins’ position in my own research, I have reflected on the personal aspect 

of this research journey by introducing each chapter with a personal voice section. I 

begin each chapter with an introduction from a first-person perspective to draw 

attention to the challenges of my research and reflect on the themes and ideologies 

encapsulated in Ernst’s work.  

 

The inclusion of photographic images 

Images reproduced in this dissertation are of varying qualities. Some images have been 

scanned, others photographed. While every endeavour has been made to insert the best 

possible image in this thesis, some images may not reproduce well. I have only used 

images of a lesser quality when the image was needed to contextualise an aspect of 

Ernst’s work or life experience. 

 

Establishing the worth of applying New Historicism  

To apply New Historicism to the interrogation of Ernst’s work I include anecdotal and 

family artefacts and other written texts: letters, reviews and advertisements, personal 

                                                
17 Photographed by Trevor Mattiske. [Original photograph in possession of Henry Dixon]. 
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papers and photographs. Themes such as heroism, self-sacrifice, frugality and service to 

others weave their way via family oral history into Ernst’s stories. For example, her 

great-grandmother’s action in saving of the lives of enemy troops close to death 

returning from Russia to France during the Napoleonic Wars influenced Ernst (Waller, 

n.d., p. 17) and a parallel is found in the fairy tale “The unselfish mermaid”. The 

mermaid saves an Indigenous Australian, who is ill and close to death (Ernst, 1904j,  

p. 14).  

 

Conclusion 

In a clear association between the social-cultural and historical aspects of national 

identity, gender and socio-economic position (Kaes, 1992, p. 149) Ernst’s relics and 

artefacts, writing drafts and family memoirs supported by Dixon’s oral texts, stand 

beside her published text to enable a vivid and reflective analysis. Building on the work 

of Myers (1988) and Watkins (2005) in children’s literature criticism and applying the 

New Historicist methodology, this thesis has considered Ernst’s correspondence, 

articles, clippings, scribbles on paper, note books and other personal papers in an 

investigation of the cultural and social practices that created her texts and ultimately 

imbued them with an Australian identity. In the next chapter, I locate Ernst within the 

situations and environments of her life to provide a basis for contextualising their 

influence on her life. 
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Chapter Three: Positioning Ernst within her socio-cultural context 

Personal Voice 
 

 

Figure 3. Ernst (left) with siblings Elsa and Hans, Fitzroy, circa 1893.   

Reprinted with permission, T. Mattiske. 

 
I wonder looking at this photograph what experiences have already shaped, and what events are about to 

shape, the confident girl standing with the wheelbarrow, already responsible, positioned to safeguard her 

younger brother from falling, and hugging a doll in pristine condition. Plant tendrils tumble from a variety of 

pots in a background that indicate her mother’s gardening “green thumb”.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4. Ernst telling a story to grandsons David and Campbell.  

Reprinted with permission, G. Winter. 

 
Olga’s final book had been published for about forty years when this photo was taken. Though quite frail, 

she continued to make up stories for her children and grandchildren illustrating them as she told them. I 

have a clear sense of Ernst’s prowess as a storyteller when I look at this photo. Enchanted, the boys lean 

eagerly towards her. I can feel their keenness to see what she will draw as they listen, entranced. I want to 

look over Ernst’s shoulder and hear the story. I am drawn into these photographs, wondering why and how 

storytelling became such an important part of Ernst’s life, both publicly and privately. 
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Introduction 
Ernst’s early childhood amongst the academic German community of Melbourne 

endowed her with a life-long love of nature, geology and astronomy. As the daughter of 

a young, widowed schoolteacher who, of necessity, took a country teaching position18 

far from the city of Melbourne and her family Ernst developed an affinity with the bush 

and a calling to teach. After her marriage to William Waller, Ernst settled into 

motherhood taking an active role in community as a member of the Brighton Red Cross 

and United Nations, and leading a Junior Red Cross Circle. The Waller family spent 

school holidays at Kalorama in the Dandenong Ranges,19 during which time she met 

Victorian sculptor William Ricketts. She supported his work and mission to engender in 

European-descended Australians an appreciation of The Dreaming and the culture of 

Indigenous Australians. As the themes of Ernst’s stories are clearly drawn from 

personal life experiences and the practical application of her teaching philosophy, 

locating Ernst within the circumstances of her life will provide the foundations for a 

clearer understanding of how they shaped her works and how they express Australian 

identity.  

 

Ernst drew from the constraints, challenges and circumstances of her life and embedded 

filaments of memory in her writing so that the reader is offered insight into events of 

significant events as well as her values. Watson (1999), in her study of women activists’ 

autobiographies, claimed that, “different contexts and concerns may have a dramatic 

effect on how an author crafts her persona” (p. 30). Watson also suggested that many 

autobiographical critics have viewed autobiographies as “creative rhetorical artefacts” 

(p. 30) and suggest they reveal individual socio-politico-cultural and personal 

influences.  

 

Ernst’s texts are reflective of the various environments and situations in which she was 

placed. Consequently, it is necessary to position Ernst within the milieu in which the 

writing of each of her books took place. 

 

                                                
18 Wandiligong, 300 km from the capital city of Melbourne, Victoria. 
19 The Dandenong Ranges, commonly known as The Dandenongs, in earlier times The Blue Dandenongs, 
are a set of low mountain ranges, 35 km east of Melbourne, Victoria, Australia. The ranges consist mostly 
of thick temperate rainforest including tall Mountain Ash and fern gullies, streams and waterfalls. 
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Biographical links to Ernst’s works 
In this brief biographical exploration of Ernst’s life I appraise her memoir, Familien 

plauderei (Waller, n.d), consider the information stored in her personal papers and 

review newspaper articles about her works. I have interviewed her descendants in order 

to position her firmly within her sociol, cultural and intellectual environments. 

Liddicoat (2009) argued that, “linguistic acts are inseparable from the cultural context in 

which they are created” (p. 115). Correspondingly Ernst’s writing communicated her 

culture and life experiences within her creative and imaginative stories. The 

highlighting of the interrelationship between historical/political and social/cultural 

circumstances during the times in which Ernst wrote, enables the relationship between 

culture and text to be investigated. The circumstances of her German heritage, culture 

and language, the Financial Crash of 1893–1894, the Federation of the Australian 

colonies in 1901, the introduction of the Victorian New Curriculum in 1902 and 

changing gender roles and attitudes to Aboriginal peoples all contributed to the strong 

connections between her life and the themes of her writing.  

German Emigration 
Ernst’s grandfather, engineer Christopher Bernhard Straubel, was a “Forty-Eighter”,  

one of the group of academic people who fled from the German states after the 
revolutions of 1848–49 (H. Dixon, interview, 1994). He joined over 60,000 people who 

emigrated from Germany over the next twelve years for religious reasons, seeking their 

fortune in the Gold Rush or for political safety (Tampke, 2006, p. 76). There were 

commensurate benefits for the fledgling colony of Victoria as the new arrivals, 

scientists and explorers, contributed their knowledge to their new home (McMullen, 

1997, p. 62). Straubel, a stalwart in the Deutsche Dreifaltigkeitsgemeinde [German 

Trinity Church] in East Melbourne, married a fellow German, Agnes Heyne, and settled 

in Richmond. By the time their first child, Johanna, was born in 1860, there were 

10,000 German-speaking immigrants in the capital city of Melbourne, making them the 

largest minority group in the city. The Germans fostered an active German club and 

published their own secular German language newspapers and journals (Darragh & 

Struve, 1994, p. 17).  
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German Cultural Influences 

What is central to an understanding of Ernst’s writing is her sense of being both 

German and Australian. Most German speaking immigrants integrated into the British-

Australian community. Many were naturalized and, in theory, owed allegiance to 

Britain, however, as naturalization was necessary before a citizen could become a 

landowner, property ownership was more of an incentive than was being part of the 

British Empire (McMullen, 1994, p. 67). More importantly, by the 1860s, the 

Australian-born descendants of Germans saw themselves as Australian first, though 

they still maintained ties with their German cultural heritage and had strong regional 

loyalties (Bodi & Jeffries, 1985, p. 3). The wedding invitation verse of Johanna Straubel 

and Theodor Ernst, Am Poltabend [On the Eve] (Invitation, April 5, 1887) reveals their 

pride in their German heritage, as well as the desire to be portrayed as strong young 

Australians:  

Aus german’schem Stamm Gebornen,  
Jung-Australiens Tochter Du:  
Der vom Schneegefild der Wolga  
Ward der traute Name: Olga!  
(“Am Poltabend”1887) 
 
[Born of the German tribes from the snowfields of the Volga,  
 Daughter of Young Australia with the familiar name: Olga!]20 
(“On the Eve”, 1887) 

 

 

                                                
20 This is not a literal translation but is translated to reflect the meaning of the German text. 
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Figure 5. “Am Poltabend”, 1887. Photographed and reprinted with permission. 
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Ernst echoed this duality when she wrote persuasively in response to an Editorial (Ernst, 

draft letter, 1904/1909)21 about the “dangerous significance in Australia of the 

establishment of a German naval base at Simpson’s Hafen”.22 An article in The Mercury 

(“Naval Defence”, 1909) at the same time the letter was composed claimed that German 

school children were being asked to support the German Navy and, “give their small 

coin to help to beat England” (p. 4). In her letter, Ernst made the suggestion that a 

similar strategy should be undertaken to support the Australian Navy. She argued that 

Australian teachers “who have shown themselves alive to any patriotic movements, will 

undoubtedly also in this case begrudge neither time nor assistance in furthering so 

national a cause” (p. 1). Although the letter is fiercely nationalistic in tone, and 

indicated Ernst’s desire to suggest a way to fund the Australian Navy, it also implied 

that she was knowledgeable about German nationalism, and saw the patriotism by 

German school children and teachers as admirable. There is no indication that this letter 

was printed. 

 

With the advent of the First World War, there was widespread persecution of Germans 

and Italians, even those of second and third generations, perceived as “the enemy 

within” (Panayi, 2014, p. 23). Before the war, Germans had been respected, but during 

the war many Germans were interned, or lost their jobs.  Even street names with 

German references were changed. Johanna Ernst, although an Australian by birth, 

resigned from her Head Teacher position in 1915 due to the anti-German attitude of 

some parents at Scoresby Primary School. “One British family of ‘sou-Westers’, made 

her teaching life difficult and she resigned to take up an unpaid voluntary position at 

Yooralla”, the first school in Victoria for children with cerebral palsy (H. Dixon, 

interview, February 29, 2009). There is no mention by Ernst of the effect that her 

German heritage had on her during the War, and she applied, and was granted 

permission to teach an adult German class outside school hours (“Dispensation”, 1914). 

Bilingualism and writing in a second language 
Ernst, effectively, wrote in her second language. She spoke German until she was five 

and she started school. While Ernst spoke perfect English, she told her daughter Helen 

that she continued to dream in German for the rest of her life. Occasionally a 

                                                
21 The number 1909 has been overwritten with 1904 and a question mark added. 
22 Simpson’s Hafen is now named Rabaul, Papua New Guinea. 
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“Germanish” sentence or phrasing would creep into her conversation when either syntax 

or structure was not quite correct (H. Dixon, interview, October 18, 2010).  

 

Though Ernst wrote eloquently in English, in her memoir of the family, Familien 

Plauderie, she occasionally slipped into German. Spoerri (Conference Report, 2008,  

p. 2), reflected on the complexity of the writing process, and suggested that the writing 

of a literary text in a second language required that authors made pragmatic changes. 

One positive aspect of writing in a second language was that contextual influences that 

owed an allegiance to national and cultural borders offered new perspectives, and 

narrative techniques. If, as Bradford (2000) argued, “Colonisation was conducted in and 

through textuality, from the imposition of English as a national language” (p. 89) then 

Ernst’s bilingualism offers the opportunity to examine the impact of German narrative 

structures on her writing. 

A love of storytelling  
From a young age Ernst enjoyed listening to the stories about their German heritage. 

Johanna Ernst was “a great storyteller and would gather her grandchildren and tell them 

stories” (H. Dixon, interview, April 19, 2009). In her family memoir, Familien 

plauderei, Ernst recounted how Johanna would gather her family together on long 

wintery nights to tell them the “old stories connected with ‘the family’ – ‘die Familie’ 

on her side” (Waller’s emphasis, p. 2). These stories were told with pride. The themes 

included women’s heroism, overcoming adversity, and religious persecution. Jacobsen 

(1993) talked of a permissible borrowing (p. 214) that allowed traditional concepts, 

ideas and motifs to be recycled for a new era or new generation of readers in her 

analysis of fairy tales from Grimm to Carter. Ernst suggested that parts of her mother’s 

stories might have been perceived by her mother to be woven into her books: 

In later life, when I was married and had published three little books, my mother 
was rather ____23 of telling me the “old stories” as she feared I think, that 
perhaps I might use them as material for a book and it offended her sense of 
propriety, that they should be read by strangers to whom they would be of no 
concern. (Waller, n.d., p. 3)  

                                                
23 The word was illegible in Ernst’s handwritten notes. 
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Ernst did not elaborate on which stories were appropriated from her mother’s tales. 

However, I demonstrate that reverberations from family history as well as a German-

essence can be teased from Ernst’s early works. 

A scholarly upbringing 
The collective academic knowledge of the German-Melbourne community from the 

1850s offered the new colony of Victoria a high level of technical skill. It could be 

argued that the cultural wealth contributed by their achievements in science, art and 

exploration in the colony of Victoria was considerable. Home (1995) explained that 

German universities in the first half of the 19th century produced more graduates than 

British universities and, although part of a fragmented system, each of the German 

States was proud of its own university. British universities remained locked into a class 

system that did not encourage the children of the professional classes (the bourgeoisie) 

to attend in large numbers. German higher technical institutes also offered specialised 

seminars and focused training, rather than more informal methods, such as the 

apprentice style training offered in Britain for engineers (p. 3). The German Melbourne 

community was keen to contribute their knowledge to the new colony and consequently, 

these German academics, explorers, artists, writers and men of science were 

instrumental in laying the foundations for many of Melbourne’s institutions, including 

The Observatory, The Botanical Gardens, The Zoological Gardens and The Royal 

Society of Victoria. 

 

The accurate descriptions of plants and their life cycles and geographical characteristics 

of the landscape that are a marked feature of Ernst’s work are a legacy of her mother’s 

interest in botany and geology. Johanna’s interest was fostered by a group of German 

academics that were personal friends of her father Bernhard Straubel. They visited the 

Straubel home who weekly as “Sonntag-Mittags Gastfreund” [Sunday Afternoon 

Guestfriends] (Waller, n.d., p. 3). Johanna, Ernst’s mother, told her children proudly 

that she was considered a young protégé of Baron Von Müller24 and he called her 

“meine kleine Bot” [My little Botanist] (p. 3), admiring her skill at botanical drawing 

and her interest in plants, later giving her a signed copy of one of his publications (H. 

Dixon, interview, May 22, 2009). Ernst said of her mother that, “she loved nature and 

                                                
24 Baron Sir Ferdinand Jacob Heinrich von Müller was a German physician, geographer, botanist and 
Director of the Melbourne Royal Botanic Gardens. Anglicised as ‘Mueller’. 
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was happy indeed to live in the country (the bush) with its many natural interests around 

her” (Waller, n. d., p. 5). Ernst’s choice to pursue the same interests was evidenced by 

“her large collection of neatly labelled rock samples often shown to her grandchildren” 

(D. Waller, interview, February 22, 2012), and her study of the subject of geology for 

her Bachelor of Arts (The University Melbourne Enrolment Record, 100041). 

The Financial Crash of 1893–1894 
Ernst tells us little of her father’s influence in her Familien plauderei, mentioning only 

that he died when she was six years old, her sister Elsa, four, and her brother Hans, 

almost two. While Ernst gave no reason for Theodor’s death in her memoir of the 

family, she implied that it may have been precipitated by “the ‘Bursting of the Boom’ 

(1893–4)…when my father’s pharmacy as all other businesses had felt the frightful 

business depression” (Waller, n.d., p. 1). He took his life in 1894. Dixon said that 

Theodor died during a typhoid epidemic “tending the sick as doctors were in short 

supply” (interview, April 29, 2009). Unfortunately, his death was even more tragic; as 

he took his own life by swallowing prussic acid early one morning before his family 

awoke (“The Death”, 1894).  

 

Public records show that Theodor had been a voluntary patient at the Yarra Bend 

Asylum prior to his death. He had admitted himself in a maniacal state that was 

recorded in the casebook as “due to financial worries” (Casebook of Male Patients, 

VPRS 7417, p. 13). He committed suicide three months after he was released into his 

wife’s care. As he was prevented from working in the shop, Theodor had been 

despondent and had commented to Johanna that, “He felt of little use”. However, in her 

Deponent Statement Johanna said, “He never showed a disposition to kill himself.” 

(Coroner’s Inquest, 1894, p. 1). As it happened early in the morning and there was no 

suicide note it seemed an act of impulsiveness and despair. 

 

The prevailing attitude to suicide in the 19th century was negative. Suicide carried a 

social stigma for the deceased’s family, who were burdened with a sense of social 

shame. It was conjectured that their descendants shared the genes of the deceased and 

this suggested they might carry a hereditary time bomb (Maris, Berman, Silverman & 

Bongar, 2000, p. 540). The more heroic account of Theodor’s death described by his 

granddaughter Helen Dixon was partially based on fact. Melbourne had been gripped 
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with a typhoid epidemic at the beginning of 1894, straining the medical resources of the 

city (“Monday”, 1894). Brothers (2009) noted that early in the history of the colony of 

Victoria, the pharmacist was seen as the “poor man’s doctor” (p. 9) as his medical 

advice was free. With his strong Christian faith and Prussian sense of duty, it is not hard 

to envisage Theodor, though in financial hardship himself, freely assisting those who 

were sick. As the germ-based theory of disease was not the basis for treatment doctors 

and chemists were unable to effectively battle the diseases that ravaged the colonies: 

dysentery, typhoid and tuberculosis (Brothers, 2009, p. 10). Unfortunately many 

chemists and doctors did eventually contract diseases from their patients and die. The 

account that Theodor could have contracted typhoid was plausible.  

 

The death of her father had a significant impact on Ernst’s life, as it propelled the small 

family into a frugal existence. It necessitated a move away from the city, where support 

was available from family and friends, to the small rural town of Wandiligong, 300 

kilometres from Melbourne. Ernst’s mother Johanna had struggled to keep the failing 

pharmacy business viable by employing a manager, but was eventually “forced to beg 

the Department of Education for her old job back” (H. Dixon, interview, 18 October, 

1994). Although Ernst talked little about the hardship of this time, Dixon noted that for 

the rest of their lives Ernst and her mother would never “eat both jam and butter on their 

bread at the same time” (H. Dixon, interview, 29 April, 2009). There were days when 

Ernst, her mother and her two siblings had “one egg to share between them for tea” (H. 

Dixon, interview, February 23, 2009). Ernst did not blame her father’s death for their 

financial situation, but denounced the Department of Education policy that paid married 

women who returned to teaching a beginning teacher’s salary. Johanna Ernst was 

relegated to the bottom of the teaching pay scale, earning “₤80 per annum”, due Ernst 

claimed, to “the man made stupidity and cruelty of non-equal pay for equal work” 

(emphasis in text, Waller, p. 2).  

 

The family’s financial need was the reason Ernst gave for writing Fairy tales from the 

land of the wattle. A handwritten note scribbled on the front cover page of Dixon’s copy 

of the book, says, “I gave the money (3 guineas) as a gift to my mother, as I had written 

these stories to help our family”. The theme of frugality is a common one in Ernst’s 

fairy tales. The characters in “Where do the pins go?” in Fairy tales from the land of the 

wattle admonish a careless child for losing precious dressmaking pins (Ernst, 1904k,  
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p. 61). Ernst’s awareness of the need to be thrifty and her attitude towards social justice 

is one characteristic of her writing that can be traced in part to this time in her life. 

Influential female role models 
Although there was a lack of male role models in Ernst’s late childhood, her mother 

Johanna was just one of a number of strong female role models within the family. The 

challenges the family faced were tempered by Johanna’s strong and positive attitude. 

Ernst wrote that Johanna, “never lamented her fate, but rejoiced in the independence of 

others and that she had the education and ability to keep her children without help from 

others” (Waller, n.d., p. 3). Despite the financial difficulties that she faced, Johanna was 

determined that her children should have an academic education. There was no state 

high school in Melbourne at the time Ernst had finished grade eight in 1902.25 During 

1903, Ernst travelled to Adelaide to board with her cousins Laura and Ida Heyne, 

completing her secondary schooling at the Pupil Teachers School in Adelaide. Though 

these pious and highly academic unmarried ladies were maternal cousins Ernst always 

called them “die Tanten” [The Aunts].  

 

Brilliant, bilingual and deeply religious women, Laura and Ida were amongst the first 

women to graduate from Adelaide University. They became teachers at the Advanced 

School for Girls and the Pupil Teacher School. Generous with their time and passionate 

about education, both coached private students. Ida, it was claimed had tutored “the 

whole of Adelaide” (H. Dixon, interview, October 18, 2010). Many of those pupils later 

took important roles in the intellectual life of Adelaide.  

 

One student, Reg S. Ellery, who later became a psychiatrist and author, wrote the 

following poem to one of the “Tanten” at the age of eighteen. He highlighted their 

devout nature, high intellect and the esteem in which they were held as tutors. 

Dear Miss Heyne, 
Noble teacher, pious friend, 
Instructor to my simple brain 
May the days be ever bright 
And thy happiness never wane. 
Live together with the world  
and share with it its pain. 
Do not mock at humbleness 

                                                
25 The Melbourne Continuation School was Victoria's first state secondary school, which was established 
in 1905 from the initiative of Director of Education, Frank Tate.  
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And say the world is vain. 
You have taught me much pious friend. 
For that I owe you dearly. 
It is my future hope to be 
Ever yours Sincerely  
Reg S. Ellery 31.10.1915  
(M. Ford, Heyne family papers, 29 December, 2009) 

 

Well versed in the classics and languages, Ida and Laura Heyne prepared their students, 

particularly female students, for academic life. During the 1900s it was not generally an 

ambition of many girls to complete their school education. An article about the South 

Australian Public Schools Exhibition in 1903 declared that those girls who attended a 

public school left with the considerable advantage of having both domestic and 

academic skills and explained that the girls would be: 

equipped with that knowledge which serves to preserve peace in so many 
homes–a useful training in the duties of a housewife…all this in addition to 
scholastic attainment …without fee. (“Public Schools”, 1903, p. 8)  

Under the tutelage of her cousins and within their devout and studious household, Ernst 

achieved her dual goals of completing her matriculation and gaining her Pupil Teacher’s 

Certificate. 

 

Cousin Ida also ran the Lutheran Bookshop in Adelaide at the time Ernst was living 

with the cousins, and from small beginnings began to build the business through hard 

work and prudent purchasing (Cash book, 1904–1913). Lutheran historian, Joyce Graetz 

(letter, 1987), noted from a feminist perspective, that the person elected by the Lutheran 

Synod in 1902 to be the Synodical book agent was Carl Heyne, although his sisters 

were the real managers (p. 2). The sisters managed the bookshop well and argued 

persuasively with the Lutheran Church elders who wished to sell it to a male competitor 

when it began making a profit (L. Heyne, Letter to Herr Pastor, 1906). The influence on 

Ernst of these assertive spinsters as businesswomen and teachers should not be 

underestimated.  

 

With a family history of writing and selling books it may be likely that the “Tanten” 

encouraged, either overtly or not, the sixteen year-old Ernst to publish her stories. Ernst 

said in a handwritten note inside the cover of the family copy of her book26 that she sent 

                                                
26 See Figure 35, p. 205. 
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the book to McCarron, Bird & Co without her mother’s knowledge. Her book was 

published in October 1904, and it is plausible that her maiden cousins may have 

supported her. Although Ernst completed her Pupil Teacher examinations in July 1904 

and obtained the results in August, she remained in Adelaide until at least the eighteenth 

of October when she successfully sat for the School of Design First Grade Freehand 

examination. As further evidence, E. S. Wigg & Co, an Adelaide bookseller and 

printing company that provided stock to the Heyne sisters’ bookshop (Cash Book, 

1904-1913), sold Fairy tales from the land of the wattle with their own imprint on the 

cover. 

Impact of Federation 
After Federation in 1901, Australia was a nation. By 1903, Australia was the second 

country to give women the vote and they could stand for parliament. Women’s writing 

reflected the suffrage movement, Federation, and incorporated discourse about race, 

gender and nationalism (Dever & Vickery, 2007, p. 1). Ernst’s first book was published 

three years after Federation at a time when Sree (2008) suggested Australian literature 

had established its own characteristics: “a sense of nationalism and a focus on the bush” 

(p. 41), more specifically exploring concepts such as place, interracial encounters, 

gender and class differences. Fairy tales from the land of the wattle firmly set in the 

bush and with its predominantly female protagonists, tackles class and race gently. 

There was an impetus for women writers to place fairy creatures in the bush in the 

dawning of a nationalistic pride created by Federation, and Kociumbas (1997, p. 96) 

considered Ernst as one of a few women to undertake this challenge successfully. 

Pedagogical influences  
After completing Pupil Teacher School in Adelaide, Ernst was officially appointed as a 

Monitoress at Croydon State School in Victoria in 1905 and the following year was 

appointed a Junior Teacher on probation (Teaching Record, 15493). During this period, 

Ernst continued to write short stories. In the next two years before gaining an entrance 

scholarship to the Teachers Training College in 1909, she entered a number of writing 

competitions. In the under 21 age-group for short stories in the Ballarat Literary 

Awards, a prestigious regional event, Ernst won first prize for two successive years 

("Ballarat Competition”, 1906, “Evening Session” 1907). In the 1906 literary event, 

contemporary writer Mary Grant Bruce won her section for an original essay. While the 

older Grant Bruce queries gender roles in her essay, “In a womanly character what takes 
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the place of chivalrous sentiment in man?” ("Ballarat Competition”, 1906, p. 8), Ernst’s 

topic is not noted. 

 

Alexander and McMaster (2005) argued that comparing an author’s early writing with 

their adult work (p. 3) enabled the validation of the literary voice of the earlier child 

writer. In light of their proposition that many young writers have begun by “writing 

imitations as part of the process of self-identification” (p. 5) my examination of the type 

of books read by the young Ernst equates with the style of stories written in Fairy tales 

from the land of the wattle. Ernst’s library of 1406 books at her death (O. Waller, 

Probate, 1972) contained children’s books sent from Germany by her aunts in the 

1890s, such as German editions of Grimm, German religious books written for children, 

a German shadow puppet book that extolled the Prussian virtues27 of obedience to 

constituted authority, contentment with existing conditions and gratitude (Headham, 

1899, p. 40) and English literary works. Dixon confirmed the influence of Grimms’ 

fairy tales on Ernst. It is significant that this influence was also recognised in later life. 

Her brother-in-law often teased Ernst by suggesting that her fairy tales were “more grim 

than Grimm” (H. Dixon, interview, 29 April, 2009). In Chapter Five I contend that the 

fairy tales written by Ernst at sixteen imitate some of the characteristics of the tales 

collected by the Grimm Brothers. 

The Melbourne Teacher Training College28 
Ernst attended Melbourne Training College in 1909–1910. In recognition of her 

outstanding performance she was also awarded the opportunity to take the secondary 

extension to her teacher training. Country newspapers recorded small but significant 

events that effected each community, so Ernst’s movements from school to school, from 

her beginning at Noble Park Primary in 1911 as temporary Head Teacher, can be traced 

through the articles published in local papers. There is little evidence of personal 

correspondence during that time. Nonetheless, when appointed to Rutherglen Higher 

Elementary School in 1914, Ernst’s literary talents did not go unnoticed. It was noted in 

the Rutherglen School Committee Notice Section of the Rutherglen Sun that, “amongst 

the latest additions to the staff is Miss Ernst, a lady of very high literary ability” 

                                                
27 Pflichtgefühl, Redlichkeit, Fleiß, sachlicher Ehrgeiz [a sense of duty, honesty, diligence, ambition and 
obligation]. 
28 The Melbourne Teachers College has had multiple identities. 1870 Training Institution, 1889 Training 
College, 1913 Teachers College.  
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("Rutherglen State School," 1914, p. 2). Taking country positions enabled Ernst to 

move quickly to the top of the teaching placement list so that she gained promotion and 

eventually a position at the co-educational Melbourne High School. Ernst continued her 

studies at The University of Melbourne, obtaining her Master of Arts degree in 1922 

while teaching history, geography and geology and completed her Master of Education 

degree in 1926. 

 

Contemporary attitudes to women can be gleaned from both the Education Department 

Inspector records about Ernst, and family anecdotes. Trotman (2008) argued in her book 

about women teachers in Western Australia that Education Department policies were 

“overtly shaped by 19th century gender discourse” (p. 2). At The Melbourne Teachers’ 

Training College, while supervisors commented on the technical aspects of teaching 

such as organization and voice production, character and behavioural traits were also 

evaluated in their reports (Vick, 2003). When Vick analysed comments about character 

in the critical remarks by inspectors applied to men and women in the Faculty of 

Education Record Book in 1910 he found little difference. The only discrepancies were 

that males were described as “industrious”, and females were judged to be “gentle” 

(p. 4).  

 

The comments made about Ernst at the Training College illustrated that not only was 

Ernst keen, but that her philosophical nature, which is revealed in The magic shadow 

show was observable. The Principal of the Melbourne Training College wrote in 1909 

that Ernst was “energetic and anxious to excel, always makes good preparation” while 

the following year the record described Ernst as “a student of pronounced philosophical 

type…has shown a great earnestness and a desire to teach” (Teaching Record, 15493,  

p. 1). 

 

Once Ernst had commenced teaching her practice was regularly reviewed by visiting 

Inspectors. Inspector Gamble commented in Ernst’s Teaching Record on March 23 

(1906) that she showed “fair promise and a natural aptitude for teaching”. She was 

commended for having the feminine attribute of being “docile”. Mr. Gamble added 

circumspectly, that he believed she could become useful in the school. This was not a 

glowing beginning but suggested that Mr. Gamble believed she had ability and potential 
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to become a teacher. Perhaps this comment indicates Ernst lacked confidence at this 

early stage of her career. 

 

However by 1911, Ernst’s teaching report signified that she had an aptitude for 

teaching. Inspector Davey listed her attributes as “animated, sympathetic, energetic, 

skilful” and was pleased to note that her students were working cooperatively. The 

writing of reports that highlighted the feminine traits of docility or sympathy says more 

about the male inspectors and their attitudes to female teachers than about Ernst.  

 

Ernst continued her studies by correspondence after she began her career as the 

temporary Head Teacher of Noble Park Primary School. Her interest in philosophy and 

her studies in Ancient History culminated in a series of philosophical essays with a 

strong mythological base, published as The magic shadow show. Stephens and 

McCallum (1988) argued that classical mythology is “masculinist, misogynistic, 

socially elitist, Imperialistic and often violent” (p. 9) and that this traditional form is 

chosen less frequently by female writers. Ernst’s change to this genre, specified as 

male-dominated, was an interesting choice for a writer who had very few male 

characters in her first book. 

 

I propose that one of the reasons for this change was the widening of Ernst’s circle of 

friends to include both males and females. At the residential Training College, there was 

an emphasis on social and recreational activities and the expectation that collaboration 

would build educators of excellence. While still adhering to the conventions expected of 

young men and women at mixed gatherings, students were able to converse with each 

other in a manner not previously encouraged in the College environment (Garden, 1982, 

pp. 98–104). Ernst was now part of an active, like-minded community of both genders.  

 

Contrasting with Ernst’s choice to make the lead characters in her fairy tales female, 

Ernst’s characters are predominantly male in her collection of essays. Females take the 

supporting roles. In “Hide and seek”, Life and Death are portrayed as the first and 

eternal lovers with Life, the female temptress, then the bride, “coy and changeful, 

hiding ever from him yet, enticing him to further search till in a moment of unwariness 

she lies in his strong arms” (Ernst, 1913h, p. 22). Ernst portrays man/Death as strong 
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and powerful and the eventual winner, but woman/Life can use her wiles to win small 

battles. 

 

Religion 

A strong faith sustained Ernst throughout her life, beginning in the Lutheran Church of 

her childhood and fostered through the religious books she was given by relatives  

(H. Dixon, interview, May 22, 2009). She became a staunch church member in the 

communities in which she lived. Richard Sherwood, Reader under the Reverend 

Newton of St. Bartholomew’s Anglican Church, Ferntree Gully, wrote a reference for 

her position at Croydon State School stating that Ernst was a “true Christian girl, and I 

have always found her honest and upright in every way” (Sherwood, Reference, August 

7, 1905). Ernst proved she was a capable and dedicated Sunday School teacher. 

Sherwood explained that her family credentials were impeccable as she had “a loving 

and Christian mother”. In Ernst’s small shoebox of personal papers are church 

documents and some brief notes about the history of St. Matthew’s Anglican Church in 

Mount Dandenong.  

 

References to God are found liberally in her books. The design of the cover of her book 

Fairy tales from the land of the wattle features an arrangement of the branches and 

flowers of the wattle tree that could be assumed to be representative of the Christian 

Cross. There is no evidence that this artwork was intentionally symbolic. In her fairy 

tales, Ernst wrote about the natural world and made connections with the miracle of 

God’s work. In “The fairy of the vase” the fairy exclaims with joy “The earth feeds me, 

the sunshine warms me, and I blossom, and all unite in giving praise to God. All praise 

is due to Him,” says the Sweet Wattle Tree (1904c, p. 26).  The fairies return to their 

home having learned about plant growth factors, and God’s benevolence.  

 

In The magic shadow show Ernst seemed to waiver in her Christian beliefs when she 

imitates mythologies. “The Eternal Circle” includes a reference to multiple deities: “Let 

us hope on—for surely the Gods are just!” (1913h, p. 7).  Nevertheless in the last 

paragraph of The magic show show Ernst seems reconciled in her Christian beliefs: 

In us Thou art—we are in Thee yet know Thee not! But Thou are Eternal and 
Thou art Good; and finally we must know, and that will be the consummation 
both of Thee and us!” (1913e, p. 32)  
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At least one reviewer saw the connections Ernst made between religion, educational 

philosophy and her personal beliefs and commented that Ernst wrote “sketches or 

parables of nature and the gods, with similar applications to various sides of human 

life” (“Some”, 1914, p. 19).  

Marriage, motherhood and social causes 
Ernst first caught a glimpse of William Waller coaching the Stawell Higher Elementary 

School football team, in 1914 when she was at Horsham Higher Elementary School in 

charge of the hockey team. Waller must have cut a fine figure, as Ernst remembered this 

event and the story became part of the family oral history. He didn’t notice her. At the 

time he was a happily married man with a daughter, Jean. Tragically, after the birth of 

his second child, his wife died and the baby contracted tuberculosis. Dixon explained 

that, “Father took a promotion to Melbourne High School to be close to his son, who 

was transferred to the Royal Children’s Hospital the year after Ernst began teaching 

there. His son later died” (H. Dixon, interview, February 29, 2009). 

 

The school was under the firm hand of Principal, Joseph Hocking, who had a white line 

painted in the yard to separate male and female students, prohibiting them from 

meeting. Even brothers and sisters could not speak at school. Fortunately, this provision 

did not apply to staff, and Waller and Ernst met for the second time and married six 

years later. Waller’s daughter, Jean, came to live with them. The Wallers wasted no 

time in beginning a family. When Ernst was 39, Helen was born and a few years later 

came a son, Campbell. The family settled into a comfortable life in Brighton and Ernst 

seems not to have had the urge to write for another decade. As mentioned previously, 

Ernst found an outlet for her passion and interest in equality and fairness as a member 

of the League of Nations, later The United Nations, and her love of storytelling as 

leader of the Brighton Junior Red Cross Circle.  

Community Service: Red Cross, Junior Red Cross Circle 
One experience had made a considerable impact on Ernst while she was boarding at 

Orbost. Ernst was returning to Orbost Higher Elementary School after sitting a history 

exam in Melbourne, an arduous trip involving taking the train to Bairnsdale and then a 

coach to Orbost. Dixon described the incident: 

Part way to Orbost a man rushed out of the bushes by the side of the road and 
yelled, “Stop the coach! Is there a woman on board?” The man and his wife had 
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been working on their block when the woman had gone into premature labour. 
Mother was the only woman on board and spent the next few hours in a hot tent 
with the woman. All Mother could do was hold her hand. She was twenty-five 
and later said to us when she told the story, “I knew all about ancient history, but 
nothing about giving birth”. That is why she joined the Red Cross. (H. Dixon, 
interview, July 6, 2008)  

Her actions after this event reveal her view of self in relation to others, a strong desire to 

be of service to those who needed help and a willingness to appreciate her limitations 

and address them. Ernst joined the Red Cross to learn first aid and took an active part in 

fundraising for the Orbost Red Cross, as part of the “younger set” (“Hospital balls”, 

1914).  

 

Ernst became leader of the reconstituted Brighton Junior Red Cross Circle in 1948, the 

second year of its operation (Scrapbook, Brighton Junior Red Cross, n.d.). It became 

very successful, and by 1951 the small group that had begun with six members had 

grown to 60. There was always music at the Circle meetings, and in the first report of its 

activities it is mentioned that the small group learned Australian songs (Report, 1947). 

Later with Ernst as leader there are numerous mentions in articles that songs from Songs 

from the Dandenongs were amongst the favourite songs of the Junior Red Cross 

members (Scrapbook, Red Cross Activities, May 1949). These songs were also sung for 

parents and the community at concerts such as Parents and Friends’ Day (Programme, 

December 4, 1948) and The Grand Variety Concert (Program, July 31,1954). Her fervor 

for “Australianising” the program was apparent in many ways, one of which was to 

place circle members in groups called “tribes”. Each tribe was given the name of an 

Australian animal.  
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Figure 6. The Junior Red Cross Circle with their hand-made puppets (n.d.).  

Olga Waller (top left). Reprinted with permission 

 

It was not surprising that the Junior Red Cross Circle became famous for its annual 

puppet plays with a leader like Ernst who loved storytelling. Ernst’s desire to share her 

love of traditional fairy tales was obvious as the puppet plays performed often included 

“The Three Little Pigs” and “Little Red Riding Hood”. The Brighton Circle also created 

original puppet plays.   

 
Ernst offered her group many other humanitarian experiences based on her zeal for 

community service. Clare Bayne joined as a junior member during in Ernst’s first year 

as leader and told Brighton Red Cross historian Alleyn Best that “Olga Waller did a 

superb job as leader of Brighton Junior Red Cross” (email, December 12, 2013). Bayne 

described Ernst as a gentle lady who was firm but well organised and enthusiastic. 

Another member, Margaret McIver, described Ernst and her team as “very dedicated 

and organised” and commented that they made the activities interesting. McIver 

commented that none of the Junior Red Cross Circle was ever bored.  

 

Ernst was a talented musician, and the children loved singing the songs she had 

composed at concerts and Senior Red Cross Annual General meetings (Best, 2014,  
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p. 94). McIver recalled Ernst teaching the group a Maranoa lullaby, “Oh how I wish I 

could be a little Aborigine” although its authenticity can be questioned as it appeared in 

Australian bush songs with the words written by Annie Rentoul in 1936. These songs 

had a strong Australian flavour and Bayne recalled that Ernst had a fondness for, and 

appreciation of Australian Christmas carols, and frequently used those composed by 

Melbourne songwriter John Wheeler at Christmas time (McIver, conversation, 2013).  

 

William Waller supported Ernst in her activities, and just as he had been active in 

supporting her decision to self-publish her book Songs from the Dandenongs, he 

welcomed the Brighton Junior Red Cross meetings into the family home in Farleigh 

Grove, Brighton for a short period in 1954. According to Best (2014) at any meeting at 

least 60 members of the total 97 Junior Red Cross Members would attend to make 

puppets, repair toys and books and compile friendship albums. William Waller assisted 

the boys with woodwork. Bayne praised Ernst for the rich humanitarian work that she 

introduced to the children (pp. 90–94). Under Ernst’s leadership the group filled boxes 

with some of their items and sent them to children in Indonesia, Malaya, Ceylon, Korea 

and Pakistan. The Junior Red Cross Circle also supported local community needs, and it 

was reported that: 

Good work has been done by members of the Brighton Junior Red Cross at the 
Brighton State School which has obtained sixteen pound by a bazaar, a sale of 
goods, and contributions. Money has been sent to the Children’s Hospital, the 
Foundling Home, the Children's Convalescent Home at Brighton Beach, the 
Girls' Church of England and Home at Brighton, the Junior Red Cross Almoner 
Fund, the Victorian Children's Aid Society and the Ministering Children's 
League. (“Success”, 1937, p. 3)  

Ernst’s Christian charity ideals merged with the Red Cross principles of humanity, 

neutrality and impartiality as she used her belief in social justice to deliver practical and 

useful results for local and global communities. 

Friendship with William Ricketts 
Around 1935, while staying at a holiday home at Mt. Dandenong, the Wallers met 

William Ricketts. Ricketts was a Victorian potter and sculptor of the arts and crafts 

movement who was consumed with sharing his vision of a modern Australia that 

embraced Aboriginal spirituality and respect for the natural world. The Wallers 

holidayed in Kalorama during the school holiday breaks and Ricketts became a life-long 

friend. Ernst was passionate about Ricketts’ work. The Wallers’ support for him is 
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mentioned a number of times in Ricketts' biography (Brady, 1994, pp. 46, 78). With her 

love of geology and geography Ernst was inspired by the view from the window of their 

holiday home in Mt. Dandenong to write about the mountains, acknowledging the rich 

Aboriginal heritage of the Wurundjeri people who inhabited the area that included 

Mount Dandenong and surrounds.  

 

Ernst originally wrote the series of poems to teach her children about the mountains of 

the Dandenong Ranges. They were published in The Age Literary Section in 1938 under 

the title, “Mountain Personalities: Nursery Rhymes in the Dandenongs” (Weller [sic], 

1938, p. 3). Ernst chose to reshape the poems into songs after a positive response from 

readers and friends, and her third book, Songs from the Dandenongs, was published in 

August 1939. It was self-illustrated. To approach and simplify the production of Songs 

from the Dandenongs to that of a mere teaching tool is to deny the social and cultural 

construct that shaped it. Within the text, Ernst created and disseminated representations 

of her beliefs about teaching, learning and the little acknowledged spirituality of 

Aboriginal Nations at that time. In Chapter Nine I argue that her works reflect the 

changing attitudes to Aboriginal peoples as well as the influence of William Ricketts. 

 

Publishing, Printing and Marketing 

At the time that Ernst’s fairy tales were printed, the publishing industry was  

British-centred (Muir, 1996, p. 1). Later, publishing quotas, state parochialism and her 

residence in country towns outside the cultural city of Melbourne may have been factors 

that contributed to the once only print runs of her first two books. During the 

Depression of the 1930s, the publishing industry, as elsewhere, found their profits 

plummeted. It is significant that even the larger publishers, like Angus and Robertson, 

reduced their children's series (Sheahan-Bright, 2004, p. 1).  

 

As well as publishing Songs from the Dandenongs, Ernst advertised and distributed the 

book. She took a loan, unusual for a woman at that time. Sales were promising enough 

for Ernst to reprint the book twice. After the initial print run of an unknown number of 

books in 1938, 1000 books were printed in 1939 (Invoice, February 17, 1939) while in 

1940 a further 1000 copies were printed (Invoice, November 21, 1940).  

Ernst distributed copies to those people who may have been in a position to sell or 

recommend her book. She acted on suggestions from friends and colleagues about 
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marketing strategies and their positive response increased her confidence in the worth of 

her book. 

Conclusion 
The circumstances and socio-cultural background of an author positions them in certain 

ways, influencing how they make meaning in their works. Family experiences, her 

teaching philosophy and the expression of her faith are featured in Ernst’s works. The 

following chapter provides a short summary of the development of Australian 

children’s literature during the timeframes in which Ernst wrote in order to locate and 

analyse her contribution to Australian children’s literature.
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Chapter Four: Locating Ernst within Australian children’s literature  

Personal Voice 
 

 

Figure 7. Australian children’s literature timeline, R. Floyd, 2009,  

Confirmation Seminar. 

	
I grew up on a “reading diet” of ethereal fairies that lived among the cottage garden 

flowers, or at the bottom of a neat and orderly English garden. How magical to discover 

Ernst had placed European fairy folk into the Australian bush. The imagery of the bush, 

of my Australia, in Fairy tales from the land of the wattle was familiar. I’d walked along 

the Yarra River where the unselfish mermaid swam, and driven in the school camp bus 

over the Black Spur where giants used the fern tops as stepping-stones. Reflecting on 

books that I perceived to be Australian during my late childhood these come to mind: 

Southall’s Ash Road and Hill’s End; Wrightson’s The Nargun and the Stars; Chauncy's 

They Found A Cave, Lindsey’s Picnic At Hanging Rock, and more recently Marsden’s 

Tomorrow When The War Began. The complications and challenges that arise for the 

characters in these books are grounded in the bush setting. In the mind of my younger 

self, the bush equaled “Australian” 
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Overview: Australian Literature  
The New Historicist framework of my thesis enables a socio-literary interpretation of 

the broader field of the study of Australian literature. By briefly sketching the 

development of early Australian literature and its relationship to, and impact on, 

Australian children’s literature, I position Australian children’s literature within its 

borders. While the cultural and social geographies that frame Ernst’s life allow the 

consideration of multi-textual factors in the analysis of her works, the contributory 

influence of the wider body of Australian literature also demands to be located within 

her writing.  

 

This allows Ernst to be recognised as an early fairy tale writer who advanced the 

shaping of a national consciousness, as did other contemporary fairy tale writers such as 

Ethel Pedley and Atha Westbury. These authors utilised the bush29 as the backdrop for 

their stories. I also demonstrate that the setting and locations of Ernst’s later works, 

which follow the folkloric theme, reflect an Australian essence. It will be argued that 

Ernst used Australian settings to locate her fairy tales, philosophical essays and songs 

and offered readers her perspective of the bush as one element through which to define 

an evolving construct of Australian identity. 

Australian literature: features and themes 
To define the features of Australian literature in any specific Australian literary work is 

problematic as it can be argued that there is a significant ideology generated by the 

location in time and place, personal experiences, familial backgrounds, class and gender 

(Jose, 2009, p. 5). Turner (1986, p. 1) argued that cultures produce narratives and, 

therefore, the ideology of the culture leads to the generation of meanings and the 

creation of forms that acquire significances for writer and reader. While this statement 

highlighted the complexities of encapsulating Australian identity into broad themes 

within a genre or period of time, it also acknowledged the need to factor into any 

scholarly appraisal the life-influences and experiences of the author.  

 

Examining Australian literature through the expressions of “significant patterns of 

thought, feeling, and behaviour” Moore (1971, p. iv) suggested that the roots of socio-

political-cultural patterns in Australian literature began in the first half of the 19th 

                                                
29 The Australian landscape was commonly referred to as “the bush”. 
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century generated through the perspectives and attitudes created by the distinctive bush 

lifestyles of settlers, squatters and bushmen. The common threads in Australian 

literature can be categorised as a concern with exploring the environment and a 

reflection of a strong social consciousness (Moore, 1971. p. 7). A more poetic summary 

of Australian literature was that it was “stuck in struggles of land, identity and the 

effervescence of lived and unlived experiences” and that these threads reverberated with 

the themes of mateship, independence, resistance to authority and the contradictory and 

challenging aspects of life in the bush environment (Sarangi & Mishra, 2006, p. vii). 

 

Early Australian literature from the 1800s had a strong focus on writing for the overseas 

audience. Diaries, novels and travel books encouraged emigration and marketed the 

strange flora, fauna and landscape of the new country. Many works also highlighted 

attitudes of superiority and paternalism towards Indigenous peoples (Standish, 2008,  

pp. 2–22). This was the beginning of the quest to create an Australian identity and was 

generated by the need of immigrants to describe the new and strange environment in 

which they found themselves. 

 

The unique landscape that challenged the feeling of “home” in these British colonies 

before Federation in 1901 also encouraged “accounts of wonders, fascinations, perils 

and pitfalls”—some of them less than truthful and relying on the exotic to sensationalise 

(Finnis, 1995, p. 52). The families of emigrants and their countrymen learnt about 

Australia from writers from their own homelands who had emigrated before them.  

There were some writers in the time period who began to identify Australian 

“characteristics” in those born in the colonies, which, when held up to the British 

character and culture, were found to be inferior. Writers such as Traugotte Bromme, 

writing for an adult German-speaking audience, cautioned that the squatters were not fit 

companions for new immigrants to associate with, considering them “rough and ready” 

(Corkhill, 1990, p. 61).  

Australian literature and the quest to create an Australian identity 
The bush became a dominant image in literature (Edelson, 2010) from the 1890s as the 

colonies moved towards Federation. Moore (1971) labelled works written at this time as 

“literature of the land” (p. 68). However Jose (2009) while acknowledging that 

Australian literature could be defined by broad themes, one of which was landscape, 
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also described it as “a mosaic of individual utterances” (p. 2). Within the theme of 

landscape writers constructed multifarious bush settings from their own perspectives. 

By categorising and managing the juxtapositions created by individuals and the total 

literary output of the nation, using economic, social and historical evidence, Green 

(1961) categorised Australian literature into four periods.  

 

The broad themes of Australian literature as applied by Green (1961) in A history of 

Australian literature were grouped in relation to his analysis of the aforementioned 

directions of the colonies and the new nation: conflict (1788–1850), consolidation 

(1850–1890), self-conscious nationalism (1890–1923) and world consciousness and 

disillusion (1923–1950) (pp. 5, 131, 345, 843). Green’s analysis presented an overview 

of the concatenation of events that influenced Australian literature when evaluating the 

specific literature written for children (Townsend, 1996). Although children’s literature 

evolved within the same economic, social and historical climate, scholars of children’s 

literature have argued that a distinction between adult and children’s books needs to be 

made (Hunt, 2005, p. 3).  Defining the discrete attributes of each is challenging, as 

many overlap.  

 

Stoodt, Amspaugh and Hunt (1996, p. 5) classified children’s literature as those books 

that specifically related to the experiences of a child. O’Sullivan (2010, p. 4) defined it 

as the body of works written specifically for children but also as those deemed 

appropriate for children. O’Sullivan’s definition emphasised the importance of 

analysing adult writers’ beliefs about suitability of themes and genres for children. 

Similarly, Barone (2011, p. 8) defined children’s literature as books written for a child 

audience, but also argued that children’s literature was influenced by the ideologies of 

the time period. Australian children’s literature has similarly been influenced by an 

adult perception of what is suitable for children, as well as cultural and historical events. 

By using a classification based on analysis of Australian children’s books a filtered and 

targeted interpretation of motifs that present an Australian identity is enabled. 

 

Hunt (1991, p. 86) suggested that children’s literature stands outside the body of 

literature. However I argue there is a strong relationship between themes and motifs in 

children’s literature and the broader category of literature in any specific timeframe. 

Though varied in form and style one focus of early Australian literature was its 
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presentation of Australia’s unique and non-European landscape. Likewise early 

Australian children’s books were influenced by the perception of the landscape and 

their characters found themselves placed in bush settings. Saxby (1969), a children’s 

literature historian, examined the first 100 years of Australian children’s fiction that 

began with publication of the first book written specifically for children in 1841. He 

produced a chronology and positioned the books within three periods mirroring his 

perspective of social, historical and political events. Saxby (1997) considered Australian 

children’s literature in terms of three broad categories: colonial (1841–1891), 

nationalistic (1891–1941) and modern (1941–) (pp. 1–5). 

Australian children’s literature and our British cousins: the colonial period (1841-
1891) 
In Saxby’s first literary era, the colonial period (1841–1891), Australian children’s 

literature was defined as having format and content appealing to the British child reader. 

This is hardly surprising, as before 1850 Australia as a nation was just a geographic 

conception and a series of colonies connected through their British heritage (Blackton, 

1955, p. 5). The most common religions, legal and moral codes and culture came from 

one source: Britain. From this colonial perspective, children’s fiction encapsulated 

British culture and attitudes and served it wrapped in a garb of colonial “bush” imagery 

aimed at the middle and upper class children of officers, free settlers and government 

officials (Saxby 1995, p. 26). The first, generally accepted children’s book published in 

Australia, A mother’s offering to her children (Barton, 1841),30 paralleled the earlier 

diary and travel book style of early adult writing as described by Standish (2008,  

pp. 1–16). Barton composed a conversation between mother and child in a question and 

answer format about Australian events. Didactic in tone, the book gave child readers an 

understanding of recent Australian history and included narratives about shipwrecks, 

country life and Australian flora and fauna. 

 

The challenges of distance and isolation were coupled with the sense of anticipation and 

adventure highlighting the differences between England and the colonies. The literature 

was essentially Victorian in disposition (Kramer & Mitchell, 1985, p. 5) and the 

characteristic separation of the genders was reflected in different types of books written 

                                                
30 A mother’s offering to her children was written by Charlotte Barton, under the pseudonym, “By a Lady, 
Long Resident in New South Wales”. 
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for girls and boys (Simons, 2009, p. 144). Girls could choose from domestic and family 

tales while boys found that adventure stories were their staple. The character of the 

good and bad child was emphasised, while animal tales and fantasy were popular. 

Books generally became less didactic than those produced at the turn of the century. 

Writers began to concede that children’s books could offer pure enjoyment, as well as 

instruction (Saxby, 1998, p. 327). 

 

Many of the earliest books in the colonies were printed by local booksellers, printers, 

newspapers and stationers in a fledgling industry forced to compete with British 

publishers who had been quick to recognise the lucrative markets of the colonies and 

exported books in large quantities (Sheahan-Bright, 2004, pp. 105–108). The upsurge in 

writing for children was also the result of the growth in literature for young people, a 

direct effect of the introduction of compulsory education and the ending of child labour 

in Britain (Loades, 2003).  

 

The lure of potential sales from Australian produced books that publishers believed 

could also interest the British public, as well as local readers, resulted in some writing 

losing cohesion as text flow was interrupted to explain Australian terms. In many 

books, for example, there are passages that suggest that some of the content was written 

with the “home” (British) market in mind. In Australian wonderland: A fairy chain 

(A.A.B. & Helmulac, 1899), published in London the flow of the narrative is marred by 

frequent “asides” by the storyteller to explain Australian terms to the British reader. The 

authors begin their story explaining that:  

It was many years ago in the Australian “Bush”, which every-one knows does 
not mean a bush, nor even a number of bushes, but just any part of the wild 
country. (A.A.B. & Helmulac, 1899, p. 11, italics in text)  

A reviewer for the Otago Witness, a New Zealand newspaper, conjectured that the book 

would be perfect to “send Home to little English or British cousins” (“Australian 

Wonderland”, 1900, p. 64, “H” capitalised in text) emphasising that the continuing 

relationship with British child readership, and market, was an important one. 

 

Stories contribute to the constructing and reconstructing of children’s cultural 

imagination and the templates formed from the story structures assist children to make 

sense of their worlds (Watkins, 1994, p. 59). Johnson (1996) argued that readers of 
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children’s books (parents, teachers and children) had a significant role in the 

construction of a national perspective, as the textual and illustrative images read and 

viewed became part of a “literate schemata” (p. 960). In early Australian children’s 

books the images presented to readers are often of an Australian locale suffering from 

not being British. An early form of cultural cringe, our animals and surroundings need 

to be explained to the unfamiliar audience before the narrative can proceed. A.A.B. and 

Helmulac (1899) explained that, “A laughing jackass is definitely not a jackass but a 

bird like a kingfisher” (p. 14).  

 

Some writers aimed to direct the young colonials, commonly believed by some of their 

British cousins to be urchins and convict-stock, into a semi-cultured state. These writers 

compared the Australian child to the British “character” and suggested inferiority, 

particularly in the area of education. Marson (1897) warned of the consequences for 

those school children that did not follow the expectations of the day (playing favoured 

sports, being neat and respectful to your elders). He introduced his character Tim 

Tomkins to whom evil will eventually befall by describing him as:  

a grubby and greedy school boy, who never played football or cricket…or any 
game but marbles, and he cheated at marbles. He never bathed, either in the 
shower or sea unless he was forced, and he never took off his hat, even to a lady 
he knew. (Marson, 1897, p. 28)  

Not all writers considered British children superior and many were quick to point out 

their weaknesses and inability to adapt to the new and harsh climate. In some children’s 

adventure fiction the Australian youth, sturdy and resourceful, was presented as more 

able than his English counterpart, who was often portrayed as a recent arrival unable to 

survive in the harsh and challenging land. In the newspaper serial “The English cousin” 

(1888) when Alan arrives to stay with his Australian relatives the reader is immediately 

alerted to his frailness. When Alan’s Australian aunt looked at his, “pale thin face and 

somewhat puny body, a doubt entered into her mind whether he would grow up to 

manhood” (“The English Cousin”, 1888, p. 614). 

  

Some writers were scathing of the affected superiority of the new British arrivals, their 

lack of physical strength and endurance, and their criticism of the lifestyle of their 

Australian relatives during the period of growing nationalism: 

Gracie was eager to see their English cousin; the boys, Allan and Jim, between 
themselves wondered if he would be like some of the lah-de-dah English ‘toffs' 
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who came out canvassing among the daughters of moneyed men. I daresay he 
'will patronise us, and smile compassionately at our ignorance,' said Allan…’but 
when he begins lisping patronage — let him try it…So many of those English 
chaps come out here and jump into the best billets. That I don't mind so much if 
they are fit but they make it their chief business to abuse our climate, our 
country, our institutions, our people; and, you know, fellows can't stand that for 
ever. (“The Three Crosses”, 1892, p. 3) 

Other writers felt it was essential to explain colloquialisms. When the old miner dies in 

Rosalie’s Reward; or the fairy treasure (Gumsucker, 1870), some of the pathos from 

his deathbed scene is dissipated by the blunt explanation of the phrase that followed, 

“Old Jack’s on his last shift”. Perhaps Gumsucker’s awareness of the potential of a 

wider market where readers would not be cognisant of local slang meant that she felt 

that an explanation was needed. The phrase “Jack is dying” was added (p. 11). 

Australian children’s literature and the advent of Federation: the nationalistic 
period (1891–1941) 
If early Australian children’s books had adapted the dominant English literary culture to 

the new landscape, the needs and wants of the changing demographic, with a steady 

flow of immigrants and Australian-born progeny began to make an impact. The English 

way of life began to be gradually dismissed by the native-born (Moore, 1971, p. 49). 

The initial impact of the new environment, cultural encounters which formed attitudes 

to Indigenous peoples, and the need to prove British superiority were all factors that had 

influenced writing initially, but which began to become less important.  

 

Post 1901, writers in the newly formed Australian nation, tended to reject the notion of 

the convict heritage and revelled in being free from the confining British class structure.  

This sentiment had also been fuelled as the colonies moved towards Federation. Ethel 

Turner, a contemporary of Ernst’s, placed her characters in familiar Australian 

environments indicating firmly that her characters were not British but of an Australian 

identity. Turner summed this up in the famous, and much quoted, opening to Seven little 

Australians (1894) in which she applauded the difference, the youthfulness, the energy, 

the playful mutinies of her child characters and links their attributes firmly with the 

Australian environment: 

None of the seven is really good, for the excellent reason that Australian 
children never are. In England, and Africa, and Asia, the little folks are paragons 
of virtue. I know little about them. But in Australia a model child is—I say it not 
without thankfulness—an unknown quantity. It may be that the miasmas of 
naughtiness develop best in the sunny brilliancy of our atmosphere. It may be 
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that the land and the people are so young-hearted together, and the children's 
spirits are not crushed and saddened by the shadow of long years' sorrowful 
history. There is a lurking sparkle of joyousness and rebellion and mischief in 
nature here, and therefore in children. (Turner, 1894, p. 9) 

Although Australian children’s literature had evolved from one of Imperialistic bias, 

authors such as Ethel Turner, Mary Grant Bruce and Louise Mack offered a product for 

local children with a strong Australian female voice (Pearce, 1993, p. 122). Grant Bruce 

wrote about resilient, independent girls in her fiction, and her journalistic articles 

expounded her views and her challenge to women’s position (Spender, 1988b, pp. 220, 

231). Spender claimed that Grant Bruce influenced the perspectives of the countless 

girls who read her Billabong Books and who aspired to be as independent as the 

character of Norah (p. 230). While Turner and Grant Bruce wrote their autonomous 

girls into domestic and adventure fiction, during the same period Ernst placed strong 

adventuring females into her fairy tales. 

 

The significance of the natural environment remained a crucial element of the adventure 

story, the family story and fantasies. The emphasis on the uniqueness of the 

bush/country environment changed and was presented in a positive light. Rosa Praed 

summed up this sentiment, highlighting its “un-Englishness” by labelling gum trees 

“weird”, and suggesting the bush appealed with a “strange glamour”. She appreciated 

that the Australian environment must be portrayed and acknowledged differently when 

she challenged her female contemporaries in a rousing essay, The Australian girl: A 

daughter of Greater Britain (1899). 

If the Australian girl who aspires to be a novelist, poet or painter, would seek 
inspiration in her own forests, among the weird gum-trees and the giant chasms 
which suggest cataclysms of a pre-historic Titanic period; if she would listen to 
the voices of her own woods and streams, allow her imagination to be thrilled by 
the strange glamour of the Bush; commune with her own nurse, Nature—then 
she might become the pioneer in an entirely new intellectual region, and give the 
world a type of woman-worker, at once feminine and vigorous, practical and 
poetic, such as no other country has yet produced. (Praed, 1899, The Girl's 
Realm 1, p. 252, quoted in Gelder & Weaver, 2010, p. 4) 

The beginnings of the Australian fairy tale 
The adventure book and the family story were two of the most prominent genres in 

early Australian children’s literature. In many stories reminders of “home” referring to 

Britain rather than Australia, were valued. It is not surprising, therefore, that writers 

living in Australia decided to place fairy folk from “home” into the Australian 
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landscape (Walsh, 2007, p. 1). The development of a recognisable Australian identity 

through the twinning of old-world fairies and the new landscape in fairy tales began 

with a small group of writers.  

 

Tatar (1992, pp. xxvii, 19–20) contended that literary, or printed, fairy tales reflected 

the time and place in which they were written, acting to socialise and moralise within 

each specific culture. Nevertheless, as unique as each new strain of fairy tales claims to 

be, each comes ensnared within the values and beliefs of a past from which the original 

version evolved. While the whole narrative is a vehicle for transmission of ideologies, 

Bradford (2011) argued that fairies themselves reflected the beliefs and principles 

generated by the social, political and historical contexts in which they were written. In 

children’s literature, Bradford claimed, fairies became a means for the transmission of 

ideologies “pressed into service to carry significations relating to nationhood, race and 

resistance” (p. 117). In the Australian fairy tales that pre-date Ernst’s book there is a 

clear reflection of time and place blended with reconstituted old world ideological 

biases. Following the earlier argument that Australian social patterns evolved from 

British economic, political and cultural traditions, an admiration for, and a sense of 

allegiance to Britain is clearly visible in these pre-Federation fairy tale books.  

 

As early as 1880, there was evidence that at least some individuals felt that traditional 

European fairy folk could easily be resettled in Australia. In an opinion piece in the 

Illustrated Sydney News and New South Wales Agriculturalist and Grazier it was 

suggested that an elfin prankster such as Robin Goodfellow31 could confidently apply 

his magic and tricks in a the new Australian setting: 

AND why not fairies in Australia? Why should not our innumerable ferny 
glades, romantic valleys, mountainous passes, and lonesome glens, be peopled 
with fays and elves? Why should not Robin Goodfellow be found sitting jauntily 
astride the gorgeous waratah, or chasing the laughing jackass from its favourite 
bough? But all in good time. In the generations yet to come, unless the State 
schools make the little ones too learned, we shall have Australian fairy tales, 
stories in which goblin, kangaroos and emus, graceful sprites, and bearded 
magicians, will be found on every Fairyland in Australia…But have we no 
writers who can people with fays and gnomes this real fairy-land of ours. An 
Australian fairy-book would be something new, at any rate. (“Fairyland in 
Australia”, 1880, p. 3.) 

                                                
31 Sometimes known as Puck (Janik, 1998, p. 352) 
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When Do Rozario (2011) analysed early Australian fairy tale books she concluded that 

they clearly informed the reader of their colonial disposition and I suggest, loyalties. 

Identifying the small number of fairy tale books written between 1841 and 1891 using 

Saxby’s chronological bibliography, “Early children’s books for and about Australia” 

(1998, pp. 465–475), I selected only those books that indicated by their title that their 

content was of the fairy tale genre.  

 
The first acknowledged fairy tale book by an Australian writer was Rosalie’s Reward; 

or, the fairy treasure (Rowland, 1870).32 While the number of fairy tale books 

published between 1870 and 1910 were few, fairy tales did appear in the children’s 

sections of newspapers. One example of this was “a series of Australian Fairy Tales, 

written by a lady of recognised literary ability in New South Wales” published in The 

Australian Town and Country Journal (“Australian”, 1879, p. 16).  

 

References to English nursery rhymes and literature abounded in other Australian fairy 

tales. Westbury (1897) included a Shakespearean Puck, Oberon and Titania in some of 

his Australian Fairy Tales. In the tale “I don’t know” the toys that have been ill-treated 

by a cruel child make merriment after abandoning him in the bush for his misdeeds with 

the help of characters from English literature and nursery rhymes:  

While the Drum beat time, old Robinson Crusoe was waltzing with the Lady of 
the Lake and Jack the Giant killer played leap-frog with Mother Hubbard, Red 
Riding Hood and Little Jack Horner. (Westbury, 1897, p. 104)  

The theme of the lost child is blended with the child punished by figures from an 

English literary world—a scenario frightening to both children and adults in an era 

where the lost child was not an unknown tragedy, often a frightening reality to those 

with small children who lived in outlying farms and settlements. The lost child was a 

common motif in artworks and stories in the second half of the 19th century (Pierce, 

1999). The traditional English characters find themselves incorporated into a distinctive 

Australian situation. 

 

Another common motif was that of “home” described in terms of a British rather than 

an Australian, home.  A platypus in Australian wonderland: a fairy chain (Helumac & 

                                                
32 Earliest newspaper reference made to a colonial author who had written a Christmas story about the 
Kiama Blow Hole that included fairies (Illustrated Sydney News, 1870, p. 1). There may be earlier fairy 
tales that have not been discovered or accounted for in anthologies. 
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A.A.B, 1899) dreamed of making the banks of his stream beautiful with an English 

primrose, which he describes as “the little flower from Home” (italics in text, p. 24); a 

flower which he has never seen, from a home that is not his, to bring pleasure to those 

who pass by on steamers. Charlie, the small boy who meets him, does not challenge the 

platypus about his erroneous perspective of home. 

 

Writers of Australian fairy tales did not pretend to be inventors and conceded the 

traditional roots of their Australian versions in literary fairy tales were previously 

reworked from those found in collections of traditional tales. The adaptation of motifs, 

plots, literary references and the abundance of emigrant fairies that appeared in the 

emerging Australian fairy tale were concocted from well-known tales and adapted to the 

Antipodes, often with an added sense of drollness or self-mockery.  

 

To craft irony the writer must be sure that the audience is conversant with the source 

from which the reference in the text has originated (Bottigheimer, 1987, p. 17). In “The 

Black Swan”, the writer assumes that the reader has knowledge of Grimms’ fairy tales 

and will appreciate the humour.  

The boy in amazement said, "Beautiful swan, are you an enchanted Princess?" 
He had read "Grimms Fairy Tales," no doubt! (“For the children”, 1899, p. 2)  

Writers used aspects of the traditional fairy tale genre, amalgamated it with the natural 

flora and fauna of the Australian environment as well as transforming traditional motifs 

into hybrid adaptations of old-world fairy tales and new-world surroundings. 

Imagining fairies in Australian terms 
While links to old-world fairies abounded in many early fairy tales, writers also began 

to imagine their fairies in Australian terms, reflecting with integrity an Australian form. 

Bush-related fantasies such as Dot and the kangaroo (Pedley, 1899) embodied a 

nationalistic sentiment that indicated affection, and an attachment to the landscape 

(Foster, Finnis & Nimon 1995, pp. 52–3).  

 

The ready-made Bunyip believed to have inhabited swamps, lagoons and billabongs, 

was appropriated from “The Dreaming” of Indigenous peoples and was often 

commandeered to take the traditional roles of the wolf, or in a twist of character, 

benevolent elder. It is inexplicable as to why only the Bunyip was borrowed, but 
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Holden, Thomas, Green and Holden (2001) suggested that when the new settlers were 

faced with terrifying, though natural events, and an unforgiving environment, “the 

bunyip became that embodiment of the fear of the unknown” (p. 55). Harvested from 

the stories and conversations with Aboriginal peoples, the Bunyip became incorporated 

into the folklore of the new immigrants, but with a “Eurocentric folklore style” and 

without reference to its tribe or locality (p. 20). 

 

The adversaries of European fairy tales (wizards, witches, goblins and trolls) still 

managed to feel enough at home in the bush to create mischief and wrong-doing. In 

Whitfeld’s the story “Spirit of the bushfire” the evil fire elves taunt the old gum tree 

before they burn him. His behaviour in the face of certain death is metaphorically linked 

to that of a brave and heroic war campaigner. 

Good for you,” laughed the spirit and sprang right into the heart of a grand old 
gum. “Now old fellow now let’s hear what you have to say”. But the gum would 
not complain but stood like an old soldier and suffered in silence. (Whitfeld, 
1916a, pp. 5–6) 

In some Australian fairy tales, the Australian bush setting is less important than the 

fauna. Australian animals are rolled out, list-like throughout the narrative as if to prove 

Australian-ness through the unique wildlife. Indigenous Australians appear in a small 

number of the early fairy tales sometimes as an antagonist, sometimes with the aura of 

the “noble savage” or exhibiting exotic characteristics. 

 

Copying the time-honoured relationship between the hero and the happy ending 

Australia’s fairy beings and magical creatures diligently undertook the role (Davidson, 

2003, p. 99). The “customised” fairies adapted their magic to the Australian 

environment and understood the plights and challenges of a harsh and often unforgiving 

landscape, intervening to assist the hapless hero/heroine at opportune moments.  

 

More commonly there was an adaptation or substitution of a fairy tale element in an 

attempt to adjust the narrative for the Australian audience. When things go awry in the 

Australian fairyland rather than being turned into a fairy tale frog Westbury’s Australian 

fairy becomes a parrot. Tim, the farmer, rescues Cocky who the reader is informed is a 

Lake George fairy transformed into a parrot by a spell. Tim is not given magic beans in 

return for his kindness but something more useful to an Australian farmer: magic words 
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to make a bad tempered cow into an excellent milker. Tim is extolled by Cocky to “take 

the word of an Australian fairy that Peggy will stand as quiet as a mouse until you have 

drained her teats as dry as a corncob” (Westbury, 1897, p. 85). 

 

There is also a gentle humour in Marson’s Faery stories, when he suggests the magpies 

need a holiday from wickedness while the humour borne from an Australian stoicism is 

reflected in the suggestion that the horrible goblin glue has a positive use, “I must say it 

keeps the nap on shirts and coats and makes shirts white” (Marson, 1891, p. 12). 

 

Haase (2008) argued that setting became a “tool of pedagogy” to teach lessons about the 

social environment and issues as well as highlighting recent colonial expansion and 

settlements (p. 734).  In Mr. Bunyip; or Mary Somerville's ramble: An Australian story 

for children (Lockeyear, 1871), Mr Bunyip’s home is the Murray River that carried the 

river trade necessary for the existence of the early settlements. As a benevolent elder 

character, he makes succinct comments for Mary’s enlightenment about the treatment of 

Aboriginal peoples in the area by white settlers who appropriated their lands, and the 

hazards of drinking alcohol.  

 

Rosalie’s reward; or, the fairy treasure (Gumsucker, 1870) is set in the gold field town 

of Ballarat. The sounds of mining are clearly and eerily evoked as the reader is drawn 

into the story:  

The excitement of anticipation kept Rosalie awoke after the long shrill whistle 
heard so clearly in the silence called the miners to midnight toil. (Gumsucker, 
1870, p. 12)  

Proselytising to her readers who may harbour dreams of the chance of gaining riches 

through luck on the gold fields, Gumsucker (1870) presented a heroine who ultimately 

achieves wealth through hard work and kindness to the flower fairies in the miner’s 

unkempt garden. Although the old miner is appreciative of her care for his cottage and 

bequeaths it to her, the reader knows that it is the old-world flower fairies in the cottage 

garden that have chosen the gift. The fairies’ spirited discussion on whether to bestow 

beauty or wealth is resolved by the fey Zephyr who reflects on the priorities of the 

miners, and the women on the goldfields. The Zephyr tells the other fairies that “My 

wanderings have been world-wide, and I found none so prized, save one—and that was 

gold” (Gumsucker, 1870, p. 8). In this Australian fairy tale economic necessity 
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influences the outcome. Beauty is not the goal of this princess; instead she is handed 

wealth enough to be self-sufficient and lead a charitable life without the need of a 

husband. Her loving attention to restoring the old miner’s flower garden has resulted in 

her reward. Initially written for a Ballarat readership, this book reflects the traits and 

attitudes found on the Victorian goldfields that of “being independent, self-reliant, 

egalitarian and energetic” (Fetherling, 1997, p. 43).  

Later Australian fairy tales (1920s –1930s) 
It seems that Australian children’s fairy tales, with the exception of Dot and the 

kangaroo (Pedley, 1899), are more commonly attributed to a later group of women 

writers and artists including Ida Rentoul Outhwaite, Tarella Quinn, Minnie Rowe, Ethel 

Jackson Morris, Pixie O'Harris and Peg Maltby, but most notably May Gibbs, who 

wrote and published in the second decade of the 20th century. Most of these women 

were commercial artists or illustrators as well as writers and their artistic talent allowed 

them to skilfully represent text with illustrations that Holden (1992, p. 41) claimed 

added a national pictorial vocabulary to Australian children’s literature. If men 

produced most British fairy books, these Australian women captured the genre during 

its resurgence in the 1920s (Bradford, 2011, p. 118). Before Masselos (1993) explored 

the contribution of these female author/illustrators to a unique Australian “voice”, she 

gave credit to earlier fairy tale writers describing their work as having an Australian 

essence imbued with “a strong conservative theme” (p. 79).  

 

Technological progress in the publishing industry during the first two decades of the 

20th century enabled the production of detailed and colourful artwork that surpassed the 

black and white illustrations of earlier fairy tale books. The provision of text and 

illustration by the one individual made it easier for the publishing industry to negotiate 

terms and production, which was cost effective and timely. It is worth noting that in 

1904, the same year that Ernst published Fairy tales from the land of the wattle Annie 

Rattray Rentoul and Ida Rentoul Outhwaite collaborated on Mollie's bunyip. Their book 

followed the pattern of the some earlier fairy tales by placing very pretty and whimsical 

fairies into Australian settings containing kookaburras, koalas and kangaroos. Six 

illustrated fairy tales had been published previously in the New Idea magazine, and an 

article in the Western Mail (“Miscellaneous”, 1904) noted that “Miss Rentoul's 

sketching has already been noticed in our columns, and her elves and gnomes, her 
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children and her bush scenes, and her bunyip are amusing and clever”. While numbers 

of advertisements for, and articles about Ernst’s book exceed that of the Rentouls’ 

book,33 having an existing audience that was familiar with their work would have 

provided a substantial and ready market. 

 

Of the previously mentioned author/illustrators Gibbs’ gumnut babies and blossoms, the 

most well-known being the cherubic and original Snugglepot and Cuddlepie, have 

become icons and national symbols in Australian children’s literature (Walsh, 2007,  

p. 2; Hunt, 2013, p. 836). Their enduring popularity has seen Gibbs’ books reproduced 

many times in different editions and formats. Posters, toys and other memorabilia have 

been generated by their appeal to successive generations of Australians. If the early 

fairy tales were peopled with an abundance of nurturing and delicate female characters 

with males in secondary roles (Bradford, 2011, p. 124) Gibbs claimed a bush identity 

for her imagined characters, who were hard workers, practical, and in harmony with the 

bush and its creatures. Gibbs described them as:  

sturdy, common-sense little persons living the same practical busy lives as ants 
and other intelligent bush creatures. Never did I find the elegant star-browed 
fairies that my old-world books showed me. (Gibbs quoted in Duggan, 2001,  
pp. 44–45) 

Bradford (2011, pp. 124–5) pointed out variances that made them less than traditional: 

they had wings but didn’t fly; they treated animals as equals rather than place them in 

servitude, as did traditional fairies; their small-scale world replicated the social human 

world whether they were watching a football match in a paddock or feeling anxious in 

the hurly burly of the Big Bad City. 

 

Mulligan and Hill (2001, p. 84) suggested Gibbs was responsible for the beginning of 

the magical genre to which Blinky Bill (Wall, 1933) and The magic pudding: the 

adventures of Bunyip Bluegum (Lindsay, 1918) belonged. Walsh (2007) proclaimed that 

Gibbs was singlehandedly responsible for the evolution of the earlier fairy tales from 

the standard fare of adapted old world characters and motifs in a response to the bush 

that became a “rich national mythology” (p. 1). While Gibbs’ gumnut characters and 

enchanting bush world is uniquely different from earlier Australian children’s books, 

                                                
33 Trove Search limited to year 1904 in sections: Articles and Advertisements. Fairy tales from the land 
of the wattle, 53; Mollie’s Bunyip, 19. 
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with their reliance on traditional fantasy beings, she carried on the task envisaged by 

earlier writers who were inspired to create identifiably Australian fairy tales.  

Critical interpretation of early fairy tales 
There was an upsurge in fairy tale stories produced in newspapers and printed in books 

in the last decade of the 19th century (1890–1899), as authors were challenged to write 

fairy tales seen as a necessity for child readers in a land in which an age-old fairy tale 

tradition had not had time to evolve. It was assumed that the fairies from their 

homelands could be transported, as had the original convicts, and settled easily in the 

new world: 

The old world has its goblins, its witches, its pixies and its fairies, whose doings 
have enchanted generations of children. The good fairy, and the wicked ogre, 
have been a part of the classic literature of childhood, and the triumphs and 
sorrows of the maid guarded by the guardian fairy have awoke responsive thrills 
in the breasts of millions of old-world children. In this new world, Australia… 
there are no legends34 on which to fashion fairy tales for the young…Australian 
literature is, however, taking a refreshing start, which may lead to a great goal 
hereafter. (Westbury, 1897, p. 7)  

Reviews of the early Australian fairy tales indicated that representations of fairies and 

elves in recognisably Australian settings were well received. When Jessie Whitfeld’s 

book Spirit of the bushfire (1897) was reprinted with the addition of new stories in 

1916, the reviewer was full of praise and suggested that Whitfeld’s stories had taken on 

the characteristics of the culture and customs of the Australian landscape: 

She introduced the local fairy tale and she found in the Australian environment 
an atmosphere where elves, hobgoblins, and animals endowed with speech could 
feel as acceptable to Australian children as did their prototypes in the pages of 
Grimm and Hans Andersen. (“Australian Fairytales”, 1916)  

Although Australian children’s literature critics in the 1980s and 1990s criticised the 

intermingling of the old world and the new world environment it seemed that Australian 

children had no such qualms. The reviewer acknowledged the archetypes from 

Whitfeld’s stories had grown and saw no shame or confusion in this, just delight for the 

children who read them. 

 

More recent interpretation of these early fairy tales during the last two decades of the 

twentieth century has been harsh. Niall (1984) suggested that in many early writers’ 

efforts the introduction of European folklore into Australian setting results in the 
                                                
34 Westbury indicates ignorance of tribal law, culture and The Dreaming of Indigenous peoples. 
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forcing of “Australian connections” (p. 190). Agreeing with Donald MacDonald, a 

writer of fantasy in the 1920s, Niall stated that “gauzy wings and wands with gum 

leaves and wattle blossom did not work” (p. 192). Niall also highlighted the strange 

placements of fairy tale features determining that they seem incongruous in the 

Australian landscape, citing as an example Westbury’s location of enchanted castles in 

Central Australia (1897, p. 190).  

 

Niall was also dismissive of traditional fairy tales settings that were changed and 

adapted to Australian locations. Nimon (1995, p. 2) maintained that the English literary 

style was copied by Australian authors and cited as an example that the plot and Animal 

Court scene in Dot and the kangaroo (Pedley, 1899) was strongly reminiscent of the 

Court Scene in Lewis Carroll’s Alice’s adventures in wonderland (Muta, 1983, p. 16; 

Nimon, 1995, p. 6). Dot and the kangaroo was viewed as an example of the 

reinterpretation of a well-known favourite story to meet the needs of a new audience by 

placement in a familiar environment. In the story “Twilight”, Westbury (1897, pp.  

48–65) reworked the “Beauty and the Beast” formula, moving the action during the 

story across the vast continent from central Australia to suburban Toorak, a wealthy 

suburb of Melbourne, rather than through woodlands of Europe and within an 

unidentified village.  

 

Also critical of the moralising tone of some Australian fairy tales, Saxby (1998) 

classified many of them as “saccharine” tales, and “pseudo-fairy tales” (p. 323), and 

reasoned that they used the appeal of fantasy to instruct the child rather than illuminate 

life’s values. The resulting stories were seen as mere replications that lacked the 

integrity of their original literary roots. Saxby analysed the efforts of the early writers to 

locate an Australian fairyland and his comments on individual fairy tale books, 

nonetheless, indicated that he believed that the success of an Australianising of the 

European fairy tale depended, to an extent, on the imaginative ability of the writer  

(pp. 320–327).  

Ernst as an early Australian fairy tale writer 

In traditional texts, the blending of social issues with values, beliefs and attitudes is the 

result of a two-way conversation between the traditional form which comes with 

“ready-made”, predetermined cultural and moral perspectives, and the author, who may 
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chose to challenge the values of the social and political environment (Stephens & 

McCallum, 1998). Written fairy tales also presented the individual values of the writer, 

confirming the necessity to investigate authorial intent and socio-cultural background in 

order to contextualise an author’s writing. Many of the first writers of Australian fairy 

tales, (Marson, Desda, Westbury, Favenc, Lockeyear and Whitfeld), were from British 

or Anglo-Australian cultural backgrounds. In the pre-Federation colonies German and 

other non-British nationalities were in the minority. The cultural heritage of the small 

number of authors from these minorities like Beatrice Wilcken, a German musician 

visiting Australia, and Ernst, of German heritage, exerted an influence on their writing.  

 

Rather than mirror the cultural framework of imported English fairy tale books or write 

from the perspective of the British-born writers, Ernst presented child readers with a 

clear attempt at defining Australian place in her tales. Ernst did not seek to affirm 

British allegiance but created a new Australian order from her personal “old world” 

collections of oral and literary fairy tales: a German-European one.  

Criticism of Ernst’s fairy tales 

While Saxby (1998) contended that all European fairies were uneasy in the Australian 

bush I argue that he overlooked the differences between the Ernst’s tales and the early 

fairy tales. Her book, Saxby suggested was “a token gesture to Australia” (p. 327) 

although Ernst’s ability to set place and time coupled with accurate botanical 

explanations and geological references meant that her stories have a stronger connection 

with their Australian setting than most of the earlier fairy tale attempts. Readers can 

appreciate the bush neighbourhood where her fairies dwell through the rich descriptions 

of their worlds as the following passage shows: 

It was a lovely night! The moon shone brightly and the wind sighed softly 
through the golden wattle in full bloom, which scented the whole gully with its 
lovely perfume. The little princess was swinging in a spider’s web hammock, 
when the gnomes arrived. (Ernst, 1904c, p. 58) 

Niall (1984) disapproved of the attempt to place fairies in the Australian bush, but 

applauded Marson’s Faery stories for being magical without having any incongruity 

with the physical landscape. She considered that their worth was that there was no 

added “gratuitous local colour” (p. 189). Niall labelled Ernst’s fairy Sunradia 

“synthetic” for resting on a couch of eucalyptus blossoms (Ernst, 1904h, p. 191) and 
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commented that she considered that field mice singing in choirs in an English village 

could not be replicated in Australia by magpies:  

the soft, south wind was wafting the scent of blooming wattles...a jackass 
laughed from the branch of a tree, and four magpies carolled below. (Ernst, 
1904h, p. 195) 

The talents of writer/illustrators such as Gibbs, O’Harris and Maltby who applied their 

artistic skills and created an inviting bush environment to complement their fairy tale 

texts are well recognised. Before Gibbs, O’Harris and Maltby wrote and illustrated the 

world of Australian fantasy and magic, Ernst was part of a small group of writers that 

painted with words a similar descriptive Australian environment that allowed Australian 

children to imagine a bush fairyland.  

 

If immigrants initially “imported the European treasury” (Haase, 2008, p. 188) of fairy 

tale stock, the outpouring of national sentiment as the colonies moved towards 

Federation heralded a quest for the “Australianising” of tales. Johnson (2004) argued 

that children’s books of this era, influenced by the zeal of Federation, promoted the 

“idea of ‘the bush’ and bush mythologies as part of national consciousness” (p. 971). 

 

The first decade of the 20th century heralded a wider variety of fantasy for children with 

writers entertaining as well as instructing (Saxby, 1998, p. 325). By connecting Ernst’s 

writing to an Australian children’s literature period her influence on the reader within 

this era, can be scrutinised. Within Saxby’s classification of Australian children’s 

literature Ernst is writing within only one period: the nationalistic era. Ernst’s books are 

nationalistic in content by intent. Though Ernst’s placement in the section of 

nationalism is accurate, I observe that Ernst’s publications were spread irregularly over 

this period of 35 years: 1904, 1913, and 1939. In Chapter Nine I will consider the 

literary, social and cultural influences that influenced Ernst to vary the genre that she 

wrote while maintaining her dedication to writing “the bush” into her works. 

 

While there are broad social-political influences on Australian children’s literature, each 

writer has their own personal environment of influence, labelled by Moore (1971) as 

their “cultural matrix”. He suggested that while writers express to varying degrees 

“some of the prevailing social patterns” (p. 7), individually they draw from wider 

influences and experiences. In the next chapter I argue that the German essence in 
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Ernst’s works merge her German heritage and her Australian environment, promoting 

her unique view of Australian identity through notable descriptive and scientific 

content.
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Chapter Five: More grim than Grimm: A German influence on 
Australian magic 

Personal Voice 
 

 

Figure 8. The Brothers’ Grimm Statue, Grimm Platz, Kassel, Germany. Photograph, R. Floyd, 2010. 

 

My German ancestry was quietly ignored as tales of my mother’s family beginnings in County Cork, 

Ireland intrigued. My father had little desire to explore his heritage, remembering fights during World War II 

at school because of his German surname. But when I arrived in Germany on a cheap flight in 2010, 

feeling compelled to research the German “literati” of the “Brain Drain” era of 1848; there was a strange 

affinity. It piqued my interest that in my other travels I have never felt such a sense of belonging. “Is there 

an ancestral memory somewhere in my DNA?”, I wonder as I struggle to “spreche Deutsch” and gain 

mastery of the language with my tutor beyond, “Wo ist der Hund?” (Although in the two years since I wrote 

this statement I have progressed to “Meine These ist fast fertig aber es braucht ziet”). I want to read 

Ernst’s German notes and not think that the word Wiehnachten is a personal name in the phrase “Liebe 

Tante Weihnachten” [Love from your Aunt at Christmas]. Hours of research time wasted looking for a 

relative whose name was “Weihnachten”! The syntax is different, the culture different. I know Britain, I 

could step on “social” toes in Germany.  
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Introduction 
Ernst built a new fantasy fairy world constructed from the experiences of her reading of 

Grimms’ fairy tales, religious children’s books, books in German and her identification 

as an Australian of German heritage. Her fairy tales reveal the institutions of her 

society, provide form for experience, show human motives, reveal life’s fragmentation 

and provide vicarious experience for the reader. The child reader receives a conscious 

or unconscious message conveying values and beliefs from the writer (Hollindale, 1997, 

pp. 62–3). Using her own childhood memories, Ernst wrote stories that were connected 

to her past that may or may not have resonated with her readers.  

 

In the previous chapter, the book types that were popular with, and written specifically 

for children in Britain were identified as fantasy, school stories, and adventure stories. 

These books extolled the “manly” virtues, sometimes of those boys who had ventured 

into the colonies, while domestic dramas were presented as more suitable for girls 

(Cruttenden, 2002, p. 44). The religious overtones lessened as the 19th century 

progressed, but the juxtaposition between the child as an innocent and the child as sinful 

remained (Cruttenden, 2002, p. x). In this chapter, I scrutinize the manner in which 

Ernst broadened the values as represented in British children’s literature by her 

inclusion of moral endings and markers that reflect the principles of her young life 

within a predominantly German culture and consequently infused a “German essence” 

into her book of fairy tales.  

 

Socio-generic roots 

Any new text created by a writer is dependent on the absorption of previous texts and 

will inevitably take on the thoughts and language that surround it (Jacobsen, 1993,  

p. 214). The social functions of fairy tales in Europe and the United States and the 

ideological uses of the fairy tale in different environments, different time periods and by 

different authors have been extensively explored—to mention a few: the diverse 

“ideological” perspectives of a number of Victorian writers who wrote their own 

cultures into their tales (Zipes, 1994, p. 12); the shaping of the Grimms' tales to promote 

political viewpoints in Germany after the second World War (Haase, 1993, p. 197) and 

the re-telling of Grimms' tales incorporating African traditional narrative patterns, such 

as a West Indian version of the Rumplestiltskin story, The girl who spun gold 

(Hamilton, 2000). 
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Writers of literary fairy tales such as Hans Andersen (1835), Oscar Wilde (1888) and 

Frank L. Baum (1901) were as selective of the content, subtext and social coding they 

encased in the fairy tale framework as were earlier fairy tale collectors and editors such 

as the Grimm Brothers (Neumann, 1993, p. 24; Zipes, 2006, p. xii). Zipes (2013) 

contended that each culture has its own way of “adapting, receiving, disseminating, 

discussing, debating and using a classical fairy tale” (p. 56) so that the re-purposed fairy 

tale resonated with its present-day reader. The types of changes that occurred in the re-

telling of fairy tales included the addition of new and extraordinary motifs that echoed 

or challenged the social or cultural world of each era.  

 

In Ernst’s fairy tales there is a discernible German essence, devolving from the 

characteristics of the culture of a minority group, the German speaking peoples of 

Melbourne, and their Lutheran religion. Ernst’s writing is shaped by this “essence”, 

Prussian and Lutheran virtues and values, and her early life experiences as a member of 

this community. The daily German text Ernst was immersed in resulted in the use of 

German motifs in Australian stories unconsciously acquired through Ernst’s childhood 

reading experiences. There is strong evidence that her teacher aunts in Germany and her 

grandmother and mother, also school teachers, encouraged her to read German 

children’s books and specifically, the Grimms’ fairy tales. As adults have always been 

in charge, choosing, censoring, purchasing and allocating the “so-called fairy tales for 

children” (Zipes, 1998, pp. 23, 28), it can be safely assumed that the literature Ernst 

read was strongly biased towards the German language and culture. Dixon maintained 

that “Mother loved the Grimms’ fairy tales and it was an often read book” (H. Dixon, 

29 April, 2009). Ernst’s creative force in applying German values to the emergent 

Australian form of fairy tale and fusing it with an Australian setting presented a unique 

flavour in early Australian children’s literature. 

German speaking peoples in Australia and their contribution to literature 
German-speaking peoples were the largest group of non-British people to make a 

significant contribution in the first 150 years of Melbourne settlement, specifically 

within the Melbourne business community (Jupp, 2001, p. 384). From a cultural 

perspective it is important to note that the continuing use of their native language and 

religion ensured the maintenance of the culture of the German community (Sedgwick, 

2008, p. 8). In Chapter Three it was argued that the cultural wealth contributed by their 
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achievements in science, art and exploration in the colonies was substantial. In fact, 

Voigt (1983) pointed out that the new Australian universities were keen to establish 

relationships with universities in various German states because of their educational 

excellence (pp. 56–7). Unfortunately, the significant contributions of these highly 

academic men to Australian science and exploration have been overlooked or purposely 

disregarded due in part to the effect of the World Wars on the German-Australian 

relationship (Home, 1995, p. 4). 

 

Although most writing in Australia by Germans was scientific, generated by German 

explorers and scientists, there were also accounts of travel written for the potential 

migrant or an eager overseas audience. Due to publication for an international audience 

scientific writing was commonly in both languages. However narrative forms of writing 

were often only available in German-language newspapers (Sedgwick, 2008,  

p. 2, Bodi & Jeffries, 1985, p. 14). Nevertheless, there was a sense in the new colony of 

Victoria that contributing to Australian literature was an obligation. Herr Püttmann, an 

early Melbourne publisher who championed the “dissemination of a cultural and literary 

tradition as well as encouraging new work” (Sedgwick, 2008, p. 13), summed up the 

situation in 1862, appealing to his countrymen to share their literary talent: 

We consider this our bounden duty, because we are convinced that as time wears 
on, social conditions of the colonies will gain more solid footing and that, in 
consequence thereof, the German Intellectual element will emerge with great 
self-sufficiency and worth. (quoted in Corkhill, 1990, p. 235)  

A triple loyalty 
Ignoring Ernst’s cultural background negates its influence on her writing. Speaking only 

German until she was five, Ernst was sheltered within a strong German social circle 

forging a sense of identity based on being part of three cultures: Australian, British and 

German. Fischer (1991) suggested that the ideological construct of the German-

Australian community was a “triple loyalty” (p. 183). Firstly, German-Australians 

maintained a cultural loyalty to their language and traditions; secondly, they were 

politically loyal, accepting the British political system, viewed as more democratic than 

that of their homeland; finally, they held a new loyalty to the new Australian nation. 

Although professing loyalty to the Crown, German-Australians were not dependent on 

copying and importing from Britain. Without hesitation they looked to Germany for 
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technology and design, to “complement the traditional supplier of ideas to Australia, 

Britain” (Fischer, 1991, p. 184).  

 

The vision of cooperation between Britain and Germany was seen to be the means of 

developing a unique and progressive Australian nation with its own cultural identity 

composed from the most advantageous and suitable ideas and concepts applied from 

Europe. Ernst, as a German-Australian, looked respectfully at the ideas of her cultural 

homeland and suggested that Australian politicians could learn from the German 

example and establish a defence fund by collecting from school children and our 

patriotic teachers who are well aware of “our national helplessness” (Ernst, letter, 

1909).  

Challenging the ideology of British children’s writing in fairy tales 
Moore (1971, p. 6) argued that the “cultural forms and national traditions” brought here 

from England, Scotland and Ireland played a crucial role in shaping early Australian 

literature. During the colonial period it was natural for British immigrants to describe 

the environment from a home country perspective and not unusual for even native-born 

people to echo and reproduce familiar English models in various genres. Moore labelled 

this “English vision” (p. 93) and discussed the complexity of factors that had an effect 

on the writer that included personality, environment and nurture.  

 

If authors are shaped by the ideologies of their time and place, they are also agents who 

shape and challenge ideologies. Zipes (2006, p. 52) described how oral tales, as told by 

a narrator, or storyteller, aimed to meet the needs of their audience. The story became 

an ideological tool that could reflect, or redirect, the ethics, ideals, and principles of the 

communities in which they were told. Bottigheimer (2009, p. 77) argued that when 

writers borrowed stories from earlier collections, they re-authored the tale by updating 

the language, the setting, and revitalising the plot to make it relevant to a new audience. 

New tales, whether oral or literary, are localised to time and place.  

In the literary fairy tale the narrative can be ideologically coloured by clever placement 

of significant socio-cultural information, reflecting an author’s own experiences, or 

what the author anticipates will capture audience attention. There has been little 

research on the infusion of German motifs and cultural markers in Australian literature 

or assessment of their impact on literature. 
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It is important to examine Ernst’s texts with reference to her early childhood cultural 

experiences to validate the use of German imagery and Lutheran religious sentiment.  

Moore (1971), in his examination of Australian literature, encapsulated the concept that 

every writer is “a part of his society, his country, his century” (p. 5) and that the 

recognition of Australian identity in Australian literature is the “expression of 

significant patterns of thought, feeling and behaviour” (p. vii).  

Influence of German children’s literature & Prussian-Lutheran influences  
The defined goals of children’s literature in Germany from the 18th to the late 19th 

century was to both educate and entertain. The German Enlightenment philanthropists35 

proposed that there should be a difference between children’s and adult books due to 

their use as an educational tool. They recognised that for their pious or educational 

books to be successful children’s books also needed to amuse and engage (O’Sullivan, 

2010, p. 7). This philanthropist-led reform encouraged German writers to abandon their 

dependence on English and French literary structures (Hunt, 2013, p. 729) and so the 

aims of children’s books moved beyond merely instructing for the education of children 

to expounding social mores and offering entertainment. 

 

The Lutheran virtues later adopted by the Prussian army, defined character actions and 

assumed a secular religious purpose defined as a sense of duty, honesty, diligence, 

ambition and obligation (Hahn, 1995, p. 41). These were embedded in Prussian politics 

so that when unification occurred these traditional values were absorbed into the new 

German nation (Gill, 2008, p. 311). Ernst’s father, Theodor, as a member of the 

Prussian Reserve Army was exposed to, and observed these same values during his time 

in the Army as a pharmacist. Pastor Goethe, first pastor of the East Melbourne Lutheran 

Church, taught his parishioners, who included Ernst’s grandparents and parents, the 

virtues of “hard work and moral rectitude, the value of education and good citizenship” 

(Tarnay, 1972, para. 5).  

 

These Prussian-Lutheran values were infused into many facets of the German culture, 

including literary materials. The work of the Grimm brothers was not immune and their 

goal, Bottigheimer (1987, p. 19) suggested, was to progress religious, moral and social 

                                                
35 A group of writers, clergymen, and teachers called the “philanthropen” wished to educate the lower 
classes.  
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behaviours. Zipes (2002b) also confirmed that the Grimms based their values on the 

Protestant ethic, emphasising “diligence, industry, honesty, order and cleanliness as the 

ingredients for successes in their collection of stories” (p. 13). The Grimms’ success 

influenced 19th century children’s literature and English scholars influenced by the 

success of the Grimms’ tales began to collect authentic English tales in order to develop 

their own sense of national identity. Children were offered children’s books that aimed 

to develop them as useful citizens and define them in terms of their uniqueness as a 

“country and as Englishmen” (Knuth, 2012, p. 6). Differing from the German character 

traits that applauded good social conduct and assiduousness Knuth (2012) argued that 

the values inherent in the English children’s books came from themes that were age-old 

and specific to their culture. These included “human freedom, personal foibles, 

eccentricity, the small hero and the triumph of the weak over the strong” (p. 6).  

 
Not surprisingly, the books sent from Germany belonging to Ernst that have remained 

in the possession of the Dixon family explicated the Prussian-Lutheran values and 

emulated the educational and entertainment goals of German children’s literature. There 

are examples of two types of story enjoyed by Ernst and her siblings, treasured and kept 

through three generations: one book can be described as a shadow puppet book and the 

other, a religious picture book. The former has been a family favourite for years and 

throughout subsequent generations as Dixon (interview, September 10, 2010) tells us: 

Mother [Ernst] would ask each child to chose a favourite shadow show page and 
read it to them.    

 
Figure 9. Illustration, Schattenbuilder [Shadow Puppet Book], 

Weggendorfer, (n.d.), Munchen: Braun & Schneider, p. 6. 
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The book comprises a series of poems and one shadow puppet illustration on the facing 

page of each poem. The shadow puppets move when cardboard levers behind a tiny 

transparency are operated by hand. While the introductory verse encapsulates the desire 

to entertain, the individual verses promote the value of hard work, honesty and 

obligation: 

Schattenbilder bringt dies buch 
Die nicht schwer beweglich sind 
Und zu jedem einen Spruch 
Leicht verständlich jedem kind  
 
[Silhouettes bring this book 
Are not hard to move 
To each silhouette a little story 
Easy for each child to understand] 

    (Weggendorfer, Schattenbuilder, [Silhouettes].n.d) 
 
One tale applauds the hard and honest work of the chimney sweep, a profession 

shunned by society. Chimney sweeps were seen as “dirty” by the German middle class 

who could afford to purchase books for their children. The reader is directed to accept 

and respect the chimney sweep because despite his griminess he works hard. It is honest 

work.  

 

Other stories extoll the virtues of diligence, the joys of hunting with a falcon, while 

“Nichts auf der Welt ist doch so nett als so ein liebliches Duett” [Nothing in the world 

is so kind as such a lovely duet] (n.d., p. 10) talks of the pleasure to be found in music, 

in a beautiful duet. Each tale ends encouraging the reader to become a better person. 

 

There is an underlying moral tone in Ernst’s fairy tales that mirrors these values. In 

“Where do the pins go to?” a young boy is transported from Heidelberg in Victoria 

across the Tasman Sea to the South Pole to meet the Queen of Forgotten Things (Ernst, 

1904k, p. 63). Only the dressmaker’s pins that have worked hard go through the portal 

to the Queen’s world to become lovely fairies. Those who have been dropped through 

the cracks in the home’s floorboards and are unable to finish their earthly work must 

return to complete it. The consequence of not working hard, whether it is your fault or 

not, is to be returned to complete your task. Ernst suggests that everyone, even the 

lowly dressmaker’s pin, must work hard in order to enter “pin heaven” and become 
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fairies. The boy returns to earth to admonish his careless sister who has prevented the 

pins from working hard.  

 

A second book in the possession of the Dixon family is entitled Im frühling [In spring] 

(Holthaufen-Gablem, 1890). In the 19th century big colour plate books were expensive, 

but modest uses of colour in gift books such as this one were “a small taste of the lavish 

life for the less affluent” (Reese, 1999, p. 7). Beautifully illustrated with expensive 

colour plates, Im frühling is a book of religious themes intertwined with educational 

content. In Figure 10, the illustration communicates didactic religious ideas to the 

reader, illustrating the text of the Twenty-third Psalm with German imagery: that of a 

hard-working shepherd in a rural German countryside not far from the spires of the 

church. The illustration suggests that as the shepherd is to his sheep, so is God to man.  

 

Figure 10. “Meine Schafe hören meine Stimme” [The Lord is my shepherd],  

Im frühling, Holthuafen-Gablem, 1890, Laht Baden, Germany: Kaufmann.  
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Der herr ist mein Hirte, mir wird nichts mangeln 
Er weidet mich auf einer grünen Aue und führet mich zum 
frischen Wasser. Er erquicket meine Seele Er führet mich auf rechter Strasse um 
seines Namens willen. 

 
[The lord is my shepherd, myself will lack for nothing 
He makes me graze on green pastures; he leads me to fresh water.  
He restoreth my soul. He leadeth me on the right track for his name's sake.] 

 

The Grimm brothers aligned their books, through subsequent revisions, to the values of 

the German middle class and religious attitudes (Blamires, 2003, p. 81). Ernst’s tales 

were also influenced by German Christian children’s stories, likely to have a happy 

ending that emanated from an “earlier spontaneous act of help” (p. 399) by God or 

people of religious conviction. A religious commentary completed the moral ending in 

some of Ernst’s fairy tales. In “The fire elves” the men fighting the flames of the fire 

elves cry, “Thank God! It is the rain!” Ernst, 1904e, p. 9) while in “The fairy of the 

vase”, the Wattle Tree says:  

I waft my fragrance as incense up to the Great All-Father, as praise and thanks 
for His bountiful care, and I feel happy. The earth feeds me, the sunshine warms 
me, and I blossom, and all unite in giving praise to God. All praise is due to 
Him. (Ernst, 1904d, p. 23) 

Although Ernst was influenced by her love of the Grimms’ tales her endings were 

gentler and often had a sense of mischief. Although the tales collected and edited by the 

Grimms frequently ended with a cruel punishment for the villainous (Dickerson & 

O'Hara, 2006, p. 145), in Ernst’s tales the punishments and consequences were 

administered with a diminished harshness. 

 

Using an English language edition of The complete Grimm’s fairy tales (Grimm,  

Grimm, Colum, & Scharl, 1997) based on the translation of Margaret Hunt in 1884, I 

compared a sample of Grimms’ endings that end with irrevocable and harsh 

punishments for the tormentors, with Ernst’s milder endings. In the Grimms’ tales, the 

reader has no difficulty in understanding that evil is punished severely. In “Mother 

Holle” one tormentor found that, “the pitch clung fast to her, and could not be got off as 

long as she lived” (Grimm et al., 1997, p. 136).  Another wicked woman received the 

punishment she has planned for her enemies in “The Little Three Men in the Woods”. 

“Then,” said the King, “you have pronounced your own sentence”; and he 
ordered such a barrel to be brought, and the old woman to be put into it with her 
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daughter, and then the top was hammered on, and the barrel rolled down the hill 
until it went in the river. (Grimm et al., 1997, p. 83) 

Whilst Ernst’s tales feature a consequence for the antagonists in her stories, the 

punishments are just rather than cruel. In “The fire elves” the elves that start the 

bushfire are finally stopped, quenched by raindrops.  

Among the ashes, three miserable little elves were creeping away; when splash! 
down came another drop, and they vanished altogether. (Ernst, 1904e, p. 19)  

Unlike characters in the Grimms’ collections, Ernst’s elves disappear magically away, 

softly and kindly. Obliteration is expected by the reader, but not dwelt on. Even in 

Ernst’s tale “How cats got whiskers” the cruel ending is tempered as the witch relents, 

partially undoing her punishment. The witch, angry at a naughty kitten aptly named 

Steal-all, who has spilt her precious Elixir of Youth and Beauty, sews his lips to the 

verandah post. When he almost breaks free, she relents and undoes the charm, chanting: 

All your race shall now have whiskers,  
Fathers, mothers, brothers, sisters,  
That all in future days shall see,  
How naughty cats must punished be! (Ernst, 1904f, p. 71)  
 

Steal-all is now punished and remorseful. Steal-all, like Ernst’s readers, understands 

now that diligence and care must be taken in all things.  

Grimm-ness  
Bottigheimer (2009) suggested the Grimms’36 Kinder-und Hausmärchen “was one of 

the most powerful formative influences on generations of German, English and 

American children in the 19th and early 20th Century as well as a clear reflection of 

children's psyches” (p. xii). The Grimms’ fairy tales began as a collection of oral folk 

tales that became, with the specific editing of subsequent editions, an engaging, and 

somewhat inherent way of sharing wisdom and teaching common sense to children. The 

Grimms’ tales became a secular source for moral lessons. Although the moralising by 

the Grimms is not overt, the rewards of diligent work habits, use of socially and gender 

specific roles, and often a paternalistic stance towards women, was shaped and  

re-shaped as the editions were re-edited and modified to meet the needs, and demands, 

of their audiences.  

 

                                                
36 Grimms, Brüder Grimm, Bruder Grimm, Brothers Grimm and Grimms’ are in common usage.  
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Ernst built a new fantasy fairy world constructed from the experiences of her reading of 

the Grimms’ fairy tales and other German religious children’s books and her 

identification as an Australian of German heritage. Other German authors aimed to 

convey the masculine characteristics important in the 19th century. Bravery, military 

prowess and intellectual pursuits were admired. In comparison female characters were 

dutiful to their parents and/or authority and skilful at crafts. Warnings to females about 

the vices of laziness, vanity and curiosity were common (Lukens, 1995, p. 67).  

 

The most persuasive image of Grimms’ fairy tales is the damsel in distress 

(Bottigheimer, 2009, p. 101), usually held captive in a tower or trapped by a witch. 

Ernst placed her motif of the sleeping beauty not in a castle with thorny hedges growing 

around or encased in a glass coffin deep in the forest but entombed in a cave in a valley 

“deeply embowered in moss and tree ferns” (Ernst, 1904a, pp. 81–83). This sense of 

entrapment deep in a confined environment evokes the same feeling for the child reader 

as those who read the Grimms’ versions of the “Rapunzel” or “Sleeping Beauty” fairy 

tales. Ernst reworked the captive princess story and placed her not in a castle or tower, 

but in a setting recognisable for many Australian children, the bush glade. In this 

instance the “bush” is not a friendly or hospitable place but is portrayed as a place of 

imprisonment, as is the hedge that surrounded Sleeping Beauty. It is impenetrable. 

 

Baker-Sperry and Grauerhloz (2008, p. 145) suggested feminine beauty is seen as one 

of a female character’s most important assets in fairy tales, and that such messages are 

pervasive indicators of power and culture. Ernst does not always position beauty as the 

key asset of female characters. Many of the Grimms’ heroines are applauded for their 

beauty and passivity, waiting for their princes to arrive. In “The Frog-king or Iron 

Henry” the youngest girl was described as “so beautiful that the sun itself, which has 

seen so much, was astonished whenever it shone in her face” (Grimm et al., 1997,  

p. 17). The ugly frog (in reality a prince under a spell) arrives to rescue the princess’s 

golden ball from the pond, and expects a favour after her returns it only to be shunned. 

When the magic spell is broken the frog becomes a prince. The princess is the catalyst 

for his transformation but now he is the master of her destiny. Being a wife and queen 

is the ultimate goal for this female character.  
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In another tale, “Our Lady’s child”, the powerful hero forces his way through a thicket 

to find “a wonderfully beautiful maiden sitting under a tree; and she sat there and was 

entirely covered with her golden hair down to her very feet” (Grimm et al., 1997, p. 27). 

One of Ernst’s fairy beings, Sunradia, has lovely wings and similarly flowing locks of 

golden hair. But Sunradia ventures out, alone. A goblin and a few other helpers make 

sure she comes out of her adventure unscathed. She meets the Ant Queen, learns a little 

about the ant world, and leaves a heroine (Ernst, 1904i). 

 

In regard to male and female roles often stereotypes are defined by their assertiveness, 

or lack thereof. There is a diversity of roles for females in Ernst’s fairy tales. While 

some females take gender-based roles in tending to the wounded, comforting the dying 

and highlight domestic skills, others often take active roles, journeying alone to explore 

the outside world, adventuring and taking the lead in choosing their own mate. A 

number of Ernst’s male characters take secondary roles and are either stupid or evil: the 

opossum brothers capture the fairy in order to keep her as a slave, the wizard is duped 

into marrying the witch and the fire elves start a bush fire. Ernst challenged the 

stereotypical feminine traits of the heroine commonly presented in fairy tales as being 

dutiful, beautiful and feminine. Zipes (2002a, p. 94) reminded us that in some of the 

Grimms’ tales it was often the clever and intelligent females who conquered the evil in 

the story while the males were either unintelligent or foolish. In “Hansel and Gretel” it 

is Gretel, with her cleverness, who tricks and kills the witch saving herself and her 

brother.  

Issues with translation 
Both Ernst’s parents spoke German. Theodor spoke enough English to communicate in 

his pharmaceutical work, although German-speaking clientele were his main customers 

(H. Dixon, interview May 2, 2009; “Deutsche apotheke”, 1888, p. 94). By reading 

works such as Grimms’ Kinder-und hausmärchen in the language in which they were 

originally published, Ernst did not have to contend with poor translation, modification 

of values or the re-writing of aspects of each tale, as was the circumstance of the British 

child.  

 

Blamires (2009) listed two reasons to explain why texts translated from German to 

English were inadequate representations of the original text and cultural meaning. 
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Firstly, to produce a book that would appeal to British parents of the middle and upper 

classes, any reference to German culture or lifestyle that was incomprehensible was 

amended to enable the child reader to understand and make it culturally identifiable 

with their values. It was, therefore, of less importance that the text retained its original 

meaning than convey appropriate messages about acceptable ethics. Secondly, translator 

skill was a variable commodity, held in little regard. Often, a translator was more 

competent in the French language and it was easier for the translator to translate from a 

French translation of the German tales rather than directly from the original German 

version. The English child could be reading a translated “translation” (p. 4). 

 

Reading Kinder- und hausmärchen in the original German language text, Ernst avoided 

being influenced by English translations that were modified to promote British values. 

Kyritsi (2004) cited numerous examples of how the different translations of Kinder- und 

hausmärchen varied considerably in quality as translators eliminated in varying degrees 

the “inappropriateness of violence, horror and religious superstition” (p. 36), slanting 

the original versions to a different national and cultural audience and often choosing 

more innocent tales that seemed appropriate for their own editions. Ernst read the 

original German versions of the tales in which the Grimms presented the issues 

important to a Germanic audience—“religious superstition, violence, terror and intense 

human feelings” (p. 37). 

 

A number of English versions of the Grimms’ Kinder-und hausmärchen were compared 

with German originals by Sutton (1994, p. 288), who concluded that English translators 

considered foremost what their British readership expected, modifying original texts 

that distorted the shape and essence of the Grimms’ tales. This was caused by what 

Sutton described as the English “sin-complex” (p. 290) where changes in narrative and 

structure aimed to protect readers from unacceptable elements in the text such as sexual 

behaviours, religious belief and superstition, violence and evil, human emotions, and 

even fantasy. Sutton also suggested that the original German stories had a unique logic 

of their own that the English translators were unaware of, or simply ignored. These 

omissions or modifications often resulted in inconsistencies in the narrative structure.  

 

While a literal translation keeps to the exact vocabulary and structure of the original, 

“free” translations aim to capture the sense, substance and authorial intonation by 
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finding phrases, words and expressions that convey this (Valdes, 1986, p. 3). Valdes 

claimed that it was not possible to create “a truly literal translation” because of the 

linguistic differences in vocabulary and structures that may mean that the influences of 

culture and language may disappear from the translation (p. 4).  

 

As an example of this process, three versions of “Die wichtelmänner” [The elves], 

“Erftes märchen” [First tale] are analysed in Table 1 as evidence that in at least some of 

the Grimms’ tales, essential German cultural values were omitted when they were 

translated into English.  

Table 1. Excerpts from translations of “Die Wichelmänner” from Kinder- und hausmärchen. 
(Grimm & Grimm, 1857). 

J. & W. Grimm, 1857 D. Timm, 2013 Margaret Hunt, 1884 Lucy Crane, 1886 

Erstes Märchen First tale First story First story 

Bald darauf trat auch 
schon ein Käufer ein, 
und weil ihm die 
Schuhe so gut gefielen, 
so bezahlte er mehr als 
gewöhnlich dafür, und 
der Schuster konnte 
von dem Geld Leder zu 
zwei Paar Schuhen 
erhandeln. Er schnitt 
sie abends zu und 
wollte den nächsten 
Morgen mit frischem 
Mut an die Arbeit 
gehen, aber er 
brauchte es nicht, denn 
als er aufstand, waren 
sie schon fertig, und es 
blieben auch nicht die 
Käufer aus, die ihm so 
viel Geld gaben, daß er 
Leder zu vier Paar 
Schuhen einkaufen 
konnte. Er fand 
frühmorgens auch die 
vier Paar fertig; und so 
gings immer fort, was 
er abends zuschnitt, 
das war am Morgen 
verarbeitet, also daß er 
bald wieder sein 
ehrliches Auskommen 
hatte und endlich ein 
wohlhabender Mann 
war. 

Soon after walked in a 
buyer and because the 
shoes appealed to him 
very good so paid him 
more than usual for it, 
and the shoemaker 
could from the money 
for a pair of shoes to 
bargain for.37 He cut 
them in the evening 
and wanted the next 
morning with fresh 
courage and bravery on 
to the work but he 
didn’t need it because 
as he got up they were 
already finished and 
they didn’t fail to appeal 
to a buyer which gave 
him so much money he 
could buy leather for 
four pairs. He found 
early in the morning as 
well the four pairs 
finished and sewed, 
continued what was cut 
in the evening was 
processed in the 
morning, also he had 
soon again his honest 
income and finally 
become a wealthy man. 

Soon after, too, a buyer 
came in, and as the 
shoes pleased him so 
well, he paid more for 
them than was 
customary, and, with 
the money, the 
shoemaker was able to 
purchase leather for 
two pairs of shoes. He 
cut them out at night, 
and next morning was 
about to set to work 
with fresh courage; but 
he had no need to do 
so, for, when he got up, 
they were already 
made, and buyers also 
were not wanting, who 
gave him money 
enough to buy leather 
for four pairs of shoes. 
The following morning, 
too, he found the four 
pairs made; and so it 
went on constantly, 
what he cut out in the 
evening was finished 
by the morning, so that 
he soon had his honest 
independence again, 
and at last became a 
wealthy man. 

Soon after a purchaser 
entered, and as the 
shoes fitted him very 
well, he gave more 
than the usual price for 
them, so that the 
shoemaker had enough 
money to buy leather 
for two more pairs of 
shoes. He cut them out 
at night, and intended 
to set to work the next 
morning with fresh 
spirit; but that was not 
to be, for when he got 
up they were already 
finished, and a 
customer even was not 
lacking, who gave him 
so much money that he 
was able to buy leather 
enough for four new 
pairs. Early next 
morning he found the 
four pairs also finished, 
and so it always 
happened; whatever he 
cut out in the evening 
was worked up by the 
morning, so that he 
was soon in the way of 
making a good living, 
and in the end became 
very well to do. 

                                                
37	In this sense it means to haggle for the best price for leather.	
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These three versions include two published translations of Kinder- und hausmärchen 

(Grimm & Grimm, 1857) by Margaret Hunt (1884) and Lucy Crane (1882) and for 

comparison, a literal translation by Daniela Timm and myself. There is a significant 

omission of one word in the English versions in this short passage that suggested that 

the concept of haggling for the best price has been omitted. The word “erhandeln” 

means to bargain or barter for, which makes a significant difference to the 

understanding of the shoemaker’s character by the German-speaking reader. The 

inclusion of this word means that the shoemaker was thrifty and astute, a notable virtue 

that links to the Prussian-Lutheran values. As only a small passage has been included a 

more lengthy study beyond the scope of this thesis may be required to substantiate this 

argument. 
 

Ideological changes in the subsequent editions of Grimms’ Kinder- und hausmärchen 

are highlighted by Zipes (2014) in his introduction to his translation of the first edition, 

published in 1812. Zipes observed that the first edition had not been “censored…with 

their [the Grimms’] sentimental and puritanical ideology” (p. xx) and the difference 

between the first edition and subsequent editions was the result of their tinkering to 

meet the interests, and what was seen to be valued by their middle-class audience  

(pp. xxix-xx). The excerpt from Tale 39, Volume 1 which corresponds to the passage 

illustrated in Table 1 is simply called “The elves: about the shoemaker for whom they 

did the work” and is a more concise version than the version in the 1857 edition.  

Soon a customer paid so well that the shoemaker could purchase enough leather 
for two pairs of shoes, which he cut out that evening. The next morning when he 
wanted to sit down and work, they were already finished, just as the pair had 
been the other day. Now he was able to purchase enough leather for four pairs of 
shoes from the money he received from the other two pairs. And so it went on. 
Whatever he cut out in the evening was finished by the morning, and soon he 
was a well-to-do man again. (Grimm & Grimm, Trans. Zipes, 2014, p. 132) 

Thriftiness, courage and honesty are traits attributed to the shoemaker in the later 

edition (Grimms, 1857).38 In the first version of the story in Kinder- und hausmärchen 

(Grimms, 1812) the character of the shoemaker lacks depth and complexity, and history. 

It is a simple story that states the facts of the magical events that rescue the shoemaker 

from poverty. In the later version the reader is informed about the shoemakers’ history 
                                                
38 Kinder- und Hausmärchen (Children's and Household Tales), vol. 1, 1812; vol. 2, 1814 (pre-dated 
1815), 2nd edition, 1819. volume 3, Anmerkungen (Commentary), 1822, 3rd edition, 1837, 4th edition, 
1840, 5th edition, 1843, 6th edition, 1850, 7th edition, 1857. This final version is the basis for most 
editions and translations published after the Grimms' death. 
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and his financial difficulties. The addition of value pointers allowed the Grimms’ 

readers to instil in their children the concept that thriftiness may lead to wealth and 

honesty and hard work is to be admired. 

 

While the Grimms edited their texts to respond to their audience, there were other 

ideological influences that were cultural and had an effect on the structure of the text. 

Connor (1996) quoted the work of Michael Clyne who compared German and English 

text books and school essays finding that the German texts deemed content rather than 

form was of more importance, and that German books favoured digression rather than 

the linear structure of English books (pp. 46–47). Clyne suggested that this was the 

result of the writers’ attitudes towards the audience; the German writer focussed on 

content while the English writer aimed for “readability” (p. 46). Description of events 

and the visual imagery of the landscape indicate Ernst’s need to entertain, but also add 

significant educational and didactic content about geological phenomena. In “The fire 

elves”, Ernst describes the effects of fire on the bush: 

The sky was of a murky yellow brown colour, the strong smell of burning 
eucalyptus was everywhere. A hot gust of wind rushed by which scattered bits 
of burnt leaves and papers on the ground. (Ernst, 1904e, pp. 17–19) 

Smith (2013) argued that Ernst presented “the child reader with a more empathetic 

understanding of bushfires: she emphasises the vital role of fire in the growth of native 

vegetation and personifies fire embers in the less threatening guise of elves” (para. 4). 

Ernst affirmed that bushfires were useful but could be defeated which Smith noted is 

different from descriptions of fire in later Australian children’s books.  

 

In the tale “The fairy fortune and the old year” Ernst alluded to a recent drought and its 

effects although she does not commit to a year by calling it “The Old Year 

19__”[underscore in text]39 and leaving a space where the year should be (Ernst, 1904c, 

pp. 89–94). Her audience may have connected the story with the recent event, that of 

the debilitating drought named the “Federation Drought”, which occurred in the years 

1895–1902. The Old Year complains, as he is about to be replaced by the New Year, 

that he has been treated badly over his life, complaining that it has been “dry and 

sere.”40 Fairy Fortune responds with a reference to the War in South Africa, observing 

                                                
39 In 1894 large-scale drought became a disaster.  
40 A sere region is one that cannot support agriculture. Originating from the Old English sēar dry. 
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that it ended in his lifetime and that droughts are part of the cycle of life. Ernst drew 

from real events to develop for the Australian child an understanding of their own 

environment. 

 

Hubert Speigel (quoted by Spoerri, 2008) as chairman of a panel on “The process of 

writing in a second language” claimed that the influence of the first language could lead 

to pragmatic changes, as well as a deeper contextual influence on text. Valdes (1986,  

p. 3) stated that vocabulary is the strongest indicator of the “influence of language and 

culture on thought” while Connor (1996, p. 5) explored the field of contrastive rhetoric 

and the influence first language discourse and rhetorical structure play in second 

language writing. Connor suggested that writers who choose to write in their second 

language transferred their first language strategies to the new text (p. 167) at “sentence, 

paragraph and textual levels” and that this resulted in “cross-linguistic and cross-

cultural influences” (p. xi). 

 

Dixon mentioned that her mother “sometimes spoke with a Germanish turn of phrase” 

that reflected German grammatical structure and served as an occasional reminder of 

Ernst’s German linguistic heritage (interview, 22 May, 2009). In Ernst’s writing there 

are some minor indications of the grammatical structure of German language in her first 

fairy tale book.  

 

In her later books her English is faultless. Ernst was awarded the Gladman Prize in 1909 

at the Melbourne Teachers’ College, which was given to a first year student who gained 

the most outstanding result in English. This indicated that her scholarship and her 

English were exemplary. The drafts of the versions of the tales in her second book The 

magic shadow show when compared with the edited and published version indicate that 

her drafting and editing skills were highly developed.  
 
The drafts of published versions in Ernst’s personal papers are evidence that Ernst was 

crafting her text, rather than being challenged by writing prose or struggling with the 

linguistic and grammatical differences between German and English. Ernst changed the 

words, sentence structures and phrasings used to persuade and deliver a powerful 

philosophical argument. The sentence fragment, “they thus review this loyal life” 

became a more powerful statement by modifying the softer effect of the pronoun and 
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emphasising the importance of life and death by using capitalised nouns to name them. 

Ernst edited her drafts. She changed “loyal life”, to “exclusive life” in the draft before 

settling on “past dealings”. All phrases suggested a partnership but there is a hint of 

complicity and manipulation in the relationship between life and death with the use of 

the phrase “past dealings”. Ernst wrote that through the death of great souls and 

followers, others are inspired to reach the same beliefs, fancily written as “mental 

colourings”. (Ernst, 1913h, p. 22) 

 

Draft: 

And as they thus review this loyal life (exclusive-over loyal), the thought of the 
common tragedy of great souls is remembered by them both—great souls that 
only too often have stood alone in thought throughout the times, and not till after 
Death had trampled on them and their earliest followers bodies, did many other 
souls seek note of the mental colouring, for only numbers is the true safety in 
multitude with him, while Life thus coquetting with her lover Death. So forever 
do Life and Death play in the dim recesses of the human soul and in the world of 
trees and flower, yet ever new is the Game of Nature never tires of it and 
provides an ever changing background to the eternal Drama. (Ernst, personal 
papers, n.d.) 

 

Published Version: 

And as Life and Death together thus review their past dealings with this 
existence, they each after their fashion rejoice in the tragedy of great souls—
great souls that only too often had stood alone in thought throughout their lives 
and, not till after Death had trampled there on and their immediate followers 
bodies, did other souls in numbers seek to be of their mental colouring, for only 
in numbers is thus safety for the multitude, when Life is thus coquetting with her 
lover Death. So forever do Life and Death play in the dim recesses of the human 
soul as well as in the world of trees and flowers; yet ever new is the Game, for 
Nature never tires of it and provides an ever-changing background to the eternal 
drama. (Ernst, 1913h, p. 22) 

 

Figure 11. Comparison: draft and final versions of “Hide and seek”. 
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Figure 12. “Hide and seek”, The magic shadow show, O. Ernst, 1913h,  

Melbourne: George Robinson, p. 22. 

 
If there is evidence that Ernst occasionally reverted to German cross-linguistic patterns 

in oral language, the structures of her writing do not indicate her linguistic roots in the 

German language. There are, however, more subtle indicators in her fairy tales that 

point to the German-essence that is more ideological than linguistic.  

Migrant writers and the short forms of text 
Petersson (1989) in his exploration of German images in Australian literature from 

around the 1940s suggested that many migrant writers chose to write in the short forms 

of texts, poems, short stories, essays or memoirs, many with autobiographical links. His 

study claimed that this choice is the result of the challenges of writing in a second 

language and indicated that a “bite size” chunk of structure and composition is easier to 

manipulate linguistically than is a larger work (p. 41). I question whether this concept is 

reflected in Ernst’s choice of composition, as all Ernst’s works are of the shorter forms 

of text, fairy tales, philosophical essays, and poetry/nursery songs. Ernst’s prowess with 
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the shorter form of narrative may also simply demonstrate a personal preference for this 

form.  

 

While Ernst’s mode of expression and phrasing are faultless in construction in her short 

stories, her attempt at a longer version of the fairy tale, the four-chapter story, 

“Sunradia” is formulaic and lacks the tightness of text of the other tales. It could be 

considered contrived (Ernst, 1904i, pp. 27–42). The dialogue between the characters is 

simply polite talk that does not reveal character traits, increase conflict, or set or change 

mood. Characters parade rather than perform the story across the pages. However 

“Sunradia” begins with a convincing description of the scene:  

It was a lovely morning! The sun was shining over the river Goulburn, where a 
soft south wind was wafting the scent of blooming wattles...It filled one with the 
joy of life! (Ernst, 1904i, p. 29)  

By Chapter Two, characterisation emerges through speech rather than through the 

attribution of thoughts and feelings to a character.  

“Come with me, dear Butterfly,” whispered Sunradia, and the butterfly nodded 
his head. 
“Will you come inside, fair elf?” said the goblin in a high squeaky voice. (Ernst, 
1904i, p. 33) 

 

The dialogue is lacklustre and simplistic in narrative technique when compared with 

this powerful interchange between the magician and the giants in the tale “Adiantina 

and the giants”, which builds tension to the climax: 

His face was white with anger, and his eyes flashed fire, as he shrieked in an 
awful voice. “You rascals! you wicked rascals! you have betrayed my trust! you 
shall suffer for this! your whole race shall suffer for this - BE TREES’. (Ernst, 
1904a, p. 85)  

Comparison of the two early Australian German fairy tale writers 

If Ernst offered a resistance to the English influence on children’s literature so did 

fellow native German-speaker Beatrice Wilcken,41 a minor Austro-Hungarian aristocrat 

and accomplished musician, who also wrote and published an early Australian fairy tale 

book, Fairytales, fables and legends in 1890. By comparing the work of Wilcken with 

the work of Ernst the suggestion that a German essence is central to their writing can be 

explored. Taking a socio-historical approach, as defined by Haase (2008) as focussing 

                                                
41 Wilcken was married straight out of convent school into an upper-middle class Hamburg family. Her 
husband was presumably much older and she was widowed with two sons at a relatively young age.  
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on the “meaning, production and reception of a tale within its historical, social and 

cultural context” (p. 877) the literary fairy tales of these two authors are a product of 

their shared culture, illuminating a German essence while also reflecting other aspects 

of their lives and their beliefs. 

 

Although they were both from German cultural backgrounds, Wilcken’s situation 

contrasts with that of Ernst. While Ernst was a young girl of sixteen, and a newly 

graduated pupil teacher, Wilcken was in her sixties, a cultured woman who moved in 

artistic circles. Wilcken is alleged to have written a symphony as her interests were 

more musical than authorial. She was a woman of some means who indulged in various 

cultural interests and travelled extensively between Australia, New Zealand and the 

German states, giving music lessons or musical soirees, possibly as a means of support 

(H. Wilcken, email, 2011). 

 

It is not surprising that our two German writers chose to write fairy tales rather than the 

Australian bush adventure that was prolific at the time. Although overshadowed by the 

success of the Grimms’ Kinder-und hausmärchen German women had made a 

significant contribution to the fairy tale genre and over two hundred fairy tales 

collections by women were published in German-speaking countries in the 19th century. 

Between 1790 and 1810, at least six women published fairy tales or collections, 

preceding the publication of the Grimms’ first edition (Jarvis & Blackwell, 2001, p. 3). 

This suggested there was an impetus and prerogative for German women to write fairy 

tales. 

 

Both these female writers sought approval and acknowledgement in venturing into the 

domain of male writers. It was stated that Ernst hoped that her stories would be 

appreciated in her Preface while Wilcken suggested her Tasmanian hosts persuaded her 

to publish her stories. While Wilcken self-published the first book a local printer 

published the second edition. The widowed musician who had followed her son and his 

family to the colonies living in Sydney and Hobart, and later Dunedin, giving musical 

recitals and teaching music, said in the introduction to her book:  

I have whiled away some happy leisure hours in writing these little stories. They 
were not originally intended for publication, but I have been strongly urged by 
many kind friends to have them printed. It seemed ungracious to refuse such a 
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request, and this must be my excuse for sending forth this little memento of my 
visit to Hobart and its beautiful surroundings. (Wilcken, 1891, Introduction)42 

Both authors connected their narratives to the old world, to German place. In Wilcken’s 

“The origin of the Forget-Me-Not” the story is not set in the Australian bush, but “Deep 

in a forest, where beech and elm and fir trees grow” (Wilcken, 1891d, p. 5). The Harz 

Mountains in North Germany are the backdrop for the story, “The flower of 

knowledge” (Wilcken, 1891b, pp. 29). Similarly, in Ernst’s “The fairy of the vase”, the 

clock on the mantelpiece talks of a German town:  

…my native place—Strasburg! a very old city; it is enclosed with the walls that 
have now been turned into beautiful avenues of trees…where the beautiful 
cathedral with its lovely tower stands. (Ernst, 1904d, pp. 23–24) 

Still, the fairy and mythological creatures in the other stories by Wilcken are found 

settled easily in Australia, most of them located in the colony of New South Wales 

where she spent some time with her son and his family. In Wilcken’s tale, “The Jenolan 

caves, N.S.W”, her hero finds a fairy, a “beautiful girl…her hair a mass of golden curls; 

her eyes of the deepest blue, wide open, looking at him” deep in a cave (Wilcken, 

1891c, p. 15). In “The bridal veil in the Jenolan caves” Titania and Oberon feature in 

the story taking advantage of a hapless human singer (Wilcken, 1891a, pp. 19–24) while 

in “The organ cave and the broken column” the Norse God Vulcan makes an 

appearance with gnomes (Wilcken, 1890e, pp. 25–28).  

 

Ernst introduced most of her stories with informative descriptions of Australian places: 

the plains around Lake Eyre are covered with beautiful grass, on which kangaroos and 

wallabies “grazed in hundreds”; “a lovely mermaid, swimming in Hobson’s Bay near 

the mouth of the Yarra” and “living in a grand old eucalyptus tree on the banks of the 

Yarra” (Ernst, 1904h, & g, pp. 11, 47, 51). The references to Germany are slim. 

 

Although a few of their stories were sprinkled with references to their German 

homeland, these two German writers essentially engaged their audience in a 

consideration of an Australian national identity in the guise of fairy tales. Magic could 

happen as easily in a creek as in a European rivulet. Australian children no longer had to 

rely on reading the collected fairy tales of the Grimms or Hartland (1890) or other 

literary fairy tales like those of Andersen (1838) or Wilde (1888) to enter a fairy world. 

                                                
42 A copy of the first edition published in 1890 is not available. I have referenced from the 2nd edition. 
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Conclusion 
Writing from a unique German-Australian perspective Ernst used recurrent narrative 

patterns common to fairy tales and verse, however, using the knowledge gleaned as a 

member of a family highly educated within scientific, horticultural and education fields, 

she wove botanically and geographically accurate descriptions of place and time into 

her stories. This aspect of Ernst’s writing is analysed in the next chapter. 
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Chapter Six: Teaching in the blood 

Personal Voice 
 

 
Figure 13.  Notes written for R. Floyd by H. Dixon (1994). 

 

Written by Ernst’s daughter, Helen Dixon, these notes jotted highlight important dates in Ernst’s life and 

career. Helen was anxious that the details that she had given me orally, and that I had noted down during 

our conversation the previous week, were correct. When she returned the following week to teach 

Christian Religious Education at Mount Dandenong Primary School she gave me two pieces of light 

cardboard on which she had written a timeline of Ernst’s teaching career. The themes that have emerged 

in my thesis are hinted at in this succinct account of Ernst’s life: her German heritage; her mother’s 

interest in botany; family values of persistence and courage in the face of adversity; and her life in the 

country. It also gives an insight into Helen’s understanding of her mother’s early life, and she directs me to 

various aspects that she thinks might interest me and writes in a kind of short hand, “see school photo—

note pot plants, cats + dogs”. 
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Introduction 
Of the three cultures in which Ernst was immersed during her childhood (German, 

British, Australian) her German cultural heritage was more influential in her early 

writing. There were, however, other factors that shaped her writing of fairy tales and the 

themes in her two subsequent books. In this chapter I consider how Ernst’s educational 

experiences influenced her philosophical essays and songs. The influence of Ernst’s 

mother, Johanna, as a dedicated teacher and her role model, the strong beliefs of her 

Adelaide cousins, Ida and Laura, and their belief in higher education for women were 

influential in shaping Ernst’s career choice and pedagogy. At the same time as Ernst 

began Pupil Teacher School in Adelaide changes were occurring in the Victorian 

Education system under the visionary leadership of Frank Tate, Director of Education in 

Victoria (1902–1939). 

Teaching in the blood 
The decision to become a teacher was influenced by Ernst’s familial heritage.43 She 

noted proudly in her Familien plauderie (Waller, n.d., pp. 5–20) that she was descended 

from a long lineage of educators as well as men of science. Ernst’s great grandmother 

Caroline Heyne had obtained permission to open a girls’ school in Dresden by the 

Royal Authorities in 1828 (Personal Correspondence, 1828). This was the first school in 

Dresden to educate “high-born” ladies (M. Ford, interview, January 2, 2010). Ernst B. 

Heyne, Ernst’s maternal uncle, taught for a short time, while her paternal uncle, 

Christian Martin Ernst, as well as her mother and sister (Elsa), aunts and cousins 

became teachers. There is a strong family pride in their teaching lineage as evidenced in 

the following report in The Argus:  

What must surely constitute a record in the teaching profession was mentioned 
in conversation with two women members of the party of delegates to the 
Teachers’ Conference who enjoyed the excursion to Yallourn on Wednesday. 
Both belong to branches of the same family, which was established in Australia 
in the very early days. Their great-grandmother had the distinction of opening 
the first school for girls of the leisured classes in Germany. In one case the 
grandmother and mother were teachers. The daughter married a teacher whose 
father and mother, one brother and four sisters were teachers. One of her 
daughters married a teacher, and her son, an engineer, married a teacher. Her 
unmarried daughter also teaches. Her cousin who is a leading member of the 
teaching profession in another state recalled the fact, that her grandmother, 
grandfather’s sister, her father and her two sisters were all teachers. One sister 

                                                
43 Appendix H: Heyne family tree. 
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has four children and three are still studying for their degree at University and 
her brother’s three children are all teachers. (“Teaching in the Blood”, 1930,  
p. 19) 
 

Ernst attended her mother’s schools in country Victoria and completed her secondary 

school education at Norwood State School in Adelaide. In 1904 she attended the Pupil 

Teacher School. The Pupil Teacher School was accommodated on a site next to the 

Advanced School for Girls, an institution that was a proponent of girls’ education in 

South Australia from 1879. Further education for girls at this time was not only more 

acceptable, but encouraged within middle class society. Whether girls took the 

opportunity to continue their further education was dependent on two factors: family 

affluence, as it was for boys, but also on the attitude of the father towards girls’ 

education (Oldfield, 2012, p. 203). E. B. Heyne, Ernst’s maternal uncle, had encouraged 

his daughters Laura and Ida to continue their education, and similarly, Laura and Ida 

offered Ernst the same opportunity. Attending an expensive private school was not an 

option for Ernst, and as there was no government secondary school in Victoria at that 

time, Ernst completed her education in Adelaide while living with her mother’s 

cousins.44 

 

During the same period, in Victoria a new program of instruction was being developed 

under the guidance of Frank Tate, based on the “New Education” movement which had 

its beginnings in Europe (Gregory, 1997, p. 14). Ernst was a pupil teacher (1904–1906) 

at a time when new subjects, including nature study, were beginning to change teaching 

practices. With her interest in the sciences, it is not surprising that her books included 

references to the unique Australian environment that supported the study of nature in 

schools. The Melbourne Teachers College had developed a strong link with The 

University of Melbourne and due to this connection Ernst who attended between 1910 

and 1913 was able to further her educational studies at university level. Ernst’s writing 

style and its content are shaped by these pedagogical influences. 

Johanna Ernst: instilling a love of botany 
In the 19th century, the perceived feminine skills of botanical and landscape drawing 

enabled women in the Australian colonies to enter into scientific study and participate in 

discussions that were not possible in Britain, where men dominated the areas of science 

                                                
44 Melbourne High School was opened in 1905. 
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(Standish, 2008, pp. 72–3). Botany was seen as a “gentler” science and, therefore, 

suitable for women. During this period, writers like Louisa Atkinson aimed to improve 

their readers’ knowledge of plants, captivating and educating them with articles that 

were of scientific value (Standish, 2008, p. 93).  

 

In Victoria, Ferdinand Von Müller, Director of the Royal Botanical Gardens, actively 

advertised for plant collectors, and among his willing supporters were a number of 

women (Olsen, 2013, preface, p. 11).45 Ernst wrote about Von Müller’s personal 

interest in her mother, Johanna, when she was a young girl. In her memoir of the family 

Ernst reveals that Johanna had been particularly interested in botany from an early age 

and claims that Von Müller had recognised and encouraged her talent and had given 

her one of his publications (Waller, n.d., p. 3).  

 

Johanna’s interest in botany and geography and her practical horticultural skills were 

advantageous for a female teacher aspiring to move up the pay scale in order to 

improve the financial position of her family. As noted by the Education Department 

Inspector Mr. Ross Johanna Ernst was “commended for…improving the school 

grounds”, as well as being a “zealous and progressive teacher” (Teaching Record, 

13719, July 19,1902) who “took an individual interest in pupils”. Her school “put to 

shame most schools in the district” (Teaching Record, 13719, November 2, 1903). 

Johanna Ernst also implanted her zeal for the botanical sciences in her daughter.  

 

The study of nature became a life-long passion for Ernst, and as her mother had done, 

she shared her knowledge with her children and grandchildren. Ernst’s eldest 

granddaughter Mary Newham remembered that:  

She was very tuned in to the birds, their calls and habits, as well as other fauna. 
When staying with us at Mt. Dandenong and when we were visiting her at her 
home in Brighton she would ask us if we could recognise the sounds of birds. 
She'd ask, "What bird was that?" She was always cultivating an interest in the 
surrounding trees and wildlife and the mountains that are part of the setting. She 
had strong environmental interests. (Newham, phone interview, August 20, 
2012) 

Ernst’s knowledge of botany was to prove a useful skill for a teacher instructing her 

students in Nature Study, a new subject in Tate’s new Reformed Curriculum program. 

                                                
45 Of Müller’s 2,800 correspondents 240 were women. 
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Die Tanten [The aunts]: raising academic standards for girls 
Ernst moved from the scientific nurture and educational tutelage of her mother in a 

Victorian country school into the academic atmosphere of her cousins’ home in 

Norwood, a suburb of Adelaide. The Heyne family was renowned for its academic 

brilliance, and all three Heyne sisters had achieved University degrees from the 

University of Adelaide (Mackinnon, 1986, p. 36).  

 

The changing role of women in society in the western world was reflected in the 

establishment of The Advanced School for Girls in 1879, 30 years prior to the 

establishment of a similar boys’ school. The school aimed to foster and encourage high 

academic achievement and actively provided studies that would lead to a university 

education (McKinnon, 1984, pp. 4, 14, Mackinnon, 1986, pp. 56, 202). It was not 

founded to offer an alternative to boys’ education or suggest girls had different 

educational needs, but to acknowledge that girls should be educated in the same manner 

as boys (Gill, 2004, p. 23; McKinnon, 1986, p. 72). When Laura Heyne was transferred 

as a teacher to the Pupil Teachers School adjacent to the Advanced School for Girls in 

1903, it was recorded at the Annual Speech Night that, “Though we parted with her 

with regret we felt that in giving her up we were promoting the wider influences of 

education generally” (“Advanced School For Girls”, 1904, p. 6). 

Frank Tate: changes in the Victorian Curriculum; the revised program 
During the same period that Ernst finished her schooling and began work as a pupil 

teacher, educational ideas in Victoria were evolving under the direction of Frank Tate. 

Tate was an innovative and inspirational teacher under whose leadership State 

Education flourished. Tate, Victorian Director of Education, argued against rote 

learning and memory drills. He illustrated his comments about applying purposeful and 

real-life teaching practices to education with an example that proposed: 

No habit is more valuable to the fruit grower than the close observation of the 
facts of nature, and in the elementary nature study and geography the work bears 
directly upon his life need. (“The Education System”, 1903, p. 6) 

Subjects regarded as of lesser importance than the three Rs, writing, reading and 

arithmetic, were now included. The belief was held that a careful analysis of subjects 

such as Australian history would lead to an understanding of upright citizenship  

(Lee & Fouts, 2005, p. 103). Commencing in 1902, the Revised Program (Goldberg & 

Smith, 1990, p. 87) consisted of nature study (elemental) science; manual training 
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(brushwork, paperwork, or school gardening); drawing (including geometry, freehand 

and use of compass, ruler, set square); singing; health and special lessons reading and 

explanation; composition; word building and spelling; penmanship; map-drawing; 

geography; parsing; analysis and derivative roots; poetry; tables; arithmetic; 

mensuration; history and exploration (“Woes Of A Teacher”, 1903, p. 20). 

 

Not all teachers and parents approved of this far-reaching change. In an article in “The 

Weekly Times” which was quoted in the Record and Review of the State Schools 

Exhibition, Charles R. Long, an educationist acknowledged that there were those who 

had labelled these new subjects as “fanciful” but remarked,  

Truly, ‘the old order changeth’…There have been those in Victoria who have 
cried out against any deviation from the teaching of what they were pleased to 
call the ‘three Rs’. Happily, they are…beginning to be ashamed of 
themselves…Indeed the standard of individuality and study thinking for self 
[sic] is on everything in the Exhibition. (1908, p. 2) 

The Revised Program and the introduction of nature-study 
A growing national pride in the years after Federation (1901) saw the new subject of 

nature study dovetailing with concepts of citizenship and nationhood. It was felt that for 

students, “lessons about the newly federated nation could be learned via their activities 

in the school garden” (Holmes, Martin & Mirmohamadi, 2008, p. 110). Coincidently, 

the emphasis on using practical activities to teach the abstract and a focus on the 

development of a school garden (Holmes et al., 2008, p. 110) was reflected in Ernst’s 

appreciation and interest in all plants, more specifically the natural bush environment 

and her desire to impart botanic information. Acknowledging the opposition by some 

teachers and parents to the inclusion of nature-study as a school subject, J. A. Leach, the 

Organising Inspector of nature study, commented in the State Schools Exhibition 

Record that: 

When the revised program was introduced it contained one heading unknown to 
most teachers. This was nature-study. It was met by a storm of opposition, and 
even ridicule, and was denounced as a frill and a fad. But the Exhibition 
furnishes a complete vindication of the wisdom of the framers of the new 
programme in introducing the world of the living - the world of genuine interest 
to the little one - into the school course. Being a study having no hard and fast 
boundaries it allows full scope to the individuality of teachers and pupils. (Long, 
1908, p. 47) 

Discussions about teaching pedagogy and the introduction of new subjects and methods 

created the transformation of teaching practices at the cusp of Ernst’s career. With her 
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knowledge of botany, geology and geography and strong sense of national pride, Ernst 

was perfectly placed to broaden the traditional curriculum, into a liberal education that 

tapped into the imagination of students and encouraged the use of practical tasks to 

engender interest and engagement. By embracing the new curriculum and advancing a 

construct of a national identity through citizenship and applied knowledge, Ernst 

applied Tate’s reformed curriculum to her teaching practice.  

Textbook content reflected Australia’s unique environment 
In the first decade of the 20th century educators began to consider using non-fiction 

books that focussed on content areas progressing from the instructional story tales of the 

mid-nineteenth century (Anders & Guzzetti, 2005, p. 32). The adaptation of English 

readers and textbooks to meet Australian needs and the increased production of locally 

written stories about the bush and Australia’s unique fauna were recognised by the 

Victorian Education Department as a means of promoting national identity. These 

textbooks included Macmillans’ Australasian Readers, Brookes New Australian School 

Series, Cassel’s Readable Readers and Whitcomb & Tombs’ Southern Cross Series 

(Arnold, Lyons, Munro, & Sheahan, 2001, p. 296). 

 

The new subject of nature study demanded textbooks that would provide teachers with 

practical applications of the type of learning experiences they could provide for 

students. Teacher guides on the subject were featured in the “Notices of Books, School 

Material, etc.” section of the Victorian Education Gazette and Teachers’ Aid distributed 

monthly to all Victorian teachers. Fairy tales from the land of the wattle was advertised 

in the same edition of the Victorian Education Gazette and Teachers Aid that three 

nature-study textbooks were also listed (“New Books”, 1904). These books, The nature 

and work of plants (Macdougall, 1900), Plants and their children (Dana, 1896) and 

Nature Study in elementary school: A manual for teachers (Wilson, 1900), were 

appraised for the school text book market. The reviewer stated that, “Nature Study 

today is pioneer work” (“New Books”, 1904, p. 77). 

 

Catherine Dodd,46 a British educator, writer and lecturer, had written a teacher manual 

for teaching natural science that blended two groups of studies, based on the 

                                                
46 The author of Introduction to Herbartian Principals of Teaching and Nature Studies and Fairy Tales, 
Principal of Cherwell Hall Training College. 
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interpretation of the ideas of Froebel who advocated the importance of activity in 

learning. Dodd was also influenced by Herbart’s theories about teacher training with its 

focus on teacher instruction, choice of subject and methods and the teacher/pupil 

relationship. She promoted the study of educational theory as important for teachers and 

believed that the scientific basis of education was ethics and psychology and its purpose 

should be to develop character. The subject taught was secondary to the manner of 

teaching (Dodd, 1904). One reviewer of her book commented that:  

A number of Hans Andersen's Fairy Tales are worked out for the teacher…and 
in the hands of an enthusiastic teacher they should be extremely interesting to 
the children. In the chapter on Nature Study, out-door work is rightly considered 
to be the ideal to be aimed at, while if the teachers follow the ideas that run 
through the Nature Studies suggested and avoid giving information, much good 
will be done. (“Nature Study”, 1904) 

From a teaching perspective, Ernst also blended, as Dodd had advocated, creative fairy 

tales with the explanations for scientific phenomena. In the fairy tale “Sunradia” a 

simplified scientific explanation of a lightning strike is given: 

Suddenly, there rushed by Sunradia a glorious form in the shape of a woman, 
one radiant flash of fire, which blinded her. And immediately behind, uttering a 
deafening roar, followed by a burly black giant.  
“Oh! What is that?” gasped Sunradia in alarm. 

“It is Lightning and Thunder,” whispered a drop of rain. “Thunder always 
follows Lightning.” (Ernst, 1904i, p. 39) 

This passage also imprints upon the child reader a stereotyped view of how males and 

females behave. The reader may assume from the description that Lightning is female, 

nimble footed and splendid while the huge and frightening giant, Thunder, is a male 

who eternally pursues Lightning. 

 

While Dodd combined fairy tales with nature study in her book in order to kindle 

children’s imagination and to connect them with scientific principles, some educators 

challenged the belief that the creation of fairy tale explanations or personifications 

would engage student attention in nature-study lessons.  W.M.W.                                                                                                                                                                                      (1904) objected to 

students calling pollen “flower dust”, (p. 114) rather than using the correct terminology 

while Coulter,47 an American botanist and educator (1903) cautioned teachers against 

using such books. Coulter quoted an example of such a fantasy in a text book he had 

read that gave a totally false scientific explanation that would not only confuse but 

                                                
47 John Merle Coulter (1851 – 1928).  
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mislead children: “If the sky is overcast, the tree is drowsy; if rain sets in, it goes right 

off to sleep” (p. 411). It was in this atmosphere of educational change and strong 

opinions about the teaching of nature study that Ernst began her teaching career.  

The Melbourne Teachers’ College and The University of Melbourne 
There was considerable progress between 1903 and 1913 in teacher training methods. 

Those aspiring to be teachers in Victoria were expected to begin as a pupil-teacher and 

further College training was for a minority who were deemed more accomplished. 

Though Tate believed that all teachers should be College trained, he also supported the 

apprenticeship model and believed that training should begin after in-school experience 

(Garden, 1982, p. 82). He felt that provision for the further improvement of those pupil 

teachers and teachers currently in the system should be available. To this end summer 

schools were organised. In 1901, 600 applications for 121 places were received. In an 

innovative process, the best students at the completion of their course were invited to 

assist with future courses for practising teachers (Garden, 1982, pp. 77–78). 

 

Tate also implemented other methods to attract quality students. In 1899, the Melbourne 

Training College offered up to 50 studentships that bonded the recipient to teaching in 

the Department of Education for four years at completion (Garden, 1982, p. 74). A 

highly competitive examination, this was one of the measures aimed to attract quality 

applicants. In 1901, the one-year course was increased to two years offering more 

subjects and the opportunity to concentrate on one specific aspect of education, which 

was either “university work or manual work or kindergarten” (Garden, 1982, p. 78). It 

was a process of ongoing modification with the intention to raise the quality of students 

taking the course and achieve higher standards at the college.  

 

From 1903 a two-year Diploma of Education course began in Victoria at The 

University of Melbourne. Education lectures were held at the Teachers Training 

College (Garden, 1982, p. 84). While Ernst completed her Teacher Training in 1909, 

she finished the second year of her Diploma and later her B.A. and M.A., like many 

others, by correspondence while teaching at remote country schools. There is a strong 

correlation with the publishing of her philosophical essays, and their content, in 1913 

and her Diploma of Education subject of Ancient History in the previous year, 1912 

(Ernst, Enrolment No 100041, University of Melbourne).  
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Ernst the teacher 

The teacher is always present in Ernst’s stories, essays and songs. There is a didactic 

structure to all her books that cleverly incorporated a sense of Australia in an engaging 

and entertaining manner. Ernst’s fairy tale settings are recognisably Australian, teaching 

her readers about the animals and plants that inhabit her stories by interweaving facts 

into fantasy. Her philosophical essays were designed to generate and kindle discussion 

amongst “thinking” readers (“Brief Essays”, 1914) and there are descriptive passages 

that place some of the essays in an Australian environment. Ernst uses the bush setting 

in some essays to evoke the mythological and philosophical themes of heroism, 

generosity, faith, love, fate, and sacrifice. Ernst’s songs were clearly marketed to 

educators to teach children about the mountains of the Dandenong Ranges, discussed 

further in Chapter Ten, and were admired for appealing to all Australians. Marj Drury 

stated emphatically “more of this sort of thing was needed and less of the English ideas” 

(letter, August 29, 1939).  

 

There is a clear application of Ernst’s pedagogical knowledge and instructional skill in 

all her books. Her stories, philosophical essays and poems are factually accurate in their 

descriptions of bush settings and Australia’s unique wildlife. Examining Ernst from the 

perspective of her career choice, and her passion for the subjects of botany, geography 

and geology augment a conscious writing about Australian nature for educational 

purposes as well as to promote a bush identity in her books.  

Narrative cooperation: Ernst’s relationship with the reader 
As a teacher Ernst, spoke to her audience directly, often at the end of stories, using the 

second person point of view. This form of address allowed her to control the 

information she gave to her reader. Addressing her readers using this form had the 

effect of drawing them into the story and persuading them to agree with her perspective. 

In Fairy tales from the land of the wattle, Ernst explains that the Children of the Lake 

have been turned into wattle, but she reassures the reader that despite their harsh 

metamorphosis all is well, as the colour of the wattle blossom duplicates the colour of 

their hair when she says, “So, you see, the fairies had their wish concerning their lovely 

hair” (Ernst, 1904h, p. 14).  

 

In the fairy tale “The unselfish mermaid”, Ernst, applauds the reader who has guessed 
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the name of the plant into which the unselfish mermaid is transformed, in a way that 

gently chides those who don’t, observing that, “Doubtless, you have guessed the name 

of the tree, namely the She-oak: and now you know why it sighs” (Ernst, 1904j, p. 48). 

Once again, Ernst exerts her authority by challenging the reader to dispute the truth of 

her conclusion in “How the cats got whiskers” stating that “If any of you doubt me, just 

look at your pussy, and you will see needle marks, where the stitches broke, and the 

remaining threads—namely the whiskers” (Ernst, 1904f, p. 72). 

 

In The magic shadow show, (Ernst, 1913) Ernst, albeit briefly, speaks directly to her 

reader at the end of some of the philosophical essays. John (2008), in her study of the 

significance of the writing technique of four women writers, isolated the importance of 

the role of the narrative voice. As she was using the present tense to speak directly to 

the reader, Ernst’s readers find that they are no longer reading a narrative from an 

outsider’s view but are compelled to “compare the fictional world with their real world” 

(p. 105). A relationship between Ernst and her reader has formed, but it continues to be 

a teacher-student relationship. Ernst seems to anticipate, even expect, that the reader 

will agree with her as they journey together. I have appropriated the term “narrative 

cooperation” from Cornis-Pope (1994), to encapsulate my sense that Ernst assumed her 

readership was essentially amenable and willing to be drawn into her philosophical 

world. Ernst asks, as if speaking to a friend, “Didst know that the Gods wear rings, that 

they love the eternal circle before all other symbols?” and later in the story, “Let us 

hope on—for surely the Gods are just!” (Ernst, 1913f, pp. 4, 7).  

 

Continuing to build a relationship with the reader in Songs from the Dandenongs Ernst 

writes almost conspiratorially about Silvan Dam:  

People may tell you, that it was built for the purely utilitarian purpose of 
supplying the ever-growing city of Melbourne with more water: but don’t you 
believe it. There is probably another reason for its creation:—The Silvan Lake 
[sic]. (Waller, 1939g, song 9)  

Later, using an authoritarian tone, Ernst points out the general lack of knowledge of 

Aboriginal place names by the general population of Melbourne: 

How many of the residents of Melbourne, although they may go ski-ing [sic] on 
Donna Buang, or pick out Mt. Toolebewong, know the meaning of these 
aboriginal [sic] names? (Waller, 1939b, song 7) 
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She also added a pithy comment about the meaningless names given to the mountains 

by English explorers and settlers. 

How one must everlastingly regret that these really appropriate aboriginal [sic] 
mountain names have been in so many cases hopelessly lost and forgotten, and 
meaningless, and at times banal, English names have been substituted. “Mount 
Bride”, “Mt. Juliet” and “Mt. Myrtalia” at last have some beauty of mental 
association but “Jugwell”- ye gods! (1939i, song 8) 

The bush setting and scientific imagery in Ernst’s fairy tales  
Ernst’s motive to teach through the vehicle of the fairy tale is clearly explained, as it is 

stated in the Publisher’s Note that she hoped the book will be approved by those who 

appreciate and enjoy nature-study (Ernst, 1904, Publishers’ Note). The magic shadow 

show, primarily a book of short philosophical essays, has passages that also indicated 

Ernst’s understanding of the natural environment. The teaching of nature is nestled 

amongst strong arguments that position her essays. While Ernst aimed to enlighten and 

challenge the thinking of her readership the descriptions of a natural environment also 

give the content an Australian sense of place. Songs from the Dandenongs, written as a 

teaching tool, was explicitly appreciated for its attempt to write for Australian children 

about Australian mountains and was applauded by her teaching peers for exhibiting 

distinctly Australian roots. In catalogues written for William Ricketts’ exhibitions Ernst 

modified the legends collected by David Unaipon so that visitors would appreciate the 

works’ spiritual significance. The bush was ever present, quietly intuiting an Australian 

identity in her work. 

 

Many of the earlier fairy tales that preceded Ernst (pre–1904) created an Australian 

magic without conveying a detailed visual construction of the Australian bush for the 

reader. Localities were simply named without detailed description. There was an 

attempt to evoke a sense of the Australian bush in some, but in others, if the references 

to real places were to be omitted, the fairy tale could be easily repackaged for another 

locality.  

 

Westbury’s fairy tale “Whiskerkiss” is set in a generic Australian setting that could be 

anywhere in the outback. Westbury places the story “in the heart of the far Australian 

wild away from traces of civilization” telling readers that “beyond the hope of help, a 

brave youth, faint with travel and with hunger, reclines completely exhausted by the 

bank of a broad river” (Westbury, 1897, p. 123).  
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The challenges that feature in Westbury’s adventure stories also feature in his 

Australian fairy tales and concentrate on problems faced by Australian settlers in their 

new environment. Other fairy tale writers evoked the themes of struggle and survival in 

the bush providing magical solutions for them. 

 

The Australian fairy king, who welds a stock whip, wears a slouch hat for a crown and 

surprises Katie by speaking in a “slangy manner!” in Carneil’s fairy tale (1896) is not at 

all like “The polite little people of fairy lore!” (p. 27). When he offers to grant her the 

“traditional” wish she chooses to end the drought that was threatening her family’s 

livelihood.  

So Katie thought about all the very nicest things a little girl could possibly have 
books, dolls, toys, dresses and then suddenly she thought of her father's anxious 
face when he was thinking of the drought. 
" Please, what I would like best of all would be some rain, enough to fill the 
creeks and waterholes again.” (Carneil, 1896, p. 27) 
 

Similarly, Marson in Australian faery stories (1891), highlighted the importance of 

water to those who worked in the outback by having the character Mukka play 

malicious tricks on those farming the land. Marson explains that Mukka “likes to drink 

the tanks dry while the station hands are asleep on hot nights” (Marson, 1891, p. 37). 

 

Although setting her fairy tales in Australia, Beatrice Wilcken (1891) is less explicit 

with descriptive markers that could have allowed the reader to place the story in the 

Australian environment. Wilcken placed her characters in “A legend of the three stone 

sisters” in the Katoomba Blue Mountains in a “wooded opening” rather than a bush 

glade, and has them participate in a very English rose festival (Wilcken, 1891, pp. 53–

56). The story has a classical fairy tale ending as an angry sorcerer turns the sisters into 

the famous rock formation. If Wilcken was aware of a Dreaming legend about the three 

sisters, Meehni, Wimla and Gunnedoo, who lived in the Jamison Valley area as 

members of the Katoomba tribe it is not mentioned.  

 

This is not to suggest that the only way that Australian identity could be expressed was 

through botanical description. Charles Marson (1891) created a sense of Australian 

identity in his book, not by being set in an authentic Australian bush environment, but 

by creating visual images that identify “colonial” attitudes and elements that are 

recognisable as part of an Australian context, such as a character sitting on an old 
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kerosene tin (Marson, 1891, p.18).48 The references to day-to-day objects likely to be 

found in the lives of the child reader and within their frame of reference, I suggest, was 

both engaging and reassuring. 

 

In contrast to the use of commonplace objects, Lockeyear (1899) described the bush 

around the riverbank meeting between the Bunyip and Mary in Old Bunyip: or Mary 

Somerville’s ramble, using colloquial language. Mary Somerville “has her mother’s 

permission to go for a ramble in the bush…to gather the pretty wild flowers with which 

the country was then thickly studded”. Mary is blithely described, “plucking a flower 

here, gathering gum from trees there and collecting manna which lay at its roots”. 

Although there is reference to the specific rambling activity that an Australian child 

might be found doing in the bush, the story is more focused on the elements of the fairy 

tale setting. Like “Little Red Riding Hood,” Mary Somerville meets a bunyip by the 

river Murray who is a charming Big Bad Wolf substitute (Lockeyear, 1899, p. 4). For a 

moral tale the ending is happy and the similarity between the two tales ends when Mr. 

Bunyip moralises about the evils of drink, rather than eating the little girl. 

 
Conversely, Ernst fashioned her fairy tales into “faction”,49 weaving real life events into 

her stories, including factual botanical information, imparting her values while 

developing appreciation of the Australian bush. Ernst taught her readers about botany, 

and added accurate information about Australian geographical phenomena within her 

imaginative tales. An origin story, aptly named “The origin of the wattle” begins with a 

scientific explanation about the flooding of Lake Eyre50 that leads to a creative fantasy 

in which a race of fairies must find a solution to prevent them from perishing once it has 

dried up. 

Once upon a time, so scientists tell us, the country around Lake Eyre in the state 
of South Australia was fruitful and productive. The plains around the lake were 
covered with beautiful grass, on which kangaroos and wallabies grazed in 
hundreds. Ferns and gum trees skirted its shores, while in their branches by day 
birds of all sizes chirped and twittered, Aboriginal peoples in their ‘primitive 
past’ Aboriginal peoples in their ‘primitive past’ and by night numbers of 
opossums and flying squirrels sported…Then gradually great changes came over 

                                                
48  The fuel kerosene was used for lamps, heaters and stoves and was packaged in a four-gallon tin that 
had a myriad of uses in the home and on farms (“The Useful” The Brisbane Courier, p. 10).  
49 Faction: a literary and cinematic genre in which real events are used as a basis for a fictional narrative 
or dramatization (http://www.oxforddictionaries.com). 
50 Lake Eyre, officially Kati Thana-Lake Eyre is, on the rare occasions it fills is the largest inland lake in 
Australia. 
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the Lake Eyre country. Gradually the waters of the lake receded and slowly, 
very slowly, the once fertile and beautiful plains grew barren and desolate, as we 
now know them. (Ernst, 1904g, p. 11) 

Rather than simply tell a story about the transformation of the children of the lake into 

wattle trees Ernst’s botanically accurate factual writing ensured that the sad tale of their 

demise leads to a higher moral purpose and, regenerated, the fairy-wattle trees become 

the strong wattle branches used by white settlers for building structures. Her child 

readers also learn about the occasional filling of Lake Eyre and the cycle of 

regeneration that this creates. In all of her fairy stories she added descriptors of the bush 

environment. 

The bush setting in Ernst’s philosophical essays  
Although The magic shadow show is a book of philosophical essays, there are 

descriptive passages that add to a sense of Australian identity. The evolution of Ernst’s 

writing style indicates her underlying need to teach while the explicit descriptions of the 

bush metaphors allow her to demonstrate her love of the natural environment. For 

example, Ernst cannot resist a long explanation to illustrate the philosophical argument 

that life is an eternal circle and all elements are dependent on each other. Her words 

“sun-blest” elicit a joyous mood for the reader, but she also evokes the realisation that 

in this paradise no matter how hard we try, there will always be inherent dangers and 

Fate awaits all. The cup-moth might have escaped death at the hands of the tree-creeper, 

but a hawk will decide the tree-creeper’s fate. Fate and death are played out in the 

Australian bush, illustrating Ernst’s philosophical argument. 

The pupa of the cup-moth lies within its small cocoon, its dull life gathering all 
its strength for the future sun-blest apotheosis in the air. The case is round, and 
brown, and mottled, and it is glued fast in the cracks of the bark of the gum tree. 
The little grey speckled tree-creeper chirps merrily as he runs swiftly up and 
down the trunk of the tree, pecking here and pecking there, but never noticing 
that hidden dainty morsel in the little brown case. Above the tree-creeper and 
poised in the air, a great hawk is ready to swoop down at him. (Ernst, 1913h,  
p. 22) 
 

In another passage in the same essay, Ernst has written an accurate and detailed 

description of an aspect of the Australian environment. Her choice of language, use of 

effective adjectives and phrasing slips naturally into the essay, complementing and 

adding to the visual imagery.  

The grey and white livery of the gum tree is on all the creatures who make it 
their home; and it is only a practised eye that can quickly detect an opossum, a  
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The metaphor of livery gives the gum tree a sense of sovereignty that connects 
the bush animals as one: in an ingenious way Ernst celebrates Australia and the 
cleverness of camouflage. The prose exemplifies the skillful perceptiveness of a 
bushman or woman and celebrates their superiority in detecting the camouflage. 
It suggests to the Australian audience that they are a cultured, philosophical 
people who should be proud of their bush knowledge. 

The bush setting and scientific imagery in Ernst’s songs  
The philosopher’s voice of The magic shadow show can still be heard in the 

background, but now there is a deprecating, dry sense of humour that talked more to the 

adult reader than to the child. For the first time we hear the voice of the mother/teacher 

who feels compelled to add factual information that will ensure understanding about the 

geological formations in the area and the history of this “mountain panorama” (Ernst, 

1939, Foreword). In the Foreword Ernst imparts the information that before European 

settlement, Aboriginal peoples named the mountains. She adds that she hopes her songs 

will contribute to the development of Australian identity through the creation of the 

verses about her favourite mountains. Her interest in local geography and Aboriginal 

spirituality is apparent. 

 

 
 

Figure 14. “The Tale of Mount Dandenong”,  

Songs from the Dandenongs. O.Waller, 1939j, song 3. 
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Each song has notes for the teacher or parent as a guide to assist children to understand 

the information contained in the poems. “Imagine,” I hear Ernst say to her children, “we 

are walking where once a volcano blew his top!”. 

In the aboriginal [sic] tongue Dandenong, or Tanjenong, means high or lofty. 
The fact that Mount Dandenong is the work-down stump of an old extinct 
volcano gives it, of course, a very definite hold on both the childish and adult 
imagination: and a volcano that, according to one geological theory, is supposed 
to have the temerity to blow off most of its own head, makes the appeal even 
more telling. So, why not let him in his present, pleasant state of serene senility 
recall some of the days of lusty and terrible youth. (Waller, 1939j, song 3) 

Conclusion 
In Ernst’s fairy tales, philosophical essays and songs there is an explicit use of local 

events and landscape to forge an Australian bush identity. The bush, described 

accurately and concisely is the pervasive setting in which Ernst’s fairy characters play 

out the narratives. Ernst’s bush is both a backdrop and a teaching tool. The imagery of 

Ernst’s bush does not suggest a plea for the preservation of the unique Australian 

creatures and environmental understanding as in Dot and the kangaroo (Pedley, 1899) 

but is a pre-emptor of the later Australian fairy tales of May Gibbs and other fairy tale 

authors in the second decade of the 20th century who moved beyond merely merging 

Australian and European worlds, as Ernst had, and created unique bush folk in tune with 

the Australian bush. In the next chapter I consider gender as a characteristic of Ernst’s 

writing, analyse the shaping of her representations of male and female characters and, 

how as a woman, her work was received. 
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Chapter Seven: Not born to be chained to the kitchen sink 

Personal Voice 
 

 

Figure 15. Marvin, the snow-breathing dragon, R.Floyd, 1976, unpub. 

 
During my pre-service teacher training I wrote a children’s book, ‘Marvin the snow-breathing dragon’ as 

part of an assignment in a children’s literature subject. I thoroughly enjoyed the assignment, dabbling in 

paint and experimenting with language and text structures, but when I read out the finished product to the 

group I cringed. It had Enid Blyton phrasing with an Ugly duckling plot and a Rudolph the red nose 

reindeer ending. I’d defaulted to a sixties setting when challenged by this task. For all my admiration of 

female heroes and unpacking of gender differences in books, in my tale the only female was a worried 

mother complete with apron (my mum still wore an apron in those days) who nevertheless made some 

ingenious attempts to help Marvin breathe fire (involving cooking). The males were fairly ineffectual and 

self-absorbed in their own bravery and fire-breathing prowess. I manage to add some magic in the form of 

stereotypically busy elves and a jolly Father Christmas. I remember my lecturer’s pithy comment as I 

reflected on this, aghast. Author Annie Dillard says it well. ‘The writer studies literature… He is careful of 

what he reads, for that is what he will write.’ 
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Introduction 
Writers are influenced by many factors: childhood experiences and reading choices; 

situational experiences and socio-cultural influences that give emphasis to the 

importance of place, imagination, values, beliefs and identity within their communities 

(Harris, 1993). Bennett (1989), in her analysis of gender in women’s histories, 

contended that women are both victims and agents of patriarchy conspiring with, and 

challenging it in historical contexts. Historically, Bennett maintained, women have not 

“been free agents, they have always faced ideological, institutional, and practical 

barriers to equitable association with men (and indeed, with other women)” (p. 262). 

Evident in Ernst’s writings are the influences and barriers created by social structures, 

power and gender.  

 

Feminist studies have reshaped literary discussions by “retrieving a past that had no 

status” and reclaiming women authors of children’s books lost to literary criticism 

(Higonnet & Clark, 1999, pp. xiii, xiv, x). Reinterpreting Ernst’s works through the lens 

of gender allows an analysis of whether her characters reflect or challenge specific 

gender roles in the material culture can be established. 

New Historicist perspectives 
Feminist criticism presents the perspective that cultural meanings are inevitably social 

meanings (Boumelha, 1994) and seeks to interpret the gendered nature of language, 

characterisation and setting in text. The New Historicist methodology complements the 

feminist interpretation when investigating women’s writing, by allowing the inclusion 

of the complete body of text created by Ernst. This includes her letters and story drafts 

and enables the relationship between content and context of social location and attitude 

to gender in specific timeframes within parochial power systems to be analysed (Buss, 

1998, p. 233).  

 

To investigate the gender-based expectations that shaped women’s writing in Australia 

during the time frames in which Ernst wrote it is necessary to contextualise her works. 

Schriber (1987) considered that the “culture’s horizon of expectations” (p. 4) 

constructed a synergy between imagination and cultural codes, and suggested that 

gender difference may affect writing product. In the specific periods in which Ernst 

published her books changes in gender roles were occurring, in education, in the call for 
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equal rights for women and in some traditional male occupations, due to the manpower 

shortages created by the World Wars. The changing expectations about women’s roles 

impacted on Ernst’s writing. Some contemporary female authors such as Lilian Turner, 

Marie Pitt, Rosa Campbell Praed and Mary Grant Bruce presented alternative images of 

womanhood and challenged common assumptions about female roles.  

 

The feminist construction of childhood at the time of Ernst’s early upbringing (1890s) 

was that Australian women had a strong moral and spiritual role in mothering 

(Kociumbas, 1997, pp. 92–93). The accepted stereotype, sanctioned by patriarchal 

institutions and societal norms during the time frame in which Ernst wrote  

(1904–1939), was that household management and child rearing were a woman’s major 

function (Mills, 2005). Higonnet and Clark (1999) argued that, “not all women and girls 

enact a single, biologically determined way of writing or responding — gender is not 

essential but is constructed in contradictory ways” (p. 4). This statement suggested that 

in any time period there are individuals who are influenced by other discourses, like 

feminism and the suffrage movement that challenge the commonly accepted socio-

cultural constructs of gender (Morgan, 2012, p. 60).  

 

There is ambivalence in Ernst’s presentation of male and female characters, visible in 

the language they use and their characterisation. Rather than categorising Ernst’s 

writing into a tightly defined gendered position that reflected broad generalisations of 

socio-politico-cultural norms at the time in which she wrote it is essential that the 

specific circumstances of her life as well as societal values be questioned. Analysis of 

the behaviours of her characters through their dialogue and actions allows a 

consideration of her construct of maleness and femaleness and their significance in 

challenging or affirming gender strictures. 

The complexity of gendered roles: individual, intra-familial, institutional 
Ernst’s life experiences, like those for many women, were both enabling as well as 

limiting (Joannou, 2010, p. 2). Despite beginning to write around the end of a period 

that was dominated by male writers (in the late 1880s and 1890s) (Bode, 2008, p. 436), 

Ernst would have been aware that in her recent family history both male and female 

relatives had written travel diaries. Her maternal uncle E. B. Heyne was a regular 

contributor to the South Australian Register and the Observer in the 1870s and had 
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published The fruit, flower and vegetable garden (1871).51 Her cousins ran the Adelaide 

Lutheran bookshop working with publishing firms and making decisions about 

purchasing stock. Writing and publishing were part of her familial experience. 

 

Some of the variance in the portrayal of female characters in Ernst’s fairy tales may be 

linked to circumstance. The early death of her father meant that Ernst grew up in a 

matriarchal family and later lived with her spinster cousins. Ernst became part of an 

extended family of strong women. In Ernst’s fairy tales men are given lesser roles while 

women are often the heroines.  

 

Family support enabled Ernst to complete her high school education at The Advanced 

School for Girls in Adelaide, a segregated same sex school that began 30 years before 

one was established for boys in Adelaide, raising social expectations for girls and also 

academic expectations.52  She also completed pupil teacher training while in Adelaide 

during a time when women teachers were seen as less effective, particularly in the area 

of discipline. When enlistment during World War 1 produced a deficit of male teachers, 

Dominie, a writer using a pseudonym, in a newspaper commentary argued that men 

who had not enlisted should be relieved of their teaching duties to undertake Headship 

to ensure the maintenance of strong discipline in the schools. While acknowledging that 

many women were good disciplinarians, Dominie maintained that male teachers had a 

distinctive advantage when it came to maintaining good control (Education Gazette and 

Teachers Aid, 1915). It was with pride, therefore, and a challenge to the perception that 

women were less able to discipline that Laura Heyne, who later took a leadership 

position in the Teachers Union, told her family that she was “the only one who could 

control the senior boys” (H. Dixon, interview, October 18, 2010).  

 

Reading between lines of the Inspector’s tiny, inky scripts in the teaching records of the 

three Ernst women (Ernst, her mother Johanna Ernst, and her sister Elsa Ernst) is a 

similarly revealing glimpse of prevailing attitudes to women teachers. Comments on 

their health are interspersed with references to the attributes of a “good” woman teacher 

in the 1900s: docility, quietness (feminine traits) earnestness and their ability to be 

                                                
51 Republished under the title The amateur gardener (1881). 
52 Discussed in more detail in Chapter Six, p. 107-125. 
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effective disciplinarians.53 Vick’s (2003) research confirmed that, although most terms 

used in the early teaching documents he examined were applied without regard to 

gender, there were some instances that indicated a gender difference: only males were 

described as “industrious”, and only females as “gentle” (p. 3). 

 

At the commencement of her career, Johanna Ernst was considered a “moderate teacher, 

girlish, amiable”. On her resignation before marriage in 1886, the Inspector’s report 

focused on her behaviour management technique as well as her delivery of curriculum, 

writing that she had “good command and good teaching powers” (Teaching Record 

7491, PROV, PRS 13719). 

 

Elsa, Ernst’s younger sister as a Junior Teacher showed considerable promise, was 

earnest, zealous and docile and Inspector Gamble wrote that she had “powers of 

control” and was a “bright young thing”. He also mentioned that she was not strong in 

body. Her later records indicated that she had a nice, quiet personality, her kindness and 

was an effective teacher (Teaching Record 15638, PROV, PRS 13719).  

 

These comments may feel patronising to 21st century readers but as well as developing 

knowledge and teaching skills teachers’ colleges in Australia in the first half of the 20th 

century Inspectors felt it was their duty “to undertake the work of changing the ‘inner 

selves’ of their students” (Vick, 2003, p. 8). Inspectors reported succinctly in short, two 

to three line comments and rated each teacher with a percentage score as a means of 

giving the feedback seen as necessary for improvement.  

Reviewer bias 
Fraser and White (1994) observed that gender is constructed by writers as well as 

societies, and in consequence, can be recognised and examined. They also argued that 

genres are typically attuned to the genre preferences of the male author. Within the 

context of our personal and historical locations assumptions about “gender are culture 

specific” and include place and locality (pp. xvii–xx). Fraser and White suggested that 

readers have an equal role in creating gender meaning and I extend this argument to the 

specific group of readers who are the reviewers of Ernst’s works.54 

                                                
53 Teacher Record Books 1863-1959 Public Records Office of Victoria, VPRS 13719. 
54 Analysed further in Chapter Ten, pp. 190-209. 
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The comments about the male writers of early Australian fairy tales in newspaper 

reviews indicated that males were ambitious, excellent writers. There was an implicit 

assumption that their books would be successful. Westbury was reported to have created 

“a very fair collection of stories” from his “fertile imagination” (“Publications 

Received”, 1897, p. 987) while Lockeyear (1891) was applauded for preaching against 

the perils of drink and the reviewer commented that “Every Australian child should 

know the delight of reading Mr. Bunyip” (“Advertising”, 1891, May 8, p. 2). Marson’s 

book, it was suggested would be “eagerly welcomed by the children of Australia, for 

whom it is written”, due to Marson’s “crisp and pleasing style of writing” (“The 

Advertiser” 1891, December 12, p. 4.) 

 
Figure 16. Advertising for Fairy tales from the land of the wattle,  

The Campbelltown Herald, 1904, December 7, p. 4.  

 

Advertisements and articles for women’s books were couched in terms that implied 

gentility, sensitivity and niceness. Desda’s (1870) The rival fairies, an Australian story, 

was labelled “a pleasant little story, pleasantly told” (“New Publications”, 1871, 

December 23). Wilcken’s (1891) Fairy tales, fables and legends, it was suggested were 

“written with much graceful simplicity” (“Publications Received”, 1891) while Ernst’s 

fairy tale book was considered a “dainty little volume…prettily got up…of clever and 

delicate fancies” (“Article”, 1904). One advertisement for Fairy tales from the land of 

the wattle suggested it was “a handsome” book, and emphasised that it was “beautifully 

and appropriately illustrated” and “very suitable” for children (“For Australian 
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Children”, 1904, November 18, p. 1). There is an obvious differentiation in the 

language used by critics when reviewing fairy tales written by men and women so it is 

not a surprise that some women authors chose to publish their books under a name that 

implied the author was male. Stella Miles Franklin, publishing My brilliant career in 

1901 at the turn of the century, dropped the Stella from her authorial name deciding that 

according to Lamond (2011) “Her identity as a woman writer made judgments about its 

literary merit and nationalism awkward in Australia” (para. 3).  

Differing response to their readership of male and female writers 
While reviewers differentiated between the worth of the books based on gender 

expectations, women writers also approached their audiences differently to men 

modifying their style of approach to meet critical reception. Men who wrote to their 

audiences in the preface section of their books do not have the same concerns about the 

worth of their book as the women. Women writers sought approval and 

acknowledgement, and their prefaces echo humility. These women suggested that they 

wrote to amuse and entertain, or as a genteel leisure time pursuit, all respectable 

feminine habits. Financial gain is not mentioned. Noting the common use of apologia in 

the Preface or Note to the Reader in her analysis of the writing of woman in the 18th 

and early 19th centuries Kelsey (2012) suggested that it was aimed to “pre-empt some 

of the criticism” (para 9).   

 

Another way of avoiding criticism was to write anonymously or use a pseudonym 

(Kesley, para. 10). Little is known about Roland whose pseudonym was “Gumsucker” a 

colloquial term for a Victorian colonist. Jane Davies, who wrote under the pseudonym 

“Desda”, was humble in offering her writing to the public in the preface but this 

modesty contrasted sharply with the description of her in her biography as “an 

ambitious poetess and semi-professional soprano” (Tumbrl, blog entry, 2011). Desda 

(1871) referred to her book The rival fairies as a flawed attempt at writing and alluded 

to her doubts about publishing the book: 

The following little story was written for the amusement of my own children. At 
the suggestion of several friends, I have ventured to publish it, not without 
sundry misgivings as to the results of my temerity. I cannot be blind to its many 
imperfections, nor do I expect the public to be. I only appeal to their kindly 
hearts, and (as it is a first attempt) beg them not to criticise it too severely. 
(Desda, 1871, Preface) 
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While most of the early Australian women fairy tale writers expressed their motive for 

writing with modesty the men who wrote harboured no such doubts. H. Byron Moore 

explained that he wrote fairy stories to lift him out of the horror of the financial crash 

and in gratitude for his financial recovery gave all profits to the Royal Children’s 

Hospital, a noble and charitable cause. Westbury (1897) challenged his readers and 

painted a strong masculine image that aimed to encourage Australians young and old to 

join him on the search for an enchanted Australian fairy world.  

Come, youngsters, draw up your chairs. Come, mothers, ye who live your 
romantic girlhood o'er again in that of your children. Form up, gentlemen, 
fathers, hard men of the world, whose brows are wrinkled with care and worry, 
take rank in rear of your fair helpmates. Merchant, lock thy safe, close thy 
ledgers; horny-handed sons of toil, throw aside your implements of trade; gather 
near. I am going to draw aside the magic curtain which hides the great continent, 
marked on our map UNKNOWN. (Westbury, 1897, p. 9) 

Ernst’s publisher, whom I assume to be male as publishing and printing were both male 

dominated occupations, wrote the Preface for Fairy tales from the land of the wattle 

undermining her youthful talent by presenting her fairy tales as, “offered here simply as 

‘Tales told by a Child to younger Children’” [emphasis in quote]. On the contrary, the 

Preface to eleven-year old Henry Mackenzie Green’s book Clarence and the goblins, or 

under the earth (1892) written by his grandfather who published the book, emphasised 

Mackenzie’s youthful ability revealing that Mackenzie had written the book: 

of his own accord, in my presence, and without the slightest help…The only 
assistance which he had from me or anyone else was in part of the punctuation, 
the division of the story into paragraphs. (Norton, 1892, Preface) 

There is a disparity in the presentation of these two child authors to their readership. 

The precocious talent of Green is viewed as masterly and the preface has a strong tone 

of immense pride; the mention of Ernst’s youth is an apology that pre-empted 

disappointment on the part of the reader in case the writing was perceived to be inferior.  

 

The manner in which this group of writers presented themselves to their readership 

indicated that there were gender differences in the presentation of work by the woman 

writer to her readership, at least in the fairy tale genre. There were, nonetheless, women 

authors of Australian literature, writing for both adults and children, who challenged the 

view of the female role and created an Australian version of girlhood. 
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Placement and characterisation of the Australian girl in text 
Schaffer (1988) posited that the national identity as represented in Australian literature 

emanated from a national tradition with origins in the 1890s that emphasised 

(masculine) mateship, bushmanship and egalitarian values. The resulting “voice of the 

bush” Schaffer suggested could be “equated with the voice of Australia” (pp. 28–29, 

49). Schaffer also argued that this voice indicated the contrast between the developing 

colonial culture back-dropped by the harsh landscape with its challenges and 

opportunities and the British parent culture with the familiar and comfortable English 

countryside. This Australian “voice” was male, she suggested and that therefore 

correspondingly the Australian national character was also masculine (Schaeffer, 1988, 

p. 42).  

 

Contemporaneous newspaper articles in the 1890s, however, also extolled the virtues of 

“The Australian girl” defining her in terms of the bush and in comparison to her 

masculine counterparts. These articles distanced “The Australian girl” from her British 

heritage creating lengthy debates on the subject through the letters to the editor, 

columns and opinion articles in newspapers. Sylvanes (“Stray Leaves”, Euroa 

Advertiser, 1899) commented that, “the Australian girl is receiving a great deal of 

attention in the press just now” (p. 4). The trigger was Rosa Campbell Praed’s essay in 

Girl's realm which when quoted in a number of newspapers sparked a passionate 

dialogue. Some of the articles that debated “The Australian girl” included “The 

Australian girl”, (Western Mail, 1899, March 3), “The Australian girl”, (The Maitland 

Weekly Mercury 1899, February 18); “The Australian girl”, (The Queenslander, 1899, 

February 25), and “Notes on news”, (Fitzroy City Press 1899, March 9).  

 

Praed (1899) cleverly used an arboreal analogy to describe her sense of Australian 

girlhood; her words uniting the elements of the landscape with the qualities of the 

Australian girl: 

She is a root type by herself…It is not that she differs in marked degree from her 
cousins in Great Britain—it is hardly to be expected that she should—but she 
differs enough to show that she is Australian, and not English; that she has an 
individuality of her own; and that her virtues and her faults are those of the 
offshoot, and not of the stem. 
 
Thus the Australian girl appears to best advantage in her particular environment, 
most—so the Girl of the Bush. Here, she seems a natural product of the peculiar 
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features, which make Australia unlike all other countries. It is the Bush girl who 
represents emphatically the Australian type. (Praed, 1899, para 2 & 6, quoted in 
full in Kingston, 1977, pp. 16–30) 

Other contributors similarly implied that the bush girl, while endowed with the skills of 

managing a home and a steadfast ability to support her bushman, also had excellent 

bushmanship, and a role in nation building. Even before Praed had published her essay, 

there was discussion about the attributes of the women of the bush with reference to 

horse riding and work in the dairy: 

The typical bush girl early acquires a practical knowledge of house keeping, and 
generally excels in cookery, dairy and laundry work. She not only rides well, but 
she knows how to look after her horse…The Australian girl is a many-sided 
creature, kind-hearted and hospitable, steady and persevering in her daily duties, 
but always ready to join in any fun or frolic that may be on hand…The molding 
of the nation lies in the hands of our women, and we believe that the generations 
to come will show that the "colonial girl" has proven herself worthy of the trust. 
(“The colonial girl”, 1894, p. 9)  

If this was the intellectual discussion around women’s roles in the public media it is one 

indicator of “a rise in feminist consciousness” (Kociumbas, 1997, p. 2). Despite this 

debate, domestic duties remained gender-based with women in charge of child rearing 

and home duties while children also performed chores around the home based on 

gender. However, at least in some books written by contemporaries of Ernst, the bush 

girl appears, and she has mettle. In A little bush maid (Grant Bruce, 1910) twelve-year-

old Norah Linton is just such an Australian girl who is at home in the bush and has 

honed some of the masculine skills needed to work on a cattle farm:  

She had no little girl friends, for none was nearer than the nearest township—
Cunjee, seventeen miles away. Moreover, little girls bored Norah frightfully. 
They seemed a species quite distinct from herself. They prattled of dolls; they 
loved to skip, to dress up and "play ladies”; and when Norah spoke of the 
superior joys of cutting out cattle or coursing hares over the Long Plain, they 
stared at her with blank lack of understanding. (Grant Bruce, 1910, p. 5) 

Grant Bruce enabled Norah to rebel against gender expectations in a way that appealed 

to her readers. The reader knew that Norah was not following societal norms and 

actively enjoyed this opportunity to flout gender-based expectations vicariously through 

Norah. Norah in Grant Bruce’s Billabong stories undertook the same male-orientated 

tasks as the boys; shooting and fighting bushfires. She was allowed to ride astride like 

the boys rather than side-saddle. Spender (1988b, p. 231) applauded Grant Bruce’s 

choice to write about a strong girl although she considered the recognition of Grant 

Bruce’s books limited by comparison to the works of contemporaneous male writers.  
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It has been suggested by Saxby (2002) that Grant Bruce almost achieved “equality of 

the sexes” (p. 418) in her creation of Norah, and that the Billabong series, though 

formulaic, captured the interest of at least two generations of readers. Although Niall 

(1979, p. 3) suggested that it was probable that the Billabong books appealed to both 

boys and girls, she acknowledged that it was plausible that the series were read by girls 

more often than by boys.  

The Australian (female) fairy in fairy tales 
In traditional fairy tale worlds gender roles were important and apparent. Haase (2004) 

noted the “tacit awareness of the fairy tale’s role in the cultural discourse on gender”  

(p. viii) and that for at least 300 years women authors had used the fairy tales to dispute 

and challenge the patriarchal gendered stereotypes. Within the small number of fairy 

tale books that were published in Australia after 1870, there are a number of differences 

between those tales written by men and those by women.  

 

Bradford (2011) argued that early Australian fairy tales had a strong feminine focus that 

was influenced by the prejudices of earlier fairy tale structures: 

The fairy world portrayed in early Australian fairy books for children is 
resolutely feminine; male figures such as fairy kings occasionally appear, and 
assorted elves and goblins…Versions of the feminine in this world are highly 
traditional, emphasising fairies' sweetness and delicacy, and locating them in 
settings where they perform decorative or nurturing roles. (p. 124) 

This perspective of fairy femininity is more applicable to those fairies in the tales 

written from the 1910s onwards, although Mollie’s bunyip (1904) is an earlier example 

of “winsome, child-like creatures, often shown in profile, with flowing curls or 1920s 

bobs, ballet-style dresses and beautiful wings which would be perfectly at home on a 

butterfly” (Reeder, 2010, p. 21).  

 
Earlier fairy tale books (pre–1910), particularly those written by men, are peopled with 

male characters on quest-like adventures with very few female protagonists. Often these 

females were not particularly ethereal or nurturing. A.A.B & Helumac (1899) in their 

book Australian wonderland: a fairy chain, send Charlie Brendon, who is proclaimed a 

“dunce” to learn some lessons about life from a learned society of gnomes. With a touch 

of humour the gnomes in this book, rather than being dressed in traditional garb, reflect 

their purpose in their dress. The artist gnome had a body shaped like an artist’s palette 

while the literary gnome had pens for legs, a book for a body and a beard of quills. The 
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musical gnome (Figure 17) has a drum for a body and his hair is made of quaver curls. 

One after another Australian animals educate Charlie after he is made invisible by the 

gnomes for being a “silly idle dunce” (p. 17) When their mission is completed he is 

taken to meet the obligatory Fairy Queen. In this story, Benignitas, is “beautiful and 

queenly” (p. 63) and seated in a regal fashion flanked by Australian animals; more royal 

than fey. Her role is to lecture Charlie on the scientific creation of the Jenolan caves and 

admonish him for his lack of education due to his laziness, a sign of disrespect to his 

parents. 

 

 
Figure 17. The music gnome has ‘note-able’ hair and musical limbs in a humorous  

portrayal of a traditional fairy figure. Reprinted from A.A.B & Helumac, 1899,  

Australian wonderland: a fairy chain, London: Ward, p. 17. 

 

In Clarence and the goblins, or under the earth (Green, 1892) Clarence’s curiosity leads 

him into an underground tunnel. The small boy returns to his home and resourcefully 

packs masculine survival tools for the expected quest that eventuates: waterproof 

matches and a knife (p. 1). In “Red-brick brownie”, one example in Marson’s Faery 

stories (1891), the female characters the Morning-sky fairy and her friends with “clear 

white faces” are calculating (p. 95). They taunt and take advantage of red-brick brownie 

though he rescues and guards them through the cold night until they can return to their 

fairy world. They do not bother to thank him as they leave. Their behaviour could be 

seen as a darker side of femininity, that of the manipulative female. 
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The fairies of the early Australian fairy tales written by women defied ready 

categorisation. They are varied. While the fairy queens created by Wilcken in 

Fairytales, fables and legend (1891) are of traditional beauty, more is made of their 

wisdom. She explores the tensions and consequences created by human men because of 

their love for female fairy creatures. Wilcken variously described her female sprites as 

“the loveliest and prettiest” (p. 5), with “a mass of golden curls; …eyes of the deepest 

blue” (p. 15) or “marvellously beautiful, with golden hair…with eyes like sunlight” (p. 

57). However they have other characteristics beyond attractiveness such as being able to 

“judge rightly” (p. 6), having a “voice that moved the hardest heart” (p. 57) or have take 

traits such as “curiosity” (p. 34). There is an emphasis on being chaste and pure  

(p.16–18).  

 

In the story The rival fairies (Desda, 1871), the two fairies belie their magic heritage 

and are labelled by their attributes. Drowsy-Wing and her follower Discontent and 

Fairy-Brisk and her attendant Happy-heart are locked in a power struggle to gain control 

of the attitude and behaviours of Little Mamie (p. 6). Rather than performing magic 

they present the author’s viewpoint that our feelings can yield transformations for good 

and evil just as “when the Queen of the Fairies and all her elves sported with magic 

wands” (p. 5). 

 

Gumsucker (Sarah Roland) placed an abundance of traditional fairies in the garden in 

Rosalie’s Reward; or, the fairy treasure (1870) and described them by the 

characteristics of the flowers they inhabited. The lily fairy is styled as elegant, the moss 

rose fey is exquisite and chaste while it is mentioned that the carnation elf is prone to 

blushing (p. 6). With a touch of humour and a gender change the benevolent fairy 

godmother who arrives to bestow wealth on Rosalie is a rich, old miner from the 

Victorian goldfields (p. 11).  

 

The reader is left to imagine the fairies in Ernst’s tales. She often gives one-word 

descriptions of her characters, and the reader must fill in the details. Her fairies have 

“lovely wings, and…golden hair” (Ernst, 1904 p. 29), are “lovely white fairies” (p. 58). 

The Ice Queen is described as a “lovely maiden” (p.46) and likewise the unselfish 

mermaid is “lovely” (p. 75). Her witches are “terrible” (p. 48), “powerful” (p. 69) or 

“frightfully ugly” (p. 75). Ernst’s concern is for their actions rather than their looks. 
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Sunradia “adventures” into the world alone as do the two vase fairies (p. 21). The witch 

and the mermaid, aided by magic, marry the men they choose (p. 73). The Queen of 

Forgotten Things is a powerful deity in her world (p. 61).  

 

While Ernst’s females venture into the masculine adventuring roles with little 

description of their feminine attributes, there is a strong incongruity, as they remain 

linked to feminine aspects of life and its domestic limitations: the vase fairies live in a 

beautiful vase on the fireplace mantel; The Queen is queen of household objects; 

Sunradia offers a healing potion to a wounded butterfly evoking the traditional belief in 

women’s skills in folk healing; and Fairy Fortune also takes on a reassuring, nurturing 

attitude to the dying Old Year. 

Interpretation of text by the illustrator: contradictory positioning 
Illustrations of Ernst’s assertive female characters by Dorothy Ashley do not offer the 

same perspective. Fang (1996) suggested that “whether intended or not, illustrations 

sometimes tell a slightly different or even contradictory story than the text” (p. 134). 

Many of the illustrations in Fairy tales from the land of the wattle by Ashley exemplify 

female figures in maternal, spiritual, or nurturing roles.  

 

Suggesting that illustrations are also cultural symbols that transmit meaning as 

effectively as written symbols, Meganck (2010) researched the portrayal of female 

images in children’s literature between 2000 and 2010 and applied the categories 

devised by Goffman (1978) in his analysis of non-verbal images of women in 

advertising to her study of picture book illustrations. These categories included relative 

size (in relation to the male), the feminine touch (caressing, nurturing), ranking and 

subordination.   

 

This suggests that the illustration may communicate more about the artist and their 

beliefs about society and culture than the author. Kang (1997) stated that visual images 

produced by the media affect attitudes, values, beliefs, and behaviours (p. 980) and, by 

narrowing the breadth examined by Kang and applying his statement to the print 

illustrations of Ashley, the connection between the narrative and how Ernst’s text is 

depicted visually is significant.  
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Reeder (2010) described Ashley’s illustrations in the following way:  

The fairies that drift through the pages of Olga Ernst’s Fairy tales from the land 
of the wattle (1904) have a more ethereal quality. Dorothy Ashley’s sketchy 
drawings show semi-transparent, pretty creatures with big hair and flowing 
drapery that hover amongst the native blossoms. (p. 22) 

The text, however, indicates there is a disparity: in one passage fairies are described as 

wearing “filmy dresses” (Ernst, 1904c, p. 92) and in another as “beautiful little 

creatures, with pretty slender bodies and lovely golden hair, which as they floated about 

among the tress, gave them the appearance of golden balls” (Ernst, 1904d, p. 14). 

However, in other descriptions fairies are simply “beautiful” or “lovely” leaving the 

illustrator to imagine them herself. 

 
Figure 18. Illustration. Reprinted from Fairy tales from the land of the wattle,  

O. Ernst, 1904, Melbourne: McCarron, Bird & Co., p. 22. 

 

In “The fairy of the vase”, a small girl is curled up at the hearth asleep in front of the 

fire, contentedly but placed in a subordinate position to the strong male characters on 

the mantelpiece (Ernst, 1904d, p. 22). Correspondingly, the goblin that meets Sunradia 

is drawn as larger than she is, holding his body erect and his head high in a superior 

pose. Sunradia adopts a submissive pose when captured by the ants (Ernst, 1904i,  

pp. 32, 40).  
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Figure 19. The goblin greets Sunradia. Reprinted from Fairy tales from the land of the wattle,  

O. Ernst, 1904, Melbourne: McCarron, Bird & Co., p. 32. 

 

 
Figure 20. The mermaid stretches out her hands. Reprinted from Fairy tales from the land of the wattle, 

O. Ernst, 1904, McCarron, Bird & Co, Melbourne, p. 47. 
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The unselfish mermaid reaches her hand towards the sick man in a spiritual gesture of 

prayer and entreaty (Ernst, 1904j, p. 48), while in “Where do the pins go?” the Genius 

of Thought is depicted as an angel offering the small boy to the Queen for redemption 

and forgiveness (Ernst, 1904l, p. 62). Other images are of females in poses of beauty, 

travelling ethereally on butterflies or clouds. Even the illustration of the white fairy 

taunting the black goblin places her looking down at him denoting her superiority and 

power (Ernst, 1904k, p. 50). 

 

The different perspectives of male and female appearance and their actions as presented 

by Ernst and Ashley suggest that they may be reflecting their own perceptions about 

gender. Schriber (1987) analysed 19th century American culture by evaluating popular 

publications such as fiction and diaries as well as education curricula and argued that 

the “ideological framework circumscribed the lives of actual women and prescribed 

norms of conduct for them” (pp. 2–5). Unfortunately rather than being a harmonious 

relationship between illustration and text, the mixed messages may become confusing 

for the reader, who may find the gender stereotyping in the illustrations overpower what 

is posed by the text. Ashley has added a sleeping child in front of the hearth in “The 

fairy of the vase” (Ernst, 1904d, p. 22). This character is not mentioned in the story. She 

has chosen not to illustrate the more powerful image of the fairies broadening their view 

of the world by venturing outside on a quest. The size of the sleeping child also takes 

the emphasis away from the mantlepiece where the action begins. The disparity between 

Ernst and Ashley’s interpretations suggest that Ashley has interpreted Ernst’s textual 

meaning in a different way.  

 

There is no evidence that Ernst had any communication with the artist or the publisher 

after she submitted the manuscript so the artistic interpretation of story tale episodes are 

more likely to portray the perspective of the illustrator or the publisher.  

Ernst’s later writing: gendered reviews 
When Ernst ventured from the acceptable genre of children’s fiction and wrote a series 

of short philosophical essays in The magic shadow show (1913) the critiques of her 

work focussed on her feminine writing style using adjectives such as “delicate”, 

“contemplative” and “picturesque”, all connected with images of femininity. One 

reviewer wrote, “The little brochure is delicately written, and the language and lessons 
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contained are elevating and inspiring”, (“Literature”, 1913, p. 2). It was also suggested 

that “its contemplative spirit” would be attractive to thoughtful readers (“Brief Essays”, 

1914, p. 2). Ernst was partially recognised for her intellectual foray into a masculine 

genre and one reviewer suggested tentatively that the book would: 

Give cause for some serious thinking on the part of the reader. For thinking 
people this little book (published at Is.) will be welcome in place of the usual 
Christmas or Year’s greeting card, and is an acceptable breakaway from the 
conventional in every way. (“Brief Essays”, 1914, p. 2)  

Other critics balanced their reviews by valuing the content and writing style, but ended 

making a connection to the feminine: a perhaps intentional link between the rhythm of 

language and an attribution to music. In “Essays” the reviewer suggested: 

Those who wonder what the ultimate purpose of the scheme of things may be 
are forced to content themselves with this formula. Others have had these 
thoughts and asked those questions, but if Miss Ernst has nothing exactly new to 
say, she says it in dignified prose whose stately cadences please the ear. (1914, 
p. 4)  

Another reviewer commented that in Ernst’s work “some grains of thought may be 

discovered in this medium of parable and symbol” (“Literary Gossip”, 1914, p. 48), 

which seemed complimentary but was thinly disguised criticism. 

 

Gendered language is apparent in the way authors represented themselves and in the 

way reviewers critiqued their works in newspaper reviews and articles. Ernst was firmly 

placed within the cultural construct of the woman writer and the woman writer 

reviewed. It is only when she chose the more masculine genre of philosophical essays 

that her ability to write is questioned. The broader threads of love, loss, beauty, 

changing fortunes, the triumph of good over evil and the heroic quest can be traced in 

her stories, poems and essays and whether these acquiesce to a gendered perspective 

will be examined later in this chapter. 

Gendered traits in Ernst’s fairy tales 
Lorber (1994) coined the phrase “gendered imagery” to describe “the cultural 

representations of gender and embodiment in symbolic language and artistic 

productions that reproduce and legitimate gender statuses” (p. 301). Macionis (1999,  

p. 394) created a table of gender themes based on traditional actions and characteristics 

of gender stereotypes. I applied Macionis’ list in my analysis of the portrayal of male 

and female characters in Ernst’s work and investigation of gendered language or motifs. 
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Macionis listed feminine traits as submissive, dependent, unintelligent, emotional, 

receptive, intuitive, weak, timid, content, passive, cooperative, sensitive, and attractive 

due to physical appearance; masculine traits were listed as dominant, independent, 

intelligent, rational, assertive, analytical, strong, brave, ambitious, active, competitive, 

insensitive, sexually aggressive and attractive due to achievement.  

 

Comparing Ernst’s male and female characters with those of another contemporary 

female writer J. M. Whitfeld whose 1898 work was successfully republished in an 

enlarged edition in 1916, is a useful interpretive tool to demonstrate the subtlety of 

Ernst’s challenge to stereotypical female fairy tale characters. Whitfeld’s men are brave 

and strong. Using the metaphor of the hardy and battle worn soldier the gum tree is 

stoic under threat of death by fire (Whitfeld, 1916, p. 5–6).55 Her women are sensitive to 

the needs of others, content with their lives. Her mermaids have, “beautiful hair – all 

gold and glittering as if someone had dashed bottled sunshine over it” and they 

willingly give up their plaything, the wreck of the Collaroy after saving it (Whitfeld, 

1916b, p. 21). They are heroines who shun applause—selfless creatures. The notion of 

beauty continues as Whitfeld makes her princesses radiant while her princes are plain. 

Kings have beautiful daughters. Good equals beautiful and pious and mean equates with 

ugly and unkind. By contrast, Ernst challenges the notion of physical beauty in her 

characterisations. The wizard is “a wrinkled old man” who is spied on by the 

“frightfully ugly” witch, who is delighted with his appearance and falls in love (Ernst, 

1904b, p. 75). Sunradia trembles before the goblin as “he is not a beauty by any means”, 

but she bravely follows him. She is rewarded with the entry to adventure and a beautiful 

goblin world near the Goulburn Weir (Ernst, 1904i, p. 34).  

 

The gender stereotypes are more obvious in Whitfeld’s story about a boy and girl who 

escape from danger. The children are commended differently according to their gender: 

the hero is allowed to dominate the heroine, as the girl is reminded of her traditional 

role of supportive bystander. 

‘You brave boy!’  She said. ‘You’ll make a fine man one day’. 
‘This warm hearted brave little girl will make a good woman”, she continued – 
“if she learns to be obedient’. (Whitfeld, 1898, p. 70) 

                                                
55 Referenced from 1916 edition of The Spirit of the Bushfire. Part 1.	
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At first glance Ernst’s fairies appear feminine and timid. In “The fairy of the vase” 

(Ernst, 1904d, p. 22) the vase fairy is eager to explore beyond the confines of the house 

after the sprigs of wattle blossom placed in her vase talk of the outside world. Ernst 

quietly challenged gender roles by leaving the male ornaments inside, content with their 

class system: the clock and the Japanese vase in their secure social positions above the 

hearth feel it is well beneath them to speak to the workers of the fireplace; such as the 

fender and fire-irons. The vase fairy and her sister hold hands, ignore the gossip and 

pettiness of the fireplace community and fly to the Wattle Tree curiously questioning 

him about his thoughts. A reflection of their strong Lutheran upbringing, the Wattle 

Tree praises the Great All-Father and the fairies return contented, with new knowledge 

and “happier than before” (p. 26). Ernst’s female heroes are not one of the Grimms’ 

heroines who are in a state of limbo or are submissively and passively waiting to be 

rescued such as Sleeping Beauty, Snow White and Cinderella (Tatar, 2003, p. 15), but 

have been reconstructed to take responsibility for themselves in this simple 

rearrangement of the quest theme. 

 

Nonetheless, just as the Grimms’ female characters show both assertive as well as 

passive traits, not all of Ernst’s stories subvert gender expectations. In a story 

previously referred to, “Where do the pins go to?” (Ernst, 1904l, p. 16), the pins that 

have worked hard go through the portal to the Queen’s world and become lovely fairies. 

Those who have been dropped through cracks and are unable to finish their earthly 

work are returned to earth to complete their ordained task. The boy returns to earth to 

admonish his careless sister. The boy takes on the protector’s role, dominant, intelligent 

and saving not only the pins, but also his sister from her inattention and carelessness. 

Ernst’s differing responses to gender roles suggests an ambivalence and differentiation. 

She offers varied, rather than singular, roles for her female characters that may relate 

more to how she saw gender roles being demarcated in her own world.  

Gender: Ernst’s philosophical essays 
Men are thinly represented in Ernst’s fairy tales, but in The magic shadow show the 

roles have changed. Men monopolise the essays and women are given fewer starring 

roles. The characters can be analysed in terms of masculine and feminine romantic 

expectations of the era. There were increasing opportunities for women to be employed 

in professions like teaching, nursing, science, architecture, medicine and pharmacy from 
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the late 19th century. This was due in part to the admittance of women into tertiary 

education (Nugent, 2002).  Despite being a professional woman and academic herself, 

the ideal woman in Ernst’s philosophical essays is found placed on a metaphorical 

pedestal, nurturing others or as a muse for inspiration. Her women are true and 

supportive wives, ever vigilant for something that might destroy their families. The man 

in these essays is still a teacher, a sage, and protector mirroring the traditional gender 

hierarchy that considered women as the muse and the supporter. 

 

In The magic shadow show most of Ernst’s heroes are male; the Progressive Monkey  

the Sculptor or deities given masculine attributes: nobleness, fame, self. Ernst’s female 

characters possess the virtues of empathy and wisdom: hope, love of others, usefulness. 

These female characters exemplify the feminine traits listed by Macionis (1999) that 

could be classified as supportive or nurturing: receptive, intuitive, sensitive.  

 

The essays in The magic shadow show are concerned with what Campbell (1949) 

argued is the “business of mythology proper, and fairy tale”. That is to disclose the 

tragedies of man and his transcendence into joy after the hero’s disastrous task is 

accomplished and worlds are saved (pp. 29–30). The two themes of the myth: tragedy 

and the joy of life— a ‘see-saw’ guide to mythology that Campbell called “the down 

going and the up going (kathodos and anados)” (p. 28), are represented in Ernst’s 

essays. The hero follows the pattern of “separation from the world, a penetration to 

some source of power, and a life enhancing return” (p. 35).  

 

The hero is always masculine in Ernst’s essays. The symbolism of mythology has 

established the hero as a male. In mythology, Campbell (1949) argued that the male 

hero is the one that seeks knowledge while the woman is representative of the “totality 

of what can be known” (p. 116). Ernst followed the mythological framework and placed 

woman as the goddess, temptress, or mother (also called the Wise Woman or Mother 

Nature) (pp. 109–208, 375), while the hapless male is sent on the quest. Ernst’s male 

heroes seem to be perplexed and challenged by their tasks, and question the universal 

powers on the resolution of the quest or task even when they have achieved success or 

knowledge.  
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The God of Chance in ‘The Children of the Gods” (Ernst, 1913c) chooses two souls to 

compete to win the hearts of man: the artist and the reformer. The artist by “creating a 

vision of the beautiful” (p. 9) leads the people to the Celestial city and wins the contest, 

leaving the reformer who has preached that there is only one way to reach 

enlightenment looking foolish and perplexed. Commenting on what has been forfeited 

by becoming civilised Ernst’s wise old monkey “looks across the ages at us with his 

sad, brown eyes” and says to those who pine for days of frolicking and foraging for 

food, with a hint of dry humour, “You too would tire of the tree-tops—anything for a 

change!” (Ernst, 1913i, p. 21). The purpose of these philosophical essays was to 

challenge and stimulate discussion. Ernst, known to “love a good philosophical 

discussion” (H. Dixon, interview, 18 October, 2010) ensured that the actions and 

comments of her characters in these tales would enable a lively discourse on 

philosophical concepts.  

 

Campbell claimed that the concern of mythology (and fairy tales) was to expose the 

range of life experiences, “representing psychological triumphs” (1949, p. 29). Hobbs 

(2011) clarified the relationship Campbell proposed existed between fairy tales and 

mythology by suggesting the relationship could be likened to metaphor and simile:  

The metaphor, like the myth, carries within itself symbolic meaning, whereas 
the simile, like the fairy tale, draws upon real life comparisons to derive 
meaning. In other words, myth is and we adapt ourselves around it. Fairy tales, 
on the other hand, adapt themselves around us. (Hobbs, July 29, para. 2) 
 

I use Hobbs’ explanation to clarify how Ernst challenged gender stereotypes to a greater 

degree in her fairy tales, varying them to reflect her socio-cultural experiences. The 

symbolism inherent in mythology remains universal and predetermined so that Ernst 

tampered less with the symbolism in her philosophical essays. Instead she allowed her 

prose and descriptive passages to wrap around the traditional form to give her essays a 

notion of Australia.  

Conclusion 
When Ernst told her children “I was not born to be chained to the kitchen sink,”  

(H. Dixon, interview, 18 October, 2010), she was firmly stating that she understood and 

rejected cultural stereotypes that aimed to limit the aspirations of women. The portrayal 

of gender in her writing is indicative of her awareness of, and challenge to, cultural 

stereotypes of male/female differences. Ernst confirmed the gender stereotypes that 
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encircled her world, but there is a simultaneously contradictory voice that chose to 

question simplistic generalizations about gender attributes and differences conferred on 

males and females during the time periods in which she wrote.  

 

In the next chapter I examine the way in which Indigenous peoples were portrayed in 

Ernst’s narratives.  
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Chapter Eight: Imagery of Indigenous Australians  

Personal Voice 
 

 
Figure 21. Clay sculpture at William Ricketts Potter’s Sanctuary. Photograph, R. Floyd, 2014. 

 
As I wander through William Ricketts’ Potter’s Sanctuary down overgrown mossy tracks between the 

eucalypts, ceramic sculptures of people and animals emerge. I think about that crucial moment when Olga 

met William Ricketts. Helen (her daughter) clearly remembered her family’s first meeting with him in 1935.   

“We were on a walk and my mother, father and brother had disappeared up the path and I had 
been left behind. I ran after them and that’s when I saw all these life-size clay sculptures of 
koalas and possums in the trees. And that’s how we met him. We became good friends”.          
(H. Dixon, interview, 2008) 

Ricketts, a self-taught potter and sculptor of the Arts and Crafts movement, created artworks with a clear 

message about his vision for an Australia that embraced Aboriginal spirituality and respect for the land. 

His influence on Olga and her writing was extensive and she supported his vision and vocation. 
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Introduction 

Judged by 21st century standards, many early Australian children’s fictions that included 

Aboriginal peoples as characters have been labeled racist and ethnocentric (McVitty, 

1982; Foster, Finnis & Nimon, 1995; Bunbury, 1997). The presentation of Indigenous 

Australians and their culture in early children’s literature often indicated prejudice and 

misinformation and what is considered today offensive stereotyping. It would be easy to 

place the literary works that contain these derogatory and negative images in the context 

of the past and argue that they simply reflect, as Kline (2009) stated in general terms, 

“the ideas and events of their time” (p. 166). The application of a New Historicist 

perspective to literary works enables consideration of the relationship between aspects 

of the culture of the era suggesting that the texts produced are “agents as well as 

subjects” (Kline, 2009, p. 166). Examining this statement from the applied New 

Historicist perspective, a clear relationship between Ernst’s writing, the socio-political-

cultural milieu of each era and her awareness of Indigenous peoples can be established. 

 

Bradford (2001) argued that books of the 19th and 20th centuries were produced within 

“a pattern of imperial culture” (p. 196). Similarly Collins-Gearing (2006) examined a 

number of early Australian children’s texts and argued that any authoritative culture 

imposed its ideologies on, and articulated them through, children’s literature (p. 61).  

Collins-Gearing suggested that the attraction to Indigenous cultures by white settlers 

created a dissonance that encouraged a patronising or stereotypical presentation within 

the narrative due to a “non-Indigenous fascination with Indigenous knowledge and 

ability” (p. 63). 

 

Although there is no direct evidence of Ernst's understanding of Indigenous issues 

during her childhood, in later life there are in-print references and anecdotal evidence of 

her knowledge and interest in the writings of David Unaipon56 and work of 

anthropologist Sir Baldwin Spencer.57 Ernst acknowledged the works of Unaipon 

and Spencer in Ricketts' catalogues and listed “aborigines” as an “interest” on her 

                                                
56 Unaipon was a well-known Indigenous Australian of the Ngarrindjeri people, a writer, public speaker 
and inventor made significant contributions to science and literature and to improvements in the 
conditions of Aboriginal people. He was prominent in public life as a spokesman for Aboriginal people 
and was often called upon to participate in royal commissions and inquiries into Aboriginal issues. 
57 Spencer was a zoologist and photographer on the first major scientific expedition to central Australia 
(The 1894 Horn Expedition). Spencer also took a number of anthropological field trips to Central and 
Northern Australia studying Aboriginal communities.	
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Brighton Historical Society Member Profile card. While in her sixties Ernst 

accompanied her daughter Helen to a protest in the city of Melbourne over the 

British atomic bomb tests at Woomera Range. Dixon said “Mother was concerned 

about the displacement of Indigenous peoples from their traditional lands in the 

Maralinga area” and her understanding of this event had been influenced by her 

discussions with sculptor Ricketts (H. Dixon, interview, October 18, 2010). 

 

However, Ernst's portrayal of Indigenous characters does not perpetuate the superiority 

of the white race from a colonial perspective (Nimon, 1995, p. 25). As a woman of her 

own time, tempered by her strong religious beliefs, Ernst added her own voice to the 

manner in which she presented images of Aboriginal peoples and their culture. She 

chose to use Unaipon's traditional Aboriginal stories collected from South Australia as 

background material for the text in the art catalogues produced for Ricketts’ exhibitions 

(Waller, 1938).58  

 

This chapter is not, of course, a comprehensive history of the changing social and 

political relations between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians. However, in 

order to position Ernst’s writing I have included a brief overview of public attitude, 

literary representations of Aboriginality59 and shifting government policies during the 

timeframes (1900s, 1930s) in which two of Ernst’s books (Fairy tales from the land of 

the wattle; Songs from the Dandenongs) were published. Both these books have 

Indigenous characters. 

 

I argue that Ernst placed Indigenous Australian characters in her fairy tales, fashioned 

them into symbolic representations of race to highlight racism and conflict, and devised 

new Aboriginal legends60 during times when state control and government policies 

attempted to effectively silence the Indigenous voice by displacement, segregation, 

protection or assimilation practices (Dudgeon, Wright, Paradies, Garvey & Walker, 

2010, p. 30). I examine both books separately within their own timeframes and with a 

brief reference to their contemporary ideological discourses. 

                                                
58  Ernst acknowledged her use of Unaipon’s collection in the art catalogues of William Ricketts. 
59 Aboriginality defined as the distinctive culture of Aboriginal peoples, especially those in Australia. 
Oxford Dictionary (http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/us/definition/american_english/Aboriginality) 
60 The suggestion that Aboriginal legends could be created is discussed within the context of Arts and 
Crafts Movement of the 1930s.	
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The cultural bias of non-Indigenous writers 
Historically, the representations of Aboriginality in early Australian children's literature 

were by non-Aboriginal authors (Miley, 2006, p. 6). Indigenous characters in these 

fictions have been claimed to be two-dimensional, lacking depth and complexity and 

portrayed as “unknown and inscrutable” (Koumalatsos, 1980, p. 123). The reports and 

diaries of settlers and explorers as well as authors of fiction made critical, social and 

cultural comment and reinforced negative stereotypes.   

 

Consideration of the messages about Indigenous culture that were presented by these 

writers is significant, as myths and inaccuracies were perpetuated. Even within the 

works of specific authors, presentation of Aboriginal peoples varied significantly. Bird 

(2002) discussed these ambivalences, using the fiction of Rosa Praed as one example. 

Aboriginal peoples who worked on the family station were presented with affection in 

her autobiographical work My Australian girlhood, (Praed, 1902) but in her novel 

Fugitive Anne (Praed, 1902) there is a “stereotypical fear and sexual ambivalence 

towards the black man” (Bird, 2002, para. 21). Racial conflict is firmly centred in Lady 

Bridget in the never-never land (Praed, 1915) a story that explored the repercussions of 

the massacre of a white family. 

Indigenous characters from a colonial perspective  
As discussed previously the quest to develop a national identity in Australian literature 

from the tenet of mateship and the bush was noticeable in the nationalist literature of the 

1890s (Schaeffer, 1988). Grimshaw and Evans (1996) pointed out, that coupled with the 

need to define Australian culture and invent a “national mythology” (p. 28), the 

dominant colonial discourse in the late 19th and early 20th centuries also presented a 

distorted picture of Indigenous Australians. Australian nationalism and the search for an 

authentic Australian identity by writers allowed and encouraged protagonistic/ 

antagonistic story lines that created a damaging and destructive comparison, between 

European settlers and Aboriginal peoples, based on lack of cultural understanding. 

 

With little opportunity for first-hand knowledge by the non-Indigenous population, 

children’s books presented negative stereotypes, focused on traditional lifestyles, and 

perpetuated a misunderstanding of their relationship with the land.  
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The Indigenous character in early Australian children's literature 
Children’s books written from the colonial perspective, and those which highlighted the 

need to conquer and triumph economically and adventurously over the bush, meant 

there was little need for the Indigenous character (Guntram & Kaplan, 2008, p. 854) 

except as a one-dimensional background figure, often placed in the bush environment to 

give the story an authentic Australian essence in a “walk-on” role that had no substance 

or effect on the story. The roles given to Indigenous characters testified to paternalism, 

ethnocentricity and sensationalism, or had an emphasis on exotica. Other negative 

portrayals included denigration by omission, depiction as obstructers of the imperialism 

process, and alignment with evil forces or invisibility: they were anonymous (Kellock, 

1991, p. 16). Dunkle (1982, p. 56) investigated author perspective on the manner in 

which authors presented their Indigenous Australian characters and categorised their 

attitude as hostile, derogatory, empathetic, indignant or respectful. Even when authors 

wrote empathetically and were “kindly disposed” (Cullinan & Person, 2005, p. 47), 

portrayals of Indigenous Australian characters were essentially written from a 

paternalistic perspective. 

 

 
Figure 22. Aboriginal people portrayed as secondary figures in great events.  

Reprinted from The Victorian School Paper, August 2, 1943, p. 111. 

 

Collins-Gearing (2006, p. 64) argued that all children’s literature is purposive, and as a 

consequence, authors consciously or unconsciously present a message to their reader. 

Bradford (2000, p. 107) claimed that from the 1890s onwards, representation of 
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Indigenous characters became a tool for enculturation and education of white children 

about Aboriginal inferiority. The intended reader of early Australian children’s 

literature was the white child (Collins-Gearing, 2006, p. 62). Aboriginal children who 

could read, and had access to books, read about an Australian world from a white 

perspective.  

The use of Indigenous motifs in the 1920s and 1930s 
As well as the continuing desire to find a distinctly Australian national consciousness, 

there was a strong belief that Aboriginal culture should be preserved. It was assumed 

that Aboriginal peoples were a vanishing race. There was a common acceptance 

amongst the general population of the “dying race” theory  (Vickers, 2002, p.75).   

 

The population numbers had dropped rapidly from the suggested, and perhaps 

conservative, figure of 300,000 at the time of the landing of the First Fleet in 1788. As 

early as 1891, Yittidairn (writing name for George William Rusden) wrote of the 

decline in numbers and the lack of information about the culture of Indigenous 

Australians in his preface to Moyarra, an Australian legend:  

No one has, so far as I know, attempted to depict the simple lives of that race 
which is now so fast melting away before the ardour of the white man's progress 
in the Australian bush. Soon, none of the natural heirs of the soil will remain, 
and even now, their primitive mode of life is comparatively unknown to the 
majority of their invaders. (Rusden, 1891, pp. 5–6) 

Stanner (1979) estimated that only about 60,000 Indigenous people remained in 1930 

(p. 1). Within this climate of belief that the demise of Indigenous peoples was 

imminent, the Arts and Crafts movement sought to develop and promote distinctively 

Australian handicrafts, drawing inspiration from not only Australian flora and fauna, 

but also Aboriginal motifs. Artists and sculptors were inspired to find an artistic form 

that reflected the uniqueness of Australia. Margaret Preston, an Australian artist, led this 

movement in the 1940s and 1950s. Preston advocated the use of Aboriginal motifs to 

promote a nationalist aesthetic in decorative arts. She was primarily concerned with 

design elements and not with the contextual meaning of the motifs. It was reported at 

the time that Preston:  

made a vigorous attack upon the custom of going to Europe and the older 
countries for designs for handicrafts. As Australia was a young and primitive 
country, it was fitting, she said, that its art should also be satisfied with the 
primitive ideas used by the aborigines [sic] in their designs. Australia's work at 
present was too reminiscent of the old world, and although the craftsmanship 
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was exquisite the designs were not original, having relied upon old European 
ideas for their inspiration. (“Society of Arts and Crafts”, 1929, p. 5)  
 

Others disagreed, however, and a Miss Irene Mort, at the same meeting, refuted 

Preston’s views with the suggestion that “the Aboriginal was so remote and primitive 

that the sophisticated would find it had its limitations” (p. 5). Despite some opposition 

Preston’s influence was considerable, and any Australian artists who incorporated 

Aboriginal designs into their work during this period were viewed as nationalistic as 

well as modern (Baddeley, 1999, p. 1).  

 

Retrospectively, it has been argued that although Preston was trying to escape the 

influences of European art in order to forge an Australian/National artistic style by 

using Aboriginal motifs, without awareness of aesthetic value she was a raider and an 

exploiter (“Shadow cast”, 2005, p. 24), rather than the “energetic advocate” described 

by peers in the 1940s (“A Plea”, November 16, 1940, p. 9). Woollocott (2001) cited the 

use of iconic symbols such as the boomerang, the Cooroboree, native plants and 

animals by Australian women who travelled or lived overseas to prove an Australian 

national identity as an appropriation “parallel to the European dispossession of the 

Aborigines of their lands” (p. 177). 

 

While Ricketts’ work was claimed to be part of the Victorian Arts and Crafts movement 

(Griffiths, 1996, p. 184), Ricketts exposed his audience to more than a simple 

appropriation of traditional motifs. In contrast to the use of these motifs in design by 

artists like Preston, Ricketts endeavored to understand their context. In the faces and 

figures of Indigenous Australians and native animals captured emerging from clay 

within the rainforest surrounds of his Potter’s Sanctuary, he attempted to capture 

Aboriginal spirituality and its inextricable link to land.  

 

Influenced by his artworks and the letters Ernst received about Ricketts’ impressions of 

the Arrente people (Ricketts, letter, undated) and in the absence of a clear understanding 

of “The Dreaming” and the beliefs of Aboriginal people, Ernst was inspired to create 

her songs. 
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Figure 23. Clay sculpture, William Ricketts Potter’s Sanctuary, Mt. Dandenong.  

Photograph, R. Floyd, 2014. 

 

Musicians in the 1930s and 1940s also thought it was appropriate to borrow rhythms 

from Aboriginal music, and there is a sense that their main aim was to blend it with  

white man music for the appreciation of the white race. There were a number of 

examples of the inclusion of Aboriginal elements in music particularly concert music. 

Lindsay Evans investigated “the primitive musical efforts of the cast” in the film 

Uncivilized and attempted to assimilate white and black music. He created a hybrid 

music that he suggested, “expresses the spirit of the Aboriginal music in a manner 

stimulating to the ears of the white man” (“Music and the Drama”, 1936, p. 20). A 

famous visiting pianist, Benno Moiseiwitsch, aroused considerable controversy in 1937 

when he claimed “the only way Australian music can ever be really Australian is by 

adopting Aboriginal ideas and themes”, restating the belief that Indigenous music was 

authentically Australian because of its link to the environment (“Australian Music”, 

1937, p. 8). Another newspaper article suggested that Queenslanders would be filled 

with patriotic pride when an authentic Queensland Aboriginal song, “Mi-Na” was 

included in an opera: Bush legend composed for the opening of the Australian 

Broadcasting Commission in Hobart (“Verity’s Notebook”, 1938, p. 1).  
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The enthusiasm and interest in Aboriginal motifs and culture also took hold in the 

writing world. The literary journal Meanjin, founded in 1940, assumed an Aboriginal 

name to highlight its “Australian-ness” rather than its interest in Aboriginal cultures or 

Indigenous writings (Mclean, 1998, p. 1). The Jindyworobaks, a nationalist literary 

movement also appropriated an Aboriginal word meaning "to annex, to join” to describe 

their group (Butterss, 1995, p.105). Their aim was “striving towards a… true virile 

Australian culture … by the joining of the distinctively Australian to the best of our 

English cultural heritage” (Rolls, 2010, p. 5). The members wrote poems and verses 

trying to capture the essence of an Australian identity. Cifford (1944) penned in 

Jindyworobak, towards an Australian culture, that: 

Today the aborigine [sic] is forgetful of all that was best in his own high culture. 
He has become the embodiment of all that is worst in ours. He is a degenerate, 
fly-blown creature begging for charity on the edges of the civilisation that has 
ruined him. He is no more than a walking parody of the proud race from which 
he sprang. (p. 7)  

Many of their poems focused on the historical displacement of Aboriginal peoples, 

reinforcing the view that the degeneration of the Aboriginal peoples had transpired and 

in consequence, Australians (white) were witnessing the demise of a race. 

 

The belief that Aboriginal peoples were primitive, savage and inferior also influenced a 

“romantic notion of primitivism” that viewed peoples living a natural life in the wild as 

in harmony with nature, and therefore, closer to God (Salkind, 2011, p. 909). Lucas 

(2003) stated that this perspective perpetuated the view of a “mystical and mythical 

past” (p. 104) and seemingly excluded them from the possibility of a modern 

existence.61 

 

Early collections of Aboriginal lore had been produced by white people such as Kate 

Langloh Parker (1896), who, with an interest in anthropology, genuinely believed in the 

preservation of the culture (Saxby, 1997, p. 119). In the 1920s David Unaipon 

undertook a commission to collect traditional Aboriginal stories from around South 

Australia for the University of Adelaide, resulting in Native legends (1929). In 

Unaipon’s introduction he commented that: 

                                                
61 During the 1930s control over the lives of Aboriginal peoples increased. The assumption that the 
European way of life was the more desirable, partially determined the introduction of policies of 
assimilation pursued in many states (Jupp, 2001, p. 121). 
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PERHAPS some day Australian writers will use Aboriginal myths and weave 
literature from them, the same as other writers have done with the Roman, 
Greek, Norse and Arthurian legends. (Unaipon, Manuscript, p. 10) 

Although it may be argued that Unaipon was presenting his beliefs about his traditional 

knowledge from a white perspective, by using such terms as “legend” a reader with an 

interest in Aboriginal culture such as Ernst would have no reason not to accept the 

sincerity of the statement and apply it to her own creation stories about the mountains. 

Indigenous peoples as characters in fairy tales 
Before Federation in 1901,Victoria introduced the Aborigines Act, 1869 with the aim of 

controlling the lives of Aboriginal peoples.62 It is difficult to decide whether the images 

of Indigenous people in children’s literature should be considered reflective of author-

self or an echo of the political ideologies of each era. If these images are an indication 

of political attitudes, portrayals of Indigenous culture and traditions in early Australian 

fairy tales may mirror the patriarchal and authoritative nature of the political 

environment. Although writers may construct their works from a social-political context 

they may also seek to shape it. In order to analyse Ernst's ideological interpretation of 

Indigenous peoples it is necessary to examine the fairy tales that flank Fairy tales from 

the land of the wattle. 

 

Of the fantasy books inspired by the bush environment written in the decades before 

and after Ernst’s fairy tales, most placed European fairy beings in an Australian bush 

fairy world (Cullinan & Pearson, 2005, p. 47). Indigenous characters are largely absent 

in the new bush fairy tale setting. There were some authors, nevertheless, who chose to 

incorporate references to Indigenous traditions and culture and created plots in which 

Indigenous peoples were befriended, conquered or accommodated (Collins-Gearing, 

2006, p. 65). Examples of these included stories in Australian fairy tales (Westbury, 

1897), Mr. Bunyip (Lockeyear, 1899) and Fairytales told in the bush (Sister Agnes, 

1911).  

                                                
62 A Board for the Protection of Aborigines was given the powers to regulate residence, employment, 
marriage, social life and other aspects of daily life. 
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Figure 24. “Thou art very strong for so small a man”, Reprinted from  

Australian fairy tales, A. Westbury, 1899, London: Ward Lock. p. 329. 

 

The Indigenous Australian male in Westbury’s fairy tale becomes the fairy tale giant, a 

monster. Hop the hero becomes the small boy in the classic boy-versus-giant motif. As 

“a lad of mettle,” he is encouraged and applauded because he “intend(ed) to try and take 

the blackfellow down a peg” (1899, p. 328). This term is a colloquialism for letting 

someone know that they are not as important as they think they are. The reader knows 

that the small white boy is superior to the “blackfellow”. The giant is a character to 

frighten and fear and the description of the man’s nudity suggests he is a primitive man, 

as does the reference to an elephant, an animal from another country colonized by 

Britain. His violence and intent to do harm creates a negative and frightening scene for 

the reader. The description of his voice indicates that he speaks in a gruff and guttural 

tone and confirms that his demeanor is one of anger. He is also presented as a figure of 

fun, as his head is described as looking like the Melbourne Observatory ball in 

the following passage:  

Half way down the mountain-side a gigantic blackfellow, tall as a tree, and with 
a great woolly head (not unlike the big ball that is hoisted at noon on the 
flagstaff at the Observatory), came thundering down the stony ridges in 
tremendous leaps and bounds, and at the same time roaring out a hoarse shout of 
vengeance. He was quite nude, save for a segment of covering round his middle, 
and he brandished aloft a monstrous waddy, which was large enough to have 
felled an elephant. (Westbury, 1897, p. 328) 

J.R. Lockeyear’s tale Mr. Bunyip begins in “Little Red Riding Hood” style. Little Mary 

Somerville meets a fearsome ex-alcoholic bunyip who has mended his ways and likes to 
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indulge in homilies to educate people, rather than to eat them (as he has in the past). Mr. 

Bunyip is no longer a savage but an example of the positive effect of colonisation and 

its civilising effect. He aims to exact sympathy for the plight of Indigenous Australians 

from his young readers.  

I have seen a great deal in my time. Indeed I have. The white settlers coming 
here, and some of them didn’t treat the blacks so well, either. There was Peter 
Hardheart; the very first to take up a station in this neighbourhood; he used to 
shoot down the poor fellows as though they were wild beasts. They, and their 
people, had been in the habit for generations of catching Kangaroos, Opossums, 
Wallabys (sic), and other animals they ate, upon the land he occupied, and saw 
no harm in doing so still. But, he invented stories about their stealing his sheep 
and firing his fences and he shot them down wherever he saw them. (Lockeyear, 
1891, p. 12) 

Mr. Bunyip’s comments are expressed in a paternalistic manner, almost like a 

disappointed father. Lockeyear’s semblance of historical accuracy is presented in a 

fictional form and the atrocities of the white settlers are presented, but downplayed. He 

blends the wrongdoings of some white settlers into one, minimising the impact on the 

child reader and implying that such things no longer occur. The villain, Peter Hardheart, 

is given an appropriate name to denote his character and nature as he is “hard of heart”, 

cold, callous, and a villain. Mr. Bunyip is justified, and able, to righteously exact 

revenge. The Aboriginal peoples are described as “poor fellows”, continuing the 

patronising tone while Mr. Bunyip states in a “matter of fact” manner that Peter 

Hardheart “shot them down”. The child reader is deceived into believing that everything 

is now “happily ever after” because Peter Hardheart has been eaten as a consequence 

for his cruel ways. Although Lockeyear has highlighted the dispossession of the 

Indigenous peoples from traditional lands he presents their culture as a “habit”, inferring 

the need for change, sees their practices of hunting and gathering as “harmless” rather 

than as their way of life, denoting a distinct inability to understand their culture (Silvey, 

1995, p. 36). 

 

Similarly, Sister Agnes’ work evolved from the same literary time and place as Ernst’s 

fairy tales and it has been suggested that her book “followed on” from Fairytales from 

the land of the wattle (Dever & Vickery, 2007, Wall case note, 113). Sister Agnes’s 

characterisation of Aboriginal peoples, however, portrays them with suspicion, a sense 

of superiority and more than a touch of exotica. While the character, Mr. Bunyip, uses 

rhetoric in a paternalistic tone to highlight past histories, the narrator’s voice in Fairy 
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tales told in the bush (1911) has been given the authority of a writer who had worked in 

the Healesville area, near or at the Coranderrk settlement63 (“Historical Sketches”, 

1912) and who knew the Aboriginal peoples who lived there. Negative images of Barak, 

the ngurungaeta, are reinforced in language that describes him in a “drunken sleep,” and 

as “greedy and illiterate” (Agnes, 1911, p. 21). In the following passage, from “The 

magic gun” a story in Fairy tales told in the bush the prose and descriptive phrases 

imply Aboriginal peoples are a lower order of human beings. 

Old King Barak, the last King of the Yarra tribe, sat outside his hut at 
Coranderrk, surrounded by white people. “You all too greedy,” he grumbled, 
“you come to see black man, black man make native fire, black man throw 
boomerang, black man throw spear; white man give him black brother pennies. 
White man greedy, no give black man baccy only pennies”. A few of the white 
people gave the dirty old chief silver coins, then they went off to another hut to 
buy native baskets, and to see the funny black babies. One small boy stayed 
behind. “I am not greedy, Barak; see, I have brought you a shilling”. (Sister 
Agnes, 1911, p. 21)  

Barak is referred to by the European term of Kingship, rather than his correct and 

culturally appropriate title of ngurungaeta. He is an object of interest, seen as a product 

of his alleged primitive ancestory, unhappy and disgruntled that his traditional skills 

have become mere “circus tricks” to be paraded for an intrigued white race.  He is made 

part of this charade, however, as he is depicted as a cunning man, seeking only money 

or tobacco. The traditional weaving skills of Aboriginal peoples are given a distinct 

novelty factor, an item to purchase tourist-like by white people visiting the settlement at 

Coranderrk. The descriptive words used have strong emotional implications and involve 

strong negative reactions beyond their literal meaning. The Aboriginal babies are 

described as “funny” while Barak is “dirty and old”, emotive words that belittle and 

reinforce the notion of Aboriginal peoples as primitive and inferior and shout at the 

reader “not like us”. In Australian fairy tales written between 1880 and 1910, images of 

Indigenous Australians presented in children’s literature also reflected the perspectives 

found in the Victorian school papers: the primitive, the savage, the secondary, inferior 

roles. Mr. Bunyip is the essence of a white squatter, knowledgeable, superior, lecturing 

with paternalistic magnanimity.  

 

                                                
63 Coranderrk was an Aboriginal Government reserve set up in 1863 under protectionist policies to 
provide land for Aboriginal people who had been dispossessed. 
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Challenging the colonial and dominant discourse  
Some of Ernst’s stories offer the opportunity to analyse social and cultural attitudes 

towards Aboriginal peoples and decide whether they reflect the dominant cultural 

discourse or, as Miley (2006) conjectured, whether they have the “capacity to engage 

with, even shift, other, sometimes dominant discourses” (p. 10). Two stories in Fairy 

tales from the land of the wattle, “The unselfish mermaid” and “What the jackass said” 

have Indigenous characters. Ernst represents the engagement between white Europeans 

and Aboriginal peoples as problematic, leaving her stories that focus on black-white 

protagonists unresolved in a way that is uncomfortable.  

 

 
Figure 25. “The Unselfish Mermaid”, Reprinted from Fairy tales from the land of the wattle,  

O. Ernst, 1904, Melbourne: McCarron, Bird & Co. p. 47. 

 

“The unselfish mermaid” is underpinned by religious overtones. The Aboriginal male is 

ill. It is not his fault; a spell has been cast on him simply because a witch chose to do it. 

Ernst’s use of the impersonal forms: “witch”, “mermaid” and “blackfellow” distance the 
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reader from their plight and allow their consideration as metaphors. The power, 

maliciousness and authority of the witch character invites a metaphorical discussion 

about the plight of Aboriginal peoples as represented by the sick man lying by the 

mouth of the Yarra River. The mermaid is young, female and powerless, a consequence 

of her gender, until she realises she has a means of negotiation against the witch’s spell 

(power): her selflessness. She cannot change the lives of all Aboriginal peoples, but she 

can save one life.  

 

In the preceding passage, Ernst uses expressions of necessity to emphasize the need to 

act. “I will tell you what to do,” says the Wind, “I will go!” says the mermaid 

resolutely.” The statements by the wind and the mermaid prevent any argument that the 

reader may have with the mermaid’s decision when the Wind cries, in a God-like tone, 

“You can only save him…!” Ernst’s diction bestows each character its status. The 

blackfellow is “poor”, the mermaid is “beautiful, lovely, unselfish”, while the witch is 

“powerful and old” (Ernst, 1904j, p. 48). The sick man is an anonymous character, 

distant, un-named; the only contribution of the sick character to the narrative is his need 

to be rescued from his illness. Religious symbolism continues as the mermaid stretches 

out her hands in a gesture of blessing and the man is cured. Taking his traditional 

implements of  “spear and boomerang” (p. 48) disappears. Both he and the witch are 

impersonal and offer the mermaid the opportunity to be self-sacrificing, as Ernst had 

believed her father sacrificed his life, contracting typhoid from those he tried to save.64  

There are contradictions in the discourse: tension between an attempt to background 

Aboriginal issues like disease and powerlessness in the face of authority at the end of 

the story and the affirmation that Aboriginal peoples are primitive, poor and without 

gratitude. Though this story affirms white superiority through the use of value laden 

adjectives such as “lovely”, “old”, “poor” and a plot that enacts missionary-like 

salvation, there is a respect for the Aboriginal character and an allowance that he should 

be freed to continue his traditional bush lifestyle. Although Ernst decides that he should 

return to his traditional culture within the expectations for “primitive” Aboriginal 

peoples of her era—there is also a sense of herself, young and seemingly powerless to 

change anything, giving a life by ensuring the Aboriginal character has choice. 

 

                                                
64 An explanation of Theodor Ernst’s death in Chapter Three. 
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In “What the jackass said” a colour metaphor describes two races, fairies and gnomes, 

thinly veiled representations of white settlers and Indigenous peoples. Mr. Jackass 

explains that: 

Long, long ago, in the beautiful gullies of the Australian Alps, there lived a race 
of lovely white fairies, and near them in the caves and crevices of the great 
mountains lived a family of little black gnomes. The fairies were very good 
friends with the gnomes, and always invited them to their balls among the ferns, 
all except the lovely little princess, and the only child of the fairy queen. She 
never passed a gnome but she made some rude remark about their black skins, in 
comparison with her own white one.  

“She should have been dropped from a tree, and that would have made her more 
respectful!” said the mother jackass in a shocked, moral tone. (Ernst, 1904k,     
p. 58) 

The use of the term “race” in relation to naming the two groups of fairies and gnomes 

positions the story to be an obvious allegory for racial confrontation. There is a sense of 

superiority on the part of the fairies that benignly invite the gnomes to their balls.  

The black gnomes do not return the invitation, and there is no suggestion that they 

should have. There is no reciprocity between the races. The white fairies are “lovely” 

while the black gnomes are “little”, in the same way as the mermaid is “beautiful and 

lovely” and the Aboriginal male is “poor”. 

 

The rude fairy is the daughter of a queen, implying that the upper classes have little 

regard for the black gnomes. Skin colour and an appraisal of what are not beautiful are 

highlighted from a white perspective; character, values and behaviours. The fairy who 

makes rude remarks about the gnomes’ skin colour is labeled as disrespectful. There 

must be punishment for her rudeness as she ambushes the gnomes, and bullies them by 

constantly calling out “Oh ugly black faces don’t come near me, for I’m a sweet, pretty 

little creature.” (p. 58). The offending fairy is changed into a magpie, symbolically 

black and white in colouring, by the gnome king; the gnomes run away in fear, never to 

be seen again. The fairy’s family is condemned to search for her forever and shed “dew 

tears” (p. 59). A child herself, Ernst does not have a solution to racism just an awareness 

that it exists. There is no happily-ever-after solution; both races must contend with 

unhappy consequences: the black gnomes live on in fear and the white fairies remain 

grieving for the lost daughter of the fairy queen. Ernst’s choice of punishment sheds 

light on a possible solution: the fairy becomes both black and white, which could be 

viewed as a child-like solution of assimilation as both races are blended.  
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Ernst’s narratives suggest an awareness of complex situations between Indigenous and 

non-Indigenous peoples as she orchestrates racist taunts and disempowerment, and 

eventually a form of salvation. Ernst, aware of, and constrained by her society, presents 

within these two stories issues of her era: displacement and assimilation. Although she 

does not have first-hand knowledge of Aboriginal peoples at this stage we still hear her 

quiet, and perhaps overlooked, voice that speaks of injustice. 

Replication and appreciation 
The creation of new Aboriginal legends in Songs from the Dandenongs was an attempt 

by Ernst to understand and promote the meaning of motifs and culture with a limited 

cultural and political understanding, fuelled by her sense of social justice. Though 

misguidedly, with her academic background in ancient mythology, Ernst replicated 

attitudes in similar texts of Aboriginal legends, but also steers the reader into new 

understandings. Ernst talked of the “passing of the black race” as an inevitable outcome 

claiming that as “white successors to the black man’s hunting grounds…something 

similar” should be attempted in terms of creating our own legends” (Waller, 1939, 

Foreword). A contemporary, Grant Bruce, in her retelling of a legend, The stone axe of 

Burramuk, reinforced this generalization explaining to readers that:  

Year by year the old black tribes are dying out, and many of their beliefs and 
legends are dying with them… The folk tales of a people are the story of its 
soul, and it would be a pity if the native races of our country were to vanish 
altogether before we had collected enough of their legends to let their successors 
know what manner of people lived in Australia before the white man came. 
(Grant Bruce, 1922, pp. 5–6)  

Much of Ernst's awareness of Aboriginal peoples is filtered through her relationship 

with Ricketts, who made frequent trips to Central Australia to live with the 

Pitjantjatjara. Their traditions and culture inspired the sculptures he created with a 

consuming passion for presenting the context of their totems and motifs. His letters to 

Ernst are written as if from an anthropological perspective. In his letter from Ernabella 

he writes: 

to see the Aboriginal you must see him in his sacred ceremony…It is in this 
ceremony he lives… they began [sic] their ancient chants or singing and at the 
same time they keep time by beating the earth with their sticks. (Ricketts, 
personal correspondence, n.d) 
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Ricketts wrote to the Wallers presenting the members of the Arrernte tribe65 as one 

stereotypical figure “the Aboriginal”. He presented the view that this composite 

representation of the tribe is only at home in his traditional ceremony and explained the 

chants as “singing” (Ricketts, personal communication, n.d.). In this letter Ricketts 

translated the Indigenous culture consciously, or unconsciously, into white terminology.  

 

In an unpublished article, Ernst reiterated that Ricketts was a conduit between the 

Indigenous and non-Indigenous cultures when she described his work as the quest to 

translate what he has learned: 

It has been the artist’s object in his finest pieces to attempt to translate the innate 
spirit of our land, and, in order to do this, he has gone back to the Australia of 
the Aborigines…A legend of the Arunda tribe about a great Kangaroo having 
the face of an old man has given rise to many delightful pieces. (“Potters 
Sanctuary-Mt. Dandenong” (O. Waller), quoted in Brady, 1994, p. 46) 

Ernst and her husband William Waller supported many of Ricketts’ endeavours. One 

practical way that Ernst assisted Ricketts was by writing, and organising the printing of 

his exhibition catalogues. Ricketts had received “very little education and was an 

atrocious speller” (H. Dixon, February 23, 2009). When Ernst compiled the catalogues 

she liberally based the synopsis of legends on those collected by Sir Baldwin Spencer, 

David Unaipon and C. F. Mountford (Waller & Mountain Gallery, 1938; Ricketts & 

Waller, 1940). It is significant that the catalogues and articles were published before 

Ernst wrote her songs and although there is no evidence it seems likely that her 

understanding about Aboriginal spirituality came from Ricketts who was passionate 

about the “spiritual insight that senses the Divine behind each natural object and each 

manifestation of Nature's forces” (Waller, 1938, p. 2). 

 

                                                
65 The Arrernte people (pronounced [ˈəraɳɖa][1]) also known Aranda, Arunta, Arranta. Alternative 
spellings, according to different orthographies, of the name of people of closely related language groups 
whose country is located in and around Mparntwe (Alice Springs). (Perkins, West, Willsteed, & Art 
Gallery of New South Wales, 2007, p. 163)  
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Figure 26. Cover. Exhibition of clay sculptures catalogue. O.D.A. Waller, April 26, 1938.  

 

Ernst’s third book, Songs from the Dandenongs (1939), was essentially poetry set to 

music. The verses endeavoured to invoke the same type of “legendary spiritual 

attributes” bestowed by Aboriginal peoples in their “primitive past” on rivers and 

mountains to create a similar “fantasy” about the personalities and characteristics of 

mountains of the Dandenong Ranges (Waller, 1939, Foreword). In the 1940s there were 

few portrayals of Aboriginal peoples in verse (Saxby, 2002, p. 752), so that Ernst’s 

silhouette drawings and explanations that link the mountain names with their “old 

Aboriginal name(s)” are noteworthy (Waller, 1939, p. 2). Using information she had 

collected or researched, Ernst aimed to preserve some of the Aboriginal history around 

the Dandenong Ranges, and present it to children. 

 

Seal (2014) described Ernst’s book as a “pioneering effort to familiarize children with 

Indigenous languages and appreciation of the landscape” (p. 230).  Just as Ashley 

interpreted Ernst’s text in illustrations for her fairy tales, Jean Fraser, an old school 

friend of her stepdaughter Jean, and a music teacher, was paid a commission to 
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compose the music for the songs. Her letters to Ernst do not indicate that she wrote the 

songs with an understanding of Ernst’s interest in championing Indigenous peoples, but 

it is obvious that she had some affection for the Kalorama area of the Dandenong 

Ranges (J. Fraser, letter, August 8, 1939).  

 

Two illustrations in Songs from the Dandenongs depict the traditional activities of 

Aboriginal peoples and their tools. Drawn by Ernst, they are placed in the foreground of 

drawings of the mountains. They are part of the landscape.  

 
Figure 27. Illustration, reprinted from Songs from the Dandenongs, O. Waller, 1939b, song 7. 

 
Ernst targeted the ineptitude of early settlers who were unable to replicate Aboriginal 

place names and attempted to redress this mistake. Her sense of humour manifested 

itself when she added her own ironic comment about their real names: 

Donna Buang and Toolebewong are fine examples of the white man’s inability 
to render Aboriginal names in English spelling. As near as may be, they are 
Dthonn-e-youang and Tool-e-youang, and mean, as near as one may render 
them, respectively: ‘The body of the mountain’ and ‘the ribs or thorax of the 
mountain. Not very romantic. (Waller, 1939b, Notes, song 7)  

Some illustrations of the mountains are carefully sketched, while other illustrations 

contrast with the stark reality of the naked figures. In some the mountains have been 

given facial features that communicated their distinctive personalities. Ernst wrote that 

these mountains wanted to be seen as “a band of friendly giants, waiting for one to 

scramble over their heads and shoulders” (Waller, 1939c, song 4). In giving the 

mountains human characteristics, Ernst suggested they were not inanimate objects but 
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had a life force. Just as Ricketts’ clay sculptures emerged from natural forms, rocks and 

trees to extol his message, the mountains are used to teach children about the history 

and geology of the Dandenong Ranges. 

 

The characterisations of Indigenous peoples in “The unselfish mermaid” or “What the 

jackass saw” reflected their poor treatment at that time (Bunbury, 1997, p. 8), and 

Ernst’s own sense of what was right. The creation of new Aboriginal legends, though 

politically insensitive in the 21st century, was an attempt to rescue the history and 

culture of Aboriginal peoples.  

Conclusion 
While Aboriginal characters are positioned within the context of Australian fairy tales 

and the appropriation of Aboriginal traditions and motifs by the Arts and Crafts 

movement, Ernst’s contribution in building awareness, empathy and a quiet challenge 

should not be diminished. Ernst challenged the discourses that presented Indigenous 

characters in a negative manner. Though it could be argued that her images, if not 

expressly patriarchal, are presented from the compassionate and sympathetic stance of 

the rescuer/missionary, she made perceptive statements about racism, dispossession and 

injustice and highlighted the lack of spiritual insight by those of European heritage.  

 

This chapter has discussed how Ernst’s attitude towards Indigenous Australians 

throughout her life is reflected in her stories. In Chapter Nine I consider in more detail 

the inclusion of autobiographical events that are a feature of her writing. 
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Chapter Nine: A German past, an Australian future 

Personal Voice 
 

 
 

Figure 28. Headstone, M. Heyne, A. Straubel, T. Ernst, Melbourne Cemetery.  

Reprinted with permission. Photograph, T. Mattiske, 2014. 

 
Melbourne General Cemetery 

Lutheran Section 
Compartment C 

[Here rest in God 
unforgotten by your children and grandchildren 
MARIA widow of DR. HEYNE (nee Tieroff)66 

1789 – 1869 
AGNES STRAUBEL (nee Heyne)67 

1828 – 1889 
THEODOR ERNST68 

beloved husband of OLGA ERNST (nee Straubel) 
1855 – 1894] 

You live on in our best 
    Tribute 195  

                                                
66 The MGC Burial Register by location shows her as Heyne, Catherine M., age 80, date of burial 
01.10.1869. Other sources list her as Catherine Maria. 
67 The MGC Burial Register has her as Straubel, Catherine M., age 61, burial 03.10.1889. Other sources 
list her as Caroline Maria Agnes. Trinity Marriage Register Entry No. 182 of 1859 has her as Caroline 
Maria Agnes Heyne who married Christoph Rudolph Bernhard Straubel. 
68 The MGC Burial Register has him as Ernst, Julius T, age 39, buried 07.10.1894. Other sources list him 
as Julius Theodor. Trinity Marriage Register lists him as Julius Theodor Ernst who married Johanna 
Maria Olga Straubel.	
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Searching for the past on one of those crisp, clear blue-sky mornings that a Melbourne winter can produce 

I walked around the Melbourne General Cemetery with an Ernst descendant, Trevor Mattiske. In the 

Lutheran Section we discovered slightly weathered, the memorial placed on the grave of Marianne Heyne 

(great-grandmother), Agnes Heyne (grandmother) and Theodor Ernst (father) by Olga Ernst. She replaced 

the original disintegrating slab marking the grave, and chose to add the words “You live on in our best” 

relating to the “Verdict of 1951” (The signing of the Refugee Convention). Olga’s belief that Marianne’s 

actions were an example of the Red Cross spirit in action in the years before “there was an International 

Red Cross” was the reason for this quote being added as a tribute to the good works of those interred in 

the grave. (Waller, n.d). 

 

It intrigued me that Olga claimed that a strong influential factor in her own practical social work was the 

action of Marianne Heyne during the Napoleonic Wars. Despite losing her brothers and sweetheart in the 

French wars (1813), Marianne was one of a small group of German Christian women who gave food, 

shelter, clothing and nursed soldiers of the defeated Grand Army as they struggled to return home, beaten 

by the Russian winter.  

 

I am reminded of the presence of the past in Olga’s life and her actions. It seems fitting that Olga should 

include a tribute to the values of her familial past on their memorial. Olga connected the past and the 

present by writing the quote in English and the tributes in German: the German past and the family’s 

Australian future. She assured all who read this memorial stone that those ancestors interred will continue 

to live on, replicated in the “best” of their descendants. This then, is a public acknowledgement of the 

source of the humanitarian moral code that inspired the actions of Olga and will continue to motivate the 

actions of her descendants. 

 

As most of the memorial was written in German I made a tentative translation with the assistance of my 

German tutor. Archivist, Herbert Mees kindly provided a correct translation, and it is Herbert and Robert 

Wuchatsch whom “I danke für den Himlein” [thank for the clue] that solved the final puzzle. The “L” has 

lost cross bars and is an “E”. By changing ‘luren’ to euhen, the gravestone can be read. 
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Introduction 

Ernst’s life experiences shaped her writing to engender an interpretation of an 

Australian identity in her narratives that was partially a product of her life, and partly 

influenced by the ideologies of communities to which she belonged. Bandura (2006) 

argued that, “lives are historically placed and socially developed in milieus that present 

unique opportunities, constraints, and challenges” (p. 2). This statement suggests that 

the social systems, values and perspectives of a particular era, when coupled with 

expected and unexpected opportunities or challenges, ambitions and desires, shape a 

writer’s life and influence their work. While Ernst’s early writing was tinged with a 

German essence, she established her fairy tales as Australian by way of setting the 

narrative in Australian environments based on her knowledge of botany. There are 

descriptive passages in The magic shadow show (Ernst, 1913) that occasionally 

heralded an Australian identity through imageries of landscape and as metaphors. The 

final book, Songs from the Dandenongs (Waller, 1939) testified to Ernst’s 

determination to write about the heritage of her local area and incorporate what she had 

absorbed from her discussions with William Ricketts about Aboriginal spirituality and 

connection to the land. 

 

The changes in Australian children’s literature from the 1870s were described by Silvey 

(1995) as progressing from a “literature of survival” to bush fantasy and adventure, 

family life and to realistic models of Australian life including city life. Silvey argued 

that Australian children’s literature echoed the social history of Australia “recording the 

changing relationships” to land, institutions and each other (p. 36). By accepting that an 

author’s preference for genre and linguistic trends reflected their social present, then the 

analysis of socio-cultural factors in the three time periods in which Ernst’s books were 

written allows an analysis of their change in form and style.  

 

Liddicoat (2009) stated that culture influences communication and suggested that any 

text is constructed to communicate cultural expectations, values and beliefs (p. 124). 

Ernst wrote in different narrative forms, befitting for the readership she chose: fairy 

tales for children, myth-like philosophical essays for the academically minded and 

Australian-themed songs for school children. Devitt (2008) argued that the physical 

environment, both literally and metaphorically, when combined with the chosen genre 

situates the work in a manner that meets socio-politico-cultural expectations  
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(pp. 42–46). When authors have a specific audience in mind they may choose to write in 

different forms (Biber, 1988, p. 170). The location of Ernst’s works in specific social, 

educational, and cultural situations allows the connection of her choice of genre to 

specific points in her life.  

The landscape fantasy genre 
As previously noted, when writing in different periods of her life Ernst chose to use 

different literary forms: short stories, songs and philosophical essays. Fairy tales, myths 

and legends can all be considered forms of fantasy and consequently related genre. 

Although Bidney (1968) suggested that fairy tales and myths may have their origins in 

fantasy he differentiated between them, determining that fairy tales were the 

“expression of wishful thinking and personal gratification” while myths were the 

“recognition of human drama” (p. 288). Kirk (1973) similarly proposed that fairy tales 

dealt with the personal, including ordinary people, their fears and desires, and 

highlighted challenging social situations; myths were concerned with the cosmological 

world with a more serious, philosophical purpose (pp. 38–41).  

 

Sarick (2009) presented the argument that it was necessary to appreciate the 

connections between similar genres and created four broad categories of genre. Ernst’s 

works are best placed in Sarick’s “landscape genre” that focused on “intrinsically 

described background, real or imaginary” (p. 4) of fantasy and historical fiction. A 

focus on the bush and country environment connects Ernst’s three works, despite the 

differences in form, word choice, and tone. 

 

Appropriating the multi-textual approach of New Historicism to include all social and 

cultural texts and contexts during the periods in which Ernst wrote enables a 

consideration of the evolving “sense of Australia” portrayed in her work through the 

landscape fantasy genre. To gain a more complete understanding of the reasons for the 

variance of genre within the broader category of landscape genre; the refinement of 

Ernst’s writing style and its features as she matured, and inclusion of content that 

portrayed an Australian identity in her work, it is necessary to examine the texts from 

the perspectives of juvenilia, educational influences, and life experiences.  
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Juvenilia 
Juvenilia are defined as works written by a person under 20 years of age (Alexander & 

McMaster, 2005, p. 2). As Ernst wrote her first book when she was 16, she can be 

considered a child writer. In authorial biographies juvenilia been referenced as an 

indicator of later greatness. However, works of child authors have also been described 

as “immature, fragmented or derivative” (Alexander & MacMaster, 2005, p. 154).  

 

Alexander and McMaster (2005) argued that by comparing an author’s early writing 

with their adult work an analysis of the development of their literary voice was possible 

(p. 3). Cairney (2008) expressed the view that “evidence of the later content and style” 

(para 8) of the adult author could be demonstrated. The early stories of Grant Bruce re-

published as The Early Tales (Grant Bruce, 1898/2011) indicate some elements found 

in her later novels. In his review of these early stories Cairney (2011, para. 7) suggested 

that Bruce showed an appreciation of the hardships of the Australian bush. Green, who 

published his fairy tale at the age of eleven, later authored works on Australian and 

English literature (Hooton, 1996) suggesting early precious talent.  

Imitation 
To ignore imitation in juvenilia is to negate both authorial intention and the contextual 

meaning of the young writer (Alexander & McMaster, 2005, p. 91). The child writer 

becomes familiar with, and comfortable using, structures in which they are immersed. 

They may shape known narratives to their own context; Ernst was conversant with, and 

according to family anecdote, loved the fairy tale collection of the Grimm Brothers. The 

framework of these tales formed the basic structure of Ernst’s writing and she chose to 

use fairy tale motifs that related to her own life.  

 

My inventory of the themes of the fairy tales written by Ernst’s fairy tales indicates that 

they echo traditional fairy tale categories. There are magical transformations; cautionary 

tales; animal tales; tales of origin and some with religious sentiment. Using a simplified 

motif chart (Appendix I) adapted by Slattery (2002) motifs common across fairy tales 

can be compared with motifs that can be located in Ernst’s fairy tales and relate to the 

circumstances of Ernst’s life. 
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The tales begin and end at a “home” that is Australian in place, Lake Eyre, the Gulf of 

Carpentaria or in a generic Australian bush. The elder motif, whose main function is to 

bring about special occurrences outside the real world, to help or hinder, is sometimes 

male but commonly female. The distinction between Ernst’s tales and those of the 

Grimms’ Kinder- und Hausmärchen is linked to the matriarchal environment that Ernst 

grew up in: most of Ernst’s heroes are female. The autobiographical elements that can 

be construed from her fairy tales include frugalness, sacrifice and loss, strong female 

role models and sympathy for those deemed inferior by societal norms. Ordinary 

objects take on significance in the story.  

 

The inclusion of English literary characters is evidence that Ernst read widely in both 

English and German. Occasional German nouns are incorporated into her texts while 

German places such as Heidelberg and Strasburg are mentioned. When Ernst referred to 

Oberon, she indicated that she was familiar with medieval and renaissance fairy folk. 

Although she may have known the German elf-king Auberon, whom it has been implied 

was the model for later fairy-kings, she refers to Oberon by his English name and gives 

him the role of  “supreme king of all fairy tribes” (Ernst, 1904h, p. 12). By the use of 

the English form of fairy-king, Ernst acknowledges Australia’s British roots. 

 

Replication of language 

Kamberelis and Scott (1992) argued that children copy and replicate the writing features 

of the language to which they are exposed. They suggested that it is the “language of 

parents, teachers, peers, books” that is replicated in texts written by children (p. 398). 

Elbow (1994, p. 5) noted that adolescents use features that indicate the drama of the 

audible speech, such as exclamation marks and underlining. The following examples 

illustrate how Ernst uses exclamation marks in both direct speech and in the narrative to 

emphasise the enormity of the action. In the following passage Ernst evokes a strong 

visual image of the elves intent on more than mischief. 

“Ah!” cried they, “this is the place for us!” and each caught up an armful of 
withered leaves and kissed and hugged them until they too became red and 
glowing as themselves. (Ernst, 1904d, p. 17.) 

 
In the next excerpt I suggest that Ernst was attempting to use the exclamation marks to 

create a sense of anticipation. It is not a particularly effective means of generating 
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excitement as the over-use of this technique renders the text stilted.69 Almost every line 

has an exclamation mark. 

“Ah!” cried they, “this is the place for us.” 
Oh! how the grass welcomed them; 
“Listen!” said the birds, ‘How the burning twigs crackle.” 
“Look! what a pretty pattern the bush fire makes on the hills!” 
Yes! there it was only half-a-mile away. 
Oh! how they worked! (Ernst, 1904d, p. 17–19.) 
 

The crafting of the story shows immaturity and in many of her fairy tales exclamation 

marks are over-used for emphasis. I consider this an example of Ernst’s inexperience as 

she developed her writing skills.  

Educational influences: an academic style 
While Ernst as the child writer imitated and amalgamated the influences of her reading 

to create fairy tales, as a young academic she discarded magic for fantasy of a different 

kind and invented myths and legends. A strong relationship between her studies and her 

writing can be defined during this period. Ernst, a graduate at twenty-five and a higher 

elementary school teacher presented herself as a serious academic, and opted to use a 

style with which she had become familiar with during her teaching and university 

studies: the essay. Ernst’s philosophical essays reflect the structures of the texts that she 

studied which included Jonathan Swift, Charles Dickens, and early Australian poet, C.J. 

Dennis (Draft essays, personal papers, n.d). Ernst used the knowledge she had gained in 

her English, ancient history, classical literature and Australian literature studies in her 

philosophical mythologies. Other essays in Ernst’s personal correspondence attest to her 

skill in using the essay form.70 Ernst herself suggested that students find the work of 

their own teachers inspiring and said, “As a teacher of English can reasonably be 

expected to be in a measure a fair master of style, there is nothing so stimulating to a 

class to hear occasionally the teacher’s own work” (Ernst, personal papers, n.d). 

 

Ernst liberally referred to classics she was familiar with and circumspectly added her 

own reflections. The bee character of Jonathan Swift’s Battle of the books (1704) finds 

itself in the “Tragedy of little souls” as Ernst writes: 

                                                
69 However when Teena Harnett, storyteller, told this story at the inaugural Australian Fairy Tale 
Conference in 2014 the short sharp phrasing made it an emotional experience for those participants whose 
homes had been touched by bushfire. 
70 “Critique of A Tale of Two Cities”, “The Palace of Love”, “Prayer”, “As Others See Us”, “Unknown 
Pillars” in Personal Correspondence, undated. 
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A voice broke through the dusty silence of the room, and I suspect it was that of 
the wise bee who spoke so sagely in “The Battle of the Books”. ‘That 
Progressive Monkey’ chooses evolution resulting in our present need to work 
hard and clothe ourselves. (Ernst, 1913i, p. 20)  

Here Ernst drew attention to her knowledge of classical literature by including examples 

from Genesis in The Bible and Shakespeare’s play As you like it.  The reader is 

informed that the Progressive Monkey “gave up our right to live in the ‘Garden of 

Eden’—'the Forest of Arden’—‘the Land of Do-As-You-Please”. Ernst finishes with a 

reflection in a personal voice; “I confess ’tis with no very kindly feeling that I think of 

him” (Ernst, 1913i, p. 20). By alluding to the histories of ancient Greek, Egyptian and 

Roman civilisations, feudal kingdoms and The Iron Age in her philosophical essays, as 

well as referring to geological events and the natural world, Ernst established her 

literary and academic credentials. She referenced other texts, myths and symbols, 

indicating the importance of her educational life and scholarship by its inclusion in her 

writing. 

 

The draft essays discovered in Ernst’s personal documents indicates that she was proud 

of these pieces of work and deemed them worthwhile to preserve. These essays also 

show that Ernst preceded her analysis of works in her studies often using a metaphor. In 

her draft of the “Critical essay on The tale of two cities” Ernst tells a short tale of a 

workman who is afraid to begin work but is urged by a Higher Power to try creating an 

object of beauty. When he tries to repeat the act without waiting for the Power, he fails. 

This allegory preceded an analysis of Charles Dickens’ The tale of two cities (Ernst, 

personal papers, n.d).  

 

In the “The ashen-coloured cloak” (Ernst, 1913b, pp. 14–15) Ernst begins her 

exploration of motives for the symbolic and heroic actions of a man as a story. The 

image of the nursemaid more interested in a youth fishing than the baby she is caring 

for sets the scene. There are many questions posed in this short piece: Do we forgive the 

nursemaid for her inattention because she is young?  Or does the use of the word 

ostentatiously imply that the nursemaid’s hysterics at the rescue is a pretentious attempt 

to impress others, perhaps to diffuse the blame for her carelessness? We wonder why 

the man is abstracted. Why is he looking to sea? His “uncertain age” means that we 

cannot accuse him of not enlisting for war. Is he thinking of war? The man is a hero to 
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the crowd that forms after the rescue, but his selfless action only rates a small paragraph 

in the accident column of the newspaper the next day. 

 

 

Figure 29. “The ashen-coloured cloak”, Reprinted from The magic shadow show,  

O. Ernst, 1913b, Melbourne: George Robinson. p. 14.  
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As the philosophical essay progresses, the hero’s soul must decide on his motive for 

saving the child. Within the soul, the Motives that are the reason for any of man’s 

actions discuss whose cloak the man should wear, “Love of Others”, “Love of Fame”, 

“Love of Nobleness”, “Love Of Usefulness” or “Love of Self”. The soul is guided to a 

disconcerting self-realisation that it is “Love of Self” that impelled him to dive in.  

In this passage, Ernst’s more polished control of language is evident and shows that she 

has mastered a format and style to engage the reader. The dramatic pace moves to one 

of contemplation. Ernst uses crisp, sharp phrasing that is non-grammatical and punchy. 

It is a poetic style that contrasts sharply with the change of pace when the man is asked 

to judge his motives. In a reflective tone, the action slows and the next section of the 

passage begins: 

THE little great I Am sat in the centre of the soul and looked upon himself. A 
life had been saved that day in obedience to his imperative commands, and now 
through a mist crowd of fancies he wished to find the reason for his action.     
(Ernst, 1913b, p. 16)  

Educational influences: a teaching style 
As she matured Ernst drew from literary models that were part of her academic 

education, her teaching background, and passion for geography, geology and botany 

becomes evident in her final book. Songs from the Dandenongs and the catalogues for 

the exhibitions of William Ricketts were written during a period of Ernst’s life when 

she had retired from professional teaching.71 Here, Ernst’s writing has a strong didactic 

tone as factual information peppers the imaginative verse. Ernst suggested her audience 

might be broader by adding a subtitle, ‘Mountain Nursery Rhymes set to music for the 

Young of all Ages’ (Waller, 1939, Title page).  

 

In the foreword of Songs from the Dandenongs the voice of a teacher/educator is heard:  

It is only, in the childhood of the race that these legends containing the 
personification of inanimate natural objects take place spontaneously; so, if we 
wish to so something similar with our own mountains, and, as it were, let them 
become embedded in the fantasy of our, (shall we say it?) “grown-up race”, we 
must begin with our own children, and sing them nursery rhymes about the 
mountains, so that, all their lives they may associate certain characteristics with 
certain of the mountains. (Waller, 1939, Foreword) 

It is a lengthy foreword that clearly told the reader that Ernst, the teacher, knew the 

                                                
71 Ernst re-registered to teach again in 1945.  
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nursery form is one that could be useful in teaching the characteristics and names of the 

mountains. 

 

The teaching notes and comments to the reader indicate that the learning process was 

being firmly controlled by Ernst. “First of all,” she suggests as she talks directly to the 

child, “you must learn the names of the mountains” (Waller, 1939, p. 4). The notes to 

“The Song of Corhanwarrabul” explain the significance of Mount Dandenong to 

Aboriginal peoples who lived in the area. Ernst acknowledges that the suggestion of 

how it was named by white settlers is conjecture, and not established fact.  

The old aboriginal name for Mount Dandenong is Corhanwarrabul, which is a 
phrase meaning “ a desirable and attractive place, replete with birds flying, 
kangaroos jumping, and lyrebirds singing. (Waller, 1939h, song 2) 

From her perspective as a teacher Ernst provides useful suggestions for other educators. 

“Little Joe, who must always be a favourite with children… is just the shape a mountain 

should be for little hands to draw it”. Ernst continues by suggesting that, “So many a 

sleepy little head could be sung off to the “Land of nod” with the Lullaby of little Joe” 

(Waller, 1939c, song 4).  

 

 
Figure 30. Illustration. Reprinted from Songs from the Dandenongs,  

O. Waller, 1939c, song 4. 

 

By creating new stories about the names of the local mountain formation Ernst 

personified the mountains for children linking them to the fairy world. The giants plot 

and joke and the man-made Silvan Dam becomes transformed into a lake by a 

personified sun and sky. An educator always, Ernst explains in the notes section that 

Mount Dandenong was once a volcano. She aims to scare the reader into pseudo-terror 

by talking directly to them, engaging them in a geology lesson.  
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Long, long ago, if you’d been here 
Your eyes would have popped out with fear 
For out of my head would come great flames 
Horrible gases with horrible names. (Waller, 1939j, song p. 3) 
 

The illustrations belie the severity of the text and present a very amiable, personified, 

mountain. The preceding volcanic eruption seems spectacular, rather than destructive or 

menacing.  

 

The variance in writing style over the three books, from the traditional form and 

function of fairytales to the persuasive style of her philosophical essays and the 

instructive mode that underpins her songs, can be attributed to Ernst’s exposure to a 

range of literature, new writing techniques and literary devices through education, as 

well as a writing maturity. Her choice of genre was shaped by the social and educational 

groups in which Ernst was placed at certain times in her life: a child who made up fairy 

tales, a university student and pre-service teacher who composed philosophical essays 

and as a parent who wrote nursery rhymes.  

Traces of autobiography 
Memories and events of significance also shaped Ernst’s writing. Alexander (2005) 

foregrounded the autobiographical nature of juvenilia and argued for the worth of such 

studies in her scholarship on the early works of Charlotte Bronte. There is a strong 

autobiographical nature to Ernst’s works. Ernst not only changed genre to suit her needs 

and those of her intended audience, but also in response to the pivotal, life changing 

influences of tragedy, country life and married life. 

 

Bettelheim (1976, p. 24) suggested that oral fairy tales could be instrumental in 

children’s development enabling them to confront and master terror. He claimed that to 

gain the maximum benefit the tales needed to be read in the original version, unaltered 

or embellished so that the child must be able to understand the sub-textual meanings 

(Joosen, 2011, p. 125). This is almost impossible to achieve as literary fairy tales (as 

oral tales) may change with each re-telling; new storytellers, consciously or 

unconsciously, re-structure fairy tale elements that also absorb some of the personality 

and ideology of the teller. Australian author, P. L. Travers defended her own re-telling 

of Sleeping Beauty by arguing that “the fairy tale has always been in a continuous 
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process of transformation” (Travers, 1975, p. 50). Zipes (2012, p. x) contended that as 

fairy tales have evolved they have reflected the challenges and issues in the changing 

socio-politico-cultural and natural environments in which they are conceived. There are 

aspects of Ernst’s tales that can be referenced to some of the challenges of, and changes 

in her life, and her experience of being Australian. 

Autobiographical elements in Fairy tales from the land of the wattle. 
Ernst faced the tragic death of her father and the subsequent loss of their home above 

their pharmacy in the city of Melbourne. Two years later the small family was forced to 

move to the country where her mother could obtain work as a teacher, far from family, 

friends and familiarity. Writing fairy tales offered Ernst, a child who faced difficult 

circumstances that she was powerless to change, the opportunity to control a world, 

where she had power over the kinds of adventures her female protagonists participated 

in, and endings that attempted to resolve issues and crises of her world. Not all are 

happy, but there is resolution.  

 

Raised by strong women, first her mother and later her single cousins in Adelaide, Ernst 

wrote few males into leading roles in her fairy stories. Most of Ernst’s fairy tales 

revolve around a female protagonist who controls their own destiny. The men for the 

most part fulfill the role of villain.  In “The fire elves” (1904e, pp. 15–2) the elves 

attempt to destroy the bush. The opossum brothers capture a fairy to be their 

housekeeper while wizards are characters who cast dark spells and make mischief 

(Ernst, 1904g & b).  

 

There is variety in the characterisation of Ernst’s female characters that is not apparent 

in her males. The mermaid and Adiantina sacrifice their lives for others taking the 

traditional female and Christian role of self-sacrifice, (‘The unselfish mermaid’, 

Ernst,1904j, pp. 45–48, ‘Adiantina and the giants’, Ernst, 1904a pp. 81–88).  Taking the 

wise woman role Fairy Fortune dispenses sage advice (‘Fairy Fortune and the New 

Year’, Ernst, 1904c, pp. 89–94).  

 
The cultural expectations of a woman’s role is presented differently by Ernst as the fairy 

trapped by the opossums to be their housekeeper is rescued (Ernst, 1904g) while the 

fairies venture into the world unaccompanied to discover new knowledge (Ernst, 
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1904d). Although we are quite clear that the opossum family should not have captured a 

fairy for a housekeeper, and that she disputes her role as housewife, nevertheless a male 

must rescue her; conversely, the fairies that adventure without a chaperon into the 

garden (the outside world) are rewarded with knowledge. Evident here is the influence 

of her academic cousins and their broadened view of traditional gender roles. 

 

The “return to home” is one common motif in Ernst’s fairy tales. The significance and 

value of “home” can be described in terms of safety and nurture. It is the starting point 

from where adventures begins and often, a safe haven to return to. It is also the place 

where important relationships have been formed and fostered. Nikolajeva (1995) 

discussed the home—journey—home framework as a circular structure that dominated 

children’s literature (p. 47) while Alston (2008) envisaged the home, in children’s 

literature, as a place of nurture and protection (p. 84). While leaving home is a plot 

structure that enables adventures and experiences Ernst always returned her protagonists 

to their safe haven, usually wiser for the experience of venturing out.  

 

The following endings from a selection of tales from Fairy tales from the land of the 

wattle illustrate the return to the comfort and safety of home. In the “The fire elves”, the 

cottages are saved from the bushfire, while in the “The opossums’ jealousy”, the 

captured fairy is freed to marry the elf-King and together they make a home. In the “The 

bunyip and the wizard” after some mischief and mayhem the witch says to her new 

husband the wizard, ‘with an amiable grin, “My dear, I think we shall go home now!” 

and so, home they went, quite pleased with themselves and the mischief done” (Ernst, 

1904b, p. 80).  

 

Even when the lesson has been harsh, as in the chastisement of the boy for losing dress-

making pins by the Queen of Forgotten Things, the boy is “at last, at home again.” 

Though his mother thinks his “head is wandering” she takes care of him and puts him 

to bed; he is safe at home after learning a valuable lesson (Ernst, 1904l, p. 66). The 

fairies of the vase “returned wiser and happier than before, having learned the lesson of 

the sunshine-happy contentment” (Ernst, 1904d, p. 26) while Sunradia completes her 

adventures “mounting on the butterfly’s back…and was soon in her eucalyptus 

blossom fast asleep, just as the sun went down” (Ernst, 1904i, p. 44). These endings 

expressed the ideology of return and the value of “home”. 
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Autobiographical elements in The magic shadow show 
During the time Ernst wrote The magic shadow show, she was teaching. The essays 

were written when Ernst, an intellectual and thoughtful young woman, had begun to 

explore the themes of romance, love, integrity, motive, fate, life and death. Ernst 

reflected on her view of the world when she wrote about her life to an unknown 

recipient so that they could: 

in a measure participate in the scenes and people I meet up here, and in the 
different thoughts and movements and ideas which present themselves to me as 
a human being living in this interesting and wonderful old world. (V.I.P. papers, 
fragment of draft of letter, undated) 

Establishing her literary credentials Ernst made connections beyond her own writing.  

Ahern (2012) argued that quotes, sayings, fragments of poetry or speeches do more than 

just allow the reader a glimpse into the nature of the work they are about to read. She 

suggested that the “the epigraph informs us about the author’s sensibility” (p. xii). Ernst 

presented herself to her audience as a reader of literary classics, demonstrating her 

knowledge of and appreciation of philosophy by using quotes from Alexander Pope’s 

Essay of man (1734)72 and The rubáiyát of Omar Khayyám (1048–1131).73 The choice 

of these two quotes signaled to her readership that Ernst intended to explore similar 

themes and subjects in her essays. These included the materialistic demands of man on 

the Gods in the essay “When the gods laugh” (Ernst, 1913k, pp.10–11), pain and 

suffering in “The chisel of the gods” (Ernst, 1904d, pp.12–13), life and death in “Hide 

and seek” and “The golden age” (Ernst, 1904h, g, pp. 22–24, pp. 25–6) and the nature 

of the Universe in “The cry of the souls of men” (Ernst, 1904e, pp. 31–32). 

                                                
72 An essay on man is a poem published by Alexander Pope in 1734. It philosophically justifies the 
purpose of God to man. 
73 The rubáiyát of Omar Khayyám, a lyric poem in quatrains. It explores universal themes and subjects 
such as life, death, love, and religion.	
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Figure 31. Epigraphs. Reprinted from The magic shadow show, O. Ernst, 1913,  

Melbourne: George Robinson. p. 14.  

 
Ernst, known for her “gentle manner” (Newham, interview, 2012), reflected on her own 

quiet humility as the narrator in “The tragedy of little souls” when she said, “However, 

let us be thankful for the sake of quiet people like myself, that all are not ‘great souls’” 

(Ernst, 1913, p. 14). The original draft, “Tragedy of little natures” does not have this 

reflection at the end of the story and I am left to wonder at its inclusion. This may be an 

autobiographical statement that reinforced her humility in a self-deprecating way. 

 

Autobiographical elements in Songs from the Dandenongs 

Glimpses of the influence of Ernst’s teaching practice, her love of the Dandenong 

Ranges developed during holidays spent with her family in Kalorama, and her 

discussions with potter William Ricketts from his sympathetic though white man 

perspective of the spirituality of Indigenous peoples, can be gleaned from her last book.  

 

The introduction implied that her audience would agree with her views and similarly 

appreciate the wonders of the Dandenong Ranges. Her concise dedication, “to all 

Lovers of the Dandenongs—the play-ground of the People of Melbourne” left those 
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who picked up the book in no doubt of Ernst’s fondness for the Dandenong Ranges. In 

her notes sections, she instructed her readers about mountain activities, of hiking and 

skiing, and named local towns indicating her familiarity with the local area.  

 

Referring to the comments about Mt. Juliet by a Melbourne musician, August Siede, 

Ernst repeated his poetic reflection that, “Mt. Juliet as seen against the sky was ‘like a 

grand crescendo’”. She entreated her readers to make sure the remark did not “fall into 

oblivion”. Ernst added this phrase into “The song of Mount Juliet” and expanded the 

musical metaphor. 

 Mt. Juliet has a gracious curve 
 A grand crescendo against the sky 
 Your eyes can sense those throbbing notes 
 As through the scale they upwards fly. (Waller, 1939i, song 8) 
 

Whether Ernst was giving an Australian tea party for her Junior Red Cross with 

authentic Australian food (Waller, menu, 1942) or calling her Junior Red Cross groups 

“tribes” and giving them Australian animal names, she was responding to a growing 

belief that young Australians needed symbols of identity. She chose symbols from the 

bush and her understanding of the culture of Indigenous Australians, gleaned from her 

conversations with Ricketts, and penned prose that reflected her beliefs. 

Imagining Australia through the “bush” 
Different approaches to writing about the natural Australian environment highlighted a 

focus on the bush, the outback and the out-of-doors emphasising the uniqueness of the 

environment (Finnis, 1995, pp. 51–61). Writing first as part of the German community 

at the time of Federation (1901) when nationalism was actively encouraged and 

discernible in Australian literature (Docherty, 2010, p. 189), Ernst integrated botanical 

elements with fairy folk in bush settings. In the fairy tales created by Ernst for her first 

book, themes of identity and relationship with home and place are explored under a 

layer of fantasy. Her placement of fairies in the bush landscape advanced their right to 

be, while her need to educate and teach through texts about Australia’s unique flora and 

fauna is transparent.  

 

Ernst’s sense of Australia and Australian identity is presented to children through 

familiar localities, well-known rivers and lakes, and a generic bush where her fairy folk 

seem quite at home. The bush Ernst presented in The magic shadow show (1913), 
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however, was one of an unforgiving nature. It is not the friendly, inviting place that sits 

behind her fairy tales. The bush settings in The magic shadow show (1913) are both a 

descriptive backdrop in some of Ernst’s philosophical essays and a warning of the 

unpredictable and variable nature of the environment. Ernst shared her appreciation of 

the struggles played out in the bush deriving illustrative lessons to highlight the 

randomness of nature. In “Hide and seek” the example of the game Life and Death play 

with unsuspecting creatures is set in the bush.  

Out in the sunshine beyond the shadows of the trees, the moths and butterflies 
glance swiftly up and down, and the brown-coated jackass and the black and 
white magpie looking themselves part of the tree, and find it [sic] a most 
difficult task to locate them when they have once alighted. (Ernst, 1913h, p. 23) 

In Songs from the Dandenongs (1939) Ernst engendered a sense of place that was 

primarily of the natural bush environment of the Dandenong Ranges. She combined 

anecdote, scholarly interpretation of geological facts and poetically fantasised 

descriptions of geological formations in her songs.  

 

 
Figure 32. Illustration. Reprinted from Songs from the Dandenongs,  

O. Waller, 1939h, song 2. 

 
Though Ernst’s illustrations are sketchy and simple, her animal drawings evoke a world 

that is alive and flourishing. Her Indigenous peoples are drawn as they were before the 

white settlers arrived. She draws the past not the present. 

In her works, Ernst paralleled the changing nature of symbols of Australia between the 

1900s and 1950s in her quest to envisage a sense of “Australia” in her books. Cozzolino 

and Rutherford (2000) investigated Australian identity in trademarks and argued that 
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trademarks are a symbol of culture (p. 1) and that the plethora of trademarks created 

after Federation (1901) were principally natural symbols—animals and floral motifs 

(Blainey, 2000, p. 12). Ernst used these representations of Australian identity in her 

fairy tales, conforming to the cultural quest for an identity that concentrated on the 

bush, using references to natural landscapes in her philosophical essays and specific 

geological locations in her songs.  

 

A comparison of Ernst’s three books elucidates an interrogation of the ideologies of an 

Australian identity based in the “bush”. There are significant changes over Ernst’s 

lifetime as she matures and develops her own authentic style. The references to the bush 

change from being the background to the frolics of traditional fairy folk, to small 

descriptive passages that evoke aspects of country/city life and finally to the 

personification of the mountains of the Dandenong Ranges with their own distinctive 

identities. 

 
In Ernst’s fairy tales she simply takes traditional fairy folk and consigns them to a bush 

environment confident that they will adapt easily. Old Father Time seems as 

comfortable in “a large cave, at the end of a bush gully, in the Blue Mountains of New 

South Wales”. Ernst used the bioluminescence of “glow worms and phosphorescent 

mushrooms, and also by moonlight” to give a “mysterious, weird, and beautiful” 

magical atmosphere (Ernst, 1904c p. 91). Fairyland in Australia is lit biologically rather 

than by traditional magic forces.  

 

Though small in number the references to the bush in Ernst’s philosophical essays are 

distinctive and characterised life in the country and bush environment. These are 

evocative and more eloquent than the descriptions in her fairy tales. 

The setting sun sent his last rays through the window and, for a while, the dust 
motes74 danced their silent dance in the narrow path of light…Out from behind 
the yellow dusty newspaper print hanging by three tacks to the wall, flew a large 
grey moth” (Ernst, 1913h, p.17). 

 

                                                
74	Something	tiny:	a	speck	of	dust,	a	bit	of	fluff,	a	speck	of	gold	in	the	prospector's	pan.	It	is	related	
to	Germanic	words	meaning	"sawdust	or	grit,	tiny	dust	particles."		
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The bush becomes a humbler environment in Songs from the Dandenongs. Ernst writes 

about the “natural beauties of this favourite holiday resort of Melbourne Folk” and 

encouraged the reader to appreciate the wildlife.  

The song of Corhanwarrabul 
It means a place where joys replete— 
Of flying birds and kang’roos fleet, 
Of singing, dancing lyrebirds— 
A place that’s lovely beyond words.  (Waller, 1939, song 2) 
 

In all three books Ernst took the opportunity to address the reader at the end of the story 

or essay. 

Conclusion 
While Ernst took her fairies from her German literary roots she placed them in the bush 

connecting with the Post-Federation need for national symbols. In her philosophical 

essays the natural bush environment becomes metaphor, explaining difficult concepts 

about the natural order of life. Her songs and catalogues are filled with recognisable 

Australian images though they portray Indigenous culture in a manner that attempts, 

unsuccessfully, to respect its heritage.  

 

In the following chapter the response to Ernst’s work at the time it was published is 

examined and contrasted with the negative appraisals of literature critics from the 

1980s. 
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Chapter Ten: Reviews, readership and reception 

Personal Voice 
 

 
Figure 33. Ernst’s books on her writing desk. Photograph, R. Floyd, 2012. 

 

Just after Helen’s passing, I drank tea from a classic 1970s Fire King mug with Henry Dixon (Helen 

Dixon’s husband, Ernst’s son-in-law). Looking at Olga’s own copies of her books I become part of a 

shared reading event as we imagine the child for whom Ernst writes. I’m reminded yet again that, as 

adults, we are unable to divorce ourselves from what we consciously and unconsciously bring to our 

reading of her works: our own cultural and social background and of course, personal knowledge of Olga.  
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Introduction 
In this chapter, I investigate Ernst’s influence on Australian children’s literature by 

evaluating the contemporaneous response to her work in newspaper articles and 

reviews, mapping the geographical distribution of her books through advertisements to 

gauge state and national demand, and through the consideration of responses by 

colleagues and peers.75  

 

The social, political and cultural circumstances of the time frames in which Ernst wrote 

her books include the publishing industry and the influence of technology and distance 

on publication. I contrast the comments of late twentieth century literature critics with 

the appraisal of her contribution by reviewers and readers at the time her books were 

published. 

 

The New Historicist methodology encourages questions about the relationship between 

Ernst as an author and the culture that nurtured her. I consider reviews of her work in 

terms of the expectations of children’s books, reflecting on the author/publisher 

relationship in terms of societal expectations of gender, class and age. I review how 

widely her books were read as well as the nature of her readership in order to evaluate 

these factors in her books’ success. 

 

Discourse about Ernst’s work expressed in reviews, advertisements and correspondence 

provides insights into the contemporaneous cultural surroundings in which her books 

were written. While reviews and responses at the time of publication illustrated that 

Ernst’s work was received favourably in the early 20th century, more recently Australian 

children’s literature critics have been less than enthusiastic.  

 

While acknowledging that “children’s literature works are informed and shaped by the 

authors’ respective value systems”, Sutherland (1985, p. 143) also argued when 

discussing contemporary reactions of discomfort and embarrassment to stereotypes of 

Negro characters in three children’s books written in the 1930s, that history had 

intruded. The societal ideology during the time of writing had evolved into a 

contemporary ideology that found such stereotypes inappropriate (p. 152). Similarly, the 

                                                
75 The periods in which the books were sold. Fairy tales from the land of the Wattle (1904–1906), The 
magic shadow show (1913–1914) Songs from the Dandenongs (1939–1945) 
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Australian critics who reviewed Ernst’s themes, characters and settings in the late 20th 

century were informed by their own ideological assumptions and societal beliefs on 

what constituted an Australian children’s book. 

 

The perspective of childhood within any time frame affects literary criticism, as 

reviewers reflect societal expectations of literature for children. I argue that, although 

criticism of children’s literature began to develop into a legitimate academic field from 

around the 1950s (Hunt,1990, p. 35), a growing consciousness of the cultural 

connection between the child and their society (Shavit, 2010, p. ix) invites, encourages 

and permits a challenge to the perspective and judgment of Ernst’s critics.  

 

Just as the responses of adult or child readers of children’s books are moulded by their 

cultural circumstances, children’s literature critics are products of their own literary and 

socio-cultural environment and chosen theoretical expertise. Societal and theoretical 

perspectives of what constitutes the “ideal” children’s book shape the interpretation of 

these texts. Accepting Thompson’s (1993, p. 5) proposal that judgments about literary 

worth are always relative to the timeframe in which they are made I give voice to 

Ernst’s publishers, reviewers and readers. Their comments indicate how her works were 

viewed at the time they were written.  

  

Challenging the literary judgement of late 21st century literary scholars by reviewing 

Ernst’s work from an earlier perspective is dependent on contemporaneous evidence of 

her books’ reception and audience. Saxby (1997) claimed that criticism of children’s 

books has been “based on the speaker or writer’s view of childhood and on values 

inherent in the society to which the writer belongs” (p. 44). What is judged relevant and 

suitable for children and seen as good literature in one era may be dismissed as 

unsuitable in another. Knuth (2012) maintained that this can be so naturally infused that 

it may be “virtually invisible” to the critic when analysing children’s literature (p. vii). 

Rather than judging Ernst’s works from the perspective of the late 20th century child 

reader, contemporaneous appraisal by readers and friends revealed the impact of Ernst’s 

works on Australian children and adult writers, colleagues and friends.  

 

There are significant challenges when seeking to access any “cultural field” (Kaes, 

1992, p. 150) and Dvořák and Jones (2007) highlighted the limitations imposed when a 
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gap is found to exist between “a life and its archival documentation”.  The researcher 

must extrapolate the “partial relationship between documentation, life and work” (p. 55) 

to make sense of the cultural function of works. There are significant gaps in the 

contemporaneous evidence of responses to Ernst’s work. Ernst’s personal 

correspondence relates only to Songs from the Dandenongs while her handwritten, 

scribbled commentaries about her fairy tales are only found on the flyleaf of Fairy tales 

from the land of the wattle. There are inscriptions on some surviving copies of Songs 

from the Dandenongs. Drafts of stories are limited to those from The magic shadow 

show. Newspaper reviews are accessible as microfiche records and digitised by 

international and national libraries, but only the printers’ invoices for her last book are 

available. While there are responses to Ernst’s books from both adults and children 

most are from within her professional and social circles. Family anecdotes imply the 

truth, as Helen Dixon remembers childhood events and makes observations, but with 

the clouding of her older, adult eye. 

 

While many contemporaneous reviews illustrated that there was approval for Ernst’s 

creation of Australian fairy tales, reviewers and their review comments should also be 

examined from a critical stance. Blank (2007, p. 181) suggested that while reviews are 

significant as they support and influence the economic success of a product, they also 

hold a cultural significance. Reviewers carefully measured early Australian fairy tales 

against their European counterparts and noted their relevance for Australian children. 

One newspaper reviewer alleged with a touch of irony and larrikin humour that the 

colonies were a better environment for European fairies, suggesting that they had, like 

other European peoples, migrated for a better life.  

It may be mentioned that it has transpired that the fairies were so much 
disturbed, during the last 50 years, by iron railways and ploughing in the Old 
Country that they left it for Australia, and it is told in the most interesting and 
simple language how much good they did in this country. (“Australian Fairy 
Tales”, 1879, p. 16) 

Similarly, Ernst’s nursery songs were part of a children’s literature movement that 

specifically created folklore to meet the needs of Australian children: content that 

reflected their own environment, rather than the English countryside in the 1930s and 

1940s (Holden, 1992, p. vii). It is fruitful to examine Ernst’s songs within their original 

socio-cultural context and evaluate them in terms of the literary expectations of 
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Australian children’s books retrospectively to uncloak the notion of Australian identity 

encapsulated within them. 

 

Books for children are published and reviewed by adults, commonly purchased by 

adults and reflect fashionable trends and adult bias about what is suitable for children’s 

consumption, as well as what is most popular with children. Unfortunately, evaluation 

of children’s literature is hampered by the difficulty of ascertaining and measuring 

juvenile response. Stevenson (2011) conjectured that books are generally vulnerable to 

damage and children’s books, especially popular ones, “regularly get loved to death”  

(p. 182) and consequently do not survive in large numbers. Ernst’s original copy of 

Fairy tales of the land of the wattle, is one such example of being “over read”: stuck 

together with masking tape and with cardboard flaking from the cover, the result of 

having had two generations of readers. 

 

Ironically, Stevenson (2011) suggested less-read books might survive better and be 

more accessible to children’s literature historians. The implication of this argument is 

that the critique of early Australian children’s literature by contemporary literature 

historians may be biased towards those books that have survived. Children’s books that 

were well read, borrowed more often from libraries, printed on less robust papers, or 

had small print runs may have had the misfortune to become lost or forgotten, and 

remain unknown.  

The State Library of Victoria copy of Fairy tales from the land of the wattle, originally 

catalogued for the Public Library of Victoria in October 1904, is in reasonable 

condition. There are thumbprints across the pages, a heritage from the days of pen and 

ink and smudged fingers. The bottom right-hand corners where the book has been 

turned are dirty, with the occasional smear left by an unknown material. Of all the 

stories, the pages of “The fire elves” are particularly badly damaged with marks around 

the border of the drawings and across the words that I venture to suggest indicates a 

much-read tale. Although the cover of the self-published Songs from the Dandenongs 

was of stiff stapled card, it was published when paper resources were in short supply.  

Labelled ‘flimsy’ by antique book resellers, the covers of most copies have faded from a 

soft green to grey (Advertisement [Timebooksellers], 2012). 
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Acknowledging Australian identity in Ernst’s fairy tales 
Reviewers of Ernst’s fairy tales made the connection between the motifs found in 

Ernst’s fairy tales and those in European fairy tales. One reviewer from The Chemist 

and Druggist of Australasia impressed on all readers that Ernst’s “stories breathe the air 

of scrub and bush, with a strange intermingling of fairy lore, which is the heritage of 

older countries” (“Not Half Bad”, 1904, p. vi). The World’s News reviewer suggested 

“this book will undoubtedly increase the interest in Australian subjects, and delight at 

the same time” (“Among the new books”, 1904, p. 30). Ernst’s fairy tales meshed 

traditional images with the Australian environment and were applauded for tapping into 

a market need, giving traditional fairy tales an Australian identity.  
 

 
Knuth (2012) called this formation of a national identity in children’s literature the “gift 

of root and wings” (p. viii), highlighting the importance of writers building on previous 

literary traditions to create and shape new storytelling conventions. One reviewer of 

Ernst’s fairy tales furnished an example of this re-shaping of the old, suggesting a 

metaphor that implied new growth from old stock:  

While retaining the old-world form of fairy-tale telling [Ernst]…has grafted in 
clever and delicate fancies. This is specially the case in the first story, The 
Origin of the Wattle. (“From Messrs”, 1904, p. 4)  

 

Three decades later, reviews of Songs from the Dandenongs similarly focus on its 

Australian content and their potential for shaping of national identity. Initially, it was 

the favourable response by the Melbourne public to her series of poems entitled 

“Mountain Personalities” after they were published in The Age Literary Section (Weller 

[sic] 16 April 1938) that inspired Ernst to ask Jean Fraser to write a musical 

accompaniment to each poem. Ernst wrote two more poems and re-published them as a 

book of songs for children. 

 

Various attempts to develop an Australian flavour by adding local ingredients to create 

Indigenous nursery verse can be traced from early European settlement. A critic from 

The Courier-Mail reflected on this phenomenon suggesting that:  

The English people have a richer stock of nursery rhymes than any other 
European nation. No other European people has anything to compare with them, 
and Australian writers of nursery rhymes have followed, though with an Austral 
setting, the genius of this English tradition. (“Nursery Rhymes”, 1938, p. 4) 
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The quest to include geological features in poetry and song that were appealing to 

children was appreciated and acknowledged in the Victorian Teachers Aid and 

Education Gazette and Journal. A.B.L (1939) commented that the manner in which the 

trees, clouds and hills converse is original and that by highlighting the beauty of the 

Dandenong Ranges the book should “appeal to all Australians” (A.B.L, 1939, p. 311).  

 

Jonathan Swift, columnist for The Sun News-Pictorial,76 mentioned Ernst’s work in his 

column “Here, There and Everywhere” with its light-hearted focus on items of local and 

national interest. Swift raised a legitimate point of view when he questioned Ernst’s 

impassioned preamble which suggested that Europeans with their “generally 

materialistic outlook upon life, have … the spiritual insight to weave poetic concepts 

into the very names and structures of hills and mountains around our great city” 

(Waller, 1939, Foreword). Swift seemed perplexed by this introduction and did not see 

the connection between Ernst’s personalising of the mountains and her plea for 

reclaiming and rescuing the almost vanished old Aboriginal legends. Swift observed 

that despite this abstruseness the nursery songs “have a sweet simplicity that contrasts 

strangely with the foreword in the booklet” (“Here, There and Everywhere”, 1939, 

November 20). It seemed that her introduction in Songs from the Dandenongs, though 

mystifying to Swift, did not deter purchasers.  

 

Others did see the connection Ernst as had intended and R.S. Troll responded that it “is 

a great pleasure to find someone writing about our lovely Eastern Skyline, its early 

peoples and legends” (letter, 3 September, 1939). Coulson, a Shire Historian at 

Horsham, who as a rural reviewer and historian may have been more discerning, 

responded to Ernst when she supplied some information about the source of an 

Aboriginal name for “Corhanwarrabul” that, “we should try to cultivate a local tradition 

when such rich historical background exists” (letter, 24 September, 1955).  

Personal papers 
The letters received by Ernst can be categorised into three types: from sellers, from 

potential educational consumers and from friends. Those who responded to Ernst and 

whose letters remain in her personal papers were friends and colleagues to whom she 

                                                
76 A morning daily tabloid newspaper in Melbourne, Australia, established in 1922. For more than fifty 
years it was the Australian newspaper with the largest circulation. 
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chose to send complimentary copies, either out of friendship or as a clever marketing 

tool, hoping that they would recommend the book for purchase.  

 

The letters also give a small indication of how Ernst’s books were read, who read them 

and why. Ernst was somewhat fair-handed keeping both letters of rejection and 

appreciation. Ten thankyou letters in her personal papers indicate that copies of Songs 

from the Dandenongs were sent to colleagues in education, church friends and 

acquaintances. Charities like the Red Cross Walkabout Appeal (M. Drury, letter,  

29 August, 1939) raised money for their organisations through the sale of books 

donated by Ernst.  

 

The letters Ernst received indicated that the correspondents appreciated the local setting 

of her subject and applauded its Australian identity. Marion Sinclair wrote that: 

Our hills are a delightful source and inspiration, and I sometimes wonder that 
little seems to be written about them. I hope the Guides, and others too, will find 
much pleasure in singing the songs, and in learning something about the origin 
of the names and the different peaks, which is a most interesting feature of the 
book. (letter, 18 September, 1939) 
 

Mabel Sutherland acknowledged that she had: 

always been keenly interested in using our beautiful animals for real Australian 
nursery rhyme stories and although at times I have gathered a lot of nature study 
material I have never been able to get further than the dream. (letter, n.d.) 

 
Highlighting the dearth of Australian content in comparison to British works available 

for children, R. Smythe replied on behalf of the Melbourne Public Library, penning 

words of encouragement: 

We want very much more of this sort of thing and less of the English ideas…They 
should be very popular with children who should feel they are something of their 
own, something understandable indeed. (letter, August 8, 1939) 
 

Margaret McFarland, Principal of the Kindergarten Teachers College, agreed, 

responding to Ernst that she was “very glad to know these really Australian songs 

because we have been wishing for such music” (letter, October 17, 1939). 

Advertising and book sales  
Finding contemporaneous newspaper advertisements in microfiche and digitised records 

testified the extent to which Ernst’s first book penetrated the states of New South 

Wales, Tasmania, South Australia and Queensland. They indicated Fairy tales from the 
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land of the wattle was sold between 1904 and 1906 and later in 1918 as a new book. It 

was advertised extensively during October to January in 1904 and featured in the 

following newspapers: The Argus, The Australasian, The Chemist and Druggist of 

Australasia, The Cobar Herald, The Gundagai Times and Tumut, Adelong and 

Murrumbidgee District Advertiser, The Peak Hill Express, The Register, The Sydney 

Morning Herald, The Sunday Times, The South Australian Advertiser, The Victorian 

Education Gazette and Teachers' Aid and The World’s News. The advertisements were 

supported by reviews in some newspapers.  

 

Eighteen months later it was sold in Coles Book Arcade. Edward William Cole, a 

bookseller began his success story in 1865, by establishing a bookstall in Melbourne 

selling new and second hand books (Muir, 1996). Cole had obviously secured a bargain, 

because Fairy tales from the land of the wattle was advertised in The Argus in 1906 for 

sale at Cole’s and Mullen’s for the price of one shilling and six pence—a saving of one 

shilling on the original price of two shillings and six pence. In 1918, Myers Emporium 

offered the book for sale as a Friday night special in the bargain basement section 

(“Display advertising”, 1918). It was advertised as a new book but there is no evidence 

that it was a reprint. 

 

After such a flurry of advertising for her first book, The magic shadow show and Songs 

from the Dandenongs fared less well in newspapers. The market had changed: cheap 

children’s books had flooded the market, advertising had become more expensive and 

both The magic shadow show and Songs from the Dandenongs were published in times 

when materials and manpower were in short supply—the cusp of World War I and the 

beginning of World War II respectively (Sheahan-Bright, 2004, p. 75; Alison, 2001,  

p. 34).  

 

Advertisements were more expensive than the free review, and reviews were sought by 

providing free copies to newspapers and educational journals. Graham (2005, p. 48) 

cited the cost for advertising in The Argus between 1895 and 1900, four years before 

Ernst published as two shillings for twenty-four words, for an advertisement to be 

inserted once. This was only slightly cheaper that the cost of the book at two shillings 

and sixpence. The magic shadow show was reviewed in Launceston (Examiner, 1913) 

Sydney (The Sydney Morning Herald, 1914) and Rutherglen (Rutherglen Sun, 1914). 
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Advertisements for The magic shadow show indicated that in the country areas where 

Ernst taught, there was extra advertising. Ernst herself may have been involved in the 

promotion and/or supported by local businesses. It may also be considered recognition 

of her appeal to a country readership. These newspapers include the Rutherglen Sun and 

Chiltern Valley Advertiser and The Maitland Daily Mercury. The book was also 

advertised in larger city newspapers such as The Sydney Morning Herald and Punch 

(Melbourne). Songs from the Dandenongs is only mentioned once in the new books 

sections of a newspaper  (“New books”, 1939) but is reviewed in the Sun News-

Pictorial (“Here, there and everywhere”, 1939). 

Publication & marketing challenges 
The marketing and success of Fairy tales from the land of the wattle had been the 

responsibility of Ernst’s publishers, McCarron Bird and Co., and her dealings with them 

ceased with their payment to her. There was no obligation on the part of publishing 

companies to pay royalties, as there is now, and a one off payment was the expectation. 

She had no control over the marketing of her book. Dixon said that she had a sense that 

her mother (Ernst) “had felt less than successful with the sales of her first two books” 

(interview, May 22, 2009), and I imagine that having control over the sale and 

marketing of her final book was appealing  

 

Ernst had explored publication of her nursery songs with Collin’s Music House, but the 

reply was disheartening. Due to the “dull state” of the sheet music market, Collin’s 

Music House was not prepared to “do anything with” the manuscript, although 

admitting the songs were “nice numbers” (L. T. Collins, letter, 15 November, 1938). 

They agreed to publish the manuscript if Ernst paid the cost of publishing at an 

approximate cost of 20 pounds for 1000 copies. This was too expensive, and undeterred 

by the notion that her work was too localised, Ernst obtained a loan in her own name 

and printed her book. Her faith in the worth of the verses had been reinforced by their 

publication in The Age newspaper (1938, April 16, p. 3). 

 

Ernst self-published Songs from the Dandenongs using a local Brighton printer at a cost 

of 30 pounds. There was a mixed response to her work by the major music and 

bookstores. Robertson and Mullins took copies as did Messers Whitcomb and Tomb, 

but Gordon and Gotch did not (letters, Robertson and Mullins, 1939, Gordon and 
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Gotch, 1939, H. Garner, Whitcomb and Tomb, 1940, 1941). Twenty-six copies of 

Songs from the Dandenongs were returned by Whitcomb and Tombs Pty. Ltd because 

“so many have gone into camp and the A.I.F that we are unable to keep up detailed 

work required” (G. Garner, letter, 1941). Allan and Co, music publishers who became 

more active from the 1930s (Muir, 1996, p. x) wrote to Ernst and explained that they 

had a large body of similar works that were already well known. This may have been a 

gentle way of rejecting an unknown author whose work was targeted to a local 

Victorian place and not seen as suitable for a broad general audience.  

 

It was a difficult time to choose to become an author-publisher. Ernst’s rhymes with 

musical accompaniment were written at the end of the 1930s, at the beginning of World 

War II, at a time when the financial costs of publishing were not conducive to the 

“frivolous” publication of children’s verse (Holden, 1992, p. 66). Despite this, on 

reprinting in 1940 Ernst persisted in attempting to have her book restocked by the 

bigger city book and music shops as evidenced in the letter received from Maude Little: 

Re: your charming little booklet “SONGS FROM THE DANDENONGS".  
Our salesman was quite right in telling you that I had submitted this to a number 
of music committees for their Juvenile Competitions, but I regret that up to date, 
it has not been accepted. However, I have such faith in your collection, that I 
will still continue to submit them with hopes that they will be chosen sometime 
or other, and if so I shall advise you. Unfortunately for you, we have a very large 
collection in our own catalogue of similar works which have already become 
well-known, but I will endeavour to fetch your collection in front of the public. 
(February 28, 1940) 

Galleries and tourist shops in the Yarra Valley area approximately 60 kilometres from 

the city of Melbourne including Potters Sanctuary, Kalorama, The Studios, Healesville, 

Mountain Gallery, Mount Dandenong and Marysville, were more receptive. City 

booksellers were not as willing to stock their shelves with what they stated was of only 

local interest. Mr. Tait (Allan & Co., letter, 2 November, 1938) expressed the opinion 

that the songs would have “no significance except to Melbourne residents who are 

familiar with the Dandenongs”. He further explained that only songs on general topics 

had a chance of success. Booksellers in the area around the mountains, however, found 

the book a worthwhile addition to their stock and asked for repeat orders. Ernst printed 
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the book three times, to provide stock for these local shops as well as offering it to other 

educational and children’s community service organisations.77 

Marketing to an educational audience 
While a small number of copies of The Songs from the Dandenongs were sent to 

friends, a larger number, estimated at one percent78 of the total printed based on the 

letters kept in her V.I.P. (very important papers)  shoe box, were sent to educational 

institutions, people in positions of leadership or those with whom Ernst had an 

educational or collegiate association. Ernst, a dedicated educator, believed that her 

songs were a useful addition to the school curriculum or a children’s group activity and 

in the absence of newspaper reviews and advertising, strategically disseminated her 

book. Most of the responses to her “gift” arrived the month after the book was 

published, indicating that Ernst had posted the book to prospective customers and 

reviewers as soon as it had been printed. Ernst was a keen self-promoter as well as an 

educator.  

 

Potential users were targeted with the hope of a review in educational magazines or 

promotion to student teachers: The Education Department of Victoria, Elsternwick 

Convent and School, Presbyterian Ladies Colleges at Ballarat and East Melbourne, The 

Girl Guide Association, the Victorian Teachers Union, the Kindergarten Training 

College and The Melbourne Public Library. Further copies were sent to friends and 

colleagues in suburbs of Melbourne, such as Brighton, Bayswater, Camberwell, Mont 

Albert, Kallista, Kew, Ivanhoe, Mooroolbark and Sandringham.  

 

Approval and recommendations of Songs from the Dandenongs discovered in Ernst’s 

personal papers indicated that teaching colleagues, hungry for literature that reflected 

Australian identity, detailed the potential for her songs and teacher notes in educational 

settings in their replies. Fred Thomas of the Victorian Teachers Union (official letter, 

November 6, 1939) mentioned how pleased their reviewer is, that it will “arouse interest 

in teachers” and promised a review in the Victorian Teachers Union Journal. Agnes 

Robertson (letter, September 29, 1939) advised Ernst that she intended to advertise it to 

Melbourne Teachers College students as a worthwhile resource. Heska declared it 

                                                
77 1939, 1940, 1945. 
78 Approximately 2000 copies printed.  
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would have “wide appeal to schools” (letter, October 3, 1939). Charles Long who was 

the editor of the Victorian School Papers (letter, October 1,1939) enthusiastically 

described how Songs from the Dandenongs was placed on his piano giving him 

pleasure: 

What is often in my mind is how can it be made known to teachers far and wide?  
Teachers of intelligence and enthusiasm will receive not only knowledge but 
inspiration from its papers. Not only will they use it, in their teaching, but they 
will in some cases, I’m sure, take it as an example of what may be done in their 
own environment.  

Practical, organised and confident, Ernst would have been well aware of the usefulness 

of sending complimentary copies to those of educational influence. Thankyou letters for 

copies were received from the Chief Inspector of Schools, Principals of The Star of the 

Sea College, Presbyterian Ladies College and the Kindergarten Training College (letter, 

R. Flynn, 5 September, 1939; S. Lardi, 3 September, 1939; M. F. B. Neilson, 1 

September, 1939; M. McFarland, 17 October, 1939) and those who replied were pleased 

to recommend them to teaching staff for either performances or classroom use. There 

are inferences that the book would be recommended to the teaching community of Star 

of the Sea School, in Sebastian Lardi’s thank you letter (1939), and Chief Inspector 

Flynn (letter, 1939) believed Ernst’s Songs from the Dandenongs “should be welcomed 

in the schools”.  

With some reservation, McFarland (1939) stated the songs would be better suited to 

older students and were not suitable for kindergarten children, but offered to pass them 

on to student teachers. Thomas, secretary of the Victorian Teachers Union, replied to 

William Waller, who used his own contacts to promote his wife’s book, “it is certainly a 

good idea to familiarize these hills to the children in our schools” (F. Thomas, letter,  

30 October, 1939). Ernst also sent samples to the Victorian Girl Guides who responded 

warmly and informed her that her songs would be performed (M. Drury, letter, 17 

September, 1939). 

 

Not only were Ernst’s songs seen as a valuable teaching resource, they became a small 

lightweight campfire book, while music teachers found them suitable for public 

performances. The Girl Guides took fifty copies to sell at their Walkabout event in the 

Melbourne Town Hall where various Guide companies set up stalls selling the products 

of their district to raise money for the Red Cross (Unknown, letter, 1939).  
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Clare Bayne, one of the first Junior Red Cross members in Brighton remembered 

enjoying singing the songs her leader had written (Best, email, 2013). Some of the 

songs were broadcast on radio (J. Fraser, letter, 1939) and Daisy Jeeves inquired about 

their inclusion in a musical program she was coordinating (letter, September 9, 1940). 

Jeeves described the words and music as, “typically Australian”. Elizabeth McQuire 

(interview, July 17, 2012) fondly remembered, as a schoolgirl, the songs being sung at 

the Esperance School Speech Night (Speech Night Program, 12 December, 1939) where 

Ernst’s daughters were pupils.  

 

It could be suggested that the contemporaneous responses to Ernst’s fairy tales and 

approving comments in Ernst’s personal letters carry more weight than the memories of 

elderly guides and past pupils due to their distance from performance. However, these 

examples indicate that the songs remained in childhood memories as reasonably 

significant and favourable recollections. Collectively, their responses offer an indication 

that Ernst’s works were used and enjoyed.  

Bookplates, inscriptions and marginalia 

Reviewers of Ernst’s books and letters to the author were from a select group partially 

chosen by Ernst and her publishers. The circumstance of their acquisition by readers is 

more difficult to trace.  Bookplates, inscriptions, book stamps and marginalia are all 

evidence of former owners. Were Ernst’s books acquired as gifts or reward books? 

Were they part of a school library or a later collection of rare or important books?  Were 

they gifted for friendship or sent as a marketing tool?  Who distributed them and why? 

Careful examination of inscriptions, bookplates and book stamps in Ernst’s books 

establishes distribution, intent and acceptance by a particular audience or audiences. 

 

Bookplates reveal who acquired the books and the stature and reputation of the 

collector. They also suggest the demographic of the readership. Bookplates on two of 

the fifteen copies of Ernst’s three books in State, National and International libraries 

indicated that they were preserved in two major literature collections. Morrison (2011, 

p. 266) maintained that collectors are driven by both personal and philanthropic 

purposes, and that the understanding of their choice indicates the worth of the books 

contained within the collection. The conditions for the collections imposed by their 
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collectors differ. Fairy tales from the land of the wattle in the State Library of South 

Australia bears the bookplate of Josiah Symon. As one of the books in his extensive 19th 

century gentleman’s library of 7500 volumes, it is in excellent condition. This suggests 

that it was preserved as a book of significance and rather than being read, it was 

collected. There are two copies of The magic shadow show in The Joyce Thorpe 

Nicholson Collection (University Melbourne Special Collections) a major collection of 

books written by, and about Australian women. Ernst has been be recognised in a 

collection established to perpetuate our knowledge and protection of Australian 

women’s authorship history. 

 

Inscriptions are more than signatures and carry the fundamental idea that writing and 

books can be shared, owned or given away (Piper, 2009, p. 137). Inscriptions found in 

copies of Songs from the Dandenongs revealed that the book was sent to friends and 

teaching colleagues; Lil, Sister Aquin, Elsa and was inscribed with warm sentiments. 

Though few in number, the inscriptions indicate that Ernst was a thoughtful friend, as 

she noted, “happy times and memories” when inscribing a book to a Teachers Training 

College colleague (inscription to Sister Aquin, 1938). She gave the books not only to 

those who could market it for her, but also to those with whom Ernst had a fond 

relationship.  

 
Figure 34. Inscription in a copy of  Songs from the Dandenongs: to Sister Aquin. 
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Beyond the “well-wishing”, the handwritten inscriptions by Ernst are a form of 

communication between Ernst and her reader, giving a private sentiment “a publicness” 

(Piper, 2009, p. 133). Piper argued that the private becomes public when any work 

containing an inscription is given away, loaned or borrowed by others. The researcher 

has a small window into the thoughts and expressions contained in any inscription that 

finds its way into the public domain. The eight known copies of Fairy tales from the 

land of the wattle in international, national and state libraries yielded nothing in the way 

of identifying markers. One for sale had been rebound, eliminating any opportunity to 

find evidence left by previous owners on the endpapers (“Fairy tales from the land of 

the wattle”, Advertisement, May 1, 2012). Inscriptions have been found in The magic 

shadow show and some copies of Songs from the Dandenongs. While the dedications in 

each book absorbed Ernst’s private intent, cultural and social beliefs and gave them a 

sanctioned public voice, her handwritten inscriptions are an autobiographical text that 

allows a glimpse of the person behind the author.  

 

There is also some substantiation that others recognised the importance of her writing 

through the process of giving or loaning books. The link between Songs from the 

Dandenongs and previous books in her maiden name was recognised. A copy of The 

magic shadow show, in the Joyce Nicholson Collection, University of Melbourne has 

the inscription “To Mrs. McCarthy I thought you might be interested in this earlier 

effort of your friend, Olga Waller”. Ernst, herself, may have conceded that use of her 

married name hampered recognition and acknowledgement of her previous books and 

when giving her books signed often with both her married and maiden name, “With best 

wishes from Olga Ernst Waller”. 

 

Marks of ownership on books indicate provenance and while bookplates and book 

stamps are direct evidence, often marginalia give clues that pinpoint readership, or 

author intent (Piper, 2009, p. 33). Marginalia hint at interpretations of text from a 

different time and culture, giving critical insight into texts, the readers and their authors 

(Fendt, Della Costa, Kelley & Zhang, 2012, para 3). Traces of an earlier Ernst, her 

integrity, her attention to detail and a need to have her achievements recognised by her 

peers is revealed in the handwritten notes scribbled on the pages of her books  

(H. Dixon, interview, February 23, 2009). 
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Figure 35. Flyleaf of Ernst’s copy of Fairy tales from the land of the wattle.  

Photographed and reprinted with permission  

 

Ernst’s indignation is clear as she wrote in reply to the reviewer who suspected an 

“unseen friendly and sympathetic revision by some older hand” (“Not Half Bad”, 1904, 

p. iv). The review pasted on the flyleaf of her own copy of Fairy tales from the land of 
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the wattle has scribbled next to it a vehement “‘No!’ The MSS was sent without my 

mother’s knowledge.” Ernst noted that she gave the money to her mother to help in 

supporting the family. Ernst who had no control over the final editing of her earlier 

book corrected typographical errors in the copies of The magic shadow show she gave 

to family members. 

Bookseller stickers and stamps indicate who sold the book and where they were sold. 

One copy of Fairy tales from the land of the wattle bears the sticker of James Dally, Old 

and Rare Books in South Australia, bought in a box lot sale when the business was 

closed and is now in the Rare Book Collection at the Hugh Ransom Centre, University 

of Texas. Other book stamps have remained untraceable. Advertisements in newspapers 

are more reliable and indicated which stock was promoted, the stature of the book 

selling company and its relationship with the printing company.  

Reward books 
Reward books became popular as an end of year prize for good behaviour and  

achievement in schools, adopted from the British Sunday School tradition of giving  

books for attendance and good behaviour by Australian Sunday Schools (Kociumbas,  

1997, p. 49). As in Britain, the practice transferred to, and became institutionalised  

within the school system. Publishers took the opportunity to print and advertise books 

that were suitable for this purpose and commonly had a moral message that mirrored 

societal expectations (Reynolds, 2008, p.190). Lists of suitable books were published to 

guide teachers. This recommendation of books that would promote good values and had 

an educational aspect appealed to not only to teachers, but also to parents and relatives.  

 

The Education Gazette, the Victorian teachers’ journal, recognised the reward book 

potential of Fairy tales from the land of the wattle recommending that, “in this book 

buying time of the year, we trust that teachers will remember this book” (“New books”, 

1904, p. 77). While reward books were given for excellent conduct and attendance, their 

function was also to promote good behaviour as well as to be enjoyed (Grenby, 2008,  

p. 187). It was also suggested that Fairytales from the land of the wattle was “an 

attractive present for children” (“Published Daily”, 1904, p. 77). Recommending it as a 

suitable book for a prize indicates that reviewers recognised the worth of Ernst’s book.  
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Conclusion 
Although Ernst gained attention in the public sphere for all her works, it was brief. Her 

first two books disappeared after one print run, and are found only in university and 

state library collections. The third fared better and was republished twice, mainly due to 

her astute and clever marketing. Mapping the geographical distribution of her books 

through advertisements and reviews has allowed state and national demand to be 

analysed to indicate that as the content of her books became more targeted to a specific, 

and smaller market, promotion channels reduced. While her fairy tale book held broad 

appeal for children and parents and was sold in four states, her philosophical essays 

were principally attractive to a localised academic readership. Ernst’s final book of 

songs targeted educators but due to its restricted geographical content did not reach the 

national market. 

 

The response to her fairy tales and songs in newspaper articles, reviews and personal 

letters was mostly positive and centred, as Ernst intended, on the incorporation of 

Australia into her works. Hunt (2001) stated children’s literature mirrors “what society 

wishes itself to be seen as, and … subconsciously and retrospectively, what it is actually 

like” (p. 8). Though Ernst’s location of Australia in fairy worlds and songs was 

dismissed by critics in the last decades of the twentieth century, reviews of her work at 

the time they were published indicate that Ernst’s quest to incorporate Australian 

themes in her text met the expectations and values of each era. 
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Chapter Eleven: Conclusion  

Personal Voice 

 

Fine art photographer Robyn Campbell attended one of my presentations on early Australian fairy tales in 

2013 and was inspired to document Ernst’s life in a visual representation. Campbell chose to represent the 

time period in which Ernst lived in Adelaide attending pupil teacher school. Campbell felt this was a happy 

time.  

 

In the resulting image the items arranged on the desk tell Ernst’s story. There is a suitcase (circa 1907), 

an “under sixteen” child’s train ticket, photos and postcards, ink and quill pens and a pharmaceutical glass 

bottle from the 1900s with a sprig of wattle in it, acknowledging her father’s profession as a chemist and 

her mother’s love of the bush. A copy of Fairy tales from the land of the wattle (perhaps the first copy from 

the publishers) is sitting on the desk on a pile of books.  

 

As the eye meanders across the table, the threads and themes that appear in Ernst’s books are 

communicated through the placement of objects, working together to build Ernst’s story.  

 
 

Figure 36. A fairy tale writer. © Robyn Campbell, 2013.
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The impetus for this thesis was my research into early Australian children’s literature 

(1870-1910) for an education degree. I was intrigued to discover that before May 

Gibbs’ iconic fantasy creatures Snugglepot and Cuddlepie (Gibbs, 1918) populated the 

bush there were European-style fairies somewhat awkwardly inhabiting the Australian 

landscape. These old-world fantasy creatures had been transported in the memories and 

literatures of the early white settlers and transposed into their new environment, the 

bush. Literary scholars at the end of the 20th century had discounted these fairy folk as 

an introduced species, and suggested that they were not authentic and had been placed 

inappropriately in the Australian environment.  

 

As one of the early fairy tale writers, Ernst’s establishment of Australian bush fantasy 

evolved from a German-Australian perspective, a consequence of her early life within 

the Melbourne German Lutheran community. Though Ernst’s fairy tales, philosophical 

essays and songs integrate classic and time-honoured literary forms they present her 

own construct of an Australian national identity through factually accurate descriptions 

of flora and fauna.  

 

Australian identity in Ernst’s works is affixed to “the bush” rather than to a British 

backdrop of fields and fiefdoms. This subtle indicator of an alternative perspective 

offered the Australian child an opportunity to question those views of place and identity 

in books by writers of British background, or those with less understanding of the 

natural environment.  

 

Ernst wrote within the constraints and challenges of specific socio-cultural contexts. 

Located within the Australian landscape, her fairy tales presented problematic issues 

from her own experiences to construct the foci that emerge in her works: the importance 

of home and education, frugality, sacrifice, gender and race. Her songs present the local 

geological environment by personifying the mountains near her home. Reflective of her 

academic life Ernst’s philosophical essays exhibit her questioning approach to the 

general and fundamental nature of beliefs and values. A strong autobiographical tone 

underpins the issues that Ernst’s characters face, and there are clear connections 

between her experiences and significant events in her life and her writings.  
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While Ernst’s purposeful teaching is clear and discernible in all of her writing there are 

also revealing examples of what Modjeska (2014) described in her study of women 

writers as being “often double voiced, simultaneously conforming or rebelling”  

(p. 407). Ernst’s characters and plots indicate contradictory ideas about gender: some 

female characters adventure, while others acquiesce to a domestic life. 

 

Applying New Historicist methodology to structure the interplay between the text, and 

contexts led to my search for other sources. Campbell’s photograph (Figure 36) is a 

visual representation of the richness of the sources: the personal papers, archival 

records, and family photographs collected, collated and accessed during the course of 

this research. The socio-cultural contribution of these artefacts to the analysis of Ernst’s 

texts, coupled with the information from secondary sources, familial anecdotes and 

samples of earlier drafts of her writing, enabled an examination of how each genre 

incorporated the experiences of Ernst’s life and her sense of “Australia”.  

 

This research was limited by the condition and accessibility of primary sources. Those 

sources available were limited to newspapers that were held in libraries and archives in 

German and English, Ernst’s own personal papers and interviews with relatives. Though 

primary sources are offered as unfiltered, they remain incomplete. In the future, further 

primary or secondary sources may be unearthed, which could illuminate different 

aspects of this scholarship, add further commentary and may change the critical 

perspective of Ernst’s contribution to Australian children’s literature. 

 

In brief, the reception of Ernst’s works by contemporaneous reviewers and 

correspondents highlights her significant contribution to an Australian identity in 

literature for Australian children. I note the disparity between these appraisals, and the 

comments of recent literary critics and reviewers who argue that the placement of 

European fantasy creatures in Australian settings was inappropriate. Subsequently, this 

thesis has argued for the significance of Ernst’s contribution to an Australian identity in 

Australian children’s literature. 

 

The importance of analysing the nature of inequality, gender politics and patriarchy in 

Australian children’s literature of the past, and present and its relationship to socio-

cultural contexts is worthy of further scholarship. Continuing research is needed to 
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better understand the group of writers, women and men of previous eras, whose work 

has been overlooked, as the body of Australian children’s literature grows and evolves. 

Books that were once preserved and confined to special collections, inaccessible to the 

general public, are now available to a global audience through access to digitised online 

collections. The possibility exists for a new readership for those writers who have been 

forgotten, such as Ernst. 

 

This dissertation has analysed Ernst’s distinctive contribution to the imagining of 

Australia in Australian children’s literature presenting the elements of self, culture and 

experience, in her writing. Her eloquent and explanatory descriptions of Australian 

fauna and flora and use of the geographic themes of location and place infused an 

Australian identity that she deemed important to impart to her readership through her 

fairy tales, songs, and some of her essays.  

 

The complexities that make Ernst’s writing distinctive—her German-Australian 

background, her inclusion of known place, setting and incorporation of natural sciences 

into her writing—deserve to be recognised. I argue that within Australian children’s 

literature her contribution is not only valid in its own right, but that it allowed, and 

perhaps encouraged, later writers to imagine magical beings inhabiting a fairyland 

located in the Australian bush.
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Interview Questions 
 
Interview 1 with Helen Dixon on October 12, 1994 at Mt. Dandenong Primary 

School 

These notes were transcribed and include a timeline written by Helen Dixon. 

It intrigues me that at the age of sixteen Olga wrote Fairy tales from the land of the 

wattle.  

• Do you recollect how/why she wrote the book/s?  
• What memories do you have of her writing?  
• Can you describe her, in terms of her role in the family/ambitions/teaching 

career?  
• Are the any special items, events or anecdotes that you connect with your 

mother’s writing?   
• What family memories/events were talked about in your family? Why do you 

thinks they were so important? 
 

Interview 2 with Helen Dixon on July 6, 2008 in Heathmont 

The aim was to clarify dates, timeline, and family history and was transcribed. 

This was an informal, conversational interview with no predetermined questions, in 

order to remain as open and adaptable as possible to Dixon’s frailty, her nature and 

priorities. It was conducted in my home. This was an opportunity to review the 

information given to me over fifteen years earlier. The interview notes were transcribed. 

 

Interview 3 with Helen Dixon on February 23, 2009 at her home 

Discussion about family tree and clarification of information sourced from digitised 

newspapers that related to book reviews. Interview transcribed and photographs of 

artefacts taken. 

• Can we talk about the significance of these dates?  
• Check the names of siblings? Spouses? 
• How /why did the family emigrate from Germany?  
• What was school/teaching like for Ernst? What were her best and worst 

subjects? Where did she attend grade school? High school? University 
• Did Olga have any special interests? Did she belong to any special groups? 
• What was her reaction to reviews of her books? 
• What world events had the most impact on her?  
• Family traditions?  
• What stories have come down to you about your parents? grandparents?  
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Interview 4 with Helen Dixon at her home on April 29, 2009.  

Helen Dixon and I looked through the letters in the V.I.P. box together. This interview 

was transcribed and items photographed. 

• Tell me about… 
• What was the significance…? 
• Why was this so important…? 

 

Interview 5 with Helen Dixon at her home. May 22, 2009. 

Reviewing some of my analysis of events arising from early interviews. 

This interview was transcribed.   

• Sibling rivalry 
• Father’s death 
• Attitude to Indigenous Australians 
• Self-publishing 
 

Interview 6 with Helen Dixon at her home. October 18, 2010. 

This interview was transcribed.  Reflection on previous conversations. 

 

While standing downstairs in her Grandmother’s room, Aunt Elsa’s Mona Lisa smiled 

faintly at the incongruity of precious Dresden china (that had sailed to Victoria in 

1858) sitting on a cabinet side by side with a ‘white elephant sale’ Dresden copy. Helen 

said, “I don’t have anything more to show you. You’ve got everything now.” That was 

our last formal interview. 
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Appendix B: Synopsis of each tale in Fairy tales from the land of the wattle. 
 

“The origin of the wattle”, pp. 11–14. 

As the waters of Lake Eyre recede, plants and animals perish or migrate and a race of 

fairies with golden hair that inhabit the area is in danger of extinction. A successful 

appeal to Oberon, king of the fairy tribes, ensures they are changed into wattle trees 

with their hair becoming beautiful golden blooms. The seeds of the wattle have the 

ability to survive drought and bushfire ensuring their immortality. Usefully, the wattle 

fairies also provide early settlers with wattling for their huts. 

 

“The fire elves”, pp. 15–19. 

The sparks from a man’s pipe create some mischievous fire elves. They fuel a bushfire 

that races towards a small cottage with ferocious speed. Children express delight at the 

“beautiful flames”. Men rally from the surrounding area armed with wet bags 

determined to beat it. Just when it seems they will fail, rain falls and destroys the elves. 

 

“The fairy of the vase,” pp. 21–26. 

The fairy of the Japanese vase on the mantelpiece is enthralled by the stories of 

Strasburg by the clock and other fireplace ornaments. A spray of wattle placed in the 

vase encourages the fairy with her friend to adventure through the window and into the 

paddock beyond. They listen to the wisdom of the wattle tree and return contented. 

 

“Sunradia”, pp. 27–44. 

This four-chapter story follows the fairy Sunradia, the guardian of birds, flowers and 

insects, during a day in her life.  She is rewarded for healing a wounded butterfly by 

being taken to meet the goblins of the Earth and Water. She joins the goblin king for a 

feast but he entices her to destroy the weir banks, which will result in the deaths of 

people living below. Before this can happen she is rescued by the Sisters of the Air and 

shown the treasures of their aerial home. Falling to earth with raindrops, she meets the 

Ant Queen and learns about ant colonies before returning home. 

 

“The unselfish mermaid”, pp. 45–48. 

A mermaid who wants to find a purpose in life is encouraged to rescue a “poor 

blackfellow” from a witch’s spell by the Wind. The witch becomes angry when she 
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helps the man and turns the mermaid into a She-Oak. The man returns to his life 

oblivious of her sacrifice. 

 

“The opossums’ jealousy”, pp. 49–53. 

A wealthy family of opossums gives shelter to a fairy caught in a storm. Realising that 

the fairy is about to marry the King of the Elves they conspire to prevent the marriage 

by trapping the fairy. The selfish opossums are thwarted by a little moonbeam who 

rescues her.  

 

“What the jackass saw”, pp. 55–59. 

The Jackass (now known as the Kookaburra) begins by telling jokes to his family then 

recounts the story of two races who lived in the Australian Alps: the white fairies and 

the little black gnomes. The Jackass explains that these races were good friends. The 

only child of the fairy queen, however, makes rude remarks about their skin colour. The 

king of the gnomes is angry and turns her into a black and white bird. In fear of 

consequences of this action, the gnomes flee to caves while the fairies continue to look 

in vain for their princess. 

 

“Where do the pins go?”, pp. 59–66. 

A small boy’s sister has poured pins down a crack in the floorboards and he wonders 

aloud where pins go. Instantly he is spirited to the South Pole by the Genius of Thought 

where he meets the Fair Queen of Forgotten Things. She explains that these pins have 

been prevented them from fulfilling their duty. Pins that have worked hard are 

transformed into lovely fairies and allowed to enter her kingdom. The Queen gives the 

lost pins back to the boy so they can resume their work and become worthy of rest in 

her kingdom.  

 

“How cats got whiskers”, pp. 67–72. 

Many centuries ago in Persia cats had no whiskers. A powerful witch owns a naughty 

kitten, called Steal-all. He steals and is constantly in trouble. The witch keeps him out 

of her high regard for his mother. When he overturns a cauldron of precious Elixir of 

Youth and Beauty, the witch sews him to the verandah post through his upper lip. 

Eventually Steal-all breaks free, but the remaining threads become whiskers.  
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“The bunyip and the wizard”, pp. 73–80. 

A wizard loves the mermaid and visits a witch for an Elixir of Youth and Beauty The 

witch decides the wizard is the mate for her but he does not reciprocate her feelings. 

The witch plays a trick on him. After drinking the potion he believes will make the 

mermaid fall in love with him, he falls in love with the witch. The mermaid, unaware of 

this drama, meets the Bunyip who loves her and they decide to be married in the centre 

of Australia.  

 

“Adiantina and the giants”, pp. 81–87. 

A race of mighty giants lives in the mountains of Victoria. They are friends with a 

water-nixie who loves in a ferny gully. The nixie displeases the magician, who casts a 

spell on her.  The magician is also a friend of the giants and tells them how to break the 

spell. The giants break the spell but the magician is very angry and turns the giants into 

trees. The nixie asks to be changed into a plant also and now grows beside rivers and 

streams as the Maidenhair fern. 

 

“The fairy fortune and the old year”, pp. 89-94.   

During the celebration of Old Year’s Eve, Fairy Fortune counsels the Old Year who 

looks despondently at the misfortunes that occurred in his year, such as drought. She 

consoles him and offers the opportunity to be changed into whatever he chooses. He 

decides to be a rain cloud in order to provide rain in the correct seasons. The New Year, 

youthful and joyful, arrives with the hopes of a happy new year.  
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Appendix C: “The fire elves”, Fairy tales from the land of the wattle, Ernst, (1904e). 
 

AMONG the dry grass and leaves on the great grey mountains there lurked three little 

red elves. 

 Tiny little fellows they were: all glowing red. They had been born in a man’s 

pipe, and desirous of seeing the world they had jumped out of the pipe and fallen among 

the dry grass and leaves on a hill in the Australian Alps. 

 “Ah!” cried they, “this is the place for us!” and each caught up an armful of 

withered leaves and kissed and hugged them until they too became red and glowing as 

themselves. 

 A light gust of wind came and tossed both elves and leaves into a patch of dry 

grass. 

 Oh! how the grass welcomed them; it blazed and shrieked for joy. 

 “Listen!” said the birds, “how the burning twigs crackle.” They did not see the 

elves, so how should they know! 

 On and on leapt the fire, soon bushes and great trees were in a blaze; and didn’t 

those wicked, wicked elves enjoy themselves! 

 The great tress bent their heads in meek submission as the little elves ran up 

their grey trunks and scorched their green foliage. 

 “Look! what a pretty pattern the bush fire makes on the hills!” the children in the 

valley cried, but their parents sighed and shook their heads as the fire crawled steadily 

down the mountain. 

 There stood a small cottage on the side of the hill, and the fire came nearer and 

nearer. 

 “Quick, father,” cried one of the children, “look how near the fire has come!” 

 Yes! There it was only half-a-mile away. Even as the child spoke, a hot gust of 

wind rushed by which scattered bits of burnt leaves and papers on the ground. 

 The sky was of a murky yellow-brown colour, and the sun showed like a red ball 

through the smoke; the strong smell of burning eucalyptus was everywhere. Soon men 

gathered from all parts armed with wet bags, and sallied forth to meet their common 

enemy and beat it back. 

 Oh! how they worked! With all the energy of despair they flung themselves 

against their terrible foe, but as soon as one part was conquered, another portion of the 

fire would, with the rapidity of lightning, run into a grassy hollow or a belt of dead 
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bushes and bracken, and blaze forth afresh. At last, just as they were about the give up 

their fight as useless, a tiny drop of rain splashed on a man’s forehead, then another and 

another, and as the welcome rain came down, the fire was easily kept at bay. Sobbing 

like children, the men cried in husky voices, “Thank God! it is the rain!” Down the rain 

poured in torrents, and soon only a few sparks were left. Among the ashes, three 

miserable little elves were creeping away; when plash! [sic] down came another drop, 

and they vanished altogether!  
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Appendix D: Synopsis of each essay in The magic shadow show. 

 
“The eternal circle”, pp. 4 –7. 

This essay explores the cyclic nature of life, applying the concept of “evolution, 

devolution, evolution” to chemical and geological formations, the rise and fall of 

civilizations, the progression of religion and the human life cycle. It argues that people 

are powerless and depend on Knowledge formulated from Truth that is always 

subjective. Only the Gods have knowledge of the outcomes and we hope they are just.  

 

“The children of the god”, pp. 8–9. 

Heirs of the Gods, the Artist and the Reformer, are given the task of raising men to the 

Celestial City. The artist presents to all a vision of the beautiful while the reformer 

insists that his is the only possible way. The reformer’s beliefs are challenged when he 

finds that a huge number of people are travelling to the City influenced by the Artist.  

 

“When the gods laugh”, pp. 10–11. 

The fundamental problem of desire and need is explored. The Gods choose whether or 

not to grant men’s desires for gifts. With dismay and anger, if his prayers are not 

answered the man resorts to more prayer causing the Gods to laugh. The metaphor of 

the mother teaching her child with hard little tasks explains why the Gods may laugh in 

a loving way as they teach men to achieve more. The suffering caused by 

disappointment may develop empathy. The Gods choose what we need and all is well. 

 

“The chisel of the gods”, pp. 12–13. 

The sculptor shapes a cold block of marble with foresight and careful planning. A great 

stone of marble is unhappy with the rough handling of the block and cries for Fate to 

strike the sculptor dead. His cries are ignored and finally he sees that the finished statue 

is full of life. The sculptor turns to the great stone and assures it that he can already 

envisage that the great block will be his greatest work. Symbolically God is the sculptor 

and Pain is his chisel. Men should trust that God knows best. 

 

“The ashen-coloured coat”, pp. 14–16. 

A newspaper article relates the rescue of a baby who has fallen into the sea by a young 

man who is on the pier. The “Motives” for any action, Love of Others, Love of Fame, 
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Love of Nobleness and Love Of Usefulness crowd around the Great I Am, described as 

the centre of the man’s soul. Each presents their arguments for giving him their cloak. 

Just as the Great I Am takes the cloak of Usefulness, Cowardice taunts him and reminds 

him that it was his Ashen cloak that the Great I Am wore just before he dived in. It was 

only that he feared Remorse more than Death that he took action. The Great I Am 

discards all the other cloaks and he crowns him self with the coronet of Love of Self. 

The Great I Am is dismayed by this self-realisation. Hope reassures him that the Love 

of Self and the consequence of self-gratification ensure that Life continues to exist. 

 

“The tragedy of little souls”, pp. 17–19. 

Two spiders, one large and one small, both strive to catch a very large moth in their 

webs. The small spider aims to catch a grey moth, but also keep his web complete. The 

moth grazes the small spider’s web, leaving it intact, but rushes into the large spider’s 

web. The large spider is prepared to sacrifice his web to catch the moth and does. The 

little spider sadly believes that he will never get such a chance again, but is happy his 

web is not spoilt. The large spider is also content. The wise bee from “The Battle of the 

books” speaks out of the silence and comments that the small spider has a spark of 

greatness that strives for an ideal but is constrained by trivialities. Those who are truly 

great can make great leaps by ignoring trivialities.  

 

“That progressive monkey?”, pp. 20–21. 

The first monkey to leave the treetops for a life of progress enslaves the human race. 

Looking back to the pristine natural world of his ancestral home, his human descendants 

long to escape the cage of routine.  

 

“Hide and seek”, pp. 22–25. 

Life and Death note how man feels superior to the rest of creation. Man is shaped by 

heredity and personal environment. The “hide and seek” that plays out in the natural 

world is presented as inevitable in various scenarios. The hawk eats the tree-creeper 

who eats the cup-moth pupa. The gum tree provides camouflage for a plethora of 

creatures and the kingfisher’s camouflage allows him to catch his prey in the water. 

Man needs no camouflage due to his intellect. Life and Death muse that the tragedy of 

souls is that those who have stood alone in thought are not recognised until death has 

claimed them when others have noted their views and followed them.  
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“The golden age”, pp. 26–27. 

The Golden Age of good men who lived in harmony with the gods disappeared with the 

Iron Age. All nations have past ages that are “Golden” that recede into their distant past, 

becoming a lost illusion. The glory of this age can, however, be recognised on a smaller 

scale, repeated in an individual’s life. There is a fixed belief that the past is happier than 

the present, contributed to by a tendency for the conservative race to judge new ideas 

that challenge the old order.  

 

“The acquired hide”, pp. 28–30. 

Dame Nature strengthens her children from harm by developing their resilience. Three 

stories illustrate the results. The red-headed girl is taunted and teased throughout her 

childhood, and journeys through life feeling unloved. The selfish man develops an 

exterior of indifference to escape from the torture of his tender and empathetic soul. The 

mother remains resolute on her views, unable to aid a troubled son with his ponderings 

about life, and loses him. The narrator ponders whether Dame Nature is too careful in 

protecting her children from harm. 

 

“The cry of the souls of men”, pp. 31–32. 

 Questions about the Ideals, the Knowledge and the Divine Purpose are presented. 

While individuals know parts of the “Universal Plan”, the whole is mapped out by the 

interaction of heredity, environment and predestination. Though men try to change the 

“plan”, Ernst argues that we must trust in God until finally we gain the knowledge and 

become one with him. 
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Appendix E: “The tragedy of little souls”, The magic shadow show (Ernst, 1913j) 
 
IN corners opposite to one another dwelt two spiders—one was large and black and the 

other little and brown and covered in white spots. 

 Now the life-dream of the little brown spider was to once catch a really big moth 

in his web, so, fixing with the greatest care he made his trap, fixing his stay-threads to 

the wall and thence to a dust-covered bookshelf that hung near by, then weaving the 

other threads across, till after hours of weary toll it was a pattern of geometric 

correctness. 

 But the black spider opposite also wove his web carefully and well, and he also 

desired to catch a really big moth, and, as is obvious to all, his desires were more in 

proportion to his size than were his neighbour’s. 

 The setting sun sent his last rays through the window, and, for a while, the dust 

motes danced their silent dance in its narrow path of light; then slowly the shadows in 

the corner stretched out their long arms across the small room, till they had wrapped all 

in darkness save the window which looked like a patch of the starry sky let into the 

blackness of the walls. 

 Out from behind the yellow dusty newspaper print hanging by three tacks to the 

wall, flew a large grey moth. Noiselessly across the room she sped—the little brown 

spider saw her coming, —“This time I’ll get one,” he whispered to himself, “but,” 

checking himself, “I must not spoil my beautiful web. I must make a complete catch but 

also keep a complete web. “Everything complete” is my motto.” 

 So he stayed near the centre of his web, alert, and quivering with excitement.

 The wings of the moth just grazed the edge of the web—had he been an inch 

nearer he could have caught her; but startled by the touch of the threads on her wings, 

she dashed blindly across the room to the opposite corner. 

“Aha!” said the big black spider. “At last! At last! Get her I must even if I break 

my web, and have to weave it all over again.” 

He crept to the edge of his web towards which he saw the moth now flying, and 

just as she touched it he pounced upon her, and though he felt the silk breaking 

underneath him, he threw out some threads across her and bound her wings. Then with 

one supreme effort, in spite of her frantic struggles and the broken meshes on either 

side, he dragged her to the centre of his web from which she nevermore escaped. 
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 In that same hour the little brown spider sat disconsolate in the centre of his 

web. “I’ll never get such a chance again,” he whined to himself, “but at all events my 

web has not been spoilt,” and he was content. So was the large black spider. 

 A voice broke the dusty silence of the room, and I suspect it was that of the wise 

bee who spoke so sagely in “The Battle of the Books,” for these are the words it said: 

 “These spiders are but types, —the little soul with a spark of greatness just 

sufficient to make it strive after something higher, work trebly hard to reach its ideal, 

but owing to the very nature of its composition lets some glorious opportunity slip past, 

because it wishes to selfishly gratify itself by accomplishing some little triviality which 

its conventionality binds upon. And herein lies the tragedy! For the nature of true 

greatness making a bold leap towards which bar its way, and wins glory while the little 

nature is still at its starting point, and can get no further. Both have gratified only 

themselves, but with different results! 

 However, let us be thankful for the sake of quiet people like myself, that all are 

not ‘great souls’.” 
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Appendix F: Synopsis of each song in Songs from the Dandenongs  

There are no page numbers in this book. 
 

“A mountain jingle”, song 1. 

Introduces the names of the mountains: Mt, Dandenong, Little Joe, Donna Buang, Mt. 

Juliet, Mt. Riddell, The Baw-Baws and a characteristic to make them easily 

remembered. 

 

“The song of Corhanwarrabul”, song 2. 

The first verse explains the appreciation of Aboriginal peoples for the Dandenong 

Ranges, their naming of the ranges “Corhanwarrabul” and its meaning. The second 

verse describes how hikers and people from Melbourne have a similar appreciation of 

this place. 

 

“The tale of Mount Dandenong,” song 3. 

The five verses of this song describe Mt. Dandenong’s evolution from an active volcano 

to an extinct one.  

 

“The lullaby of Little Joe”, song 4. 

This lullaby describes the changing appearance and attitude of Little Joe over a day. It 

follows a loosely traditional structure of “go to sleep, wake up, enjoy the day” in a 

three-verse song. 

 

“The mountains’ joke”, song 5. 

Donna Buang boasts about his crest of trees while Little Joe retorts that when the clouds 

“cap” him he will be of equal height. Playfully Donna Buang pokes him. People on the 

mountain see the “poke” as a landslip.   

 

“The chant of Beenak”, song 6. 

Beenak is described as a basket placed upside down by an Aboriginal woman. Magic 

gold falls from it and pours into the valleys where it settles on the trees as wattle 

blooms. 
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“Donna Buang and Toolebewong”, song 7. 

The meaning of the names of Donna Buang (giant’s body) and Toolebewong (ribs or 

thorax) are explained by reference to their appearance to an elderly Indigenous man.  

 

“The song of Mt. Juliet”, song 8. 

This two-verse poem extols Mt. Juliet’s graceful appearance using a musical metaphor 

to describe as her “a grand crescendo against the sky”. 

 

“The Silvan Lake”, song 9. 

This song suggests that the newly built Silvan Dam is a lake that reflects the mountains 

that surround it in beautiful colours, rather than it being a water supply for the people of 

Melbourne. 

 

“The mountains” secret”, song 19. 

The mountains keep their secrets about what they have seen: Aboriginal people roaming 

freely and naming the mountains; the seizing of the land by white men responsible for 

the disappearance of Indigenous peoples as roads and cities are planned. Finally Waller 

wonders whether another race will supplant the white men or could a Kingdom of God 

on earth be our future. The chorus refers to the geological changes in the environment 

and the cycle that will be repeated over thousands of years: “Plains raised to mountain. 

Mountain razed to plain.” 
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Appendix G: “The song of Mt. Juliet”, Songs from the Dandenongs (Waller, 1939i) 
 

Mt. Juliet has a gracious curve, 

A grand crescendo against the sky; 

Your eyes can sense those throbbing notes 

As through the scale they upwards fly. 

 

Higher and clearer through the air 

Those great notes come a-ringing; 

When moonlight bathes these mountains old 

Then list to Juliet singing. 

 

 

Figure 37. Musical score. “The song of Mt. Juliet”, O. Waller, Songs from the Dandenongs, 1939i, song 

8. 
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Appendix H: Heyne family tree 
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Appendix I: Motifs in Ernst’s fairy tales 
         Using the modified Motif Chart (Slattery, 2002) motifs in Ernst’s fairy tales are charted. 

 
MOTIFS MOTIFS IN ERNST ’S FAIRY TALES  

TRADIT IONAL FAIRY TALES 
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	I.	Character	Motifs	
A.	Elder	
1.	Usually	a	king	or	a	father	
2.	Stationary	
3.	Sometimes	has	a	disability	
B.	Hero		
1.Person	who	gets	the	most	out	of	the	story	
2.	Moves,	often	vertically	
C.	True	Love		
1.	Object	of	hero”s	affections	
2.	Hero	often	does	battle	for	his/her	True	Love	
D.	Villain	
E.	Helper	
1.	Often	a	powerful,	magical	person	
2.	Gives	advice	or	a	valuable	gift	to	the	hero		
3.	Often	tests	the	hero	
F.	Friend	
G.	Messenger	

A1	Oberon	
B1		
Queen	of	
the	Lake	
fairies	
D2	
drought	

B2	Men	
who	fight	
the	fire		
D2	Elves			
E1	rain	

B1	Fairy	of	
the	vase		

B1/2	
helpless	
female	
	
D2	Goblin	
King	
E1	water	
nymph	
A					
Ant	Queen	
B	Sunradia	
becomes	a	
flora/	
fauna	
guardian	

A	1		
the	wind		
B1	mermaid	
D1/2	Witch	

A/D1	Father	
Opossum	
E1	
Moonbeam	
	

A1		
Jackass	
D		
white	
princess	
F1			
black	
gnomes	

A1		
Genius	of	
Thought	
B1	boy		
D2	sister	
who	is	
careless	
with	the	
pins		
	
	

II.	Place	Motifs	
A.	Home	
1.	An	ordinary	place,	not	magical	
2.	Often	the	starting	or	ending	place	of	the	story	
B.	Paradise	
1.	Where	the	hero	gets	his/her	heart’s	desire	

A1		
Lake	Eyre	
	

A1/2	 A1	
B1	

	 A1	
	

A1		
C	
Opossums”	
tree		

B1			
the	bush	
	
	

B1	for	pins		
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2.	Often	a	monster	here	to	overcome	first	
C.	Bad	Place	
1.	Escape	desired	
D.	Limbo	
III	Motifs	of	Objects	
A.	Objects	in	groups	usually	make	a	pattern	
1.	Size	-	Increasing	or	decreasing	
2.	Material	
3.	Power	
B.	Ordinary	objects	with	magical	powers	such	as	
objects	of:	

1.	Transportation	2.	Weapons	3.	Supply	
4.	Medicine	
C.	Objects	that	serve	a	special	function	in	the	story	
1.	Token	of	Recognition		
a.	Often	has	some	relationship	to	water	or	liquid	

	 	 B	 	 C		 	 	 B		

IV.	Motifs	of	Action	
A.	Actions	of	the	Hero	
1.	Quest	
2.	Endurance	test	
3.	Tasks	to	perform,	usually	3,	involving	
a.	food	or	water	b.	wood	c.	fire	or	stone	
B.	Means	of	success	for	Hero	
1.	Cleverness	or	wit	
2.	Virtue	
3.	Courage	and	strength	
C.	Rewards	of	the	Hero	
1.	Wealth	2.	Love	3.	Status	

B3	
C		
Beautiful	
hair		
retained	

A3c	
fire	
B3	
	

A1	quest	
	
C3	

	 B2		 B		 C2	 A3		

V.	Motifs	of	Style	
A.	Use	of	numbers:	3,	7,	12	
B.	Opening	and	closing	lines	
C.	Chante	Fable,	the	inclusion	of	a	song,	incantation,		

B	
message	of	
hope	

A			
use	of	
number	3	
	

A	
	

	 C		
chanting	of	
a	rune	

A		
moral	

	 C	chant	
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